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PREFACE: AUSTERITY, A PERSONAL HISTORY

This book has a rather unusual genesis. David McBride from Oxford University Press emailed me in July 2010 and asked me if I wanted to write a book about the turn to austerity in economic policy. I had been playing with a book idea called the “End of the Liberal World” for a while but really hadn’t been getting all that far with it. Dave’s offer seemed to be a ready-made alternative project. After all, someone had to write such a book, and since I had, as bankers say, “skin in the game” here, for reasons I shall elaborate below, I said yes. Shortly thereafter Geoffrey Kirkman, Associate Director of the Watson Institute for International Studies at Brown University, where I am a faculty fellow, wondered if there was anything that I would like to make into a short video. I said yes—I’d do something about this new book that I have agreed to write.

Both of these opportunities arrived shortly after the G20 issued its final communiqué at the end of its June 2010 meeting in Toronto. That G20 meeting marked the moment when the rediscovery of Keynesian economics that had informed state responses to the global financial crisis since 2009 gave way to an economically more orthodox, and austere, reading of events. The G20 communiqué called for an end to re-flationary spending under the guise of something called “growth friendly fiscal consolidation,” which is a fancy way of saying “austerity.” I remember thinking at the time “that’s about as plausible as a unicorn with a bag of magic salt.” So when I was afforded the opportunity to make a video, taking on this “austerity as a route to growth” nonsense seemed the way to go. The video can be seen at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FmsjGys-VqA.

Part of what academics do is generate ideas and teach. The other, perhaps more important part, is to play the role of “the Bu*l*hit Police.” Our job is to look at the ideas and plans interested parties put forward to solve our collective problems and see whether or not they pass the sniff test. Austerity as a route to growth and as the correct response to the aftermath of a financial crisis does not pass the sniff test. The arguments given for why we all must be austere do not pass the sniff test. You will read the full version of why not in this book. The short version became the video. But in shooting the video, the producer Joe Posner forced me to distill what I wanted to say about this topic into five-and-a-half minutes. Once I did that, I went back to the book and wondered if I had anything else to say.

The opportunity to get into more detail and flesh out the argument, the academic rationale, was still there. Both the reasons given for why we all have to be austere (we have spent too much, etc.) and the logics expounded for the supposed positive effects of austerity as a policy—that cuts lead to growth—are, as we shall see, by and large dangerous nonsense. Yet they remain the governing ideas of the moment. By the time the book is published this may no longer be the case, but in the meantime, these ideas will have wrought tremendous damage.

Part of the reason for this is, as we shall see, ideological. But part of the reason these ideas are so powerful is very material. It has to do with how a “too big too fail” banking crisis in the United States became a “too big to bail” banking crisis in Europe, and how this drives us all down the road to austerity. We are, at best, still saving the banks that we started saving in 2008, especially in Europe. This book allowed me to work out why such bad ideas remain the governing ideas, for both ideological and material reasons. But going back to the book after doing the video made me remember another much more personal reason why I should write this book that has to do with the unfairness of austerity as a policy.

I was born in Dundee, Scotland, in 1967, the son of a butcher and a television rental agent (yes,
back in the day, TVs were so expensive that most people rented them). My mother died when I was very young, and my care was given over to my paternal grandmother. I grew up in (relative) poverty, and there were times when I really did go to school with holes in my shoes. My upbringing was, in the original sense of the word, quite austere. Household income was a government check, namely, a state retirement pension, plus occasional handouts from my manual-worker father. I am a welfare kid. I am also proud of that fact.

Today I am a professor at an Ivy League university in the USA. Probabilistically speaking, I am as an extreme example of intragenerational social mobility as you can find anywhere. What made it possible for me to become the man I am today is the very thing now blamed for creating the crisis itself: the state, more specifically, the so-called runaway, bloated, paternalist, out-of-control, welfare state. This claim doesn’t pass the sniff test. Because of the British welfare state, threadbare though it is in comparison to its more affluent European cousins, I was never hungry. My grandmother’s pension plus free school meals took care of that. I never lacked shelter because of social housing. The schools I attended were free and actually acted as ladders of mobility for those randomly given the skills in the genetic lottery of life to climb them.

So what bothers me on a deep personal level is that if austerity is seen as the only way forward, then not only is it unfair to the current generation of “workers bailing bankers,” but the next “me” may not happen. The social mobility that societies such as the United Kingdom and the United States took for granted from the 1950s through the 1980s that made me, and others like me, possible, has effectively ground to a halt. Youth unemployment across the developed world has reached, in many cases, record levels. Austerity policies have only worsened these problems. Cutting the welfare state in the name of producing more growth and opportunity is an offensive canard. The purpose of this book is to make us all remember that and thereby help to ensure that the future does not belong only to the already privileged few. Frankly, the world can use a few more welfare kids that become professors. It keeps the rest honest.

A word about the book itself. It’s designed to be modular. If you want an overview of what’s at stake in the fight over austerity, just read chapter 1. If you want to know why we all have to be austere and why a pile of stinky mortgages in the United States ended up blowing up the European economy, read chapters 2 and 3. If you want to know where the notion that austerity is a good idea comes from in terms of its intellectual lineage, read chapters 4 and 5. If you want to know why austerity is such a dangerous idea, apart from what’s in chapters 2 and 3, read chapter 6. If you want one-stop shopping for why the world is in such a mess and you are being asked to pay for it—read the whole book.

I would now like to thank all the many folks who made this book come to its final overdue form. Special thanks go to Cornel Ban for his help with the East European cases and Oddny Helgadottir for her help with Iceland. For clarifying the US side of the story, many thanks to David Wyss, Beth Ann Bovino, Bruce Chadwick, and David Frenk. On the European side, special thanks go to Peter Hall, Andrew Baker, Bill Blain, Martin Malone, Simon Tilford, Daniel Davies, David Lewis Baker, Douglas Borthwick, Erik Jones, Matthias Matthijs, Josef Hien, Jonathan Hopkin, Kathleen McNamara, Nicolas Jabko, Jonathan Kirshner, Sheri Berman, Martin Edwards, Gerald McDermott, Brigitte Young, Mark Vail, Wade Jacoby, Abe Newman, Cornelia Woll, Colin Hay, Vivien Schmidt, Stefan Olafson, Bill Janeway, Romano Prodi, and Alfred Gussenbauer. For being my econo-nonsense detectors I owe Stephen Kinsella and Alex Gourevitch a special debt of thanks. Other folks who deserve a mention in this regard are Dirk Bezemer and John Quiggin. Chris Lydon helped me find my voice. Lorenzo Moretti helped me find my footnotes. Anthony Lopez helped me find what other folks had said already. Alex Harris found data like no one else can.
I want to thank the Watson Institute at Brown University for its help and support, and to express my gratitude to my colleagues at Brown University for providing such a supportive working environment. I want to thank the Institute for New Economic Thinking for actually enabling new economic thinking. Cheers to Joe Posner for producing the austerity video and to Robin Varghese for sending me things I would never have found. Intellectually, two rather contradictory (in terms of each other) folks are important, one of whom—Andrew Haldane—I have yet to meet, and Nassim Nicolas Taleb. Thank you both for making me think harder about the world. Finally, to David McBride at Oxford University Press for having the presence of mind to ask, to push from time to time, and to leave me alone when needed. But most of all, thanks for keeping the faith. To anyone I left off this list, my apologies. As was once said about Dr. Leonard McCoy by a Klingon prosecutor, it’s most likely a combination of age plus drink.

Mark Blyth
South Boston, Massachusetts
December 2012
AUSTERITY
A PRIMER ON AUSTERITY, DEBT, AND MORALITY PLAYS

Why Austerity?

On Friday, August 5, 2011, what used to be the fiscally unthinkable happened. The United States of America lost its triple A (AAA) credit rating when it was downgraded by the ratings agency Standard & Poor’s (S&P’s). This is a bit of a problem since the US dollar is the world’s reserve currency, which means (basically) that the dollar is treated as the emergency store of value for the rest of the world; practically all tradable commodities, for example, are valued in relation to the dollar, and the dollar serves as the anchor of the world’s monetary system. The following Monday, August 8, 2011, the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) lost 635 points, its sixth worst loss ever. At the same time, a continent away, the turmoil in the European bond market that began in Greece in 2009 now threatened to engulf Italy and Spain, undermining the European single currency while raising doubts about the solvency of the entire European banking system. Meanwhile, London, one of the world’s great financial centers, was hit by riots that spread all over the city, and then the country.

The London riots quickly blew over, but then the Occupy movement began, first in Zuccotti Park in Manhattan, and then throughout the United States and out into the wider world. Its motivations were diffuse, but one stood out: concern over the income and wealth inequalities generated over the past twenty years that access to easy credit had masked. Winter, and police actions, emptied the Occupy encampments, but the problems that spawned those camps remain with us. Today, the European financial-cum-debt crisis rolls on from summit meeting to summit meeting, where German ideals of fiscal prudence clash with Spanish unemployment at 25 percent and a Greek state is slashing itself to insolvency and mass poverty while being given ever-more loans to do so. In the United States, those problems take the form of sclerotic private-sector growth, persistent unemployment, a hollowing out of middle-class opportunities, and a gridlocked state. If we view each of these elements in isolation, it all looks rather chaotic. But look closer and you can see that these events are all intimately related. What they have in common is their supposed cure: austerity, the policy of cutting the state’s budget to promote growth.

Austerity is a form of voluntary deflation in which the economy adjusts through the reduction of wages, prices, and public spending to restore competitiveness, which is (supposedly) best achieved by cutting the state’s budget, debts, and deficits. Doing so, its advocates believe, will inspire “business confidence” since the government will neither be “crowding-out” the market for investment by sucking up all the available capital through the issuance of debt, nor adding to the nation’s already “too big” debt.

As pro-austerity advocate John Cochrane of the University of Chicago put it, “Every dollar of increased government spending must correspond to one less dollar of private spending. Jobs created by stimulus spending are offset by jobs lost from the decline in private spending. We can build roads instead of factories, but fiscal stimulus can’t help us to build more of both.” There is just one slight problem with this rendition of events: it is completely and utterly wrong, and the policy of austerity is more often than not exactly the wrong thing to do precisely because it produces the very outcomes you are trying to avoid.
Take the reason S&P’s gave for downgrading the US credit rating. They claimed that, “the prolonged controversy over raising the statutory debt ceiling and the related fiscal policy debate … will remain a contentious and fitful process.” Yet the DJIA didn’t fall off a cliff because of the downgrade. To see a downgrade on Friday followed by a DJIA collapse on a Monday is to confuse causation and correlation. Had the markets actually been concerned about the solvency of the US government, that concern would have been reflected in bond yields (the interest the United States has to pay to get someone to hold its debt) before and after the downgrade. Bond yields should have gone up after the downgrade as investors lost faith in US debt, and money should have flowed into the stock market as a refuge. Instead, yields and equities fell together because what sent the markets down was a broader concern over a slowing US economy: a lack of growth.

This is doubly odd since the cause of the anticipated slowdown, the debt-ceiling agreement of August 1, 2011, between Republicans and Democrats in the US Senate that sought $2.1 trillion in budget cuts over a decade (austerity), was supposed to calm the markets by giving them the budget cuts that they craved. Yet this renewed commitment to austerity instead signaled lower growth due to less public spending going forward in an already weak economy, and stock markets tanked on the news. As Oliver Blanchard, the International Monetary Fund’s (IMF’s) director of research, put it with a degree of understatement, “Financial investors are schizophrenic about fiscal consolidation and growth.” Today the US debt drama is about to repeat itself in the form of a so-called fiscal cliff that the United States will fall off when automatic spending cuts kick in in January 2013 if Congress cannot decide on what to cut. The schizophrenia Blanchard identified a year previously continues on this second iteration, with both sides simultaneously stressing the need for cuts while trying to avoid them.

Austerity policies were likewise supposed to provide stability to the Eurozone countries, not undermine them. Portugal, Ireland, Italy, Greece, and Spain (the PIIGS of Europe) have all implemented tough austerity packages since the financial crisis hit them in 2008. Greece’s bloated public-sector debt, Spain’s overleveraged private sector, Portugal’s and Italy’s illiquidity, and Ireland’s insolvent banks ended up being bailed out by their respective states, blowing holes in their debts and deficits. The answer to their problems, as with the US debt-ceiling agreement, was supposed to be austerity. Cut the budget, reduce the debt, and growth will reappear as “confidence” returns.

So PIIGS cut their budgets and as their economies shrunk, their debt loads got bigger not smaller, and unsurprisingly, their interest payments shot up. Portuguese net debt to GDP increased from 62 percent in 2006 to 108 percent in 2012, while the interest that pays for Portugal’s ten-year bonds went from 4.5 percent in May 2009 to 14.7 percent in January 2012. Ireland’s net debt-to-GDP ratio of 24.8 percent in 2007 rose to 106.4 percent in 2012, while its ten-year bonds went from 4 percent in 2007 to a peak of 14 percent in 2011. The poster child of the Eurozone crisis and austerity policy, Greece saw its debt to GDP rise from 106 percent in 2007 to 170 percent in 2012 despite successive rounds of austerity cuts and bondholders taking a 75 percent loss on their holdings in 2011. Greece’s ten-year bond currently pays 13 percent, down from a high of 18.5 percent in November 2012.

Austerity clearly is not working if “not working” means reducing the debt and promoting growth. Instead, in making these governments’ bonds riskier (as seen in the interest rate charged), the policy has indirectly made big European banks that hold lots of them (mainly in Germany, France, and Holland) riskier in the process. This was recognized by global investors when pretty much all private-sector lending to the European banking sector disappeared in the summer and fall of 2011, the response to which has been emergency liquidity provision by the European Central Bank (ECB) in the form of the so-called long-term refinancing operation (LTRO), the ancillary emergency liquidity
assistance program (ELA), and of course, demands for more austerity.\footnote{6}

The United Kingdom was supposedly spared this drama by “preemptive tightening,” that is, by adopting austerity first and then reaping the benefits of growth once confidence returns. Again, this approach hasn’t turned out quite as planned. Despite the fact that the United Kingdom’s bond yields are lower than many of its peers’, this has less to do with pursuing austerity and more to do with the fact that it has its own central bank and currency. It can therefore credibly commit to backing its banking sector with unlimited cash in a way that countries inside the Euro Area cannot, while allowing the exchange rate to depreciate since it still has one.\footnote{7} UK growth certainly hasn’t sprung back in response either, and neither has confidence. The British are in as bad shape as anyone else, despite their tightening, and the United Kingdom’s economic indicators are very much pointing the wrong way, showing again that austerity hurts rather than helps.

**It’s Not Really a Sovereign Debt Crisis**

That austerity simply doesn’t work is the first reason it’s a dangerous idea. But it is also a dangerous idea because the way austerity is being represented by both politicians and the media—as the payback for something called the “sovereign debt crisis,” supposedly brought on by states that apparently “spent too much”—is a quite fundamental misrepresentation of the facts. These problems, including the crisis in the bond markets, started with the banks and will end with the banks. The current mess is not a sovereign debt crisis generated by excessive spending for anyone except the Greeks. For everyone else, the problem is the banks that sovereigns have to take responsibility for, especially in the Eurozone. That we call it a “sovereign debt crisis” suggests a very interesting politics of “bait and switch” at play.

Before 2008 no one, save for a few fringe conservatives in the United States and elsewhere, were concerned with “excessive” national debts or deficits. Deficit hawks in the United States, for example, pretty much disappeared in embarrassment as, under the banner of fiscal conservativism, the Bush administration pushed both debts and deficits to new heights while inflation remained steady.\footnote{8} Even in places where fiscal prudence was the mantra, in the United Kingdom under Gordon Brown, or in Spain and Ireland when they were held up as economic models for their dynamic economies—really—deficits and debt did not garner much attention. Italian public-sector debt in 2002 was 105.7 percent of GDP and no one cared. In 2009, it was almost exactly the same figure and everyone cared. What changed was of course the global financial crisis of 2007–2008 that rumbles along in a new form today. The cost of bailing, recapitalizing, and otherwise saving the global banking system has been, depending on, as we shall see later, how you count it, between 3 and 13 trillion dollars.\footnote{9} Most of that has ended up on the balance sheets of governments as they absorb the costs of the bust, which is why we mistakenly call this a sovereign debt crisis when in fact it is a transmuted and well-camouflaged banking crisis.

As we shall see in chapter 2, the US banking system, the origin of the global banking crisis, was deemed by the US government to be “too big to fail” and therefore wasn’t allowed to fail when it got into trouble in 2007–2008. The price of not allowing it to fail was to turn the Federal Reserve into a “bad bank” (chock-full of bad assets that were swapped for cash to keep lending going) while the federal government blew a hole in its finances as it plugged the gaps caused by lost revenues from the crash with deficit spending and debt issuance. No good deed, as they say, goes unpunished. This much we know. What is less well known is how part two of this crisis is simply another variant of this story currently playing out in Europe.
The Greeks may well have lied about their debts and deficits, as is alleged, but as we shall see in chapter 3, the Greeks are the exception, not the rule. What actually happened in Europe was that over the decade of the introduction of the euro, very large core-country European banks bought lots of peripheral sovereign debt (which is now worth much less) and levered up (reduced their equity and increased their debt to make more profits) far more than their American cousins. Being levered up, in some cases forty to one or more, means that a turn of a few percentage points against their assets can leave them insolvent. As a consequence, rather than being too big to fail, European banks, when you add their liabilities together, are “too big (for any one government) to bail,” a phenomenon that the euro, as we shall see, only exacerbates.

France’s biggest three banks, for example, have assets worth nearly two and a half times French GDP. In contrast, the total value of the entire US banking sector is about 120 percent of GDP. The United States can print its way out of trouble because it has its own printing presses and the dollar is the global reserve asset. France cannot do this since the French state doesn’t run its own printing press anymore and so can’t bail its banks out directly. Neither can Spain nor anyone else. As a result, French government bond rates are going up, not because France can’t pay for its welfare state, but because its banking system constitutes a too big to bail liability for the state.

Nonetheless, if one of these behemoth banks did fail it would have to be bailed out by its parent state. If that state is running a debt-to-GDP level of 40 percent, bailing is possible. If it is already running close to 90 percent, it is almost impossible for the state to take the liability onto its balance sheet without its bond yields going through the roof. This is, as we shall see over the next two chapters, why all of Europe needs to be austere, because each national state’s balance sheet has to act as a shock absorber for the entire system. Having already bailed out the banks, we have to make sure that there is room on the public balance sheet to backstop them. That’s why we have austerity. It’s still all about saving the banks.

How this occurred is the subject of the next two chapters, but that it occurred is worth reminding ourselves now. This is a banking crisis first and a sovereign debt crisis second. That there is a crisis in sovereign debt markets, especially in Europe, is not in doubt. But that is an effect, not a cause. There was no orgy of government spending to get us there. There never was any general risk of the whole world turning into Greece. There is no risk of the United States ever going bust anytime soon. There is no crisis of sovereign debt caused by sovereigns’ spending unless you take account of actual spending and continuing liabilities caused by the rupture of national banking systems. What begins as a banking crisis ends with a banking crisis, even if it goes through the states’ accounts. But there is a politics of making it appear to be the states’ fault such that those who made the bust don’t have to pay for it. Austerity is not just the price of saving the banks. It’s the price that the banks want someone else to pay.

**Bill Gates, Two Truths about Debt, and a Zombie**

But austerity intuitively makes sense, right? You can’t spend your way to prosperity, especially when you are already in debt, can you? Austerity is intuitive, appealing, and handily summed up in the phrase *you cannot cure debt with more debt*. If you have too much debt, stop spending. This is quite true, as far as it goes. But thinking this way about austerity neither goes far enough nor asks the important distributional questions: who pays for the reduction in the debt, and what happens if we all try to pay back our debts at one time?

Economists tend to see questions of distribution as equivalent to Bill Gates walking into a bar. Once he enters, everyone in the bar is a millionaire because the average worth of everyone in the bar is
pushed way up. This is at once statistically true and empirically meaningless; in reality, there are no millionaires in the bar, just one billionaire and a bunch of other folks who are each worth a few tens of thousands of dollars, or less. Austerity policies suffer from the same statistical and distributional delusion because the effects of austerity are felt differently across the income distribution. Those at the bottom of the income distribution lose more than those at the top for the simple reason that those at the top rely far less on government-produced services and can afford to lose more because they have more wealth to start with. So, although it is true that you cannot cure debt with more debt, if those being asked to pay the debt either cannot afford to do so or perceive their payments as being unfair and disproportionate, then austerity policies simply will not work. In a democracy, political sustainability trumps economic necessity every time.

There is, however, a second truth that completely undermines the first “too much debt, stop spending” story; that is, we cannot all cut our way to growth at the same time. It undoubtedly makes sense for any one state to reduce its debts. Greece, for example, is literally being driven to default by its ever-increasing debt; more debt, loans, and bailouts are not solving the problem. Yet what is true of the parts—it is good for Greece to reduce its debt—is not true of the sum of the parts. That is, if Greece cuts its debt while its trading partners—all the other states of Europe—are trying to do the same thing at the same time, it makes the recovery all the more difficult.

We tend to forget that someone has to spend for someone else to save; otherwise the saver would have no income from which to save. A debt, we must remember, is someone’s asset and income stream, not just someone else’s liability. Just as we cannot all hold liquid assets (cash), since that depends upon someone else being willing to hold less-liquid assets (stocks or houses), we cannot all cut our way to growth at the same time. For someone to benefit from a reduction in wages (becoming more cost-competitive), there must be someone else who is willing to spend money on what that person produces. John Maynard Keynes rightly referred to this as “the paradox of thrift”: if we all save at once there is no consumption to stimulate investment.

As we shall see, if one starts from the premise that investment and growth flow from confidence, then one misses this point rather completely. What matters is a “fallacy of composition” problem, not a confidence problem, in which what is true about the whole is not true about the parts. This runs counter to common sense and much current economic policy, but it is vitally important that we appreciate this idea since it is the third reason austerity is a dangerous concept: we cannot all be austere at once. All that does is shrink the economy for everyone.  

A comparison of periods of inflation and deflation might help here. One of the odd things about periods of inflation is that they are practically the only time that people far up the income distribution express solidarity with the poor en masse. Whenever inflation rears its head, we hear that it “mainly hurts the poor” since their incomes are low and they are more affected by price rises. This is at best half the story because inflation is perhaps better thought of as a class-specific tax. When “too much money” chases “too few goods”—an inflation—it benefits debtors over creditors since the greater the inflation, the less real income is needed to pay back the debt accrued. Since there are usually more debtors than creditors at any given time, and since creditors are by definition people with money to lend, democracy has, according to some, an inflationary bias. The politics of cutting inflation therefore take of the form of restoring the “real” value of money by pushing the inflation rate down through “independent” (from the rest of us) central banks. Creditors win, debtors lose. One can argue about the balance of benefits, but it’s still a class-specific tax.

In contrast, deflation, what austerity demands, produces a much more pernicious politics, since any person’s first move of self-protection (taking a pay cut to stay in a job, for example) is actually zero-
sum against everyone else’s move (since doing so lowers that person’s consumption and shrinks demand for everyone else). It’s that fallacy of composition again. There are no winners, only losers, and the more you try to win, the worse the outcomes, as the Eurozone periphery has been proving for the past several years.

This problem is especially pernicious under a policy of generalized austerity because if a country’s private and public sectors are both paying back debt at the same time (deleveraging), then the only way that country can grow is by exporting more, preferably with a lower exchange rate, to a state that is still spending. But if everyone is trying the same strategy of not spending, as is happening in Europe today, it becomes self-defeating. The simple story of “too much debt, cut it now” becomes surprisingly complex as our own commonsense actions produce the very outcomes we are trying to avoid, and the more we try to cut, as Greece and Spain are proving to the world, the worse it gets. We cannot all cut our way to growth, just as we cannot all export without any concern for who is importing. This fallacy of composition problem rather completely undermines the idea of austerity as growth enhancing.

As we shall see in detail below, there have been a very few occasions when austerity has worked for states, but that has happened only when the fallacy of composition problem has been absent, when states larger than the one doing the cutting were importing, and massively so, to compensate for the effects of the cuts. Sadly, for the vast majority of countries, this is not the world we inhabit today. Moreover, under current conditions, even if the issue of political sustainability (who pays) can be addressed, the economic problem (everyone cutting at once) will undermine the policy.\textsuperscript{14}

John Quiggin usefully terms economic ideas that will not die despite huge logical inconsistencies and massive empirical failures as “zombie economics.” Austerity is a zombie economic idea because it has been disproven time and again, but it just keeps coming.\textsuperscript{15} Partly because the commonsense notion that “more debt doesn’t cure debt” remains seductive in its simplicity, and partly because it enables conservatives to try (once again) to run the detested welfare state out of town, it never seems to die.\textsuperscript{16} In sum, austerity is a dangerous idea for three reasons: it doesn’t work in practice, it relies on the poor paying for the mistakes of the rich, and it rests upon the absence of a rather large fallacy of composition that is all too present in the modern world.

So Does “All That Debt” Not Matter?

Actually, debt does matter. It’s a problem, and those arguing for austerity out of more than just an innate hatred of the state and all its works are not tilting at windmills. While we may not be “drowning in debt,” there are many folks out there who are concerned that we will do a bit more than just get our feet wet if we are not careful. Carmen Reinhardt and Kenneth Rogoff’s much-cited paper, “Growth in a Time of Debt,” argues that government debt above a critical threshold of 90 percent can become a substantial drag on the economy.\textsuperscript{17} This claim is not without its critics, but notwithstanding those criticisms, the basic point can be rephrased as, why would any state want to carry and pay for such a debt load if it didn’t have to?\textsuperscript{18} Looking to the longer term, Simon Johnson and James Kwak argue that “America does face a long-term debt problem” that breeds a political climate of “hysteria, demagoguery and delusion,” which over the long haul leads to cuts that most affect “the people who can afford it least.”\textsuperscript{19} The end result, assuming that the United States doesn’t suffer an interest-rate shock in the short run, is that “the United States will look like the stereotypical Latin American country, with the super-rich living in private islands … a comfortable professional class … and a large, struggling lower class.”\textsuperscript{20} One could observe cynically that we are pretty much already there,
but the point is once again well taken. Dealing with the debt now means, at least potentially, giving society more capacity to spend tomorrow.

Speaking of Latin America, some other analysts are a bit more worried. Menzie Chin and Jeffry Frieden, for example, argue that the US national debt is indeed a threat, but what really matters is the international debt and foreign borrowing that lies behind it. Looking at the international capital-flow cycle over time, they argue that America’s position is not so different from that of Ireland, Spain, and even Argentina.21 Other commentators, such as Paul Krugman, take a more relaxed view, arguing that large debts can be accommodated quite cheaply by running a balanced budget in a positive growth environment, so that real GDP grows faster than the debt, which shrinks the debt stock in real terms over time.22

We can, of course, raise issues with each position. To name but an obvious few: low growth could equally lead to more debt, so the solution would be to increase growth, not cut debt. Any savings that could be made through cuts now could simply be given away as yet another tax cut in the near future without any corresponding payoff to coming generations. A refusal by the United States to recycle foreign savings could be just as deleterious to the global economy as the excessive borrowing of foreign money, since the ability of the rest of the world to run a surplus against the United States, necessary because of its export-led growth models, would be compromised.23 Finally, financial repression, what Krugman implicitly advocates, does have some costs as well as benefits.24

I do worry about the debt, but for different reasons. I worry because most discussions of government debt and what to do about it not only misunderstand and misrepresent cause and effect, they also take the form of a morality play between “good austerity” and “bad spending” that may lead us into a period of self-defeating budget cuts. First of all, let’s establish something. If the United States ever gets to the point that it cannot roll over its debt, the supposed big fear, we can safely assume that all other sovereign debt alternatives are already dead. The United States prints the reserve asset (the dollar) that all other countries need to earn in order to conduct international trade. No other country gets to do this. Regardless of ratings agency downgrades, the US dollar is still the global reserve currency, and the fact that there are no credible alternatives (the Europeans are busy self-immolating their alternative, the euro) tilts the balance even more in favor of the United States. US debt is still the most attractive horse in the glue factory, period.

Second, we tend to forget that budget deficits (the increase in new debt accrued—the short-term worry that piles up and becomes “the Debt”) follow the business cycle: they are cyclical, not secular. This is really important. It means that anyone saying “by 2025/2046/2087 US debt/deficit will be $N gazillion dollars”—and a lot of people are saying such things—is pulling a linear trend out of nonlinear data.25 To see how silly this is, recall the great line by Clinton’s (now Obama’s) economic advisor Gene Sperling in 1999. Sperling predicted federal budget surpluses “as far as the eye can see.” Those surpluses lasted two years. Building upon this linear nonsense, in its 2002 budget the Bush administration forecast a $1,958 billion surplus between 2002 and 2006.26 The results, as we know, were quite at odds with the forecast.

Why, then, are we so worried about US government debt if it is still the best of all the bad options; the deficits that generate it are mainly cyclical; and, as we shall see later in the book, its level pales in comparison to the private debt carried by the citizens and banks of many other states? The answer is that we have turned the politics of debt into a morality play, one that has shifted the blame from the banks to the state. Austerity is the penance—the virtuous pain after the immoral party—except it is not going to be a diet of pain that we shall all share. Few of us were invited to the party, but we are all being asked to pay the bill.
The Distribution of Debt and Deleveraging

Austerity advocates argue that regardless of its actual origins, since the debt ended up on the state’s “books,” its “balance sheet of assets and liabilities,” the state’s balance sheet must be reduced or the increased debt will undermine growth. The economic logic once again sounds plausible, but like Bill Gates walking into a bar and everyone becoming millionaires as a result (on average), it ignores the actual distribution of income and the critical issue of ability to pay. If state spending is cut, the effects of doing so are, quite simply, unfairly and unsustainably distributed. Personally, I am all in favor of “everyone tightening their belts”—as long as we are all wearing the same pants. But this is far from the case these days. Indeed, it is further from the case today than at any time since the 1920s.

As the Occupy movement highlighted in 2011, the wealth and income distributions of societies rocked by the financial crisis have become, over the past thirty years, extremely skewed. The bursting of the credit bubble has made this all too clear. In the United States, for example, the top 1 percent of the US income distribution now has a quarter of the country’s income. Or, to put it more dramatically, the richest 400 Americans own more assets than the bottom 150 million, while 46 million Americans, some 15 percent of the population, live in a family of four earning less than $22,314 per annum.

As Robert Wade has argued:

The highest-earning 1 per cent of Americans doubled their share of aggregate income (not including capital gains) from 8 per cent in 1980 to over 18 per cent in 2007. The top 0.1 per cent (about 150,000 taxpayers) quadrupled their share, from 2 per cent to 8 per cent. Including capital gains makes the increase in inequality even sharper, with the top 1 per cent getting 23 per cent of all income by 2007. During the seven-year economic expansion of the Clinton administration, the top 1 per cent captured 45 per cent of the total growth in pre-tax income; while during the four-year expansion of the Bush administration the top 1 per cent captured 73 per cent. … This is not a misprint.

If you reside in the middle or the bottom half of the income and wealth distribution, you rely on government services, both indirect (tax breaks and subsidies) and direct (transfers, public transport, public education, health care). These are the transfers across the income distribution that make the notion of a middle class possible. They don’t just happen by accident. Politics makes them happen. Americans did not wake up one morning to find that God had given them a mortgage-interest tax deduction. Those further up the income distribution who have private alternatives (and more deductions) are obviously less reliant upon such services, but even they will eventually feel the consequence of cutting state spending as the impact of austerity ripples back up the income distribution in the form of lower growth, higher unemployment, withered infrastructure, and an even more skewed distribution of resources and life chances. In essence, democracy, and the redistributions it makes possible, is a form of asset insurance for the rich, and yet, through austerity, we find that those with the most assets are skipping on the insurance payments.

When government services are cut because of “profligate spending,” it will absolutely not be people at the top end of the income distribution who will be expected to tighten their belts. Rather, it will be those who lie in the bottom 40 percent of the income distribution who haven’t had a real wage increase since 1979. These are the folks who actually rely upon government services and who have
taken on a huge amount of debt (relative to their incomes) that will be “fiscally consolidated.” This is why austerity is first and foremost a political problem of distribution, and not an economic problem of accountancy.

Austerity is, then, a dangerous idea because it ignores the externalities it generates, the impact of one person’s choices on another person’s choices, especially for societies with highly skewed income distributions. The decisions of those at the top on taxes, spending, and investment prior to 2008 created a giant liability in the form of a financial crisis and too big to fail and bail financial institutions that they expect everyone further down the income distribution to pay for. “We have spent too much” those at the top say, rather blithely ignoring the fact that this “spending” was the cost of saving their assets with the public purse. Meanwhile, those at the bottom are being told to “tighten their belts” by people who are wearing massively larger pants and who show little interest in contributing to the cleanup.

In sum, when those at the bottom are expected to pay disproportionately for a problem created by those at the top, and when those at the top actively eschew any responsibility for that problem by blaming the state for their mistakes, not only will squeezing the bottom not produce enough revenue to fix things, it will produce an even more polarized and politicized society in which the conditions for a sustainable politics of dealing with more debt and less growth are undermined. Populism, nationalism, and calls for the return of “God and gold” in equal doses are what unequal austerity generates, and no one, not even those at the top, benefits. In such an unequal and austere world, those who start at the bottom of the income distribution will stay at the bottom, and without the possibility of progression, the “betterment of one’s condition” as Adam Smith put it, the only possible movement is a violent one. Despite what Mrs. Thatcher reportedly once said, not only is there something called society, we all live in it, rich and poor alike, for better and for worse.

The Book in Brief

Following this overview, chapter 2, “America: Too Big to Fail: Bankers, Bailouts, and Blaming the State,” explains why the developed world’s debt crisis is not due to profligate state spending, at least in any direct sense. Rather, we piece together how the debt increase was generated by the implosion of the US financial sector and how this impacted sovereigns from the United States to the Eurozone and beyond. To explain this I stress how the interaction of the repo (sale and repurchase) markets, complex instruments, tail risks, and faulty thinking combined to give us the problem of too big to fail. It takes us from the origins of the crisis in the run on the US repo market in September 2008 to the transmission of this US-based crisis to the Eurozone, noting along the way how a banking crisis was deftly, and most politically, turned into a public-sector crisis and how much it all cost.

Chapter 3, “Europe: Too Big to Bail: The Politics of Permanent Austerity,” analyzes how the private debt generated by the US banking sector was rechristened as the “sovereign debt crisis” of profligate European states. If chapter 2 places the origins of the debt in the United States, chapter 3 describes the bait and switch in Europe. We show how the world turned Keynesian for about twelve months, and examine why the Germans never really bought into it. We showcase British opportunism and American paralysis, and stress how the argument that austerity was necessary and that the crisis was the fault of state spending was constructed by an assortment of business leaders, bankers, and paradoxically, European politicians. This chapter fleshes out why the European fixation on austerity as the only possible way forward reflects not simply a strong ideological preference, but a structural liability that came to Europe through global and regional bank funding conduits. This liability, caused by a giant moral hazard trade among European banks prior to the introduction of the euro, was
amplified further by the peculiar institutional design of the European model of “universal” banking, and the peculiarities of repo market transactions (again), to produce a banking system that is too big to bail. Austerity, plus endless public liquidity for the banking systems of Europe, is the only thing keeping macroeconomic and monetary mess afloat, and it’s a time-limited fix.

Having examined where the crisis came from and why it constitutes the greatest bait and switch in human history in Part I (chapters 2 and 3), we can now engage Part 2, “Austerity’s Twin Histories,” in chapters 4, 5, and 6. The first history is austerity’s intellectual history. The second history is how austerity has worked out in practice—its natural history. In chapter 4, “The Intellectual History of a Dangerous Idea, 1692–1942,” we ask where austerity, as an idea, came from; why it appeared; and who popularized it? As we shall see, its intellectual history is both short and indirect. Austerity is not a well worked-out body of ideas and doctrine, an integral part of economic, or any other, theory. Rather, it is derivative of a wider set of beliefs about the appropriate role of the state in the economy that lie scattered around classical and contemporary economic theory.

We journey through the works of Locke, Smith, and Hume, noting how they construct what I call the “can’t live with it, can’t live without it, don’t want to pay for it” problem of the state in liberal economic theory. We next discuss how economic liberalism splits in the early twentieth century between those who think we cannot (and should not) live with the state and those who think that capitalism cannot survive without it. British New Liberalism, the Austrian school of economics, British Treasury officials, Keynes’s advance, and Schumpeter’s retreat take us up to 1942, when the battle seems to have been won for those who hew to the “can’t live without it” school of thought.

Chapter 5, “The Intellectual History of a Dangerous Idea, 1942–2012,” continues this journey. We travel to Germany, the home of ordoliberalism, a set of ideas that was to prove unexpectedly important for the current crisis in Europe and which acted as a home for austere thinking during the long winter of Keynesianism. We touch upon the issue of timing and development as we visit the Austrian school’s postwar redoubt of the United States to discuss its ideas about banks, booms, and busts. We then pass through Milton’s monetarism and Virginia public choice on our way to chat to some time-inconsistent politicians in search of credibility. After this, we visit the IMF’s monetary model and seek out Washington’s consensus on how to get rich. Finally, we travel to Italy to find the modern home for the idea of why austerity is good for us, and then come back to Cambridge, the American one, to share the news that the state can’t be trusted and that cuts lead to growth. This, then, is austerity’s intellectual history.

Chapter 6, “Austerity’s Natural History, 1914–2012,” looks at austerity in practice. Noting that it’s not until you get states that are big enough to cut that you really get debates about cutting the state down, we begin with the classical gold standard and how cuts were built into the script of its operation, with calamitous results. We examine six cases of austerity from the 1930s: the United States, Britain, Sweden, Germany, Japan, and France, and note how austerity in these cases mightily contributed to blowing up the world—literally—during the 1930s and 1940s. We next examine four cases from the 1980s: Denmark, Ireland, Australia, and Sweden, which are most commonly thought to prove that austerity is good for us after all. We then analyze the latest empirical studies on the relationship between austerity and growth, noting that far from supporting the idea of “expansionary austerity,” it rather completely undermines it.

Finally, we examine the new hope for austerity champions, the cases of Romania, Estonia, Bulgaria, Latvia, and Lithuania—the REBLL alliance. These cases supposedly show that despite what the historical record and contemporary theory tell us, austerity does work. However, we find nothing of the kind. Austerity doesn’t work for the REBLL alliance either, but the fact that we are still being
told that it does shows us one thing: facts never disconfirm a good ideology, which is why austerity
remains a very dangerous idea. A short conclusion summarizes the discussion, suggests why we
should have perhaps let the banks fail after all, and suggests where we might be heading given the
dead end that is austerity.
Part One

WHY WE ALL NEED TO BE AUSTERE
AMERICA: TOO BIG TO FAIL?
BANKERS, BAILOUTS, AND BLAMING THE STATE

Introduction

The Oscar-winning documentary Inside Job has many virtues. It gives a clear and understandable description of what happened in the financial crisis. It does a marvelous job of exposing the conflicts of interest endemic in the economics profession; for example, economists publishing “scientific” proof of the efficiency of markets and the positive role of finance while being paid lots of undeclared cash by the financial services industry for consultancy gigs that tell the industry what it wants to hear. The film is, however, less compelling as an explanation of why the crisis happened in the first place. It goes awry when it begins to focus on the moral failings of bankers. (Apparently, middle-aged men with too much money spend some of that money on prostitutes.) The filmmaker’s point, I think, was to suggest that what underlay the crisis was the moral weakness of individuals. Given all that money, the story goes, morality went out the window.¹

While this story satisfies some, the moral failings of individuals are irrelevant for understanding both why the financial crisis in the United States happened and why austerity is now perceived as the only possible response, especially in Europe. However, you could have replaced all the actual bankers of 2007 with completely different individuals, and they would have behaved the same way during the meltdown: that’s what incentives do. What really matters is how seemingly unconnected and opaque parts of the global system of finance came together to produce a crisis that none of those parts could have produced on its own, and how that ended up being the state’s, and by extension, your problem.

But how are we to adjudicate what is important and what is not important in reconstructing the US side of the crisis? After all, as Andrew Lo noted in a recent wickedly entitled essay called “Reading about the Financial Crisis: A 21-Book Review,” the crisis is both overexplained and overdetermined.² The crisis is overexplained in that there are so many possible suspects who can be rounded up and accused of being “the cause” that authors can construct convincing narratives featuring almost any culprit from Fannie and Freddie to leverage ratios to income inequality—even though the meltdown obviously was a deeply nonlinear and multicausal process.³ The crisis is overdetermined in that, being a nonlinear, multicausal process, many of these supposed causes could be ruled out and the crisis could still have occurred. For example, three excellent books on the crisis stress, respectively, increasing income inequality in the run-up to the crisis, the captured nature of bank regulation, and the political power of finance. Each book certainly captures an important aspect of the crisis.⁴ But are these factors absolutely necessary to adequately explain it?

I hope to add to these accounts one simple thing: the idea that this crisis is first and foremost a private-sector crisis. In each episode we examine in this book, in the United States, the European Union, and Eastern Europe, we shall see that the crisis was generated by the private sector but is being paid for by the public sector, that is, by you and me. We can establish this by thinking counterfactually. One might ask the question, could we have had the crisis if the income distribution had been less skewed, if regulators had been more independent, and if finance had been less powerful? I believe we
could. These were important factors—they turbocharged the problem—but they were not essential to
it in and of themselves.

In what follows, I focus on four elements that I believe you cannot remove counterfactually and
still explain the crisis. These are the bare essentials that made it possible, and they all lie firmly in the
private sector. They are—and we shall unpack them in plain English as we go—the structure of
collateral deals in US repo markets, the structure of mortgage-backed derivatives and their role in
repo transactions, the role played by correlation and tail risk in amplifying these problems, and the
damage done by a set of economic ideas that blinded actors—both bankers and regulators—to the
risks building up in the system. Again, I stress that these are quintessentially private-sector
phenomena. I do this so that I can ask one more question as a setup. If all the trouble was generated in
the private sector, why do so many people blame the state for the crisis and see cuts to state spending
as the way out of a private-sector mess? Answering that question is what concerns us in the rest of this
chapter.

The Generator: Repo Markets and Bank Runs

The repo market is a part of what is called the “shadow banking” system: “shadow,” since its activities
support and often replicate those of the normal banks, and “banking” in that it provides financial
services to both the normal (regulated) banks and the real economy. Take paychecks, for example. It
would be hugely impractical for big businesses to truck in enormous amounts of cash every weekend
to pay their employees out of retained earnings held at their local bank. So companies borrow and lend
money to each other over very short periods at very low interest rates, typically swapping assets for
cash and then repurchasing those assets the next day for a fee—hence “sale” and “repurchase”—or
“repo.” It is cheaper than borrowing from the local bank and doesn’t involve fleets of armored trucks.

What happened in 2007 and 2008 was a bank run through this repo market.\(^5\) A bank run occurs
when all the depositors in a bank want their cash back at the same time and the bank doesn’t have
enough cash on hand to give it to them. When this happens, banks either borrow money to stay liquid
and halt the panic or they go under. The repo market emerged in the 1980s when traditional banks lost
market share because of a process called “disintermediation.”\(^6\) Banks, as intermediaries, traditionally
sit in the middle of someone else’s prospective business, connecting borrowers and lenders, for
example, and charging fees for doing so. Before disintermediation, banks engaged in what was often
called “3-6-3 banking”: they would borrow at 3 percent, lend at 6 percent, and hit the golf course by 3
p.m. It was safe, steady, and dull. But as financial markets became more deregulated in the 1980s,
large corporations began to use their own cash reserves, lending them to one another directly—they
disintermediated—bypassing banks and squeezing bank profits. What further squeezed 3-6-3 banking
was a parallel process called securitization.

The old 3-6-3 model presumed that the bank that issued a loan to a customer held the loan until it
was paid off, with profits accruing from the interest payments it received. But what if these loan
payments could be separated out and sold on to someone else? What if many such loans, mortgages
for example, could be bundled together as a pool of mortgage payments and sold to investors as an
income-generating contract called a mortgage-backed security? That way, the bank that issued the
loan could borrow cheaper and make more loans because the risk of the loan not being paid back was
no longer on its books, and the borrower would get better rates. It was win-win, as they say.

Collateral Damage: American Style

Although securitization was a threat to the traditional methods of banking, it was also an opportunity
for the banks that got on board with the new model. They got to offset their risk by selling the loan on, and as a result they were able to borrow cheaper and lend more. What could be wrong with that? What was wrong was that the risks inherent in these loans never really disappeared: they just got pushed elsewhere. Indeed, the process of selling on loans inadvertently concentrated those risks in short-term repo markets. So, how did everyday mortgages end up in a repo market?

When you and I put our money in a bank, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) guarantees it against the failure of the bank: this default risk is covered. But there is no such insurance in the repo markets, so repo-market investors protect their cash by receiving collateral equivalent to the cash lent. If the borrower goes bust, the lender can still get the money back, so long as, and this is critical, the collateral doesn’t lose value. What counts as high-quality collateral? Back in the early 2000s, it included such things as Treasury bills, of course. But increasingly, AAA-rated mortgage-debt securities began to be used as collateral, since T-bills were in short supply, which is how mortgages ended up in the repo markets.7

A decline in house prices in 2006 hit the value of these bundled mortgage securities. If you were using mortgage securities as collateral for loans in the repo market, you needed to find more collateral (which people were increasingly less willing to hold) or higher-quality collateral (alternative assets that were in short supply), or you would have to take a “haircut” (a discount) on what you would get back, all of which affected your bottom line. Now, if a big player in these markets, Bear Stearns or Lehman Brothers, for example, has problems “posting collateral” because the value of what it holds and can offer has fallen, it may be forced to reassure its investors by announcing publicly that there is no problem with the firm.

Unfortunately, doing so is deadly for a major financial firm. As Walter Bagehot noted over 100 years ago in his book *Lombard Street*, the moment a big bank has to say that its “money good,” it isn’t; or at least you can no longer assume that it is, so lending to the bank dries up: it gets hit with a “liquidity crunch.” In the case of Bear Stearns, as house prices fell and mortgage defaults increased, the value of its investments fell, and its “collateral calls” (what the people it borrowed from would accept to continue lending to the company) rose. As a consequence, Bear Stearns’ reputation fell and so did its capacity to borrow, which was a disaster given how much it was levered-up (how much debt it carried relative to its assets).

Leverage is how banks make such absurd sums of money. The Germans have a saying, “when you have two marks, spend one.” In modern banking that becomes “when you have one dollar in the bank, lend thirty or forty or more.” Leverage, the ratio of assets (loans and investments out in the world) relative to equity (reserve capital—the cushion you draw upon when things go wrong), rose precipitously throughout the 1980s and 1990s. If a major bank is running thirty times leverage, as was common in the run-up to the crisis, all it takes is a very small change in its asset values against its equity cushion to make it illiquid, if not close to insolvent. When securitized mortgages started to lose value in 2006, that very small decline became all too real, and the big banks that had funded themselves through the repo market (essentially borrowing overnight to loan for much longer periods with huge amounts of leverage on their balance sheets) saw their funding sources disappear. Liquidity, the very thing repo markets are supposed to provide, dried up, since no one was willing to lend to anyone else at normal rates. And because the banks were so levered up, they didn’t need all their funding to dry up—just enough to make them almost instantly illiquid.

Liquidity, however, does not simply evaporate like the morning dew. It burns up in a “fire sale” as a process called “contagion” takes hold.8 With everyone in the market knee-deep in mortgage securities and trying to raise money with the same devaluing collateral, they were trying to cash out
what were essentially similar assets. And if they couldn’t sell mortgages, they sold anything else they
could to raise cash and cover their losses, even supposedly high-quality assets that had nothing to do
with mortgages. Because the market could not absorb the volume of securities being dumped on the
market all at once, asset dumping to raise cash created the very panic everyone had sought to avoid. Prices plummeted, firms folded, and trust evaporated further.

Note here that this has nothing to do either with the state, which now gets the blame for the debt stemming from this crisis—a wonderful confusion of cause and effect—or with the individual moral failings of the bankers. You can blame regulators for being lax or negligent and politicians for
caving to banking interests all you like, but this was a quintessentially private-sector crisis, and it was precisely how you get a multi-billion-dollar financial panic out of a bunch of defaulting mortgages. But it was not yet sufficient to cause a global crisis. To get there, you have to understand how the structure of these mortgage securities combined with unbacked insurance policies called “credit default swaps” (CDSs) to produce a “correlation bomb” that spread the repo market crisis into the global banking system. Again, this had nothing to do with states and their supposedly profligate spending habits and everything to do with weaknesses internal to the private sector.

The Amplifier: Derivatives

It’s hard to describe derivatives in the abstract. To say they are securities that derive their value from
some other underlying financial asset, index, or referent, which is a typical definition, doesn’t say all
that much. They also tend to be known by their acronyms (CDO squared, synthetic ETF, and so on),
which only increases their mystery. Derivatives are basically contracts, just like mortgage securities.
They allow banks to do what banks have always done: link people together while acting as middlemen
and charging a fee, but in ways that allow them to trade things that are not assets in any normal sense,
such as movements in interest rates or currencies. Whereas an asset is property, or a claim on property
or income, a derivative is a contract, a bet that pays out based on how a particular asset performs over
a particular time period. That is the key distinction. Derivatives come in multiple combinations of
four main types: futures, forwards, options, and swaps. The derivatives that concern us here are
swaps, specifically CDSs, and how these interacted with the mortgage securities that were being
used as collateral in the repo market.

Key to understanding how derivatives amplified the repo market crisis is the idea of correlation
between assets: when asset A goes up in price, asset B reliably goes down in price. These “negative
correlations” allow investors to “hedge” their bets. A typical example is the relationship between the
US dollar (USD) and the euro. When one goes up, the other (typically) goes down. The problem with
relying upon correlations is that they sometimes break down, leaving you very exposed. CDSs were
meant to help overcome this problem of correlation, but they ended up amplifying it.

Back in the mid-1990s when the stocks and shares that make up the world’s equity markets were
about to enter their dot-com–bubble phase, investors looked around for uncorrelated assets as hedges
in case equities fell in value. They turned en masse to real estate to hedge their equity bets, and in the
process pushed real-estate prices up by between 70 percent (in the United States) and 170 percent (in
Ireland) over the next ten years. Real-estate assets were attractive because they were seen not only as
uncorrelated to equities, but also as “uncorrelated within their class” and thus safe bets in their own
right. “Uncorrelated within their class” means that if houses in Texas, for example, fall in value,
there is no reason for that to impact house prices in Baltimore or apartment prices in Manhattan. So
far, so good. But could you make it better? Mortgage-backed securities were already safe investments,
but could that safety be maintained while enhancing returns? If you could figure this out, you could
make a lot of money.

This was achieved by the technique of “tranching the security,” which turned the simple mortgage-backed securities (the bucket of mortgage payments sold onto investors described earlier) into a contract called a “collateralized debt obligation” (CDO).\textsuperscript{15} The technique combined the mortgage payments of many different bits of real estate, from many different places, in the same security, but it kept them separate by selling different parts of the security to different people via different “tranches” (or tiers). Basically, you take a bit of the east side of Manhattan and blend that with a bit of Arizona suburb and a bit of Baltimore waterfront, and you pay the holders of the different tranches (usually called senior, mezzanine, or equity tranches) different interest rates according to how risky a tranche they bought. People who wanted low risk and low return, for example, would hold the senior tranche. Those with greater risk appetite (and a desire for greater interest payments) would hold the mezzanine tranche. For those out for yield above all, the equity tranche was the prize.

The idea is that if these different real-estate markets are already uncorrelated, then cutting them up and recombining them should make them super uncorrelated. If the house in Baltimore defaults, the equity tranche holders are wiped out, but that loss is isolated from the holders of the loans on the condominiums and the Upper East Side penthouses. Safety combined with greater returns (at least for those holding the risk) led to an explosion of demand for these securities as US housing prices nearly doubled between 1997 and 2008. They were no longer a simple equity hedge. They became objects of investors’ desire in their own right. But where things really got interesting was when these derivative securities were sold with an attached CDS.

A CDS is basically an insurance policy you can sell on.\textsuperscript{16} It insures the purchaser of the CDS against the default of the bond upon which it is written. In return, the issuer of the CDS, the writer of the insurance policy, receives a regular income stream from the purchaser, just as an insurance company receives customers’ insurance premiums. The difference is that insurance companies typically rely on such measures as actuarial tables to calculate the risks they are covering, and then work out how much cash they need to have on hand to cover people cashing in their policies, as they surely will. They also build up cash reserves to pay out on the policy claims that will inevitably be made against the firm.\textsuperscript{17} But if the probability of default of a given entity (Lehman Brothers, for example) is considered to be extremely unlikely, and if you write a CDS contract on that entity, you won’t think you have to keep very much capital at all in reserve to cover anticipated losses because no such losses are anticipated.

With a decade of house-price increases telling everyone that house prices only go up, and with these new mortgage derivatives seemingly eliminating a correlation problem that was deemed small to begin with and was now insurable with a CDS, you could almost begin to believe that you had what bankers call a “free option”: an asset with zero downside and a potentially unlimited upside, and one that is rated AAA by the ratings agencies. The fact that many investment funds are legally required to hold a specific proportion of their assets as AAA securities pumped demand still further.\textsuperscript{18}

By the mid-2000s the markets couldn’t get enough of these securities, which was a problem because the banks and brokers writing these very profitable mortgages were running out of good borrowers to whom they could lend. The later batches of these securities were therefore increasingly made up of NINJA (no income, no job, no assets) mortgages collateralized by the eBay earnings or bar tips of the new mortgagers, or by purely fabricated income statements and robo-signed paperwork.\textsuperscript{19} Because the new mortgages coming in were of such dubious quality, the issuers of these securities increasingly didn’t want to hold any of this dubious risk on their own books and wanted them moved
off-book.20

To get them off their books, CDO issuers set up a system in which their issuance and funding was moved to so-called special investment vehicles (SIVs).21 These were separately created companies, isolated from the parent company’s balance sheet, whose sole activity was to collect the income streams from these mortgages and CDS contracts and pay them out to the different investors holding them. By 2006, those investors included small Norwegian towns, US pension funds, and German regional banks. After all, with an attractive yield, bond insurance, a quasi-governmental AAA stamp of approval, and rising prices, what could go wrong?

Well, everything, really. When already tight credit markets froze in September 2008, prices for these securities collapsed. This further constricted credit, amplifying what had been going on with these securities in the repo market for months. With each bank holding similar assets and liabilities, and as each attempted to rid itself of these assets all at once, prices fell through the floor. But the real surprise, the amplifier, was that the design of these securities, rather than lessening correlation, actually boosted it.

**Correlation and Liquidity**

In principle, the different tranches of the CDO were isolated from each other. If they went bad, they went bad in reverse order, and it was thought that they couldn’t all go bad since different people held different parts of the bond and the underlying markets were uncorrelated. Unfortunately, it turned out that the underlying markets were quite strongly correlated. Adding Manhattan to Arizona and Baltimore in a single security made them correlated. The sheer volume of cash invested in real estate created one big market in US real estate across the world that became increasingly correlated to equities, particularly to the equities of the banks that were trading real estate. When the income streams of the riskiest (junior) part of the bond dried up as NINJA mortgagers walked away from their debts, investors in the more-secure tranches took fright and dumped their assets as part of the general search for liquidity. What was uncorrelated in theory became extremely correlated in practice. Making matters worse were the CDS (insurance) contracts attached to the CDOs that would pay out if the security defaulted. If these insurance claims happened en masse, the insolvency of the entire system emerged as a distinct possibility. So, when the scope of CDS protection both written by and written on Lehman by firms such as AIG became apparent, not only did the markets take fright, the state for the first time began to see the problem as systemic rather than idiosyncratic, and too big to fail became a reality.

In sum, a web of mispriced risks, with the price set at zero, between the “normal” banking system and the shadow banking system was created through the unseen links between mortgage bonds and CDSs that amplified the grossly underestimated existing correlation between assets. A problem that began in the repo market in 2007 was no longer confined there. The crisis spread globally as investors sought the protection of liquidity but failed to find it. Just as one country’s exports depends upon another country’s imports, so one bank’s liquidity depends upon another bank’s willingness to be illiquid. And at that moment, no one wanted to be illiquid.

Note once again that this had nothing to do with the state (beyond the fact that states chose not to regulate derivatives markets—a cause only by omission) or individual morality. The behavior of the whole was not reducible to the sum of its parts. Rather than reducing correlation, these complex assets amplified an already ongoing liquidity crunch that had originated in the repo market months earlier. Too big to fail was the inevitable result of highly levered institutions discovering that all the liquidity in the world really could dry up all at once.
The First Blinder: Tail Risk

So, why didn’t anyone see this coming? Queen Elizabeth asked the British economists assembled at the London School of Economics in 2009, who, like analysts everywhere, had failed to see the crisis coming. The answer lies in the way banks measure and manage risk, the third of our seemingly unrelated elements that together generated the crisis and that are quintessentially private-sector, not public-sector failings. Repo runs can start it, and derivatives can amplify it, but to be truly blindsided by a crisis of this magnitude you need to have a theory of risk that denies that catastrophic events can happen in the first place, and then leave it entirely to the self-interested private sector to manage that risk. Unfortunately, almost the entire global financial system worked with just such a theory of risk management.

The first and most basic risk-management technique in finance is called “portfolio diversification,” which tries to ensure that your portfolio of assets is not overly exposed to any single source of risk, except by conscious choice. One way to diversify is to try not to buy the same assets as everyone else. Instead, buy different assets, preferably ones that are uncorrelated or even negatively correlated to other folks’ assets. The second technique is hedging. Rather than simply rely on passive correlations that are out there in the world to ensure your safety, such as the inverse relationship that typically prevails between the USD and the euro, banks can adopt particular strategies, or trade derivative instruments with specific characteristics, so that the gains from one set of exposures covers (hedges) any losses in another.

In principle then, a combination of portfolio diversification and hedging—if appropriately executed in a given market environment—will at the very least keep your investments safe. Think the market will go down? Short sell one asset (profit from a stock price falling by borrowing the stock for a fee, selling it, and then buying it back when its cheaper), and take a long position (buy and hold) in an uncorrelated asset as cover. Want to benefit from the market going up? Use options (the right to buy or sell an asset at a predetermined price) to increase leverage (amplify the bet) while taking a short position as cover. But if this is all it takes to be safe, and to perhaps even make money, why did the banks not see the crisis coming? To answer that question, you need to turn to the trader-turned-philosopher Nassim Nicolas Taleb.

Taleb’s Black Swans and Fat-Tailed Worlds

A common refrain when the crisis first hit was that no one could have seen it coming. It was the financial equivalent of the meteor that wiped out the dinosaurs. All the diversification and hedging strategies that were supposed to keep banks from blowing up were, as David Viniar, the chief financial officer of Goldman Sachs put it, blindsided by “25 standard deviation moves, several days in a row.”

This is similar to the “ten sigma event” claim reportedly made by John Meriwether when his hedge fund, Long Term Capital Management (LTCM), blew up in 1998.

What these sigmas refer to is the number of standard deviations from the mean of a probability distribution at which an outcome will, probabilistically speaking, occur, with each higher sigma (number) being increasingly less likely than the last. According to Mr. Viniar, what happened in 2008 was “comparable to winning the lottery 21 or 22 times in a row.” LTCM’s ten sigma in 1998 was, likewise, an event that should have occurred roughly three times in the life of the universe. That these two events happened a mere nine years apart shows us that such claims are nonsense. It also tells us why Nassim Taleb has a huge problem with the idea of risk management and financial engineering.

Claims about sigmas typically refer to a “normal-distributed” probability distribution. The shape of
the distribution is important. If the shape is “normal,” it conforms to what is called a Gaussian distribution, the classic bell curve, where most of the action is in the middle of the distribution, and less action is likely to occur the further you go out into the tails (see figure 1.1).

To understand why this is important, imagine that we have sampled the height of 10,000 randomly selected adults. We find out that most people are between five and six feet tall, that far fewer people are either seven feet or three feet tall, and that no one in our sample is outside that range. Knowing this, we can figure out the probability of any one person of a given size being close to the mean of the distribution. Under a normal distribution, a one-sigma deviation means that there is a 68 percent chance that person is close to the mean height. Two sigmas translates into a 95 percent chance of being close to the mean, and so on, out into the (very) thin tails, where no one is ever eight feet tall. As the numbers get bigger, the probability of encountering someone of such an extreme size gets exponentially smaller. The chance that someone will fall completely outside the sample becomes so unlikely that you can basically forget about it.

Figure 2.1 The “Normal” Distribution of probable events

Change the variable from height to default probability, and you can see how such a way of thinking about the likelihood of future events could be of great use to banks as they tried to risk-adjust their portfolios and positions. The piece of technology that allowed banks to do this is known as Value at Risk (VaR) analysis, which is part of a larger class of mathematical models designed to help banks manage risk. What VaR does is generate a figure (a VaR number) for how much a firm can win or lose on an individual trade. By summing VaR numbers, one can estimate a firm’s total exposure. Consider the following example.

What was the worst that could have happened to the US housing market in 2008? As in the height example, the answer depends on a data sample that calibrates the model. Prior to 2007, the worst downturn firms had data on was the result of the mortgage defaults in Texas in the 1980s, when houses lost 40 percent of their value. Take this data as the parameter limit, or how far out the tail goes before the sigma becomes too large to be imaginable, and you will conclude, given the assumption of a normal distribution of events, that the probability that all the mortgages in your portfolio would lose more than 40 percent of their value at once is ridiculously small. So small, in fact, that you can ignore it. Indeed, the probability that all your mortgage bonds will go bad or that a very large bank will go bust is absurdly small, ten sigma or more, again, so long as you think that the probability distribution
you face is normally distributed. Your VaR number, once calculated, would reflect this.

Nassim Taleb never bought into this line of thinking. He had been a critic of VaR models as far back as 1997, arguing that they systematically underestimated the probability of high-impact, low-probability events. He argued that the thin tails of the Gaussian worked for height but not for finance, where the tails were “fat.” The probabilities associated with fat tails do not get exponentially smaller, so outlier events are much more frequent than your model allows you to imagine. This is why ten-sigma events actually happen nine years apart.

Taleb’s 2006 book The Black Swan, published before the crisis, turned these criticisms of VaR into a full-blown attack on the way banks and governments think about risk. Taleb essentially asked the question, what would happen if you ran into an eight-and-a-half-foot-tall person having sampled 10,000 people who were shorter? You might, given that we have never run into such a person, say with confidence that she doesn’t exist. Meeting her would be a ten-sigma event. Taleb would bet against you, and you would lose, because in finance there is no way of knowing that you will not run into the equivalent of an eight-and-a-half foot-tall person.

Key here is the issue of observational experience. If you haven’t been around for a third of the life of the universe (ten sigma), then how can you know what is possible over that time period? It’s the assumed distribution that tells you what is possible, not your experience. To return to the height example, just because your model estimates that an eight-foot-tall person does not exist, it doesn’t follow that she doesn’t actually exist and that you will not run into her. In Taleb’s example, all swans were white until Europeans went to Australia and found black swans. Their exhaustive, multiyear, multisite sample of all known swans had convinced Europeans that all swans were white—until they were not. Nothing in their prior sample, no matter how complete it was, could have told them that a black swan was coming. How, then, do you hedge against risks that are not in your sample? How can you know that which is unknowable until it happens? The answer is, basically, you can’t, and if you think you can, you are setting yourself up for a fall.

Counting the Bullets

One way to think about the problem is to imagine playing a game of Russian roulette. Most people would prefer not to play this game when offered the option because the risk-reward ratio is too high, which is correct if we assume the classic “one bullet and six chambers in the gun” setup. But what if I have information you don’t have, derived from a mathematical model called Brains at Risk (BaR), that tells me the gun has over a billion chambers and only one bullet, and that I can figure out where the bullet is by sampling (pulling the trigger millions of times)? Let’s also say that each time I pull the trigger I receive $100. I click once and am $100 richer, so I click again. By lunchtime, I am a millionaire and have grown confident. In terms of estimating the risk that I face, each “click without a bang” is a piece of information about the probability distribution. As I sample (click) more, I grow more confident about the shape of the distribution. I think that I am generating a more accurate prediction of where the bullet is with each piece of information (click), right up until the moment when I blow my brains out. I have just run into a black swan: a low probability (given the sample and assumed distribution) and (very) high-impact event.

VaR and associated techniques sample the past to predict the future, and from this information we derive theories about the way the future should play out based on our expectations of the probability distribution rather than our actual experiences in the world. We also assume that more information is better than less information, regardless of how it’s generated, and therefore believe that the more we sample, the more we converge upon the world “as it really is.” But we do not actually do so. Rather,
we are assuming far more stability than is warranted—simply because the gun hasn’t gone off yet. As *The Black Swan* tells us, we get hit by events that our sample could not have warned us about right at our point of maximum certainty that such events will not happen.

What VaR and similar models make us forget is that we do not see the generators of reality (the number of chambers in the gun), only their outcomes (the clicks of the trigger), and as a consequence we massively underestimate the payoffs we face, most of which are decidedly negative. We think we see the generators, what causes things, but we do not. Instead, we have theories about what causes things and we act upon those theories, which activities, as the Russian roulette example shows, tend to end both abruptly and badly.

Let’s apply the black swan idea to risk management in banks in 2008. Consider a data set comprising returns to the Western banking system. If you were to take a monthly time series average of financial sector profitability from June 1947 until June 2007, you could talk with some degree of accuracy about the mean rate of return, the “standard” deviation, and all the rest, until June 2007. But if you include returns from July 2007 through December 2008, you will have included an outlier so large that it will blow your earlier historical measures out of the water. Nothing in your VaR or other analyses can tell you that this event is coming. The risk is in the tail, not the middle of the distribution, and it’s massive. Like the proverbial drunk looking for his keys only under the lamppost, we are drawn to see “normal” distributions in decidedly nonnormal worlds because that is where we find the light.

So, part of the reason no one saw the crisis coming lay within the very models that the banks used to see things coming. Such models see the future only as a normally distributed replication of the past. This makes big, random, game-changing events impossible to foresee, when in fact they are all too common. Such technologies give us, as Taleb says, the illusion of control. We thought that we were diversified and hedged. We thought that we were taking few risks, when they were in fact mounting exponentially, just below the surface, ready to blow up. This is why the events of 2007 and 2008 seemed to participants to be ten and even twenty-five sigma, but what it really shows is that the models used were worse than inaccurate. As Andy Haldane of the Bank of England put it, “these models were both very precise and very wrong.”

Add tail-risk-blind management techniques to a derivative-amplified and leverage-enhanced run on the repo market, and you end up with one heck of a multi-trillion-dollar mess. Not only did we not see it coming, we didn’t see it coming because we didn’t think it was possible in the first place.

Note once again how none of this has anything to do with the state’s spending habits or individual morality. The causes are once again systemic and arise out of the interaction of the parts to produce an outcome that is irreducible to them. Why would people have such faith in a technology that hides risk rather than measures it? To answer that question, we need to address the deepest cause of the crisis—the other reason no one saw it coming: the theories of a generation of economic thinkers who only ever saw markets as good and the state as bad, which takes us back to economics as a morality tale, albeit of a different type.

**The Second Blinder: The Political Power of Financial Ideas**

We tend to think of economic theory as the instruction sheet for running the economy. Like the instructions that come with an IKEA dining table, the theory says that the box marked “the economy” contains X items that fit together in Y order. Ignore the instruction sheet and your economic IKEA dining table will not come out too well. This view sees economic theory as what philosophers call a
“correspondence theory” of the world. Whatever the instruction sheet (theory) says about the table (reality) is true about all tables (states of the world) regardless of where and when the information is applied. But what if economic theories are less than these perfect correspondences of the world? What if our knowledge of the economy becomes less relevant over time as the world changes while the theory stays the same? Our theory would then correspond less over time, becoming in the process a less reliable instruction sheet.

Economic theory, for better or worse, provides us with the blueprints for the rules and institutions that we build to run the economy. For example, if you believe that VaR provides an adequate model of risk management, then you might argue that banks should be allowed to manage their own risks with their own models, as the so-called Basel II capital adequacy rules governing bank reserve capital requirements, which were largely written by the banks themselves, argued, and governments dutifully implemented. Or, if you think that the number-one economic problem is always and everywhere inflation, you will probably champion independent central banks to tie the hands of so-called time-inconsistent politicians who, mistakenly, tend to listen to the folks who elected them. But if those institutional blueprints are faulty or those rules are mistaken because the theory they are drawn from differs from how the world actually behaves, then our instruction sheets may produce institutions that are much more fragile than we appreciate.

Finally, economic theories are also partial and rival insofar as different economic ideas contain within them justifications for different distributions of resources. For example, as we shall see in chapter 4, both contemporary neoliberal and classical liberal economic theory focus on the microlevel supply-side of the economy; that is, on how saving leads to investment, which leads in turn to employment and to the wages that buy the products made by the workers themselves, which leads in turn to profits reinvested in the firm. No supply of investment, no demand and no consumption. Keynesian economics, in contrast, argues that consumption drives investment, not saving. For Keynesians it is the macro world of aggregates (income, consumption) and the demand-side of spending that matters. In a Keynesian world, consumers, not investors, are the heroes because consumers’ demands determine what investors supply. No demand, no supply of investment. Given these “rival views of market society,” as the economist Albert Hirschman once put it, who should get, for example, a tax cut? The Keynesian wants to give it to the poor so they will consume now to boost demand and consumption. Meanwhile, the neoliberal wants to give it to the rich to invest wisely. Different economic theories therefore empower, and disempower, different political and economic constituencies.

Economic theory is, then, both much more and much less than an instruction sheet. It is more because it is causally important in the world, and not just a correspondent reflection of it—it is, in the language of economics, endogenous to it. Different theories tell us which rules to pick, which policies to follow, and how to design institutions, providing different payoffs to different groups, in the process changing the world that the theories purport to map. But economic theory is also much less than an instruction sheet because of the partial nature of various theories and how incompletely they map onto the world they strive to describe. Indeed, if they turn out to be quite at odds with the world as it actually behaves, then liquidity, correlation, and tail risk are themselves ultimately derivative of this wider story of the failure of our ideas about how the economy works to act as adequate instruction sheets and institutional blueprints. They are the instruments through which we “see” the economy and the tools we use to act within the economy, which is the final reason we didn’t see it coming. If VaR thinking made the crisis statistically impossible, our ideas about how markets work made it theoretically impossible, until it happened.29
Tearing up the Old Instruction Sheet

The way we think about financial markets today is a consequence of the revolution in macroeconomic theory that occurred in the 1970s, when the old way of thinking about the world, Keynesian macroeconomics, was seen, by the standards of the day, to fail a critical real-world test. By the 1960s, Keynesianism had, at least in the minds of policy makers, been reduced to a statistical relationship called the Phillips curve (see figure 2.2). The Phillips curve purported to show that the relationship between the rate of change in prices and wages over a long period was statistically stable: a given rate of inflation (wages/prices) corresponded to a given level of employment. This implied that policy makers could “pick” a point on the curve that they liked (say, X percent inflation in a trade-off with Y percent unemployment) and get the economy to that point through active fiscal management. This was the instruction sheet of the day.

Rather than trading off inflation for employment, the economy of the mid-1970s seemed to trade in inflation with unemployment in a phenomenon called “stagflation,” where wages/prices (inflation) and unemployment rose together. This dealt a serious blow to the credibility of Keynesian ideas because it seemed to show that unemployment and inflation could coexist, which was extremely unlikely in Keynesian theory. It also created an opportunity for then-marginalized economists who had never liked the Keynesian instruction sheet because of its distributional implications and because of its focus on aggregates rather than individuals to write a new one. In short, the world was seen to be at variance with the instruction sheet, so the instruction sheet had to be rewritten.

Figure 2.2 The Keynesian Phillips Curve

The new instruction sheet, which came to be known as “neoclassical,” or more popularly, “neoliberal” economics, was quite technical, but basically it started from the premise that individuals were not the shortsighted, animal-spirit, driven businessmen lampooned by Keynes, but were instead supersmart processors of information. The new approach distrusted anything bigger than the individual, insisting that accounts of the behavior of aggregates such as “financial markets” had to be based in prior accounts of the behavior of the individuals (investors, firms, funds) that made them up, and that any theory of the behavior of aggregates must be generated from the two main assumptions of this new neoclassical economics, that individuals are self-interested agents who maximize the pursuit of those interests, and that markets clear.

According to this new view, the Keynesian instruction sheet must, in some sense, see individuals as
being deluded all the time by government policy; otherwise, they would see the policy coming and anticipate it in their decisions, thus cancelling out its effects on real variables—so-called expectations or “Ricardian equivalence” effects. For example, if I know that the Democrats like to spend money, and that the money they like to spend is my taxes, I will change my spending decisions in advance of the Democrats coming to power to protect my money. Thus, if individuals do invest in being correct, as this new theory suggested, then chronically error-prone individuals would be eliminated from the market, which creates a world in which all the players in the market share the same true model of the economy. Consequently, government can’t do much at all except screw things up by getting in the way. Left alone with common and accurate information, such individuals’ expectations about possible future states of the economy will converge and promote a stable and self-enforcing equilibrium.

Given all this, while we can expect random individuals in markets to make mistakes, systematic mistakes by markets are impossible because the market is simply the reflection of individual optimal choices that together produce “the right price.” Agents’ expectations of the future, in new classical language, will be rational, not random, and the price given by the market under such conditions will be the “right” price that corresponds to the true value of the asset in question. Markets are efficient in the aggregate if their individual components are efficient, which they are, by definition. This world was indeed, to echo Dr. Pangloss, the best of all possible worlds.

As John Eatwell noted a long time ago, these ideas, formalized as the efficient markets hypothesis (EMH) and the rational expectations hypothesis (RATEX), are just as important politically as they are theoretically, for taken together they hold that free and integrated markets are not merely a good way to organize financial markets, they are the only way. Any other way is pathology. Indeed, you may have noticed in this account that the state, along with the business cycle, booms, slumps, unemployment, and financial regulation, is nowhere to be seen. To the extent that the state has a role, it devolves to “doing nothing” since doing something will only produce price distortions that will upset market efficiency.

Finance rather liked these ideas because they justified letting the financial system do whatever it liked, since apart from deliberate fraud and discounting the manipulation of informational asymmetries (where the bank knows more than you do, leading to insider trading), finance could, by definition, do no wrong. If you think markets work this way, the very notion of regulating finance becomes nonsense. Self-interested actors, whether individuals or financial firms, acting in an efficient market will make optimal trading decisions, and these outcomes will improve everyone’s welfare. If you think markets work this way, then it follows that risk is calculable, sliceable, tradable, and best held by rational investors who know what they are buying. The only real policy problem becomes how to avoid moral hazard. That is, if individual institutions make bad bets and go bust, bailing them out simply encourages other firms to assume that they will be bailed out, too; so don’t bail out anyone. In short, risk is individual and regulation is best left to the banks themselves (since they are the ones with “skin in the game,” anything they get into is good for everyone), and so long as you don’t start bailing them out, all will be fine. There is no public sector, only the private sector, and it is always in equilibrium.

Problems with the New Instruction Sheet

The problem with the new instruction sheet was that by seeing only equilibrium and efficiency arising out of the trading decisions of supersmart actors, it ignored the possibility of a crisis arising from any source apart from moral hazard or some large exogenous and usually state-induced political shock. It simply could not imagine that the meshing of elements that were each intended to make the world
safe, such as mortgage bonds, CDSs, and banks’ risk models, could make the world astonishingly less safe.

The flaw in the logic was once again the expectation that the whole cannot be different from its component parts, that the denial of fallacies of composition haunts us once again. The neoclassical insistence on grounding everything in the micro suggested that if you make the parts safe (individual banks armed with the right risk models), then you make the whole (banking system) safe. But it turned out that the whole was quite different from the sum of its parts because the interaction of the parts produced outcomes miles away from the expectations of the instruction sheet, a sheet that was quite wrong about the world in the first place.

The deep crisis was, then, a crisis of the ideas that had made these instruments and institutions possible. If you believed the new instruction sheet, shadow banks served the real banks by augmenting liquidity and assisting risk transfer. Derivatives made the system safe by making it possible for individuals to sell risk to those willing to buy it, who were presumed to be best suited to hold it by virtue of wanting to purchase it. And the banks themselves, those with skin in the game, were assumed to be the best people to judge the risks they were taking using models they designed themselves, even if it turned out after the fact that the problem was precisely that the banks didn’t have skin in the game since they were moving everything they could off book into SIVs.

The crisis, then, was, much more than the stagflation that discredited Keynesianism, a crisis of ideas. It was a crisis of the instruction sheet of the past thirty years. The claim that the prices at which financial assets traded represented the true economic fundamentals was, when the boom was exposed as a bubble, off by orders of magnitude. The rational expectations of sophisticated investors turned out to be shortsighted and bubble chasing, as irrational exuberance on the upside gave way to runaway pessimism on the downside, just as Keynes had warned about eighty years ago. Viewing moral hazard as the only policy problem led to the decision to let Lehman Brothers fail, which suddenly exposed the global banking system to the risk posed by unbacked CDS contracts. Drawing risk-management procedures from these ideas produced the financial equivalent of flying a plane blindfolded because in promising a world devoid of tail risk, it actually set the world up to be smacked by those tails.

But most of all, what we couldn’t see coming was something that the instruction sheet said was irrelevant, a form of risk that wasn’t reducible to the sum of individual risks: systematic risk. Systemic risk is ever present as a residual: it’s the risk you cannot diversify away. But it is also emergent from within and amplified by the interlinking of individual agents’ decisions in a way that is not predictable from knowledge of those individual decisions. Systemic risk, the risk that cannot be foreseen, the bullet in the chamber of the gun, is what the different elements discussed here combined to produce. Systemic risk blew the efficient market down.

Again, and especially at this level, the crisis had nothing to do with either personal morality or state profligacy. The state had been written into irrelevance beyond providing courts, weights, measures, and defense goods. Just as it didn’t start the run on the repo, amplify the crash, or cause risk blindness, so the state had nothing to do with the design of the new instruction sheet. Indeed, the new instruction sheet was designed to keep the state as far away from market processes as possible. Morality was present to be sure, but it was an upturned morality where the naked self-interest of financial market actors was taken to be the most positive virtue because its pursuit led to optimal outcomes despite moral intention. Smith’s invisible hand had just given the public the finger. These new ideas were indeed a kind of morality play, but of a very odd type.
But what mattered fundamentally was the failure of a set of ideas that justified finance doing whatever it liked because whatever it did was by definition the most efficient thing that could be done. These ideas were supposed to be “the way the world works.” So when it turned out that the world didn’t work that way, it was hardly a surprise that the rest of the edifice based on them came crashing down. Not to put too fine a point on it, these ideas were battered by a single event that to date has cost, once lost output is included, as much as $13 trillion and, on average, a 40 percent to 50 percent increase in the debt of the states hit by the crisis. That seems to be a very large price to pay to save something that was too big to fail and that wasn’t meant to fail in the first place, especially when you and I are expected to pay for it.

**Accounting for Finance: What It All Cost**

Even the best official data on how much this crisis cost is incomplete because what one country calls recapitalization, another calls liquidity support. Some bailout measures, such as state guarantees of a bank’s assets, may not have been cashed in, but were still at risk. The same applies to loans paid back by the banks after the crisis. In the US case, the IMF estimated that the amount of central-bank support pledged was initially 12.1 percent of 2009 GDP, which is around $1.75 trillion. However, when the Fed’s actual support is added in (including foreign-exchange swap agreements with foreign central banks: that is, handing over as many dollars as needed in exchange for local currency to maintain dollar liquidity in a foreign banking system), the figure could be as high as $9 trillion. The most recent accounting exercise undertaken by the Better Markets Institute of Washington, DC, places the total cost of the crisis in the US at nearly $13 trillion once GDP losses are fully incorporated. In the case of the United Kingdom, the November 2009 IMF *Fiscal Monitor* footnotes the fact that the IMF’s UK figures do not “include Treasury funds provided in support of central bank operations. These amount to … 12.8 percent [of GDP] in the United Kingdom.” Twelve and a half percent of UK GDP spent on bank recapitalization by the Bank of England, drawn from British Treasury funds, is not an insignificant thing to exclude from the balance sheet. But it does show quite clearly the costs of viewing the banking system as too big to fail.

Moreover, we must remember that these secondary costs have not gone back to the banks as a bill to be paid for the damage caused. Certainly, a lot of the bailout money has been paid back in different countries, but again, as IMF figures show, the net cost still far outweighs the sums recovered. By late 2010, nearly a trillion dollars remained unrecovered by the states that bailed out their banks. To get a true handle on how much this all cost, however, you would have to factor in the costs of output foregone because of the crisis and add this to these figures.

Lost output from 2008 through 2011 alone averages nearly 8 percent of GDP across the major economies. In some cases, such as Greece and Ireland, the losses are multiples steeper. But the drop in state tax revenues that comes with the crisis is perhaps even more significant because it compounds the loss in GDP. Both GDP loss and lost revenue end up being reflected in, first, the immediate budget deficit, and second, in the increase in government debt needed to plug the shortfall. As the so-called automatic stabilizers kick in, transfers such as unemployment benefits going up at the same time that revenues decrease, the public sector expands its budget as the private sector shrinks. Add to this the discretionary stimulus added by these countries to avoid even further collapses in GDP and revenue, and the net result is the most immediate mechanism for the transformation of bank debt into state debt. Again, according to the IMF, of the near 40 percent average increase in debt across the OECD countries expected by 2015, half has been generated simply replacing lost revenues when tax receipts from the financial sector collapsed. To put it bluntly, the state plugged a gap and stopped a financial
collapse. It did not dig a fiscal ditch through profligate spending.

In the United Kingdom, in particular, this collapse in tax receipts was especially alarming since nearly 25 percent of British taxes came out of the financial sector. Little surprise then that Britain’s debt ballooned. Of the rest of the increase in government debt, some 35 percent is the direct cost of bailing out the banks. Meanwhile, that antistate whipping boy for the growth in the debt, the fiscal stimulus, amounts to a mere 12 percent of the total. So if you want to blame the stimulus for the debt, you are going to try to account for the missing 87.5 percent of the effect. This is clearly seen in the increases in the debt-to-GDP ratios for the most affected states, the so-called European PIIGS, shown in figure 2.3, since 2006.

[Figure 2.3 Government Debt before and after the Crisis 2006–2012]

Source: OECD

I hope this demonstrates that any narrative that locates wasteful spending by governments prior to the crisis in 2007 as the cause of the crisis is more than just simply wrong; it is disingenuous and partisan. In fact, average OECD debt before the crisis was going down, not up. What happened was that banks promised growth, delivered losses, passed the cost on to the state, and then the state got the blame for generating the debt, and the crisis, in the first place, which of course, must be paid for by expenditure cuts. The banks may have made the losses, but the citizenry will pay for them. This is a pattern we see repeatedly in the crisis.

Too Big to Fail?

A shorthand way of thinking about the decision to bail US banks rather than let them fail is to consider that there are 311 million people in the United States. Of these, 64 percent are aged 16 or over; about 158 million people work. Seventy-two percent of the working population live paycheck to paycheck, have few if any savings, and would have trouble raising $2000 on short notice. There are, as far as we can tell, about 70 million handguns in the United States. So what would happen if there was no money in the ATMs and no paychecks were being paid out? That was the fear. But what was the reality? Was the US financial system, comprising shadow banks, opaque instruments, bad risk models, and flawed blueprints, actually too big to fail? Giving a definitive answer is impossible because it would involve taking account of all the off-balance-sheet activities of the banks in question as well as their CDS exposures and other derivative positions. That is extremely difficult. However, looking only
at balance-sheet assets, liabilities, and leverage ratios, one can clearly see why, after the failure of Lehman Brothers, the state blinked and shouted *too big to fail*.

By the third quarter of 2008, the height of the crisis, the top six US banks, Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan, Bank of America, Morgan Stanley, Citigroup, and Wells Fargo, had a collective asset-to-GDP ratio of 61.61 percent. They ran leverage ratios (assets/equity) as high as 27 to 1 (Morgan Stanley) and as low as 10 to 1 (Bank of America). Compare this to Lehman Brothers’ footprint. Lehman was running 31 to 1 leverage on an asset base of $503.54 billion, which is equivalent to about 3.5 percent of US GDP. If that wasn’t enough to send the US government running to the tool shed to stop the contagion from spreading through the CDS and repo markets, the possibility of adding just over 60 percent of GDP to the bonfire, the collective total of the banks’ asset footprints, would certainly focus the collective mind on the too big to fail problem.

So the banks were bailed out, and the costs, as we have seen, have been borne first by the state, and ultimately, by the taxpayer. Was it worth it? This is an even harder counterfactual to reason since “what could have happened” remains speculative. But if the whole system had melted down as was feared, the immediate cost could have been the sum of those bank assets, some 61 percent of GDP, which does not factor in the secondary costs in lost output, unemployment, and the damage that you can do with 70 million handguns.

The crisis started in America because this system had become too big to fail. Banking was transformed from its sleepy 3-6-3 origins. Disintermediation, securitization, and the rise of repo markets made funding cheaper and lending more plentiful but riskier. Those risks were supposed to be controlled by financial derivatives and risk-management tools, but instead these technologies seemed to amplify and spread, rather than reduce and control, the risk in the system. We were blinded to the possibility of crisis, as both the regulators and the regulated accepted the logic of efficient markets, rational expectations, Ricardian equivalence, and all the rest, as a description of the actual world rather than a stylized theory about the world. As a result, the opaque but highly interdependent parts of a complex system combined with overconfidence in our ability to manage risk to produce a bust that the state decided it had to shoulder. Maybe the $13 trillion cost to date was a price worth paying? Perhaps. But only if the costs had been shared according to both ability to pay and responsibility for the bust, but they were not.

As we shall see in the next chapter, what was a private-sector banking crisis was rechristened by political and financial elites as a crisis of the sovereign state in a matter of months. That this took hold as the dominant narrative for explaining the crisis in the Eurozone countries seems at first glance rather odd. Europe usually sits to the left of the United States politically, but it was acting far to its right economically by mid-2010. The basic reason for this was the same one we saw in the United States. If you think the risk posed by hugely levered US banks that were too big to fail was terrifying, then consider the following: in November 2011 the Financial Stability Board, a coordinating body for national financial regulators, published a list of systemically important banks, in other words, the too big to fail list. Of the twenty-nine banks named, only eight were US banks; seventeen were European. The Europeans have managed to build a system that is *too big to bail*, which is the real reason why a bunch of putative lefties are squeezing the life out of their welfare states.

A final thought. Since the 2008 crisis, banks that file with the US Securities and Exchange Commission have awarded themselves $2.2 trillion in compensation. I repeat—*since the crisis*. Austerity is a great policy for the banks because the people who are to pay for the mess are not the same ones who made it. Nowhere is this truer than in Europe. In fact, as we shall see next, it’s the real reason we all need to be austere.
EUROPE—TOO BIG TO BAIL?
THE POLITICS OF PERMANENT AUSTERITY

Introduction

It is true that Europe, especially the countries that use the euro, is not in great fiscal health. But, as in the United States, it is not true that this came about through an orgy of public borrowing and spending. Only in the case of Greece is the profligacy story plausible. It simply doesn’t apply to the other European states. Yet today, all we hear about is the profligacy of the Greek government and work-shy and uncompetitive Greek workers as the root cause of Europe’s so-called sovereign debt crisis.1

Again, I stress “so-called” because although the debt-to-GDP ratios of European states have grown substantially since the start of the crisis, from an average of 70 percent in 2008 to 90 percent at the end of 2012, this is the result of the financial crisis that began in the United States in 2007 hitting European shores in 2008 and pushing the European economy into recession.2 Just as occurred in the United States, the private debt of highly leveraged financial institutions became the public debt of states for two reasons, one already familiar and one generated by the project of European monetary union itself.

The familiar cause was the freezing up in 2008 of the global banking system, which caused the European economy to contract. As states struggled to fill these fiscal holes, public debt once again took the place of private debt as states bailed out and recapitalized their banks (in some cases) at the same time as their automatic stabilizers kicked in to undergird their economies (tax receipts fell while transfers went up in all cases). Already debt-loaded sovereigns that hadn’t looked risky before—for instance, Italy’s debt-to-GDP ratio was over 100 percent in 2001 and no one seemed to mind—suddenly looked much riskier as their growth slowed and as a consequence their bond yields shot up.

The hidden cause was the role played by European banks in generating the sovereign debt crisis. In late 2008, it seemed that European banks had escaped the worst of the crisis. Apart from a few German banks and a Belgian bank here or there that got in over its head, what Europe had, said German politicians in particular, was a “crisis of Anglo-Saxon banking.” As German finance minister Peer Steinbrück put it, the real cause of the financial crisis was “the irresponsible overemphasis on the ‘laissez-faire’ principle, namely giving market forces the most possible freedom from state regulation, in the Anglo-American financial system.”3 The European banking model, in contrast, was said to be much sounder because of its conservative practices, so there was no need for Europe to throw money at the problem as the United States and the United Kingdom had done. As German chancellor Angela Merkel put it in late 2008, “Cheap money in the US was a driver of this crisis. … I am deeply concerned … [with] reinforcing this trend … [and wonder] whether we could find ourselves back in five years facing the same crisis.”4 Once the immediate liquidity crunch of 2008 seemed to have passed, the crisis diagnosis preferred by Europe’s dominant power was that the continent’s problem was a crisis of state spending. The correct policy was therefore to cut the budgets of these profligate periphery states.

There is just one problem with this diagnosis: it is wrong. The ongoing Eurozone crisis really has
very little to do with the fiscal profligacy of periphery sovereigns, only one of which, as noted, was meaningfully profligate. There is a crisis in European sovereign debt markets; of that there is no doubt. But treating it as a crisis brought about by debt-fueled consumption and profligate state spending is to confuse correlation (they happened at the same time) with causation (out-of-control spending caused the crisis).

Just as we saw in the US case, the crisis in Europe has almost nothing to do with states and everything to do with markets. It is a private-sector crisis that has once again become a state responsibility. It has almost nothing to do with too much state spending and almost everything to do with the incentives facing banks when the euro, a financial doomsday machine the Europeans built for themselves, was introduced. To understand why, let’s start with the official story of the European crisis: how the crisis hit Europe, the ideological schism over spending, the discovery of the PIIGS and government debt, and the cry for austerity. Then we switch gears and examine why European politicians are knowingly saying some very silly things; that is, why they shy away from the real story of the crisis, and the real reason we all need to be austere.

The Crisis Hits Europe

Europe’s largest economy, Germany, saw the first signs of trouble approaching in August 2007 when IKB, a Dusseldorf-based lender, had to be rescued after suffering losses on its US subprime investments. Following this incident, it seemed for a while that German banks had avoided the crisis, until the state had to step in and rescue the Hypo Real Estate bank in 2008 when its loans to Eastern European mortgagers dried up. This sounded the alarm that other, bigger German banks were still exposed to the East through their loans to Austrian banks, which in turn lent that cash, equivalent to over 70 percent of Austrian GDP, to Eastern European mortgagers whose currencies were now rapidly losing value.

In response, the German government announced a 500-billion-euro bank-bailout fund in late 2008. Germany got nervous again in 2009 when several Landesbanken, Germany’s public-private regional development banks, which had, it turned out, also been investing in toxic US assets, got into trouble. But their losses, too, were easily dealt with. By the end of 2009, the German banking system was stable, if not healthy. What worried the Germans was how the global credit crunch would affect their exports—their growth machine—not exposure to US subprime mortgage bonds.

Those fears seemed justified when, in the fourth quarter of 2008, German exports contributed 8.1 percent of an overall 9.4 percent annualized decline in GDP. By mid-2009, the Bundesbank was forecasting a 6 percent GDP contraction by the end of the year. Surprisingly robust demand in Asia, however, made up for declines in the Euro Area. German exports, however, rapidly rebounded. Industrial orders rose throughout 2009, and by August investor confidence had reached its highest point in three years. Germany, it seemed, had dodged the financial bullets emanating from the United States. True, Germany had its own stimulus program in the form of the original cash-for-clunkers car program, a boost to family allowances, and, most significantly, subsidies to employers not to lay off workers. But unlike in the United States and the United Kingdom, there was no need to turn the money pumps on to fuel recovery. Little wonder then that the Germans looked on aghast as the United States and the United Kingdom seemed to do just that.

Twelve-Month Keynesians

One of the oddest aspects of the transmission of the financial crisis from the United States to Europe was the sudden embrace of Keynesian economics by, except for the European Central Bank (ECB) and
the German government, almost everyone. Recalling the discussion of the political power of economic ideas in chapter 2, you may not think this is so odd. After all, if the financial crisis challenged in a very public way many of the core ideas of efficient markets, then replacing those ideas after the crisis shouldn’t be such a surprise. But if you accept that economic ideas are more than instruction sheets: that they enshrine different distributions of wealth and power and are power resources for actors whose claims to authority and income depend upon their credibility, then the idea of giving them up, especially for the theory those actors had “defeated” a generation before, does seem a little odd. The crisis may have shaken neoliberal efficient-market ideas, but to replace them all with global Keynesian stimulus was another matter entirely. Yet that seems to have been just what happened—for about twelve months.

A major reason Keynesianism now became the policy du jour was that governing neoliberal ideas denied that such a crisis was possible in the first place. So when it happened, it was bound to open up room for ideas that said such events were inevitable if you let markets regulate themselves, which is the Keynesian point. It was hard to publicly defend the logic of self-correcting markets when they were so obviously not self-correcting. Indeed, such traditional standard bearers for the neoclassical cause as Eugene Fama, Edward Prescott, and Robert Barro who had previously enjoyed public prominence found themselves confined to the opinion pages of the Wall Street Journal. No one was buying “the price is always right/state bad and market good” story when prices had been shown to be wrong by a few orders of magnitude and the state was bailing out the market. Furthermore, neoclassical policy was entirely focused on avoiding one problem, inflation, and providing one outcome, stable prices. It seemed to have very little to say about a world in which deflation was now the worry, and price stabilization meant raising, not lowering, inflation expectations.

Helping such ideas along was the fact that, as Henry Farrell and John Quiggin put it, “There was a significant Keynesian party hidden in the academy,” and it found unexpected allies. Neoclassical economists and fellow travelers who were publicly reassessing their own beliefs during the crisis, such as Martin Feldstein and Richard Posner, joined prominent Keynesian economists such as Paul Krugman and Joseph Stiglitz in the campaign for stimulus, lending Keynesian ideas a new prestige. Even international economic institutions that were famous for forcing austerity on developing countries, such as the IMF, began to argue that monetary tools were not enough to solve the crisis and that an active and coordinated fiscal policy needed to be applied. Parallel institutions that would shortly mount a counterattack against Keynesian policies and ideas, such as the ECB, largely kept out of the debate at this time, giving the Keynesians the stage. Finally, with the entire global payments system at stake and a “leave it to the market” policy that was untenable since the market was in triage, “governments quickly came to believe that monetary policy was insufficient on its own to help the real economy.”

The results were immediate and dramatic. Countries as diverse as Brazil, China, and the United States lined up to stimulate their economies and stymie the contraction of economic activity. China led with a whopping 13 percent of GDP; Spain promised 7 percent; and the United States committed around 5.5 percent of GDP. Even Germany stimulated to the tune of just under 3 percent of GDP. Whether this money was actually spent was another matter entirely, but that it was promised for its intended purpose was significant. As Keynes’s biographer Lord Skidelsky put it in a book celebrating the 2009 rediscovery of Keynes, we had witnessed “the Return of the Master.” The only problem was that by the time the master returned, some very important folks had already left the building: the Germans, followed by the British and the Canadians. The global return of Keynes was to last only a year from start to finish.
The German Ideology

Why were the Germans determined to halt the return of the master? Three factors are often cited and each carries some weight. The first is Germany’s collective historical neuralgia over the inflation of the 1920s, which inevitably leads policy makers to the conclusion that “throwing money around” is never a good idea. While there is something to this, the reality is of course much more interesting.

German inflation in the 1920s was not the result of a policy of monetary stimulus by the German central bank and treasury trying to stave off a recession. First of all, inflation didn’t just happen to Germany. Other Mittel-European countries, such as Austria, Hungary, and Poland, experienced hyperinflationary episodes at the same time, and none of these episodes was due to the enactment of Keynesian policies. Their common origins lay instead in the fact that World War I had been financed through debt rather than through taxes, which lowered postwar exchange rates and made imports more expensive, which in turn fostered inflation. The inflation pent-up from that earlier period ebbed and flowed for almost a decade.

Second, though the German hyperinflation was caused by government policy, it was intimately bound up with the desire of the German government to break the economic stranglehold of the war reparations that it owed to France under the Treaty of Versailles. France wanted Germany to pay off its war reparation in either gold-backed marks or foreign currencies. But for Germany to earn foreign currency when its own exchange rate was falling required more and more marks, further stoking inflation. The proverbial straw that broke the camel’s back was the government’s decision to continue to pay wages to German workers (in territory that France now occupied because of Germany’s nonpayment of its Versailles treaty obligations in 1923) while the exchange rate was collapsing. The resulting hyperinflation had the convenient effect of wiping out large amounts of government debt and stymied its ability to make reparations payments to France. The hyperinflation also ended very abruptly with a currency reform in late 1923. That is, the government printed new money, and that ended the problem of the government printing money. Today, this specter of hyperinflation is invoked by German and ECB policy makers whenever they want to either curtail criticism of austerity measures or go on the offensive against stimulus proposals. Yet, it seems an odd argument to make when the classic case of hyperinflation haunting the policy memory of Europe’s most powerful country was singularly not caused by a deliberate monetary stimulus attempting to arrest an economic slack.

A second, subtler, ideological argument that pushes in the same direction is that German policy makers are “ordoliberals” (literally, order liberals) rather than neoliberals. We will explore this topic more in chapter 4, but the basic insight is that the governing philosophy of German economic elites has never been the neoliberal mantra “markets good, state bad.” Rather, the German ordoliberal tradition stresses the importance of state provision of the Ramenbedingungen (framework conditions) within which markets can operate. According to this view, states must provide adequate social safety nets and support extra-economic institutions to allow labor to adjust skills to match market needs, ensure that cartels do not develop, and limit unproductive speculation through taxation and other policy instruments. In short, regulation to make the market possible, rather than regulation to police its rough edges, becomes, along with strong budgetary discipline, the core of a Sozialmarktwirtschaft (social market economy), where the state regulates but doesn’t stimulate or experiment, especially with the budget. Ordnungspolitik, a politics of order and stability, especially financial stability policed by a strong independent central bank, is the result.

Third, nothing succeeds like success, and the German economy has been very successful with this
instruction sheet. Despite its almost total devastation in World War II, Germany had become the largest and most powerful economy in Europe by the early 1960s. Its strength was, and still is, based on the export of high-quality manufactures to the rest of the world. This not only made it rich, it enabled what was then West Germany to buy an entirely bankrupt country, East Germany, integrate it into its own economy, and then go on to reduce labor costs, regain competitiveness, brush off the recession following the financial crisis with a shrug, stabilize its banks, and return to export-led growth in 2009, while the rest of Europe fell off a financial cliff.

That the version of events preferred by the Germans themselves tends to underemphasize such factors as the patronage of the United States, especially insofar as the United States turned a blind eye to Germany’s running an undervalued deutshe mark for the entire Cold War period, is beside the point. German policy makers and voters believe the story. The policy lesson learned by the most powerful (and solvent) European state was that policy failures by governments, not financial markets, make crises. Consequently, the policy “success” of 2008—the return of the master and his stimulus measures—was seen by the Germans and their allies at the ECB as a policy disaster waiting to happen whose consequences would only become all too apparent in future inflation. Present debt increases were just the canary in the coalmine. Given this, the Germans were not about to sign on to any more stimulus efforts, regardless of pressure from the United States.

A Perverse Politics

It is worth remembering how perverse the politics of this was. When the crisis hit the United States in 2007 and 2008, it was a Republican administration with an ex-CEO of Goldman Sachs at its fiscal helm that invented the $700 billion Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) and engineered the bailout of the US financial system. Putatively Keynesian economists, such as Larry Summers, who were part of the Obama economic team in 2008, merely continued the work of their Republican predecessors. The new team may have been intellectually more attuned to a compensatory logic by virtue of being Democrats, but it was, we should remember, the Democratic administration of Bill Clinton that had balanced the US budget and “ended welfare as we know it.” When the crisis hit, the United States may have been on the right ideologically, but it was very much on the left in terms of economic policy.

Europe, in contrast, was populated by left-leaning Social Democrats and center-right Christian Democrats who had spent the previous decade building a currency union that viewed monetary stability plus strict debt and deficit controls as the only policies worth bothering about. Thus, when the crisis hit, the European left (with the exception of the British under New Labour) and center-right argued and behaved in ways that we would normally expect from American Republicans: they championed financial stability, inflation control, and budget cutting as the way to get out of the crisis.

In the United Kingdom these perverse political dynamics played out in one country: Britain’s prime minister, Gordon Brown, who as chancellor of the exchequer presided over the biggest boom and bust in British history while promising financial “prudence for a purpose,” spent, lent, or otherwise guaranteed about 40 percent of British GDP to save the banks and even more to stimulate the economy. When the Brown government lost the election to Conservative David Cameron in May 2010, Cameron’s party had spent the last two years trying to convince voters that it would not slash social spending and would actually be better than New Labour at providing public services. These were, as the Chinese proverb has it, interesting times. Given this odd mixture of political positions and ideological priors, spring 2010 produced the curious spectacle of the Americans arguing for global Keynesianism while the Germans, cheered on by the new British Conservative government under David Cameron, demanded regional austerity.
The Road to Toronto

During spring 2010, with the immediate danger of financial collapse abated and the new threat of sovereign contagion yet to fully emerge, a new ideological alignment began to take shape. For the previous year the United States, along with the British under the Labour Party’s Gordon Brown, had increasingly questioned Germany’s commitment to stimulating its economy. Germany was attacked for essentially free-riding on other countries’ stimulus efforts, a charge it denied. In fairness, when one takes into account Germany’s actual stimulus measures, such as its work-time subsidy and the impact of its bigger welfare state in a downturn, the Germans had more than a point in their favor. But they were not about to stimulate any further, especially since their exports were picking up again by mid-2009 and they did not, so it seemed at the time, have a banking crisis to deal with. The United States and the United Kingdom kept up the pressure on Germany in the run-up to the G20 meeting in Toronto in June 2010. Meanwhile, rather than simply continue to accept the continuing Keynesian counteroffensive, some of the neoliberal old guard, in both Europe and the United States, began to strike back in the public debate.

The Financial Times became a kind of bulletin board for elite economic opinion. Using the paper as a platform, former Federal Reserve chairman Alan Greenspan went from saying in October 2008 that the crisis had forced him to reconsider a “flaw” in his “ideology” of markets, and in February 2009 even admitting the desirability of bank nationalization, to, by June of that same year, defending austerity and worrying, in a very German manner, about future inflation. Jeffrey Sachs opined that it was “time to plan for [the] post Keynesian era” since the stimulus was at best unnecessary and at worst harmful. By mid-2010, the Financial Times was organizing an “austerity debate” that pitted increasingly on-the-defensive Keynesians against a coterie of conservatives and neoclassicals. Significantly, major German politicians began to join forces with principals at the ECB to send a common message. As ECB chief Jean Claude Trichet put it in a much-reported broadside in the Financial Times, “Stimulate no more—it is now time for all to tighten.” The campaign against the master was heating up.

A week before each full G20 meeting, the group’s finance ministers get together to lay out the agenda. Their June 2010 meeting in Busan, South Korea, signaled that global Keynesianism was about to hit the buffers. The Financial Times had reported as recently as April 2010 that the G20 position on the crisis was that public spending “should be maintained until the recovery was firmly entrenched.” By the time of the Busan meeting, the G20 finance ministers now thought that “recent events highlight the importance of sustainable public finances … growth friendly measures, to deliver fiscal sustainability.” The United States objected to this shift in tone on the grounds that the “withdrawal of fiscal and monetary stimulus … need[s] to proceed in step with the strengthening of the public sector,” but the tide had already started turning, even before the full G20 meeting in Toronto occurred.

The ECB and the German government simultaneously cranked up the pressure on the American position in the run-up to the full meeting. Days before the G20 meeting, ECB chief Trichet explicitly rejected Keynesian demand-deficiency arguments, citing the need for “a budget policy … that we would call confidence building” that centered upon the reduction of debt. Two days later, the German finance minister Wolfgang Schäuble published an extended piece in the Financial Times in which he stressed the need for “expansionary fiscal consolidation.” Invoking the specter of future inflation, he declared that “we [Germany] … are … more preoccupied with the implications of excessive deficits and the dangers of high inflation.” As such, Germany would not respond to the crisis by “piling up public debt.” By the time of the Toronto meeting, the Canadians and the British had sided with the
Germans, leaving the Americans isolated. The final communiqué of the Toronto meeting repeated the meme, authored by Trichet and amplified by Schäuble, of “growth friendly fiscal consolidation.” Seen at the time as a fudge between the Keynesian and orthodox positions, what it actually signaled was the end of global Keynesianism.

Following on the heels of the G20 communiqué came the ECB’s June 2010 *Monthly Bulletin*, which was an unabashed restatement of neoclassical economic ideas and a call for “growth friendly fiscal consolidation” going forward. In the *Bulletin*, “Ricardian consumers” with rational expectations who anticipated the effects of government policies years ahead went on display, alongside inflation-averse and confidence-sensitive investors appalled at the prospect of government “crowding out” investment, future inflation, and ever-larger government debts. As Stephen Kinsella argues regarding the seemingly contradictory logic of expansionary fiscal consolidation, “Proponents of this theory argue that fiscal contraction, rather than leading to a decline in output … will result in higher output … [as] consumers and investors anticipate long run tax deductions because of cuts in expenditure [which will] offset … the contraction.” Given this version of rational expectations theory, the ECB could only conclude that austerity had to be the way forward because “the longer-run benefits of fiscal consolidation are largely undisputed.” Undisputed, that is, so long as the question is posed only in terms of this narrow rational-expectations model. Global Keynesianism was indeed on the way out. But German inflation phobia and ordoliberalism aside, why were the Europeans suddenly so sensitive to the problem of government debt and opposed to more stimulus spending? The answer brings us back to the PIIGS of Europe and their profligate ways.

**The European PIIGS and the Discovery of Sovereign Debt: Greece**

While the Germans were recovering and the Anglos were bailing, a quiet crisis was brewing on the periphery of Europe. Greece had long been the problem child of the European periphery. It came out of World War II and went straight into the bloodiest civil war in modern European history. When it ended, the already poor country stagnated (as the rest of Europe boomed) inside an unstable political order that finally collapsed into a brutal military dictatorship. When Greece emerged from the dictatorship period and stabilized in the late 1970s, the European Economic Community (the EEC, as the EU was then known) provided it with much-needed external funding for infrastructure investment while its modern political party system took shape.

Greek politics in the 1980s and 1990s was dominated by the socialist Papandreou administrations that sought to increase personal income and public consumption, an understandable response to decades of instability, violence, and political polarization. These governments ran persistently expansionary policies that, given the country’s low productivity growth, resulted in increasing debts and widening deficits. (In fact, Greece hasn’t run a budget surplus in fifty years.) Debt to GDP passed 100 percent in 1994, hovered around 105 percent for a decade, and then shot up as a result of the financial crisis in 2008, reaching 165 percent of GDP in late 2011.

What made this spending possible was that having adopted the euro, Greece and the other European periphery states (Portugal, Italy, Spain, and Ireland) were effectively endowed with Germany’s credit rating on the assumption that the ECB would back all outstanding debt issued by member states since it was all in the “same” new euro currency. As such, the historically high borrowing costs of these countries fell. Greece’s borrowing costs, for example, fell from 20 percent on a ten-year bond before the introduction of the euro to around 4 percent in 2005, and in the case of Greece in particular, more borrowing was the result. Since Greece was able to borrow more easily, money became more plentiful locally, financing both consumption and investment. However, this also raised Greece’s
labor costs relative to its Euro Area neighbors; its competitiveness fell, widening its current account
deficit—Greece was importing more than it was exporting with the extra cash.

Greece had some special structural problems that turned these vulnerabilities into accidents waiting
to happen. First, leaving aside all the often-repeated stories of endemic corruption and dubious early
retirements, of which there are many, Greece has a weak tax-collection capacity and an even weaker
political will to enforce collection, so revenues have never balanced expenditures. Second,
government spending was notoriously uncoordinated, with the result that in October 2009 the Greek
government revealed that the reported fiscal deficit of 6.5 percent of GDP was in fact closer to 13
percent of GDP. Unsurprisingly, investors regarded this as the ringing of a rather loud alarm bell over
the true state of Greek public finances. The low interest rates that Greek debt had enjoyed since
adopting the euro via that borrowed German credit rating shot up, which made a difficult interest-
payment environment very suddenly awful. Piling on the pressure, the ratings agencies took notice and
downgraded Greek bonds from A to BBB−, which compounded the debt burden by lowering prices and
further spiking yields. As a result, the economy began to contract such that outstanding debt increased
as GDP collapsed.

In such situations bond market investors face a dilemma. If they believe that bonds are going to fall
further in value, they should get rid of them as soon as possible. But if they do dump the asset in
question, they run the risk that everyone else holding these assets will do the same, with prices
collapsing as a result. As we saw in chapter 2 with US mortgage securities, the risk of contagion
looms large when the mass dumping of, in this case, Greek assets, leads to a collapse in their price.
Anticipating this, people holding those assets want to dump them ahead of anyone else, which leads to
the very fire sale everyone is trying to avoid. This in turn leads to the dumping of other (non-Greek)
assets to cover their (Greek) losses, which then lowers the value of the unrelated assets, eventually
leading to a fire sale of good assets as a whole. Given that Eurozone core banks were stuffed full of
periphery bonds (they had, after all, lent the Greeks money by buying their bonds), any fire sale would
end up costing a lot more than the value of the outstanding Greek debt, particularly if the debt fire
spread to Portugal, Ireland, and—it was feared—maybe even Spain and Italy.

The ideal policy back in 2009 would have cost around 50 billion euros. It would have required
either the ECB, or Germany as its major creditor, to buy the secondary-market Greek debt that was
subject to near-term rollover risk, bury it somewhere deep in its balance sheet, and walk away. Why
didn’t they do so? One answer lies in German politics. There was a regional election coming up in
Germany, and it was politically easier to blame the Greeks for being feckless than it was to explain to
the German public that the ECB needed to bail them out for reasons of systemic risk. The other answer
lies in the ECB statutes that forbid one country to bail out another for fear of generating moral hazard.
Such bailouts are, except in exceptional circumstances (the treaty in question mentions natural
disasters) not allowed. Remember, the ECB only has one problem, price inflation, and one tool, the
rate of interest. As such, the ECB was completely unable, and the Germans were completely unwilling
to take responsibility. As a consequence, investors began to price in the risk of contagion as
increasingly likely, and the yields on all periphery bonds began to rise, which is why Portugal, Ireland,
Spain, and Italy got lumped together with Greece. The PIIGS collective was born in the fires of
contagion risk. Unfortunately, while the collective acronym is attractive, the problem is that Ireland,
Spain, Portugal, and Italy are nothing like Greece.

**Ireland and Spain: Property Bubble Trouble**

Ireland and Spain are an odd pair to be lumped in with the Greeks. First of all, both have a better
reputation for tax payments. But far more important were their fiscal and monetary positions back in
2007. Unlike Greece, both Ireland and Spain were “best in class” in terms of debts and deficits going
into the crisis. In 2007 Ireland’s net debt-to-GDP ratio was 12 percent, and Spain’s was 26 percent. In
contrast, Germany’s debt sat at 50 percent of GDP. Why, then, did Ireland and Spain have a crisis
when Germany did not? The answer, as usual, begins and ends with the banks, in this case via real-
estate lending. If Greece had dug itself a long-term fiscal hole that was covered over with low interest
rates, then Ireland was unaware that the hole even existed and built houses right on top of it. Spain, as
we shall see, is Ireland moved up a few orders of magnitude. Italy is Portugal moved up a few orders
of magnitude. The song remains the same in both cases.

Ireland, like Germany, did well prior to the crisis. Ireland reduced its gross government debt-to-
GNP ratio from 112 percent in 1986 to 25 percent in 2007, and its net debt to GDP in 2007 stood at a
mere 12 percent.27 It was able to do this by exporting to countries that were expanding and by up-
skilling its workforce to take advantage of the influx of multinational corporations that were keen to
use Ireland, with its English-speaking workforce and low corporate tax rates, as a gateway to a single-
market Europe. Ireland’s GNP rose significantly, as did wages, boosting both consumption and tax
revenues. The growth of this so-called Celtic Tiger economy during the late 1990s encouraged more
people to look to property as an investment, and in doing so Ireland generated a massive banking
accident waiting to happen, without a Fannie, a Freddie, or anything like them being present.

Part of what stoked the bubble in Ireland had also affected Greece: the bond-buying activities of
major European banks, which gave the periphery cheap money, combined with low interest rates set
by the ECB that translated into zero, if not negative real rates, in Ireland and Spain from 2000 onward.
“As a result [Irish] property prices soared by over 64 percent from 2002–2006.”26 To fund lending on
such a massive scale, Irish banks increasingly turned to wholesale funding markets in the United
States (the repo markets we learned about in chapter 2), essentially borrowing overnight to fund
thirty-year mortgages. The three main Irish banks’ combined asset footprint at the time of the crash
was around 400 percent of GDP. One of those banks, Anglo-Irish, lent 67 billion euros to the
nonfinancial sector (real estate) in 2007 alone.29 Anglo-Irish was particularly dependent on short-term
funding. When the interbank market froze following Lehman’s collapse, the ability of the Irish banks
to service their loans collapsed along with Irish property prices, taking the entire banking sector down
with it.

Fearing financial Armageddon, the Irish government issued a blanket guarantee for the entire
banking system’s liabilities, and that 400 percent of assets as GDP on the private sector’s balance
sheet very suddenly became the Irish public’s problem. The combined result of the property-bubble
collapse and the banking system implosion was “the largest compound decline in GNP of any
industrialized country over the 2007–2010 period.”30 Government debt increased by 320 percent to
over 110 percent of GDP as the government spent some 70 billion euros to shore up the banking
system. Meanwhile, unemployment rose to 14 percent by mid-2011, a figure that would have been
higher had it not been for emigration.

Spain is a case of “the song remains the same,” albeit translated and amplified through different
banking institutions. Rather than having three big banks that dominate all domestic lending, as in the
Irish case, Spain’s largest banks are internationalized and are therefore somewhat hedged against
domestic turbulence. In Spain the real problem, as became plain in the spring of 2012, lay in the
regional savings banks: the cajas de ahorros.

To understand where Spain is today, you have to start from the fact that in 1979 Spain was the
eighth-largest industrial economy in the world. Today, it has slipped to seventeenth place. In between,
Spain effectively deindustrialized, becoming a banking, services, and tourism hub. The problem is that the income streams such a growth model relies on come primarily from outside the country: when such people stop spending and lending, you are in serious trouble. It’s even more of a problem when what domestic growth you do have is debt-financed and based on little more than the swapping of houses.

As John Mauldin puts it, “Spain had the mother of all housing bubbles,” which is true but also a little misleading since other countries had bigger bubbles. According to Bank of Spain data, while Spain’s ten-year headlong rush into housing produced a 115 percent increase in house prices between 1997 and 2007, the United Kingdom’s bubble was bigger still at 140 percent, and Ireland topped the list at 160 percent. Why Spain matters much more than Ireland, however, is that Spanish GDP is approximately seven times the size of Ireland’s; Spain is the fourth-largest economy in the Eurozone and is responsible for almost 10 percent of Euro Area GDP. As such, the popping of the Spanish housing bubble was going to matter in more than just Spain.

In that sense Mauldin is quite correct. The scale of the Spanish property bubble was astonishing. Real estate had become so central to the Spanish economy that construction alone generated 14 percent of employment and 16 percent of GDP. Once related sectors were included, the figures jumped to nearly a quarter of GDP and of employment, respectively. Unsurprisingly, given this construction boom, credit expanded to meet demand. Indeed, loans to developers alone constituted nearly 50 percent of GDP by 2007. When the bubble burst, unemployment shot up from 8 percent to 25 percent in three years, with youth unemployment reaching 52 percent in mid-2012. Domestic demand fell by 7 percent while GDP contracted 6.3 percent in the first quarter of 2009 alone.

Where Ireland differs from Spain—apart from the magnitude of the bust—lies in the peculiar institutions of Spanish banking. As mentioned earlier, with their international portfolios the big three Spanish banks are reasonably well hedged against domestic exposures. Where, then, did this volume of credit come from? The answer was the cajas de ahorros, the regional savings banks (think US credit unions), especially the conglomerate version, Bankia, that went bust in 2012. These institutions together made nearly 50 percent of all domestic banking-sector loans. The cajas matter because their loan books are opaque (think subprime); they are undercapitalized; and most importantly, they are stuffed full of assets that are not coming back any time soon, particularly because the assets in question were so mispriced to begin with. They are not coming back soon because the other side of the balance sheet for the cajas’ loans is the phenomenal increase in private-sector debt in Spain. It grew at over 20 percent a year in the run-up to the crisis to over 200 percent of GDP, which is now held by a population which is one-quarter unemployed. Add to this the fact that Spanish mortgages are recourse loans, meaning that the bank can come after the debtor for the original loan—forever—and not for just the current value of the property, and mortgagers have every incentive to sit tight and not allow the market to clear, thus making the situation worse by inches. In the United States you can walk away from a mortgage and the house is the bank’s problem. In Spain, when you walk away from the house, the mortgage debt is still your problem.

Take Ireland and Spain together and you do not have a story of profligate states, feckless workers, and all the rest. Certainly, the Spanish regional governments have a few white elephant projects that have worsened the situation, airports that have no traffic, massive opera houses with no customers, and the like; but these are symptoms, not causes. Indeed, in the Basque country, where there was more political control of the cajas, investment in property was not allowed to the same extent and the result was investment in manufacturing. The underlying crisis is, once again, one of private, not public, finance.
What we have here is the same thing we saw in the United States, the United Kingdom, and, as we shall detail in a later chapter, Iceland—the implosion of privately funded housing bubbles—a quintessentially private-sector phenomenon that became a public-sector problem. The difference is that Ireland, by guaranteeing its banks’ debts, explicitly and instantaneously transformed private debt into public debt that it is now hard pressed to pay off. Spain hasn’t even managed to get a full accounting of its banking crisis, despite the biggest cajas conglomerate going bust in 2012. But the fact that this is occurring in an economy seven times larger than Ireland’s with more opaque banking institutions is more than enough to make bond market actors worry about the solvency of the sovereign standing behind those banks. A Greek default would be a risk on its own, but if it spread to Ireland and then Spain, all bets would be off.

Portugal and Italy: The Slow-Motion Growth Crisis

Portugal and Italy sit in the same relation as Spain and Ireland. Except that, rather than being tied together by a real-estate-cum-banking crisis, Portugal and Italy are united by a combination of low growth, old age, low productivity, and institutional sclerosis. What the PIIGS all have in common was how their adoption of the euro made the interest payments on their bonds fall as core banks came to prefer their debt to even lower-yielding German and French debt. Yet, despite all the cheap money this produced in the PIIGS, Portugal was in trouble long before the crisis of 2008.

Portugal’s two main export industries, footwear and textiles, were clobbered by Asian and Eastern European competition in the 1990s. As a consequence, its trade deficits widened and its competitiveness fell while the services sector, much of which is nontradable, took up the slack. Young people increasingly went into education, temporarily lowering, at the public expense, the unemployment rate, without necessarily increasing skills. As The Economist magazine wryly noted, “The number of lawyers increased by forty-eight percent between 2000 and 2010.” Meanwhile, growth per person averaged 0.2 percent per year over the same period, while combined public and private debts reached over 240 percent of GDP by 2010.

Demography compounds these problems. Portugal is ranked 178th out of 230 countries in population growth and 195th in births. The median age of the country is forty, and 18 percent of the population is already over sixty-five years old. Before the crisis these things could be ignored because capital flows from the European core to the periphery masked the chronic lack of growth in these countries. But once those flows stopped in 2010 in a context of market worries about Greek and Irish indebtedness, what was not a problem before—long-term growth dynamics—suddenly became one. After all, if the underlying dynamics are not there to support growth, then no amount of austerity will reduce the debt accrued.

Italy is a giant version of Portugal while being in many ways the polar opposite of Spain. Italy has low private debt and massive public debt. Massive, in the sense that Italy has the third-largest bond market in the world. Let’s think about that for a moment. A southern European country with the world’s twenty-third-largest population and eleventh-largest economy has the world’s third-largest bond market. How did that happen? Look only at Northern Italy, and you see one of the most developed industrial countries in the world, with competitive exports, price-inelastic products, and high incomes. Include the south of Italy, and you see a rather different world of agricultural producers and small, low-productivity firms.

What united these two very different versions of Italy was a political system that transferred resources from the North to pay for the South while not fully taxing its citizens to make up the shortfall because of the persistence of traditional class alignments in the South. As a consequence,
persistent deficits, which turned into debts that were reduced by persistent devaluations of the exchange rate, made it possible. Adopting the euro ruled out such devaluations, but the collapse in interest rates that it engendered sustained the unsustainable a bit longer. In 2000, Italian net debt to GDP was 93 percent. In 2007, it was 87 percent. Today, it is 100 percent, as the crisis and austerity policies lower the Italian economy’s already sclerotic growth rate of about 1.5 percent a year (for the past twenty-five years) while the debt owed gets bigger still and rates have shot up.\footnote{36}

As in the case of Portugal, what wasn’t an issue in 2000 suddenly became one in 2010 when the markets noticed three things: Italy does indeed have the third-biggest bond market in the world; its growth rate is terrible, so its ability to pay back or even roll over its debt if interest rates go up is extremely constrained; and, its demographics are even worse than Portugal’s. While Italy is ranked 158th out of 230 countries in population growth, a marginal improvement over Portugal, it is ranked 207th in births. The median age of the population is 43.5, and 20 percent of the country is already over sixty-five years old. Given that one of the few truly linear events in life is death (there are no 200-year-old people out there), over one-third of Italy’s population will be over sixty-five by 2035. Meanwhile, the current incumbents are not exactly friendly to immigration as a way of getting out of this jam.

If Spain is Ireland writ large, then Italy is Portugal writ large. That these states can’t grow out of the debt they have accumulated is true. That there is a sovereign bond crisis involving these states is also true. But are the PIIGS really in trouble because of a crisis of government spending? In the Italian case the reliance on deficits that became debts and on devaluations that were substituted by cheap capital flows and artificially low yields once the euro came in, suggests a slow-moving fiscal train wreck, where eventually markets woke up to the fact that thirty years from now there will be no one in Italy working to pay off the interest on those thirty-year bonds since they will be too busy paying for pensions. Moreover, markets no longer view what was sustainable in 1999—running a debt-to-GDP ratio of over 100 percent—as sustainable now given the contagion risk from the other PIIGS. The perception of the risk has changed, rather than the underlying risks themselves, which have always been there.

So, is the state complicit? Yes. Did the state cause these problems? No. Not unless we are willing to say that in Italy the level of family fertility is a fiscal responsibility and thus the state’s problem. In the Portuguese case, while demographics and low productivity play their parts, Portuguese net debt to GDP in 2000 was 52 percent and in 2007, 66 percent, which is hardly evidence of a spending splurge. Rather, in both cases, what was once seen as sustainable suddenly became seen as unsustainable once the possibility of a contagion-led fire sale through the European bond markets was factored into a slow-moving growth crisis. As usual, it’s the perception of risk that matters. And again, just as we saw in the US case, there was no orgy of government spending behind all this. Why, then, keep up the fiction that the bond market crisis is a crisis of spendthrift governments?

Confusing Correlation and Causation: Austerity’s Moment in the Sun

With yields spiking to unsustainable levels in Greece, Ireland, and Portugal, each country received a bailout from the EU, ECB, and the IMF, as well as bilateral loans, on the condition that it accept and implement an austerity package to right its fiscal ship. Cut spending, raise taxes—but cut spending more than you raise taxes—and all will be well, the story went. In May 2010, Greece received a 110-billion-euro loan in exchange for a 20 percent cut in public-sector pay, a 10 percent pension cut, and tax increases,. The lenders, the so-called troika of the ECB, the European Commission, and the IMF, forecast growth returning by 2012. Instead, unemployment in Greece reached 21 percent in late 2011,
and the economy continued to contract. In November 2010, Ireland needed a bailout and received 675 billion euros for a 26 percent cut in public spending. In March 2011, it was Portugal’s turn, and it received 78 billion euros in exchange for a similar packet of reforms. However, given the contraction in all these economies and the fear of contagion, yields on Portuguese ten-year debt reached 17 percent in early 2012, and their ten-year bonds were downgraded to BBB−, otherwise known as junk.

Far from being stabilized by the original package of loans and cuts, Greece continued to deteriorate and required a second bailout in July 2011. Another 110 billion euros of debt, which became 130 billion in October 2011, was added to the Greek balance sheet while another 20 percent wage cut was enforced, along with similar across-the-board reductions in public spending and more tax increases. Eventually, even private-sector bondholders had to take a haircut (a loss) on the value of Greek debt of about 75 percent, plus write-offs of about 100 billion euros. Despite these austerity binges, Greek debt is projected (if all things remain equal for the next eight years, which will never happen) to reach 120 percent of GDP by 2020. The IMF thinks 145 percent by 2020 is more likely. Just to keep things on track, democratically elected governments in Greece and Italy were deposed and replaced by unelected technocrats who promised to keep the reforms going.

It is worth noting the timing of events. Opposition to Keynesian policies intensified in spring 2010 just as the Greek crisis became newsworthy despite Greece’s accounting for only 2.5 percent of total Eurozone GDP. In the United Kingdom, Germany, and the United States, politicians in favor of austerity zeroed in on the Greek crisis as a metaphor for the perils of Keynesianism. “Becoming Greece” became a scare story to justify cutting back at home.

George Osborne, Britain’s new Conservative chancellor of the exchequer, made repeated comparisons to the fiscal situation of Greece and the United Kingdom as soon as he was elected, with “you can see in Greece an example of a country that didn’t face up to its problems, and that is the fate that I want to avoid” being a typical example. Ex-IMF chief economist Simon Johnson argued at about the same time that the United Kingdom and Greece were essentially similar. Meanwhile, conservative historian Niall Ferguson likened Greece to the United States, with collapse just over the horizon.

Congressional Republicans in the United States leaped upon such comments with glee, while media outlets picked up and amplified the story throughout the spring of 2010. In Europe, the ECB repeatedly honed in on Greece as the future of all European states unless budgets were cut. Austerity’s moment in the sun had arrived courtesy of the Greeks. The offensive against Keynesianism at the global level was married to the discovery of the Greek debt crisis and amplified via the threat of contagion to establish fiscal austerity as the new policy du jour. But in doing so, cause and correlation were confused, quite deliberately, on a massive scale.

The Greatest Bait and Switch in Modern History

The result of all this opportunistic rebranding was the greatest bait-and-switch operation in modern history. What were essentially private-sector debt problems were rechristened as “the Debt” generated by “out-of-control” public spending. Yet, of all the PIIGS, only Greece was in any meaningful sense profligate. Italy may have been lax, but no one minded them having the third-largest bond market in the world until 2010, when contagion plus demographics gave pause to the holders of Italian debt. Portugal may have spent a fair amount on modernizing its infrastructure and built a few high-speed rail lines of dubious need, but it was hardly spending its way to oblivion. Ireland and Spain were quintessential private-sector-housing-cum-banking crises, governed by states more fiscally prudent
than Germany, where the risks were socialized while the profits were privatized. In all cases, private-sector weaknesses ended up creating public-sector liabilities that European publics now have to pay for with austerity programs that make the situation worse rather than better. The fiscal crisis in all these countries was the consequence of the financial crisis washing up on their shores, not its cause. To say that it is the cause is to deliberately, and politically, confuse cause and effect.

We really should know better. Carmen Reinhart and Kenneth Rogoff, no friends of Keynesian policy, note that a banking crisis is followed by a sovereign debt crisis 80 percent of the time. Reinhardt and Rogoff stop short of using the word “cause.” However, as Moritz Schularick and Alan Taylor have shown, sovereign debt crises are almost always “credit booms gone bust.” They develop in the private sector and end up in the public sector. The causation is clear. Banking bubbles and busts cause sovereign debt crises. Period. To reverse causation and blame the sovereign for the bond market crisis, as policy makers in Europe have repeatedly done to enable a policy of austerity that isn’t working, begs the question, why keep doing it?

While it is tempting to say that neither German politicians nor ECB bankers understand fallacies of composition and both are allergic to inflation, and leave it at that, there is a more satisfying answer, and it’s the same one we saw in the US case: what starts with the banks ends with the banks. To really understand why Europe has been slashing itself to insolvency, we need to embed these very real ideological and political factors within an account of how the euro as a currency enabled the development of a system of banks that is too big to bail. If the US had banks that were too big to fail, Europe has a system of banks that are collectively too big to bail. That is, no sovereign can cover the risks generated by its own banks because the banks are too big and the sovereign doesn’t have a printing press. In this world there can be no bailout big enough to save the system if it starts to fail. Consequently, the system cannot be allowed to fail, which is the real reason we must all be austere. In the United States we were afraid of the consequences of the banks failing. In Europe they are terrified of the same thing, and as we shall see, they are terrified for good reason.

To get there we encounter some very familiar themes: subprime mortgage special purpose vehicles (SPVs), repo market collateral problems, and banks chasing yield in a low-interest-rate environment, as well as some unfamiliar ones such as bank resolution regimes (who has the responsibility to bail or fail banks), moral hazard trades (too big to fail as a business model), and why national debt issued in a common currency is a really bad idea. Taken together they explain why we really all need to be austere: because once again we need to save the banks, from themselves. But this time around no politician, especially in Europe, is going to admit that is exactly what is being done, which is why the bait and switch is needed.

The EU and the Euro: A Bridge Too Far?

The European Union, as a political project, has been an astonishing success. Built quite literally upon the ashes of a continent destroyed twice by war in a little over thirty years, it has both kept the peace in Europe and spread prosperity throughout the continent. It took in the former dictatorships of Portugal, Spain, and Greece and turned them into stable democracies. Far from being a creature of the Cold War, its ambitions spread following the collapse of the Soviet Union. The tragedy of the Balkans in the 1990s aside, it has incorporated peoples from the Baltics to Romania into the European project while increasing trade, expanding the rule of law, and pushing the project of “an ever closer Union” further along. If only they hadn’t tried to do this with money. While the European political project has been a resounding success, its monetary cousin, the euro, has been a bit of a disaster for everyone, except possibly the Germans.
The project of bringing Europe even closer together through a common currency was supposed to work on two levels. First, economies that were not well integrated and that had different business cycles and little specialization according to their relative economic strengths would converge, becoming more similar and more efficient simply by using the same unit of account. That, at least, was the idea. Second, having different currencies meant different exchange rates, which had different consequences for states, people, and firms.\textsuperscript{45} For people and firms, it was a pain to have to change currencies to travel or trade, and having to do so reduced both. At the state level the argument was that all the different exchange rates moving together generated currency volatility that was hard to hedge against, and it created incentives for weaker currencies to seek respite by devaluing against their stronger trading partners to improve their own competitiveness, which many European states did, repeatedly. The problem with devaluation as an adjustment policy is not only that it beggars thy neighbor; it also leads to import inflation in the countries that devalue. Italy became the poster child for these problems, having devalued the lira every year between 1980 and 1987, save 1984, thereby suffering much higher-than-average inflation than the rest of Europe while effectively reducing the average Italian’s real wage through the inflationary back door.

**Keeping up with the Germans**

European leaders struggled with these inflation/devaluation/volatility problems throughout the past few decades, building successively more elaborate exchange-rate mechanisms to keep European currencies together. Currency arrangements called “snakes” were replaced by “snakes in tunnels” and then by formal “exchange rate mechanisms” that were all variants of keeping up with the Germans. The “German problem” in Europe used to be the problem of how to constrain the Germans to keep the peace. The “German problem” after 1970 became how to keep up with the Germans in terms of efficiency and productivity. One way, as above, was to serially devalue, but that was beginning to hurt. The other way was to tie your currency to the deutsche mark and thereby make your price and inflation rate the same as the Germans, which it turned out would also hurt, but in a different way.

The problem with keeping up with the Germans is that German industrial exports have the lowest price elasticities in the world.\textsuperscript{46} In plain English, Germany makes really great stuff that everyone wants and will pay more for in comparison to all the alternatives. So when you tie your currency to the deutsche mark, you are making a one-way bet that your industry can be as competitive as the Germans in terms of quality and price. That would be difficult enough if the deutsche mark hadn’t been undervalued for most of the postwar period and both German labor costs and inflation rates were lower than average, but unfortunately for everyone else, they were. That gave the German economy the advantage in producing less-than-great stuff too, thereby undercutting competitors in products lower down, as well as higher up the value-added chain.\textsuperscript{47} Add to this contemporary German wages, which have seen real declines over the 2000s, and you have an economy that is extremely hard to keep up with. On the other side of this one-way bet were the financial markets. They looked at less dynamic economies, such as the United Kingdom and Italy, that were tying themselves to the deutsche mark and saw a way to make money.

The only way to maintain a currency peg is to either defend it with foreign exchange reserves or deflate your wages and prices to accommodate it. To defend a peg you need lots of foreign currency so that when your currency loses value (as it will if you are trying to keep up with the Germans), you can sell your foreign currency reserves and buy back your own currency to maintain the desired rate. But if the markets can figure out how much foreign currency you have in reserve, they can bet against you, force a devaluation of your currency, and pocket the difference between the peg and the new market...
value in a short sale.

George Soros (and a lot of other hedge funds) famously did this to the European Exchange Rate Mechanism in 1992, blowing the United Kingdom and Italy out of the system. Soros could do this because he knew that there was no way the United Kingdom or Italy could be as competitive as Germany without serious price deflation to increase cost competitiveness, and that there would be only so much deflation and unemployment these countries could take before they either ran out of foreign exchange reserves or lost the next election. Indeed, the European Exchange Rate Mechanism was sometimes referred to as the European “Eternal Recession Mechanism,” such was its deflationary impact. In short, attempts to maintain an anti-inflationary currency peg fail because they are not credible on the following point: you cannot run a gold standard (where the only way to adjust is through internal deflation) in a democracy.48

Well, you can try, and the Europeans building the EU are nothing if not triers. Following the Exchange Rate Mechanism debacle, in a scene reminiscent of one in Monty Python’s movie *The Holy Grail* in which the king tells his son that “they said you couldn’t build a castle on a swamp, so I did it anyway, and it fell down, so I did it again, and it fell down, so I did it again, and it fell down,” the Europeans decided to go one step further than pegging to the deutsche mark—they would all become German by sharing the same currency and the same monetary policy.

The euro, the successor to the Exchange Rate Mechanism, would become a one-time internal fix of all the different European currencies in exchange for a single external floating currency, with one important difference.49 Rather than pegging and retaining national currencies and printing presses, after the fix the national currencies would be abolished and the printing presses would be handed over to the Germans to make sure that neither inflation nor devaluation of the currency would ever again be options. Instead, armed with a new independent central bank that had only one goal, to keep inflation around 2 percent, regardless of the output and employment costs, via control of interest rates, prices and wages would automatically adjust to the external balance. In other words, they built a gold standard in a democracy, again. Einstein is credited with the observation that doing the same thing over and over while expecting different results is the definition of madness. The European monetary project was a bit mad from the get-go. It has only recently revealed itself to be an exercise in insanity.

**Why the Euro Became a Monetary Doomsday Device**

At the time of its launch, many economists predicted that the euro would fail. Martin Feldstein noted that the countries adopting the euro did not constitute an “optimal currency area,” where business cycles and the like would be strongly integrated such that efficiency gains could be realized.50 Paul Krugman saw trouble in the decade of recession and unemployment necessitated by the convergence criteria of the Maastricht Treaty of 1992, the precondition for adoption of the euro, where budget deficits, debts, and inflation rates all had to be cut at the same time.51 Both were correct, but what really caused problems was that instead of creating convergence, the introduction of the euro created a great divergence between European economies (see figure 3.1) in almost everything except their bond spreads and balance of payments.
Figure 3.1 Eurozone Current Account Imbalances

Notice that before the introduction of the euro, France was the only country with a current account surplus. After its introduction, France held on until 2005 before moving into deficit. Germany moved into surplus in 2001, and the rest of the Eurozone moved further into deficit. There was a convergence of sorts. Everyone except Germany started to run deficits. To see why this happened, we need to turn to how such deficits were financed, which takes us into the realm of sovereign debt markets, and what the introduction of the euro did to the incentives of European banks (figure 3.2).

If a picture paints a thousand words, figure 3.2 paints a million. On the left-hand side, we see what the markets used to think of sovereign bonds before the euro was introduced. Greek ten-year bond yields started out at 25 percent, fell to 11 percent, and then came within fifty basis points (half a percent) of German bonds by 2001. Similarly, Italian bonds fell from a high of 13 percent in 1994 to becoming “almost German” in 2001 in terms of yields. Yet it is manifestly obvious that neither Greece nor Italy, nor Ireland, nor anyone else, actually became Germany, so why then did we see this convergence in yields? The popular answer is that the introduction of the ECB and its unending quest for anti-inflationary credibility signaled to bond buyers that both foreign exchange risk and inflation risk were now things of the past. The euro was basically an expanded deutsche mark, and everyone was now German.

Despite the fact that national bonds were still issued by the same national governments, banks and other financial players loaded up with them, assuming that the risks we saw on the left-hand side of figure 3.2 had all been magically sponged away by adoption of the euro. This flooded the periphery states with cheap money, completely swamping local wholesale funding markets, thereby making them vulnerable to the capital flight that was to render them illiquid in 2011, while pumping up, in the case of Spain in particular, private-sector indebtedness. While the Northern lenders lent to local banks, property developers, and the like, periphery consumers used this tsunami of cheap cash to buy German products, hence the current account imbalances noted earlier.

But why did these bond buyers believe that this new and untested institution, the ECB, would in fact guard the value of their bonds, that national governments didn’t matter any more, and that Greece was now Germany? The answer was, they didn’t need to believe anything of the sort because arguably
what they were doing was the mother of all moral hazard trades.
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**Figure 3.2 Eurozone Ten-Year Government Bond Yields**  
*Source: European Central Bank Statistical Data Warehouse*

**The Mother of All Moral Hazard Trades**

If you were a European bank back in the late 1990s seeing sovereign bond yields falling, it might have bothered you since a source of risky profits was disappearing. On the other hand, if this new ECB gizmo really did get rid of exchange-rate risk for the sovereigns issuing the debt and take inflation off the table by housing in Frankfurt the only money press in Europe, then it really was a banker’s dream—a free option—safe assets with a positive upside, just like those CDOs we saw in the United States. So you would be a fool not to load up on them, and European banks did exactly that. But as yields converged, you would have to buy more and more bonds to make any money. There was, however, a small but significant difference in yield between the bonds of Northern European sovereigns and those of the periphery after the yields converged. So, if you swapped out your low-yield German and Dutch debt and replaced it with as much PIIGS debt as you could find, and then turbocharged that by running operating leverage ratios as high as 40 to 1—higher than your US counterparts—you would have one heck of an institutionally guaranteed money machine. What makes this a moral hazard trade?

Imagine that you knew Greece was still Greece and Italy was still Italy and that the prices quoted in the markets represented the bond-buying activities of banks pushing down yields rather than an estimate of the risk of the bond itself. Why would you buy such securities if the yield did not reflect the risk? You might realize that if you bought enough of them—if you became really big—and those assets lost value, you would become a danger to your national banking system and would have to be bailed out by your sovereign. If you were not bailed out, given your exposures, cross-border linkages to other banks, and high leverage, you would pose a systemic risk to the whole European financial sector. As such, the more risk that you took onto your books, especially in the form of periphery sovereign debt, the more likely it was that your risk would be covered by the ECB, your national government, or both. This would be a moral hazard trade on a continental scale. The euro may have been a political project that provided the economic incentive for this kind of trade to take place. But it
was private-sector actors who quite deliberately and voluntarily jumped at the opportunity.

Now, either because they really believed that the untested ECB had magically removed all risk from the system or saw the possibilities of a moral hazard trade, or both, major European banks took on as much periphery sovereign debt (and other periphery assets) as they could. Indeed, as we shall see below, these banks were incentivized by the European Commission to get their hands on as many periphery bonds as they could and use them as collateral in repo transactions, thereby upping the demand for them still further.\textsuperscript{52} There was, however, one slight flaw in the plan. While bank lending and borrowing may be cross-border in the Eurozone, bank resolution and bailout responsibilities (notwithstanding the 2012 proposal for an EU banking union, which does little to fundamentally address these problems) are still national.\textsuperscript{53} So, while any individual bank could play this moral hazard trade, if they all did it, all at once, then what was individually too big to fail became very quickly too big to bail as a whole. Once again, the dynamics of the system were different from those of the sum of the parts.

**Dwarfing the King**

To get an idea of the risks involved in this trade for the sovereigns, recall that if you take the combined assets of the top six US banks in the third quarter of 2008 and add them together, it comes to just over 61 percent of US GDP. Any one of these banks, on average, could then claim to impact about 10 percent of US GDP if it failed. Add the risk of contagion discussed earlier, and you have what the US authorities saw as a too big to fail problem. Now, do the same with European banks in the fourth quarter of 2008, which you must do on a national basis (the ratio of bank assets to national GDP) since there is at the time of writing, no EU-wide deposit-guarantee scheme, no EU-wide bailout mechanism for banks: it all falls on the national sovereign—and you get some seriously scary results.\textsuperscript{54}

In 2008, the top three French banks had a combined asset footprint of 316 percent of France’s GDP. The top two German banks had assets equal to 114 percent of German GDP. In 2011, these figures were 245 percent and 117 percent, respectively. Deutsche Bank alone had an asset footprint of over 80 percent of German GDP and runs an operational leverage of around 40 to 1.\textsuperscript{55} This means a mere 3 percent turn against its assets impairs its whole balance sheet and potentially imperils the German sovereign. One bank, ING in Holland, has an asset footprint that is 211 percent of its sovereign’s GDP. The top four UK banks have a combined asset footprint of 394 percent of UK GDP. The top three Italian banks constitute a mere 115 percent of GDP, and yet Britain seems to get a free pass by the bond markets in comparison to Italy. The respective sovereign debts of these countries pale into insignificance.\textsuperscript{56}

In the periphery states the situation is no better. Local banks weren’t going to miss out on the same trade, so they bought their own sovereign debt by the truckload. According to a sample of Eurozone banks that underwent stress tests in July 2011, Greek banks hold 25 percent of Greek GDP in domestic bonds, and Spanish banks hold about 20 percent, and those bonds became increasingly national in terms of ownership through 2012.\textsuperscript{57} Remember, these assets don’t all have to go to zero to create a problem. You just have to impair enough to wipe out the bank’s tier-one capital, which can be as little as 2 percent of its assets, especially when cross-border liabilities and contagion risks are factored in.\textsuperscript{58}

In sum, in each country, and across the Eurozone as a whole, European banks have become too big to bail. No sovereign, even with its own printing press, can bail out a bank with exposures of this magnitude. If you have signed up to a currency arrangement whereby you gave yours away, you really
are in trouble. As Simon Tilford and Philip Whyte put it bluntly, the Eurozone crisis is “a tale of excess bank leverage and poor risk management in the core … [and] the epic misallocation of capital by excessively leveraged banks.”

From the start the euro was a banking crisis waiting to happen. One trigger for the crisis was Greece and the discovery that the PIIGS were pushing up yields, as detailed earlier. The other trigger was a series of events that happened, just as we saw in the United States in 2008, deep within the banking system itself and that centered upon the use of government bonds as repo collateral for funding banks. Once again, what is portrayed as a public-sector crisis is, at its core, an almost entirely private-sector (banking) problem.

**Collateral Damage, European Style**

So let’s imagine that you are a big universal (retail and investment together) European bank and you have executed a giant moral hazard trade against EU sovereigns; or, you just really believe in the ECB’s powers. To profit from this, you need to run very high levels of leverage. Where do you get the money to run such an operation? Generally speaking, banks can fund their activities in two ways, by increasing deposits and issuing equity, on the one hand, and by increasing debt, on the other. If equity is issued, the value of each share falls, so there is a limit at which equity issuance becomes self-defeating. Raising deposits, especially in an economy in which savings rates are falling, also has limits. Debt has no such limit.

So where could European banks find huge amounts of cheap debt to fund themselves? The repo markets we encountered in chapter 2 were one place, but this time they were located in London rather than New York. US money-market funds that were looking for positive returns in a low-interest-rate world after 2008 was the other. After all, those conservative European banks were nowhere near as risky as those US banks, so why not buy lots of their short-term debt? The ECB will never let them fail, right?

As the 2000s progressed, those supposedly conservative European banks increasingly switched out of safe, local, deposit funding and loaded up on as much short-term internationally sourced debt as they could find. After all, it was much cheaper than getting your hands on granny’s savings and paying her relatively high interest for the privilege. So much so that according to one study, by “September 2009, the United States hosted the branches of 161 foreign banks who collectively raised over $1 trillion dollars’ worth of wholesale bank funding, of which $645 billion was channeled for use by their headquarters.” US banks at this time sourced about 50 percent of their funding from deposits, whereas for French and British banks the comparable figure was less than 25 percent. By June 2011, $755 billion of the $1.66 trillion dollars in US money-market funds was held in the form of short-term European bank debt, with over $200 billion issued by French banks alone. Just as in 2008, these banks were borrowing overnight to fund loans over much longer periods.

Besides being funded via short-term borrowing on US markets, it turned out that those conservative, risk-averse European banks hadn’t missed the US mortgage crisis after all. In fact, over 70 percent of the SPVs set up to deal in US “asset backed commercial paper” (mortgages) we encountered in chapter 2 were set up by European banks. The year 2008 may have been a crisis in the US mortgage markets, but it had European funders and channels, and most of those devalued assets remain stuck on the balance sheets of European banks domiciled in states with no printing presses. By 2010 then, just as the sovereign debt yields on the right-hand side of figure 3.2 began to really move apart, the ability of European banks to fund themselves through short-term US borrowing
collapsed in a manner that was an almost perfect rerun of the United States in 2008.

Recall that in the United States in 2008, the collateral being posted for repo borrowing began to lose value. As such, the firms involved had to post more collateral to borrow the same amount of money, or they ran out of liquidity real fast, which is what happened to the US banking system. The same thing began to happen in Europe. While mortgage-backed securities, the collateral of choice for US borrowers in the US repo markets, were AAA-rated, for European borrowers in London the collateral of choice was AAA-rated European sovereign debt. Just as US borrowers needed a substitute for T-bills and turned to AAA mortgage bonds, so European borrowers had too-few nice, safe German bonds to pledge as collateral since the core banks were busy dumping them for periphery debt. So they began to pledge the periphery debt they had purchased en masse, which was, after all, rated almost the same, a policy that was turbocharged by a EC directive that “established that the bonds of Eurozone sovereigns would be treated equally in repo transactions” in order to build more liquid European markets. By 2008, PIIGS debt was collateralizing 25 percent of all European repo transactions. You can begin to see the problem.

As investors fretted about European sovereigns, credit-ratings agencies started to downgrade those sovereigns, and their bonds went from AAA to BBB and worse. As such, you needed to pledge more and more of these sovereign bonds to get the same amount of cash in a repo. Unfortunately, with around 80 percent of all such repo agreements using European sovereign debt as collateral, when those bonds fell in value, the ability of European banks to fund themselves and keep their highly levered structures going began to evaporate.

Banks with healthy assets might have been able to withstand this sudden loss of funding, but as well as US mortgages cluttering up their books, European banks were stuffed full of other rapidly devaluing periphery assets. The exposures were once again astonishing. By early 2010, Eurozone banks had a collective exposure to Spain of $727 billion, $402 billion to Ireland, and $206 billion to Greece. French and German bank exposures to the PIIGS were estimated in 2010 to be nearly $1 trillion. French banks alone had some $493 billion in exposures to the PIIGS, which was equivalent to 20 percent of French GDP. Standard & Poor’s estimated French exposures to be as high as 30 percent of GDP, all told.

Again, the vast majority of these exposures were private-sector exposures—property lending in Spain, and the like. The sovereign component of these figures was comparatively small. But what mattered was how levered these banks were and how important those sovereign bonds were for funding these banks. Once these bonds lost value, European banks increasingly found themselves shut out of US wholesale funding markets at the same time that US money markets began dumping their short-term debt. What happened in the United States in 2008, a general “liquidity crunch,” gathered pace in Europe in 2010 and 2011. It was only averted by the LTROs of the ECB in late 2011 and early 2012. This unorthodox policy of quasi-quantitative easing offered only temporary respite. Paul De Grauwe called it “giving cheap money to trembling banks with all the problems this entails.” The results were that within two months of the first LTRO by the ECB, sovereign bond yields were rising again, and the banks those sovereigns were responsible for now had even more sovereign debt on their balance sheets—a fact not lost on investors now worrying about Spain and Italy. Another continent, another banking crisis, and yet all we heard about was profligate sovereigns spending too much—why?

**You Can Run a Gold Standard in a Democracy (for a While)**
The short answer is that with Europe’s banks levered up beyond anything the US banks had managed, with asset footprints that were multiples of their sovereigns’ GDPs and balance sheets that are both seriously impaired and seriously opaque, once again, the banks’ problems become the states’ problems. But unlike the US case (and the UK case), the states in question cannot even begin to solve those problems since they gave up their printing presses while letting their banks become too big to bail. Recognizing this, when France’s AAA status was threatened in 2011, the bond markets were not worried about the ability of the French state to pay the pensions of retired teachers in Nancy. They were worried, quite reasonably, about its ability to deal with any of its big three banks (Societe Generale, BNP Paribas, and Credit Agricole) going bust, especially in an environment of unrelenting austerity. If states cannot inflate their way out of trouble (no printing press) or devalue to do the same (no sovereign currency), they can only default (which will blow up the banking system, so it’s not an option), which leaves only internal deflation through prices and wages—austerity. This is the real reason we all have to be austere. Once again, it’s all about saving the banks.

**But You Cannot Tell the Truth about Why You Are Doing It**

So, why, then, do European governments play the great bait and switch and then blame it all on sovereigns that have spent too much? Basically, it’s because in a democracy you can hardly come clean about what you are doing and expect to survive. Imagine a major European politician trying to explain why a quarter of Spain needs to be unemployed, and why the whole of periphery Europe needs to sit in a permanent recession just to save a currency that has only existed for a decade. What would it sound like? I suspect that it would go something like this.

To: The Voting Public
From: Prime Minister of Eurozone Periphery X

*My fellow citizens. We have been telling you for the past four years that the reason you are out of work and that the next decade will be miserable is that states have spent too much. So now we all need to be austere and return to something called “sustainable public finances.” It is, however, time to tell the truth. The explosion of sovereign debt is a symptom, not a cause, of the crisis we find ourselves in today.*

*What actually happened was that the biggest banks in the core countries of Europe bought lots of sovereign debt from their periphery neighbors, the PIIGS. This flooded the PIIGS with cheap money to buy core country products, hence the current account imbalances in the Eurozone that we hear so much about and the consequent loss of competitiveness in these periphery economies. After all, why make a car to compete with BMW if the French will lend you the money to buy one? This was all going well until the markets panicked over Greece and figured out via our “kick the can down the road” responses that the institutions we designed to run the EU couldn’t deal with any of this. The money greasing the wheels suddenly stopped, and our bond payments went through the roof.*

*The problem was that we had given up our money presses and independent exchange rates—our economic shock absorbers—to adopt the euro. Meanwhile, the European Central Bank, the institution that was supposed to stabilize the system, turned out to be a bit of fake central bank. It exercises no real lender-of-last-resort function. It exists to fight an inflation that died in 1923, regardless of actual economic conditions. Whereas the Fed and the Bank of England can accept whatever assets they want in exchange for however much cash they want to give out, the ECB is both constitutionally and intellectually limited in what it can accept. It cannot monetize or mutualize debt, it cannot bail out countries, it cannot lend directly to banks in sufficient quantity. It’s really good at fighting inflation, but when there is a banking crisis, it’s kind of useless. It’s been developing new powers bit-by-bit*
throughout the crisis to help us survive, but its capacities are still quite limited.

Now, add to this the fact that the European banking system as a whole is three times the size and nearly twice as levered up as the US banking system; accept that it is filled with crappy assets the ECB can’t take off its books, and you can see we have a problem. We have had over twenty summits and countless more meetings, promised each other fiscal treaties and bailout mechanisms, and even replaced a democratically elected government or two to solve this crisis, and yet have not managed to do so. It’s time to come clean about why we have not succeeded. The short answer is, we can’t fix it. All we can do is kick the can down the road, which takes the form of you suffering a lost decade of growth and employment.

You see, the banks we bailed in 2008 caused us to take on a whole load of new sovereign debt to pay for their losses and ensure their solvency. But the banks never really recovered, and in 2010 and 2011 they began to run out of money. So the ECB had to act against its instincts and flood the banks with a billion euros of very cheap money, the LTROs (the long-term refinancing operations), when European banks were no longer able to borrow money in the United States. The money that the ECB gave the banks was used to buy some short-term government debt (to get our bond yields down a little), but most of it stayed at the ECB as catastrophe insurance rather than circulate into the real economy and help you get back to work. After all, we are in the middle of a recession that is being turbocharged by austerity policies. Who would borrow and invest in the midst of that mess? The entire economy is in recession, people are paying back debts, and no one is borrowing. This causes prices to fall, thus making the banks ever more impaired and the economy ever more sclerotic. There is literally nothing we can do about this. We need to keep the banks solvent or they collapse, and they are so big and interconnected that even one of them going down could blow up the whole system. As awful as austerity is, it’s nothing compared to a general collapse of the financial system, really.

So we can’t inflate and pass the cost on to savers, we can’t devalue and pass the cost on to foreigners, and we can’t default without killing ourselves, so we need to deflate, as for long as it takes to get the balance sheets of these banks into some kind of sustainable shape. This is why we can’t let anyone out of the euro. If the Greeks, for example, left the euro we might be able to weather it, since most banks have managed to sell on their Greek assets. But you can’t sell on Italy. There’s too much of it. The contagion risk would destroy everyone’s banks. So the only policy tool we have to stabilize the system is for everyone to deflate against Germany, which is a really hard thing to do even in the best of times. It’s horrible, but there it is. Your unemployment will save the banks, and in the process save the sovereigns who cannot save the banks themselves, and thus save the euro. We, the political classes of Europe, would like to thank you for your sacrifice.

This is a speech that you will never hear because if it were given the politician making it would be putting a resume up on Monster.com ten minutes later. But it is the real reason we all need to be austere. When the banking system becomes too big to bail, the moral hazard trade that started it all becomes systemic “immoral hazard”—an extortion racket aided and abetted by the very politicians elected to serve our interests. When that trade takes place in a set of institutions that is incapable of resolving the crisis it faces, the result is permanent austerity.

Conclusion: The Euro’s Hubris and Hayek’s Nightmare

Jay Shambaugh sees the euro as caught in three interlocking crises, each of which worsens the others. He sees the Euro Area’s banking problem compounding the sovereign debt problem, which in turn (via austerity) hurts growth in the name of fostering competitiveness, which is undermined by deflation. That about sums it up. But to his diagnosis and this one, which stresses the role of the
banks first and foremost, one can add many more layers of misery. The LTRO money that was supposed to give the banks time to restructure and restart lending was used instead as catastrophe insurance. As periphery credit conditions worsened, capital flight from the periphery to the core (when Greek savers moved their accounts to German banks, for example), huge financial imbalances (like the trade imbalances in figure 3.1) appeared in the accounts of the so-called Target Two payments system of the Eurozone that threaten the German central bank with billions in foreign obligations to periphery central banks. With no EU-wide fiscal authority, only a monetary one, there are no shock absorbers in the system of the type you would find in, for example, the United States. When a firm closes in Michigan and moves to Mississippi, capital flows out of one state and into another, but taxes raised in Connecticut smooth the adjustment through federal transfers. Labor is also much more mobile in the United States than in the EU, and America also lets its cities die, thus speeding adjustment. None of this happens in Europe. It turns out that cross-border borrowing in euros is, when bond markets reflect true risk premiums, just like borrowing in a foreign currency, with the result that banks increasingly want to match local loans with local assets. Although there is no exchange-rate risk to cover, if your sovereign’s yields go up and your parent economy deflates, then your ability to pay back your loans declines as if you were making payments in a depreciating currency.

I could go on listing the way that the euro emerges every day to be an ever more creative financial doomsday weapon. But what makes the situation in Europe terrible at its core aren’t just these glaring holes in its institutional design or the immoral hazard posed by its banks. Rather, it’s what might be termed the “epistemic hubris” behind the whole euro monetary project, which again comes down to the power of a set of economic ideas that blinds us to the effects of our institutional designs, just as it did in the US case.

No one knows the future, but we do know that it will have some shocks in store for us. We can imagine those shocks to be exogenous, and design mechanisms to compensate for them, such as well-conceived welfare states. Or, we can view them as endogenous, always and everywhere the result of our own bad policy choices. If we take the latter view, and we do not know what the future may have in store, as well as take policy tools away from democratically elected politicians, we may want to try to make the future conform to our preferences. So, how would we do this?

Imagine the future as a space of unrealized possibilities. You can accept that uncertainty and roll with it, or you can try to make the future behave within certain specified parameters, narrowing the space of possible futures. The way you do that is with rules. So long as they are clearly stated and everyone follows them, then according to this logic, the future will unfold, as you would like to see it, in accord with the rules. This is ordoliberalism gone mad, as well as the logic behind the euro. From the Maastricht convergence criteria to the Stability and Growth Pact to the promised new fiscal treaty that will solve all the euro’s problems once and for all (except that it will not), it’s all about the rules. But those rules only ever apply to sovereigns. There was of course a worry that some states may not follow the rules, so more rules were put in place. But there was never much attention paid to the possibility that private actors, such as banks, would behave badly. Yet this is exactly what happened, and the EU is still blaming sovereigns, tying them down with new rules, and insisting that this will solve the problem. We can but think again about the old adage that drunks only look for their keys under the lamppost because that’s where the light is.

Friedrich Hayek is often seen as the father of neoliberal economics. It’s not an unfair reading, and he was certainly no fan of the state. But what he really railed against was the epistemic arrogance of the planner who assumes that he can anticipate the future better than a local actor whose knowledge is much more fine grained. Although the Hayekian critique is usually applied to postwar Keynesian
planners, today it is more germane to EU planners who think that by setting up rules they can make
the future conform to the probability space that they want to see. As Paul De Grauwe put it
beautifully, “This is like saying that if people follow the fire code regulations scrupulously there is no
need for a fire brigade.”

By looking only at inflation rates, budget deficits, and state debts, EU planners failed to see the
growth of a banking system that is too big to bail. The price of their hubris is the belief among
European elites that only a decade or more of unremitting austerity will suffice to prop them up,
perhaps at the ultimate cost of undermining of the European political project. This may be the true
price of saving the banks. Not just the end of the euro, but the end of the European political project
itself, which would be perhaps the ultimate tragedy for Europe.

Given what is at stake, we must wonder whether anyone ever really thought that austerity was a
good idea, whether it was ever anything more than political cover for selfish interests. To do that, we
must now attend to the first of austerity’s twin histories, its intellectual pedigree. We then turn to its
empirical history to examine where and when it has worked in practice. It is time we remembered
why, setting current events aside for a moment, it is such a dangerous, but seductive, idea.
Part Two

AUSTERITY’S TWIN HISTORIES
INTRODUCTION TO CHAPTERS 4, 5, AND 6
AUSTERITY’S INTELLECTUAL AND NATURAL HISTORIES

TINA Is Not Enough

Having read the first part of this book, you might be wondering if anyone ever thought austerity was a good idea. Contemporary American politicians seem drawn to it because of a style of national politics that blames the public sector for anything bad that happens in the private sector. Like overindulgent parents who cannot believe that their progeny ever errs, American policy makers can only blame the state, and occasionally the banks, but never the market. To do so is somehow un-American—as if fealty to Wall Street is the same as honoring the Constitution. Meanwhile, European policy makers seem to be trapped in a room with a monetary doomsday device, an overlevered banking system on the brink, and a German instruction sheet for defusing the thing that makes the problem worse rather than better.

Yet, as we shall see, sometimes austerity can be the correct policy response. Unfortunately, it works only under a highly specific set of conditions that, sadly, do not happen to describe the world in which we live at the moment. Austerity fails miserably when these conditions are absent, and there is plenty of evidence to back this assertion up. Why, then, does the idea continue to “dominate the economic thought, both practical and theoretical, of the governing and academic classes of this generation, as it has for a hundred years past” as John Maynard Keynes put in 1936? After all, it has been eighty years since Keynes wrote that line, and austerity’s luster has yet to fade.

Two answers present themselves to us. The first is a variant of the line popularized by Mrs. Thatcher—“there is no alternative” (TINA). In light of the previous chapter, you might have the impression that this is exactly the case being made in this book. After all, it seems that when you have built a banking system that is too big to bail, and you have thrown away all your other policy tools (control of interest rates, exchange rates, etc.) in a fit of “Europeanness,” there may not be much alternative to austerity, at least in Europe.

That is indeed how European policy elites see things, hence austerity; but that doesn’t mean either that austerity will work or that there is no alternative. Europe is at the moment undertaking a giant austerity experiment and the results, as discussed, are predictably awful. If doing the same thing over and over again is still the definition of madness, then the madness is probably going to end badly, long before austerity ever pays off, which it cannot under current circumstances. So once again, why keep doing it? TINA is insufficient to explain austerity’s enduring attraction in the face of contrary evidence. As we shall see in conclusion, there are always alternatives.

Austerity’s Absent History and Conquered Past

In contrast to TINA’s necessities, the answer built here looks once again to the power of economic ideas. I argued in chapter 2 that the most basic cause of the 2008 financial crisis was the acceptance by both regulators and practitioners in financial markets of a particular set of economic ideas as the instruction sheet of the day. Although there have been many economic instruction sheets produced over the past few centuries—mercantilism, communism, corporatism, just to name a few—we are interested here in the origins of liberalism, the most successful one of all, so we can trace austerity’s origins and lineage. In particular, I want to draw attention to, in the manner of a paleontologist, an
absence in the “fossil record” of liberal economic ideas.

The absence in question is austerity itself. For an idea so central to the governance of states and markets, austerity’s intellectual history is both short and shallow. There is no well worked out “theory of austerity” in economic thought that extends back in time to some foundational statements that became more systematized and rigorous over time as there is, for example, with trade theory. We have instead what David Colander has called a “sensibility” concerning the state, embedded in liberal economics from its inception, that produces “austerity” as the default answer to the question, what should we do when markets fail?

Liberal economics grew up in reaction to the state. Not the state as we know it today—(usually) a representative democracy with large-scale spending ambitions—but the state personified by sovereigns: vicious, capricious, untrustworthy monarchs who would as soon steal your wealth as look at you. The state was therefore something to be avoided, minimized, bypassed, curtailed, and above all, not trusted. The market, in contrast, emerged in liberal thought as the intellectual and institutional antidote to the confiscatory politics of the king. In such a world, if prices and merchants were set free, the wealth of nations (note, not “kingdoms”) would multiply.

But from the start this liberal view of “the state versus the market” rested upon a misunderstanding: markets naturally appear when you remove the state from the equation. However, as Karl Polanyi noted at the end of World War II, there is nothing natural about markets. Turning people into wage laborers, securing the private ownership of land, even inventing capital and preserving its monetary form are all deeply political projects that involve courts, regulation, enforcement, bureaucracy, and all the rest. Indeed, gaining control of the state by the merchant class was a defining feature of early capitalism. With the partial exceptions of the United Kingdom and the United States (the former because it was first to make the transition to capitalism and the latter because it was geographically isolated), from Germany in the 1870s to China today, states make markets as much as markets determine the fate of states. Yet liberal economic thought remains largely oblivious to these facts. As a result, contemporary neoliberals who argue for austerity come at the issue with an antistatist neuralgia that produces “cut the state” as the default answer, regardless of the question asked or its appropriateness.

By the beginning of the twentieth century, “cut the state” was the only answer deemed acceptable by the governing classes of the capitalist world. But this answer took a severe knock in the 1930s, when, given the failure of austerity policies to promote recovery, states grew rather than shrank, as did the economy with which they were codeterminate, for the next thirty years. Yet the liberal neuralgia against the state never really went away, and the current crisis brought the same old arguments back full bore. As Albert Hirschman once observed, when the same arguments are repeated with almost no modification for over 300 years, regardless of any contrary facts impacting them, we should do well to hold them with suspicion. In the spirit of Hirschman’s suspicion, these chapters 4 and 5, drawing from austerity’s intellectual history, offer an answer as to why it continues to dominate the minds of today’s governing and academic classes. We then finish up our study of austerity with an examination, in chapter 6, of the key empirical cases of austerity in practice.

In chapter 4, we investigate the prehistory of austerity, first as an absence in early liberal economic thought, and then as a definite policy in early to mid-twentieth-century economic theory. Austerity was not a policy consistently argued for from the seventeenth century onward, since the conditions of its realization—big states that spend lots of cash that can be cut—do not arise until the twentieth century. Rather, austerity emerges over time as a derivative consequence of other shared beliefs—a
sensibility—concerning the nature and role of the state in economic life that sit at the core of liberal economic thought.\textsuperscript{10}

To make this case, \textbf{chapter 4} examines the works of three critically important early liberal economic thinkers: John Locke, David Hume, and Adam Smith. We begin with Locke’s arguments for the creation of private property and his derivative theory of the state. We move from Locke through the works of David Hume to Adam Smith, noting how Hume’s ideas about money and merchants and Smith’s about growth and taxes lead both of them to the view that government, and its debt, is deeply problematic. The relevance of these three early liberals for austerity thinking is a disposition they share that I term the \textit{can’t live with it, can’t live without it, don’t want to pay for it} problem of the state in liberal thought.

In setting markets up as the antidote to the state, liberals struggle to admit the necessity of states for the creation and preservation of markets. One strand of liberal thought consistently denies states anything more than a minimum role, which we see with Locke and Hume. The other strand admits the state’s necessity, which we see in Smith, but worries about how to pay for it. The tension between these two viewpoints—can’t live with it, can’t live without it—generates a concern with how states should fund themselves, and it is this concern that creates the conditions for the emergence of austerity as a distinct economic doctrine when states become large enough budgetary entities in their own right to warrant cutting: that is, by the 1920s. When that happens, austerity appears in its own right as a distinct economic doctrine.

\begin{itemize}
\item After briefly detailing some nineteenth- and early twentieth-century precursors, I examine the two key austerity doctrines formed in this period: “liquidationism”—sometimes called “the Banker’s doctrine” in the United States—and the “Treasury view” in the United Kingdom. These ideas were, I argue, the original neoliberal ideas in that they drew on the classical liberalism of Locke, Hume, and Smith, and applied themselves anew to the policy issues of the day. I then discuss the responses that these ideas engendered, the most relevant of which are John Maynard Keynes’s refutation of austerity policies and Joseph Schumpeter’s strange abrogation of them.\textsuperscript{11} By 1942, it seems that the die has been cast and austerity had been sent away to the retirement home for bad economic ideas. It turned out, however, to be a premature retirement.

\section*{Austerity’s Contested Present}

In \textbf{chapter 5}, we take the story forward. We begin by detailing the two places austerity found a home after Keynes’s anti-austerity arguments seemed to have won the day: Germany—the home of ordoliberalism—and Austria, not the country, but Austria as a distinct school of economics. The former remained a peculiarly German way of organizing the economy until it became the design principle behind the euro project. The latter remained a fringe movement, at least until the 1980s, when the intellectual climate became more neoliberal in general. The Austrian school also formed a kind of American pied-à-terre for austerity arguments. Following our discussion of these two schools, we briefly survey the neoliberal shift of the 1980s, noting how these ideas enabled it. We then discuss how this neoliberal turn affected economic policy making in the global South, and how the IMF in particular came to see austerity, in the form of a set of ideas called “the Washington consensus,” as developmental policy du jour during the 1980s and 1990s.

Austerity remained the policy for people in the developing world, however, at least until the current crisis. But even at that moment, ideas did not appear out of nowhere: they had precursors and promoters.\textsuperscript{12} At the end of \textbf{chapter 5}, we turn our attention to a small group of economists based at Italian and American universities who during the 1980s and 1990s began developing the theory of
“expansionary austerity” that finally gave austerity a serious theoretical underpinning. We examine these ideas, noting in particular their ordoliberal lineage and the critical challenges to them that have recently emerged.

Chapter 6 moves from the realm of theory to that of practice. Here we detail the crucial cases of austerity from the 1930s to the present. The analysis confirms that although a particular form of austerity that combines devaluations with large-scale labor agreements to cap wage growth does work occasionally to create expansions, these cases are vastly outnumbered by negative ones, and the conditions of those expansions singularly do not apply to the world we happen to live in today. To that end, the first part of the chapter analyzes the cases that made us think for over thirty or more years that austerity is indeed a very dangerous idea. These are the attempts of the United States, Britain, Sweden, Germany, Japan, and France to right their fiscal ships in the 1920s and 1930s through austerity. We note how austerity in all these countries failed to produce recovery and how the expansionary policies that followed allowed them to recover.

The second part of the chapter turns to the positive cases of austerity from the 1980s that formed the core of the expansionary austerity claim—the idea that austerity, far from being dangerous—is positively virtuous. Here we examine the cases of Ireland, Denmark, and Australia, noting how even they are either less-than-perfect exemplars or were expansionary for reasons other than simple budget-cutting austerity. Finally, we turn our attention to the cases of the moment—the REBLL alliance—Romania, Estonia, Bulgaria, Lithuania, and Latvia—the “new hope” for austerity advocates. I examine these cases in detail and argue that they carry neither positive examples nor transportable lessons for the rest of the developed world.

Milton Friedman once argued “only a crisis—actual or perceived—produces real change. When that crisis occurs, the actions that are taken depend on the ideas that are lying around.”\(^{13}\) The next three chapters explain why the idea of austerity has been “lying around” in various forms for the past four centuries. Its repetition, refinement, and continual redeployment do not improve it over time. But that doesn’t stop liberals from finding it endlessly attractive and polishing it anew every time there is a crisis.
Part One: Austerity’s Classical Origins

John Locke: “Men Have Agreed to [an] Unequal Possession of the Earth”

John Locke was one of England’s most famous philosophers. Writing in the aftermath of the English civil wars of the seventeenth century, he was concerned with the appropriate foundation for civil government. Rather than some armchair exercise, Locke’s writings were essential propaganda for the emerging merchant classes that were little-by-little taking power away from British aristocratic elites. He was a part of a movement that culminated in the Glorious Revolution of 1688, which disempowered the king and empowered, well, people like Locke.

Apart from philosophizing on the rights of citizens in a commonwealth and on the limits to the power of the kings who seek to rule them, Locke was an economic revolutionary. He grounded his notion of what constitutes legitimate rule in individual property rights, without which there can be no economic liberalism, no separation of the state from the market, and no capitalism as we know it today. Locke’s vision is outlined in his Second Treatise of Government (1690). To create the separation of state and market he wanted, Locke had to make several moves: naturalize income and wealth inequality, legitimate the private ownership of land, explain the emergence of labor markets, and depoliticize the invention of the device called money that made all these things possible. At base, Locke’s liberalism is an economic liberalism that pits the individual against the state. Austerity’s intellectual history starts here.

John Locke Imagines the Market

Locke begins by wondering how it is possible for “God, who hath given the world to men in common” to allow the unequal, if not unlimited, accumulation of wealth. The answer lies in Locke’s conception of property. For Locke, property resides in us all, in our persons, but it is only important because it is alienable with our labor. That is, when we work on something, such as land, our laboring makes it our own. As Locke argued, “whatsoever then he removes out of the state [of] nature … [and] mixed his labor with … [he] thereby makes it his property.” Now, you might think that other folks at the time would object to someone taking possession of the common land this way. But Locke insists that, “the taking of this or that part [of land] does not depend on the express consent of all the commoners” because “there was still enough [for all] and as good left.”

Having dispatched the problem of distribution by assuming infinite abundance, Locke maintains that the only real argument against private property is the issue of spoilage, that more is taken than can be used, which God would not like. Luckily then, time and habits have given us a device called money that allows us to get over the problem of spoilage because we can store money and swap it for consumables at any given time. This also has the handy side effect of creating a labor market, since you can now get people to work for you on your property, and then, through the device of money, get
them to alienate (give) the fruits of their labor to you as a free exchange. This allows Locke to conclude that “men have agreed to a disproportionate and unequal possession of the earth … by … voluntary consent [they have] found out a way how a man may fairly possess more land than he can fairly use the product of, by receiving … the overplus of gold and silver, which may be hoarded up without injury to anyone.”

In the context of a country racked by war, regicide, and rebellion, this view may seem rather bloodless: unlimited inequality in property naturalized by virtue of God’s lack of foresight on the issue of spoilage. But it does allow Locke to explain as inevitable, and therefore good, the creation of markets in land, labor, and capital, which happened to be the very political project that people of his class were engaged in at that moment. His next step was to protect these new institutions of the market from this emergent capitalism’s nemesis: the state.

**John Locke Imagines the State**

Locke’s famous right to rebel against and deep suspicion of the government only makes sense in relation to the violation of the rights of private property he has just awarded himself. In Locke’s world, the power of the legislature is “limited to the public good of the society,” which is defined as freedom from the intervention of government into private affairs, especially concerning property, unless citizens consent to it. As Locke put it regarding taxes, “to lay and levy taxes … without [the] consent of the people … invades the fundamental law of property.” Having done so, legislators “put themselves into a state of war with the people” such that it is the government, and not the people, that is “guilty of rebellion” and forfeits its right to govern.

Remember that these arguments are being developed in seventeenth-century England, where public debt is the debt of kings, kings who invoke rights given by God to appropriate the property of others willy-nilly. That Locke deploys equally specious rationales for why he and his brethren in the commonwealth should have as much of the world as they want is beside the point. Rather, his point is to defend those gains from the state at all costs and to minimize the state’s ability to extract further resources. It is this minimalist foundation for what the state can and should do, bequeathed by Locke, that later liberals built upon. Such a foundation has a hard time, by design, supporting any view of the state that extends beyond the protection of property. But even this narrow activity costs money, and this requires that the state raise it. Thus the liberal dilemma that generates austerity is born. The state: can’t live with it, can’t live without it, don’t want to pay for it.

**David Hume: “Public Credit Will Destroy the Nation”**

Laying their intellectual bricks on Locke’s narrow foundations are the twin giants of the Scottish enlightenment, Adam Smith and David Hume. Turning first to Hume, his contributions to political economy are legion. The idea that a monetary stimulus can in the short run stimulate economic activity but in the long run must either show up as inflation or dissipate without effecting real variables forms the centerpiece of his essay “On Money.” It is also the standard line in contemporary macroeconomic theory, where it is known as the long-run neutrality of money thesis. He is also credited with working out the details in Richard Cantillon’s balance-of-trade ideas through his “price-specie-flow” mechanism, the mechanism that underlay the nineteenth-century gold standard. We, however, are interested in Hume for his writings on “public credit”—what we call government debt.

Hume, like Locke, sees money as an instrument, as “nothing but the representation of labor and commodities … a method of rating or estimating them.” In Hume’s version of events, however,
money does not come into being to overcome the problem of spoilage/God’s accountancy problems. Rather, money follows trade, which places Locke’s merchant classes, and not the state, at the center of everything. For Hume, merchants are the catalyst for trade and the creators of wealth. They are, according to Hume, “one of the most useful races of men, who serve as agents between … parts of the state.” As a consequence, “it is necessary, and reasonable, that a considerable part of the commodities and labor [produced] should belong to the merchant, to whom, in great measure, they are owing.” While “lawyers and physicians beget no industry,” only merchants can “encrease industry, and, by also increasing frugality, give a great command of that industry to particular members of society.” Those “particular members of society” would, of course, be Hume and those like him: the merchant classes.

What could threaten such a happy state of affairs in which the natural growth of trade is both caused and catalyzed by the merchant classes? That, of course, would be the state’s demands for revenue, especially in the form of debt. Hume pulls no punches on the issue of government debt. It’s a bad thing. Period. If the reasons he offers sound familiar today, it’s because, as Hirschman warned us, the same arguments have been doing the rounds for the past few hundred years with little modification.

David Hume Despairs the Debt

Hume’s basic problem with public debt is that it has no limit, at least until the interest rates on the debt become crushing. Plus, debt is easy to levy since its costs are hidden and intergenerational, which makes states love debt. As Hume put it, “it is very tempting to a minister to employ such an expedient, as it enables him to make a great figure during his administration, without overburdening the people with taxes. … The practice will, therefore … almost infallibly be abused, in every government.” Accordingly, government will issue debt at a rate that shall exceed the rate of interest that it could earn elsewhere, therefore finding ready buyers at the cost of diverting funds from industry. As a consequence, capital will become concentrated in debt securities that “banish gold and silver from the commerce of the state … and by that means render all provisions and labour dearer than otherwise they would be.”

When this issuance of debt eventually hits a ceiling, governments will need to sell more of it to foreigners, and that will result in foreigners possessing “a great share of our national funds [which will] render the public … tributary to them.” And if all this comes to pass, as it inevitably must according to Hume, liberty is undone. With taxes at their limits paying interest on the debt, there is no room to absorb any kind of financial shock. Consequently, even more debt will be issued, “a continual taxation of the annuitants,” which results in a government that has “mortgaged all its revenues [and that will] sink into a state of languor, inactivity and impotence.”

If all this sounds familiar, it’s because it is familiar. Hume’s claims do not echo today’s—today’s claims are direct replicas of Hume’s. For debt being politically easier than taxes, look no further than Northern European criticisms of the budget policies of Greece and Italy. For government debt crowding out other investments, see the plethora of criticisms of the Obama stimulus. For debt driving up prices and compromising the ability of the state to cushion further shocks, see the voluminous criticisms of quantitative easing and fears that a spike in US interest rates will cause exactly that. For the fear of foreigners owning the United States, simply google “China owns USA.” The search returns 25 million hits even though the statement is simply not true—foreigners hold less than one-third of outstanding US debt.
Despite this broadside of familiar critiques, we must remember that Hume predicted the end of Great Britain due to excessive debt issuance just at the moment that Great Britain was about to dominate the world for a century. It’s hard to be that wrong; and yet the arguments against debt, in essentially the same form, continue to be used today, three hundred years later. Facts, it seems, seldom triumph over a good liberal ideology, and when it comes to a good liberal ideology, you can’t beat Adam Smith.

**Adam Smith: “The Practice of Funding [Debt] Has Gradually Enfeebled Every State Which Has Adopted It”**

Hume’s contemporary, the even more famous Adam Smith, was also troubled by the problem of public debt. The difference between Hume and Smith is that while Hume identifies the problem, he offers no solution, seeing the slide into insolvency and enfeeblement as unavoidable. Smith goes one step better. He identifies both the problem and the solution. To solve the problem of debt we should embrace the principal of austerity—otherwise known as the parsimony of the Scots.

Smith’s economics are a bit like Shakespeare—often quoted, seldom read. From his notes on the division of labor in the eponymous pin factory to the “invisible hand” guiding selfish actions to common purposes, Smith’s sound bites are well known. The details of what Smith said about the economy are far less well known and quite surprising. Smith brought together much of the scattered work of early economists on the nature of money, economic growth, the role of capital and labor, and a host of other issues, and then had the good sense to put it in one accessible place: *The Wealth of Nations*. As Albert Hirschman observed, this book was no academic project. It was an argument for capitalism before its triumph, and a very successful argument, too.

For our purposes here, we find in Smith a particular sensibility toward the state and its debt that brings us closer to the modern idea of austerity, but from a surprising angle: the importance of personal frugality and parsimony as the engine of capitalist growth. Undermine this sensibility, and capitalism itself falters. To fully understand what Smith had to say about debt and parsimony, we need to begin with what he said about banking, and go from there to savings, investment, growth, and, perhaps most surprisingly, the necessity of the state engendered by the problems of inequality and class politics and the problem of how to pay for it.

**Adam Smith’s Productive Parsimony**

For Smith, banking is all about having confidence in the banker. If customers have confidence in a banker’s promissory notes (his paper money), he will then be able to lend out more in paper than he keeps in reserve in gold to cover his withdrawals. Today, we call this “fractional reserve banking.” Yet Smith, like Hume, sees money as being unable to affect real variables in the long run, so simply adding paper money to the economy will not lead to growth. But if lots of trusted bankers produce more paper money than the economy can absorb, and crucially, if that paper is seen to be “as good as gold”—to use the phrase in its appropriate context—then the gold backing this paper in the bank vault will lack a role at home. Happily then, it can be sent abroad, thus allowing the home country to import more.

Smith maintains that the imports this allows can be of two types: “goods … likely to be consumed by idle people who produce nothing” or goods that “may purchase an additional stock of materials … and employ … industrious people.” “So far as it is employed in the first way it promotes prodigality. … So far as it is employed in the second way, it promotes industry.” It is, then, the
inherent frugality of the Scots—their parsimony—that appears to be the key to growth (industry). Why be parsimonious and buy investment goods rather than foreign wines? We do this, according to Smith, because of a sentiment that comes “with us from the womb, and never leave[s] us until we go into the grave”—a sentiment leads to economic growth.33

For Smith, the act of saving drives investment, not consumption. Why? Because the wealth of the nation is its total income. Take what is used for the reproduction of labor (wages) out of this income, and what is left is profit. Profits are then reinvested in the economy via merchants’ savings, which are lent out to the productive members of society (other merchants) to invest. Today we call this supply-side economics. Investment both drives consumption and makes consumption possible—not the other way around. Because of this “the greater part of it [income] will naturally be destined for the employment of industry.”34 Underlying this worldview is a particularly Scottish psychology that is worth unpacking because it suggests why the idea of austerity has such moral force, even today.

For Smith, because saving leads to investment, there are no lags and leakages of income; neither hoarding nor uncertainty is possible. Consequently, debt has no role in his system while saving is both good and natural to us. As Smith puts it, “Parsimony, not industry, is the immediate cause of the increase of capital … whatever industry might acquire, if parsimony did not save and store up, the capital would never be the greater.”35 Frugality thus becomes virtue while prodigality becomes vice such that “if the prodigality of some was not compensated by the frugality of others, the conduct of every prodigal, by feeding the idle with the bread of the industrious … [would] impoverish the entire country.”36

What saves us from poverty and the enfeeblement of the state is, then, this sentiment: that people are by nature parsimonious savers hardwired to invest. Smith’s capitalism rests upon a psychological predisposition to save rather than spend. As Smith puts it rather hopefully, although “some men may increase their expense very considerably though their revenue does not increase at all, we may be assured that no class or order of men ever does so … because the principles of common prudence … always influence … the majority of every class.”37 Clearly, Smith did not envisage the twenty-first-century American mortgager or the European universal bank. But what did he see, and fear, was something that would upset this natural desire to save and invest: easy money, which is what credit markets (debt) offer. In short, by perverting the sensibility of saving into lending to the government, “great nations are … impoverished by … public prodigality and misconduct.”38 Once again, the market can do no wrong, so the fault must lie with the state.

**Smith (Reluctantly) Brings the State Back In …**

Smith fully acknowledges that the market cannot exist without the state. Indeed, an entire book of *The Wealth of Nations* details the necessity of the state supplying external defense, internal justice, and even the training and education of workers.39 Most interestingly, he is disarmingly honest concerning the political effects of capitalism, noting that “wherever there is property there is great inequality,” such that “the acquisition of valuable and extensive property … necessarily requires the establishment of civil government.”40 A civil government that, “in so far as it is instituted for the security of property, is in reality instituted for the defense of the rich against the poor, or of those who have some property against those who have none at all.”41 This acceptance places Smith a long way from Locke’s voluntary contract among men and close once again to the liberal dilemma over the state: you can’t live with it, and you can’t live without it, but worst of all, you must pay for it, and that’s what undermines capitalism itself.
Having admitted that he needs the state, Smith must now find a way to pay for it, which necessitates taxes. Smith’s first principle of taxation is progressivity. That is, “the subjects of every state ought to contribute … in proportion to the revenue which they respectively enjoy under the protection of government.” This seems to imply that the rich should carry more of the tax burden since they enjoy more revenues protected by the state. However, Smith’s examination of different forms of taxation leads him to downplay progressivity, recommending consumption taxes on luxuries—anything above bare essentials—as the best way to fund the state. Yet consumption taxes are perhaps the most regressive form of tax. So, how does that sit with his idea of proportionality?

It sits well if you start with the observation that “the whole consumption of the inferior ranks of people … is in every country much greater … than that of the middling … and above … rank.” Therefore, taxing anything except luxuries “would fall altogether upon the superior ranks of people,” which would diminish their parsimony, and thus lower growth. But there is no way that a consumption tax on nonessentials will suffice to fund a state of the size envisaged by Smith. How, then, can government be funded? The answer is government debt, and Smith doesn’t like that answer.

Smith’s problem with debt is that states, unlike merchants, are not by nature savers. Indeed, to his regret, “the parsimony which leads to accumulation has become almost as rare in republican (merchant-run) as monarchical governments.” As a consequence, merchants are indirectly saddled with “enormous debts which at present oppress, and will in the long-run probably ruin, all the great states of Europe.” Similarly to Hume’s claims, this ruin will occur because “great states” are states filled with merchants who have lots of cash they can lend to the government; and lend they will given the good terms they receive. This easy money undermines the incentive to save in both the merchant class and the state and undermines the state’s incentive to tax, just as Hume suggested. As a result, more debt is issued. Eventually, this strategy hits a ceiling, and “taxes [are] then imposed for the sole purpose of paying the interest of the money borrowed on them.” When this comes to pass the entire merchant class might as well sell up and depart the country, leaving it bankrupt, since the only possible option left to the government is to default upon the debt it owes.

What makes sovereign debt unbearable for Smith is not just the default that it inevitably leads to: he fears the distributional consequences of that default even more. To stave off the inevitable sovereign default, lenders will be paid in devalued coin. Those lenders are of course “wealthy people, who stand more in relation as creditors rather than as debtors,” and as a consequence of this inflationary financing, their fortunes, and hence their ability to invest via saving, will be destroyed. As a result “the idle and profuse debtor [will earn] at the expense of the frugal creditor … transporting capital … to those which are likely to … destroy it.” In short, the easy money offered by purchasing government debt subverts parsimony, the engine of growth and progress. This is why government debt must be resisted and why austerity, in the form of parsimony, must be embraced.

**Locke, Hume, and Smith: Producing Austerity by Default**

Note that none of these theorists makes a direct argument for austerity, hence our focus on austerity’s absence. Locke, Hume, and Smith are busy building and restraining states, states that are not yet spending enough to warrant a policy of expenditure cuts, but whose debts are deeply troubling nonetheless. We find austerity’s genesis here in the pathological fear of government debt that sits at the heart of economic liberalism. Government debt perverts savers, distracts merchants, and ruins accumulated wealth.

Locke sets up liberalism to limit the state at all costs. Hume sees no real point to the state since
merchants are the productive class to whom the money should flow. Smith sees a role for the state but then struggles to fund it. He wants to pay as few taxes as possible to support the state, but recognizes that without such support the capitalism that he favors cannot be politically sustained. Smith’s parsimony (saving) not prodigality (consumption) drives everything, and yet government debt, a debt that will be issued, with taxes being insufficient and states being prodigal, undermines our natural propensity to save, thus threatening Smith’s entire schema. Hume may have given us the economic rationales for limiting debt, so familiar that we find them repeated unmodified today. But it is Smith who turns debt into a morality play. He gives us the moral arguments against debt that still resonate today.

In fairness, it’s not as if Smith and Hume were making all this up simply out of a desire to dodge taxes. Long before Locke’s time, states piled up debt and went bust with monotonous regularity, impoverishing their lenders in the process. In their own lifetimes both Hume and Smith saw examples of debt financing going awry. Smith lived though the trauma of the collapse of Ayr Bank, a debt-financed Scottish bank that threatened the solvency of Smith’s main benefactor, the Earl of Buccleuch. In his writings Hume reflected on the earlier attempt by John Law, another Scot, to discharge the national debt of France by issuing shares in a giant trading company that used the bank of France as its fiscal agent. By 1721, when the resulting bubble popped, France went bankrupt—again.

But in terms of how we think about austerity today, Smith’s moral critique of debt seems as familiar as Hume’s economic one. Saving is a virtue, spending is a vice. Countries that save must be doing the right thing, while spenders must be storing up trouble. In the Eurocrisis, we see northern European savers juxtaposed with profligate southern Europeans, despite the fact that it is manifestly impossible to have overborrowing without overlending. Similarly, note how the claims of Western countries that their debt problems lie with Asian countries that save too much get little sympathy. Morality does not sit on the side of the prodigal. Within the Eurozone, surplus countries have no problem running a permanent trade surplus but criticize others for running deficits, as if you can have one without the other. Finally, Smith’s concerns about saving versus debt and parsimony versus consumption find a ready echo in Chancellor Merkel’s invocation of the values of a Swabian housewife as the cure to the troubles of Eurozone: saving, parsimony, and the avoidance of debt being the key to success. Three hundred years later, and the song remains the same. Austerity as we know it today, as an active policy of budget cutting and deflation, may not be readily apparent in the history of early economic thought. But the conditions of its appearance—parsimony, frugality, morality, and a pathological fear of the consequences of government debt—lie deep within economic liberalism’s fossil record from its very inception.

Part Two: Austerity Emerges

Growing Pains: Austerity Meets the Modern State

Nineteenth-century liberal economists built upon the foundations bequeathed by Locke, Hume, and Smith, and in doing so they both replicated and amplified the “can’t live with it, can’t live without it, don’t want to pay for it” problem of the state that haunts economic liberalism. Later liberals, such as David Ricardo, sat firmly on the “can’t live with it” side of the fence when it came to the state. Ricardo pioneered the study of aggregates (land, labor, and capital) as collective actors whose interests were zero-sum against each other. Ricardo imagined a highly competitive economy of small firms in which initially high profits accruing to those first to enter a market converged to a very low
average rate of profit as more people joined in and technology was diffused throughout an industry. At this low point, capital and labor would exit the market, searching out new areas of profit, thus starting the investment cycle all over again.

There was no positive role for the state in Ricardo’s vision. Indeed, the one thing that had to be avoided was any attempt by the state to cushion market adjustments, disruptive though such adjustments were. As Ricardo opined, even if “the condition of the laborers is most wretched,” government should not try to compensate their lot. Attempts to “amend the condition of the poor … instead of making the poor rich … make the rich poor.” As such, the proper role of the state is to teach the poor the “value of independence” rather than to alter the distributions of the market. The state should police the frontiers of property, but it should not alter the distributions of that property. Ricardo’s Lockean accent remains pronounced.

Yet the state was changing its role throughout the nineteenth century, despite Ricardo’s admonishments. Those very nineteenth-century activities of nationalism and state building demanded a far more interventionist state than that envisaged even by Smith. Furthermore, the very success of capitalism brought forth a variety of social movements that demanded political representation, economic compensation, and social protection, all of which cost money and threatened private property. Struggling to deal with this new world as the nineteenth century progressed were economic liberals, such as John Stuart Mill, who sat on the opposite “can’t live without it” side of the fence.

Mill’s most famous philosophical treatise, On Liberty, tried to find a path between the encroaching claims of the masses and the protection of individual liberal rights, while his Principles of Political Economy demarcated ever more precisely the areas of legitimate state action, even in the area of government debt. That is, rather than repeat Hume’s and Smith’s “inevitable enfeeblement of the state through debt” thesis, Mill argued that so long as government borrowing did not compete for capital and thus drive up the rate of interest, debt issuance was acceptable, even if taxes would be preferable. Once again, like Hume and Smith, we see how one side of liberalism rejects the state while the other side accepts a limited role for it.

One side of liberalism, as we saw with Locke and Hume, denies the state a role and then, in Smith, acknowledges its existence. Ricardo exemplified this tradition in which the market is set up as the opposite of the state. Mill’s writings show us another side of nineteenth-century liberalism that adapts to the growth of the state and its demand for revenues. The tension between Ricardo and Mill over the role of the state was hardly unique. Rather, it was and remains endemic to economic liberalism. Its result was to drive liberal thought down two very different paths during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. One path led to the New Liberalism, a primarily British movement that took liberalism beyond Ricardo and Mill in a more interventionist direction. The other path led to Austria, where liberalism took a more fundamentalist turn.

New and Neo Liberalisms

Britain’s New Liberalism came into being when British Liberal Party elites essentially sided with Mill over Ricardo. They sought to develop the role of the state as both the defender of capitalism and as a tool for social reform in an era of class conflict and incipient mass democracy. In short, if the primacy of private initiative and of liberal market institutions were to be maintained, then the poverty and inequality Ricardo regarded as natural and inevitable could no longer be tolerated. Moreover, the British New Liberals did not see this embrace of the state as a necessary evil, as a papering over the cracks to avoid revolution. Rather, the New Liberalism acknowledged the state’s responsibility for the
ongoing management and reform of capitalist institutions.

The long-term consequences of this transformation of British Liberalism were dramatic. Universal pensions, unemployment insurance, and the intensification of industrial regulation all followed in the early twentieth century. Twenty years later, the heirs to this movement were the great social and economic reformers of the 1930s and 1940s, such as T. H. Marshall, John Maynard Keynes, and William Beveridge. They in turn pushed the New Liberalism still further, laying the foundations for a comprehensive welfare state.

If the New Liberalism was what we might call “Mill’s modification”—a pragmatic adaptation to the complexities of the modern economy, then Austrian economics was “Ricardo’s rejection”—a fundamentalist reaction against the modern economy. The Austrian economists believed that liberalism was best defended, not through more redistribution and state management, but through the complete withdrawal of the state from its role in the economy. To borrow a term that is commonplace today, the Austrians were the original “neo” liberals. I discuss the Austrian ideas more fully in chapter 5. In brief, the Austrians attacked the new, interventionist ideas on two fronts.

First, they challenged the New Liberal claim that the operations of the unadulterated free market endangered capitalism using the counterargument that the market had a long-run evolutionary structure that government intervention could neither change nor predict. As such, intervention is always and everywhere harmful. Moreover, because government interventions produce market distortions and malinvestments, they were the source of credit booms and busts. Markets were stable unless they were interfered with. Capitalism wasn’t inherently unstable: government made it so. Second, Austrian economists never shed their fear of the Leviathan state, which they continued to see as the ultimate enemy of liberal values. Specifically, they charged that once governments were allowed to intervene, they would always use the printing presses to fund their activities. Where British New Liberals began to see recessions as ameliorable through more spending, the Austrians saw in recessions the necessary pain of austerity after the interventionist “party.” In sum, while the New Liberals and their mid-twentieth-century heirs embraced the state and intervention, the Austrians, in particular, Friedrich Hayek, Ludwig von Mises, and Joseph Schumpeter, rejected these notions entirely.

John Maynard Keynes once noted that

the ideas of economists and political philosophers, both when they are right and when they are wrong, are more powerful than is commonly understood. Indeed, the world is ruled by little else. Practical men, who believe themselves to be quite exempt from any intellectual influences, are usually the slaves of some defunct economist.68

Today’s ideas about austerity are no exception to this rule. The midcentury heirs of New Liberalism and the Austrian School still define the basic terms of the austerity debate eighty years later. We now trace these ideas through the Great Depression and the interwar period using the works of Keynes and Schumpeter as our exemplars. In the next chapter we pick up from where austerity hid out during the long winter of Keynesianism and the rise of the postwar welfare state, which brings us back to the Austrians via a detour through Germany.

Austerity American Style: Liquidationism

Perhaps the most famous characterization of American austerity thinking comes from a line attributed
to Herbert Hoover’s treasury secretary Andrew Mellon in response to the crisis of the late 1920s and early 1930s: “Liquidate labor, liquidate stocks, liquidate the farmers, liquidate real estate.” The result would be that “rottenness [will be purged] out of the system. … People will … live a more moral life … and enterprising people will pick up the wrecks from less competent people.” Adam Smith, it seems, was alive and well on the Potomac. Yet, despite the moral invocations, the Hoover administration did not exactly cleave to Mellon’s “liquidationist” line.

America by 1930 hardly looked like a pure laissez faire economy. The Sherman acts of 1912, which regulated monopolies and busted “trusts” were deeply interventionist, and Hoover, as president, urged a variety of interventions to alleviate unemployment. Yet these interventions were, by their design, either voluntary agreements between business and the state that had little teeth, or they were regulations designed to make markets “more” perfect by increasing competition and reducing the size of firms. Thus, both sides of liberalism were present in America at this time: the one that adapted to the state and saw its utility, and the one that sought to limit it and increase the scope of the market.

Tending toward the latter view, American economists of this period did not see depressions as accidents amenable to treatment. They saw them as a part of the nature of capitalism itself: regular, cyclical, and expected occurrences. The basic model drew upon what was called “modern business cycle theory,” which was cut from broadly similar cloth as the Austrian ideas described above. A particularly clear expression of this theory can be found in publications of the 1923 President’s Conference on Unemployment, which Hoover had created as commerce secretary under President Coolidge. The lead author of the report, Columbia University economist Wesley Mitchell, argued that “a period of depression produces after some time certain conditions which favor an increase of business activity … [that paradoxically] also cause the accumulation of stresses within the balanced system of business, stresses which ultimately undermine the conditions upon which prosperity rests.”

These “certain conditions” were elaborated upon a decade later in another authoritative volume, this time by a collection of Harvard economists. In it Joseph Schumpeter, an Austrian émigré and follower of the work of other Austrian economists of the period, such as Hayek and Von Mises, argued that capitalism has at any given point a distinct “capital structure,” that long-run evolutionary form alluded to earlier, which manifests itself as the particular mix of productive assets that investment has generated over a given cycle. When there are investment booms, as there inevitably are in capitalism, both “too much” and “too much of the wrong type” of capital is invested in the economy. Coming off the crash of 1929, when the stock market blew up, and after an entire history of railroad investment booms and busts over the prior century, such a view made more than intuitive sense. What turned this intuitive sense into a theory, however, was the concept of growth that was drawn from it.

Echoing the role Hume and Smith accorded to merchants, Schumpeter put entrepreneurs at the center of his analysis of the Depression and what to do about it. For Schumpeter, entrepreneurs make investments, many of which go bad, but capitalism progresses because of these failures, not despite them. We need failures, or capitalism does not evolve. The process of liquidation, of failure, produces the raw material for the next round of innovation and investment. As such, intervention, whether inflationary or otherwise, would cause two problems. First, it would obstruct the necessary liquidation process, propping up firms with cheap money, only postponing the inevitable day of reckoning. Second, it would disrupt the price signals that entrepreneurs rely upon so that they would not know in which sectors to invest. Investment would fall, despite the government intervention that was intended to increase it.
Liquidationism therefore argues for an inevitability—*the slump must happen*—and also for intervention’s unintended consequences—if you get in the way of that inevitability *you will end up making it worse*. The consequence of this line of thinking is *austerity*—purging the system and cutting spending—which becomes the essence of recovery. Austerity may be painful, but it is unavoidable since undergoing such emetic periods is the essence of capitalism’s process of investment and discovery. There was, therefore, no alternative.

The Hoover administration therefore actively sought not alternatives to austerity, but compliments and palliatives that took the form of voluntary policies to smooth the adjustment of labor and capital to new uses. Those policies were always conceived of as helping adjustment pro-cyclically rather than compensating for it countercyclically. For to do the latter would, Schumpeter warned, “lead to a collapse worse than the one it was called into remedy.”

This Austrian strain in American thinking about the inevitability of cycles, the centrality of the entrepreneur, and the importance of failure, coexisted with and was boosted by another line of American economic thought that stressed the need for a policy of “sound finance.” Favored by the banking community, these ideas reinforced the Austrian flank by insisting that business confidence, the key to supply-side growth, would only be restored if the government credibly signaled that it would allow the emetic process to unfold as it had to via austerity. While temporary relief of the symptoms of unemployment could be countenanced, the state’s role in such moments devolved to balancing the budget, even raising taxes in a recession if this was deemed necessary, to restore the investor confidence. During 1931, the last year of his administration, Hoover did exactly this to signal resolve in the face of financial difficulties. The result was the worst depression in American history.

If these ideas sound familiar today, it’s because, like the ideas of Hume and Smith, the same arguments are being recycled again, eighty years later. The idea that the current crisis was generated by the malinvestment of the past, particularly in real estate, is hardly an unreasonable point of view. That Fannie and Freddie caused a global crisis, the extension of that viewpoint, is not. The notion that taxes should be raised to balance budgets in the middle of a recession is the policy orthodoxy of the IMF-EC-ECB troika in the Eurocrisis and US budget reformers such as the Simpson-Bowles Commission. The need for “the return of business confidence” to start the recovery forms the centerpiece of contemporary British austerity policy, despite its yielding zero results to date. But then, as now, the Americans were far from alone in expounding such ideas. Indeed, back in the 1920s such ideas had a pronounced British accent.

**Austerity with a British Accent: The Treasury View**

Despite the expansion of the British state into the realm of pensions and insurance and regulation under the influence of New Liberal ideas in the first two decades of the twentieth century, the British response to the crisis of the 1920s and 1930s remained resolutely liberal and austere. The British version of austerity is commonly located in a British government white paper from 1929, “Memoranda on Certain Proposals Relating to Unemployment.” As usual, the reality is a bit more complex than that.

The so-called Treasury view expounded in this policy paper was really the latest iteration of the same classical liberal ideas we have encountered already. As the world’s largest economy in the nineteenth century and the anchor of the gold standard, which facilitated international adjustments between surplus and deficit countries through movements in domestic money supplies tied to gold, the United Kingdom was a firm believer in free trade, free capital movements (very important for the City
of London as a financial center), free labor (that is, no regulation thereof), and a limited liberal state. Although that limited liberal state had been growing rapidly and acquiring new responsibilities during the prior two decades, it still accounted for only about 12 percent up until the eve of the First World War.

More important was the mindset of Treasury officials that had yet to adapt to the reality of a bigger and more interventionist state. As Keynes’s contemporary Joan Robinson put it, “For fifty years before 1914 the established economists … had all been preaching one doctrine … the doctrine of laissez faire … free trade and balanced budgets were all that was required. … These doctrines were still dominant in 1914.” By the mid-1920s, however, as the postwar slump had turned into a full-blown depression, and as these doctrines increasingly came under attack for worsening the situation, the Treasury view began to take form as a defense of the status quo. Its origins lie in the Treasury’s response to proposals to alleviate unemployment through temporary public works programs. The logic developed and deployed was exactly the same “crowding out” argument we encountered in Hume and Smith, and the perils of easy money and debt were once again on full display.

The Treasury’s argument, echoing Hume and Smith, was that to borrow money to finance spending, the government would have to offer better terms than those available elsewhere. This would have the effect of reducing overall investment by “crowding out” private capital while increasing the debt for what would offer only a temporary respite rather than a full-blown cure. As Conservative chancellor of the exchequer Stanley Baldwin put it in 1922, “Money taken for government purposes is money taken away from trade, and borrowing will thus tend to depress trade and increase unemployment.” Such views, however, were not limited to the Treasury. The mindset was so widely shared that no less a figure than John Maynard Keynes argued in 1924 that “public money which has been raised by borrowing, can do nothing of itself … and it may do actual harm if it diverts existing working capital from the production of goods.”

The British elite’s rather monolithic view began to splinter in 1925 when Keynes criticized Churchill’s decision to go back on the gold standard after an eleven-year hiatus. Churchill put Britain back on at a high exchange rate, which, though it was good for the City of London and for foreigners holding sterling, was terrible for British exports. As a consequence, unemployment, already bad, shot up, and economic activity declined. Keynes had predicted that this would occur, and indeed it did, much to the chagrin of Churchill and the Treasury.

This conflict between Keynes and the Treasury, odd when one considers that Keynes was a Treasury advisor throughout this period, was exacerbated in 1929 when Keynes, with Hubert Henderson, produced the pamphlet “Can Lloyd George Do It?” in response to Liberal politician David Lloyd George’s much-discussed proposals in a prior pamphlet called “We Can Conquer Unemployment.” In his assessment of George’s proposals, Keynes “first adumbrated the … relation of saving to investment.” That is, he argued that saving doesn’t drive investment if “investment is free to fluctuate under the influence of expectations” such that income and employment adjust to the ex post level of saving. As a consequence, government should “fill the gap/prime the pump” by spending money that business is sitting on because of uncertainty about the future.

This view was extremely threatening to the Treasury since it implied that supply-side factors were insufficient to drive the economy to full employment. It required a response, which the Treasury duly provided in both the “Memoranda on Certain Proposals” and most publicly in Winston Churchill’s 1929 budget speech in which he argued that “when the Government borrow[s] in the money market it becomes a new competitor with industry and engrosses to itself resources which would otherwise have
been employed by private enterprise, and in the process raises the rent of money to all who have need of it.”  

This is as pure a statement of the notion that the government crowds out investment as one can find.

The “Memoranda on Certain Proposals” actually took this a step further, however, arguing that any such compensatory policy was doomed to failure, even if it could be funded. The Treasury now insisted that “increased government borrowing for public works would result in higher interest rates, if savings were to be attracted to gilt-edged stock so that the borrowing would not be inflationary, and that this would tend to divert money that would have otherwise gone to home industry, or to overseas investment.” Thus the threat of an interest-rate spike was here added to the original crowding out argument and the perversion of savings into unproductive debt securities.

But the Treasury wasn’t just fighting Keynes and Lloyd George. It was also pandering to orthodox business opinion, which held that if public works are seen to be a waste of time by the business community, business would respond by shifting its money abroad, thus offsetting any effects of the spending. Thus a Ricardian equivalence argument that rational investors anticipate and negate policy was joined to an investment-crowding-out/interest-rate-spike argument to corral the logic in favor of spending still further. Indeed, Keynes erstwhile collaborator Hubert Henderson, who also happened to be the secretary of the government’s Economic Advisory Council, made exactly this argument in October 1930. Henderson then went on to invoke the general state of confidence as always and everywhere negatively impacted by government spending. As Bill Janeway put it, “the constraining power of [austerity] ideas persisted: fear of loss of confidence still limited action by a government exempt from external financial and political challenge.”

The Treasury next added the argument that spending could not work because its stimulus effect would suck in imports. This would worsen the balance of trade, making British firms less competitive, and in the long run this would worsen rather than alleviate the slump. Here again, we see echoes of Schumpeter’s concern with limiting the liquidation process, without which there can be no improvement in the capital stock, and hence no recovery. The state, once again, must remain limited in its ambitions and its actions.

But over time the side of economic liberalism that saw a more positive role for the state began to influence the Treasury view. By 1935, although the Treasury was still arguing that although “public works as a remedy for unemployment were quite futile,” government nonetheless still had a role to play in maintaining “the impetus of recovery” in specific areas of the country via spending. Indeed by 1937, the Treasury was willing to propose that a reserve fund of necessary public works be deliberately left not completed so that when a downturn worsened they could be released as a countercyclical measure. But even here, concerns with inflation arising from debt-financed expenditure and the need to pay back the accumulated debt limited the appeal of such logics, even in the midst of a deep depression. British austerity thinking, like its American cousin, proved remarkably immune to the economic facts of the day. It may have admitted the necessity of the state, but like Smith, it was in no mood to pay for the state’s actions.

The End of 1930s-Style Anglo-American Austerity: Keynes and Schumpeter

The events of the 1930s are recounted in chapter 6 in the discussion of austerity’s “natural history.” Suffice to say here that despite states’ adhering to these ideas for twenty years, from 1918 to 1938, such policies did nothing for recovery. Comparatively speaking, countries that abandoned the gold standard and that were able to concentrate on boosting domestically generated demand recovered...
further and faster than those that stayed on it and looked to austerity via deflation to right the ship.\textsuperscript{100} The United States, for example, first experimented with alternative ideas concerning industrial concentration and cartelization as possible solutions to the slump during its 1934–1935 National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) period. Then, despite Franklin Roosevelt’s being elected to balance the budget, the Roosevelt administration started to “prime the pump” under the auspices of the New Deal, and the economy began to recover.\textsuperscript{101} A broadly similar shift occurred in Sweden.\textsuperscript{102} Britain and France, in contrast, held on to austerity, and the Depression persisted in both countries until the start of World War II.\textsuperscript{103}

**Keynes’s Anti-Austerity Arguments**

During the 1940s, in the context of massive wartime spending, pro-spending, anti-austerity ideas rose to prominence and pro-austerity doctrines faded into the background. The most famous anti-austerity argument was Keynes’s General Theory.\textsuperscript{104} But Keynes’s work was as much a consequence as a cause of the shift away from austerity. As Joan Robinson put it pithily, “Hitler had already found how to cure unemployment before Keynes had finished explaining why it occurred.”\textsuperscript{105} But these new ideas from Keynes and many others at about the same time were important precisely because, unlike the old instruction sheet, they explained not just the slump but normal times too, within one framework. Pro-austerity ideas could not credibly claim to do this after two decades of waiting for a recovery that was “just around the corner.” After all, the liquidation process had run its course for an awfully long time, but it seemed, against Secretary Mellon’s expectations, that there remained a shortage of more-competent people and cheap capital waiting—just around the corner—to pick things up again. Keynes’s General Theory could explain where such folks were hiding and why they were doing so.

In brief, Keynes demonstrated a fallacy of composition that was present in both labor and investment markets, which Liberals had ignored and which led to resources being unemployed for extended periods of time. First, he showed that although any worker can accept a wage cut to price himself into employment, if all workers did this, it would in the aggregate lower consumption and prices, and thus increase the real wage (the wage-minus-price effects), leaving the worker who “adjusted” poorer and just as unemployed.\textsuperscript{106} Second, he showed that under conditions of uncertainty about the future, it is irrational for any investor to invest rather than sit on cash, with the result that if investors look to each other for signals about what to do, they all sit on cash and no one will invest.\textsuperscript{107} Thus we bring about, by our collective self-interested actions, the very depression we are individually trying to avoid. Smith’s invisible hand may well have arthritis, and austerity may make it worse.

Keynes showed that decisions to save and invest were temporally separate, and that savings did not necessarily lead to investment. Saving could just as easily lead to hoarding and reduced consumption. The job of the state was, then, to alter the investors’ investment expectations by raising prices so that profits could be made, thereby making it rational to begin hiring workers again and, by doing so, to get out of the slump. Rather than savings leading to investment, consumption via workers’ paychecks ultimately drove investment. Today we call this demand-side economics.

These ideas were no mere addendum to the new liberal worldview. They were a transcendence of it to a more General Theory.\textsuperscript{108} Instead of merchants’ saving and driving growth through their parsimony, Keynes portrayed a world in which the investor class, the heroes of Smith and Hume, was really just the derivative supply-side tail of the demand-side dog, wagged by the consumption decisions of millions of average Joes. As Keynes put it, “Consumption—to repeat the obvious—is the sole end and object of economic activity.”\textsuperscript{109} Consumption drives investment through its effect on prices and thus is what drives investment expectations, not the other way around. Confidence is an
effect of growth, not a cause.

But if this is the case, then not only is Smith’s world overturned, austerity as a sentiment, as a morality, and as policy is overturned with it. The balance between state and market, the “can't live with it, can’t live without it, don’t want to pay for it” problem that generated austerity as the default policy to deal with recessions, has been resolved entirely in favor of the state. In this world spending, and with it debt, especially by the government, becomes good policy. Individual saving as a virtue, in contrast, falls to the paradox of thrift: if we all save (the very definition of austerity), we all fail together as the economy shrinks from want of demand. Austerity was, then, in the eyes of liberals, after Keynes sacrificed on the altar of fiscal profligacy. Yet after two decades of failure, austerity’s arch defenders had little to say or show for all its virtue. Chief among those who were quieted was Joseph Schumpeter himself.

**Schumpeter’s Retreat**

Twelve years after criticizing the Roosevelt administration’s policies in *The Economics of the Recovery Program*, which gave Mellon’s liquidationism a theory of growth, stressed the importance of entrepreneurs, and argued for austerity, Joseph Schumpeter cut an intellectually lonely figure. By 1946, the world had gone Keynes’s way, not his. Schumpeter could, like many others, have jumped on the bandwagon, but for a true economic liberal, and a political conservative, that was never an option. He found “the stagnationist theory … as developed by the late Lord Keynes” to be “astounding” only for the fact that it has “not simply [been] laughed out of court.”

What, then, was his response to these laughable ideas that seemed to explain the depression and what to do about it much better than his own set of austerity-inflected ideas?

Schumpeter’s response to the Great Depression and the failure of austerity policies to cure it was his magisterial *Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy*, which appeared in 1942. Schumpeter attributes the failure of austerity to two conjoined mechanisms: the substitution of the large conglomerate and the manager for the small firm and the entrepreneur and the collapse of the risk-taking culture that supported entrepreneurial activities. Despite the fact that it had been brewing for a decade before Schumpeter wrote his 1934 analysis, the Great Depression was supposed to be a regular cyclical dip that a good dose of austerity would correct by no later than 1935 or 1936. By 1942 Schumpeter hadn’t changed his tune, or his mind: he had simply lengthened the time frame and added in a few harmonies.

Schumpeter’s *Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy* argued that the Great Depression was neither great nor depressing. Rather, it was just a particularly marked transitional period of technological and organizational change that became hyperpoliticized, one of those “recurrent ‘recessions’ that are due to the disequilibrating impact of new products or methods.” We know this, he maintained, because capitalism, properly viewed, is a system in which constant change and adaptation is the name of the game. “Economic progress, in capitalist society, means turmoil.” Capitalism therefore cannot be judged over the short run. In fact, “we must judge its performance over time, as it unfolds through decades and even centuries.” By definition, then, compensating for turmoil, acting on the immediate short run, not only halts the process of creative destruction by entrepreneurs that lies at the heart of capitalism; doing so is guaranteed to produce more malinvestment that simply stores up trouble ahead since the job of austerity is left undone.

*Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy* appears, then, as a longer and more elaborate restatement of his earlier beliefs. Nothing has changed for Schumpeter, except everything around him. Indeed, rather
than engaging Keynes and his ideas directly, *Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy* abrogates a robust defense of liberalism in favor of a lengthy discussion of Marx and a bureaucratic-cultural explanation as to why capitalism will inevitably be replaced by socialism. His argument is worth retelling since it shows the dead end that Anglo-American austerity thinking found itself in by the mid-1940s. Rather than engage, it retreated into moral commentary and “fin de siècle” certitudes.

Apart from normalizing turmoil, Schumpeter focused on changes in industrial structure of capitalist economies and the rise of very large firms to explain the failure of austerity to produce recovery. This is his long-run evolutionary story in which the locus of production and innovation has undergone a scale-shift, and as a result, the capitalism of small producers, entrepreneurs, and perfect competition “is not only impossible, but inferior” and on its way to being replaced. Bureaucratization and institutional change are the prime movers in this story, driving economic evolution, taking innovation out of the hands of entrepreneurs and putting it in the hands of specialists and managers in large firms. Firms become giant bureaucratic entities that are slower to adapt to environmental shifts and that operate on much larger scales. They become, in short, more like, and more dependent upon, states. Oligopoly and interventionism go hand in hand.

More importantly for Schumpeter, this scale-shift takes a cultural toll. Whereas in the past “the rugged individualism of Galileo was the individualism of the rising capitalist class,” today, technology and bureaucracy have together removed the possibilities for such individuals to thrive. As he laments, “the capitalist process rationalizes behavior and ideas and by doing so chases from our minds … metaphysical belief” such that “economic progress becomes depersonalized and automatized.” When large firms take over production it is not the entrepreneur’s income that is replaced. After all, he gets shares in these new conglomerates. Rather, his social function is made redundant, “the stock exchange [being] a poor substitute for the holy grail.” This may lead to a material progress, to more consumption and all that Keynes thinks important, but it is for Schumpeter a morally empty future. It is also one that invites jealousy from the lower orders who, led on by classes of functionless left-leaning intellectuals who resent capitalism, have become accustomed to ever-rising standards of living and can no longer accept the dislocations of the market. Thus, the disorder of the previous decades is little more than the inability of the spoiled masses to accept necessary adjustments.

As for those in the once proud investor class, they, too, now only care about consumption, thanks in part to these newly fashionable theories, with the result that both the bourgeois family unit and the ethic of saving, Smith’s sentiment, disappear from the world. As Schumpeter put it, “The bourgeoisie worked primarily … to invest, and it was not … a standard of consumption so much as a standard of accumulation that the bourgeoisie struggled for and tried to defend against the government.” Thanks to the twin forces of bureaucracy and technology, the bourgeoisie has given up this struggle. “When all is said and done, it [the bourgeoisie] does not really care.” And when no one cares for capitalism, the result is socialism.

If Schumpeter reminds you of Ayn Rand’s character John Galt, he should: he’s cut from the same conservative cloth. And, as in Galt’s long speech at the end of *Atlas Shrugged*, what starts as a robust defense of economic liberalism ends up being a weak retreat from it. With the Keynesian view ascendant, conservatives like Schumpeter had a choice: admit that they were wrong (or at least accommodate themselves to the new ideas that seemed to fit the facts better than the old ones) or find something else to talk about. Schumpeter chose the latter path, and so he spoke about the death of saving, the end of family virtue, and the triumph of bureaucracy. His own retreat was emblematic of the retreat of austerity as a serious intellectual argument among the economic mainstream of Anglo-
American countries. Anti-austerity it seemed, had won the day. But the victory was not complete. Austerity survived in one part of the world immune to Lord Keynes: the German-speaking world. Austrian school economists continued to give austerity a globalized intellectual home, while German ordoliberals, as we shall shortly see, gave austerity a national base of operations.
Part One: Austerity Finds a European Home—and an American Pied-à-Terre

Welcome to Germany: Erst Sparen, Dann Kaufen!

One of Joseph Schumpeter’s lasting contributions to economic thought was his concept of gales of “creative destruction” that sweep through the economy. Torn asunder by the entrepreneurial utilization of technology, continual organizational innovation, and the rigors of competition, businesses rise and fall, driving the business cycle over time. It is, then, hard to imagine a less Schumpeterian economy than Germany’s. Consider, for example, when some of Germany’s flagship companies, which are still with us today, were founded: BASF (chemicals), 1865; Krups (appliances), 1846; ThyssenKrupp (metalworks), 1891 and 1811; Daimler/Mercedes Benz (automotive), 1901 and 1926; Siemens (engineering), 1847, to name but a few.

These firms have survived two world wars, occupation, partition, the Cold War, and reunification—let alone conglomeration and the ups and downs of the business cycle. Unlike in Schumpeter’s world of entrepreneurs and competitive small firms, these companies in many cases started as large-scale concerns made possible by the complex state and banking linkages typical of late-industrializing states. These firms innovate incrementally, improving their dedicated product lines one step at a time using specialist engineers and scientists. Most of them haven’t seen an entrepreneur in a century. There has been plenty of creativity, but very little destruction—at least of firms—in Germany. Why then did Germany become the refuge for austerity arguments of the type typically associated with Austro-American thinkers such as Schumpeter? The answer lies in what a group of German economic thinkers called ordoliberals did to the idea of austerity, to the usual relationship between the state and the market in liberal thought, and in the process, to the postwar German economy. We touched upon ordoliberalism previously. Here, we flesh out its role as a redoubt for pro-austerity arguments during the long winter of the Keynesian era and as the basic design template for the contemporary European variant of austerity.

Taken on its own terms, ordoliberalism is a peculiar form of liberalism. It does not suffer from the “can’t live with it, can’t live without it, don’t want to pay for it” problem that lies at the heart of Anglo-American liberalism. In the same way that Keynes solved the austerity problem for the New Liberals in Britain, ordoliberalism solved the problem of the state in Germany by transcending it, but in an entirely different manner. Ordoliberals see the role of the state as setting the framework conditions necessary for markets to operate effectively in the first instance. The state they are happy to live with is not, however, the macroeconomic manager focused on the demand side of the economy that emerged out of British New Liberalism. Rather, the ordoliberal state is a rule setter that enables competition and aids market adjustments through the development of specific economy-wide mechanisms and institutions.

Historically speaking, although there were many exponents of liberalism in the nineteenth-century German-speaking world, liberalism never became the dominant economic and social philosophy in
Germany that it became in the Anglo-American world, for three reasons. First of all, German liberals had to contend with a conservative counternarrative of Zivilizationskritik that juxtaposed a deep German Kultur to a superficial Western (specifically English), liberal Zivilization, stressing that Germany was of a different kind in such matters. Second, liberalism’s credibility as an economic doctrine was badly damaged in Germany by the huge stock market bust of 1873: the so-called founder’s crisis (Gründerkrise). Third, following the founder’s crisis, the German state became much more interventionist, which further crowded out liberalism’s ideological appeal, allowing space for interventionist anti-liberal thinkers such as Friedrich List to flourish. Fast forward from the 1890s, and the relative novelty of liberalism in Germany after World War II plus the refashioned role for the state in the economy that it allowed, is what turned Germany into the postwar refuge, and later, the contemporary amplifier of austerity arguments in Europe.

The Importance of Being Late

Understanding Germany’s historical relationship to both liberalism and austerity necessitates an engagement with the conditions under which states become capitalist. We tend to forget that Britain and the United States are the exception rather than the rule when it comes to the relationship between states and markets. The former had the advantage of turning capitalist without competitors, allowing a small and limited state to develop, while the latter was geographically isolated with a huge internal frontier to exploit. The rest of the world, the late industrializers that came after these states, operated under vastly different and more competitive conditions. This matters because when you enter the world economy determines in no small part the type of state that you develop to engage with that economy, with the basic rule being the later the developer, the bigger, and the more interventionist, the state.

When we think about interventionist, late-industrializing states, we tend to think of the states of East Asia. Yet, French experiments from the Place des Vosges to the Crédit Mobilier Bank notwithstanding, the original developmental state was Germany. Playing catch-up to the British in the latter half of the nineteenth century forced Germany (it came into being in 1871) to act as the broker, and in many cases as the insurance agent, among industrial, commercial, and agricultural interests.

All late developers have a scale problem. To catch up with already industrialized states, the state in a late developer must underwrite the risk involved in investment because the scale of the capital required to industrialize after other states have done so outstrips the capacity of any individual entrepreneur to do so—hence the size, structure, and longevity of German firms. In playing this role, the German state, whether Wilhelmine, fascist, or democratic, has always accorded itself a more directive and coordinative role in the economy than is typical of liberal states. Critical throughout Germany’s development has been the role of the state in suppressing consumption and increasing savings to provide adequate pools of capital for large-scale industrial investments, while also providing transfers to smooth, rather than block, such policies. As such, the mantra of Erst Sparen, Dann Kaufen (first save, then go shopping) to save and invest before consuming—a parsimony that Smith would have applauded—formed the austere core of German economic thought long before the 1930s, when ordoliberalism appeared.

Ordoliberalism’s Origins

Ordoliberalism took form under the aegis of Walter Eucken, Franz Böhm, and Hans Grossmann-Doerth, the founders of the Freiburg school of economics during the 1930s. Their bête noir was the
private economic cartels rather than the state. The Freiburg liberals argued that Germany’s basic economic problem in the 1920s was “the inability of the legal system to prevent the creation and misuse of private economic power.” Note that private, not public, power was the concern. The individual needed to be protected from the state, to be sure, but acknowledging that the state was not the only threat worth worrying about marked Freiburg’s departure from the “can’t live with it” version of Anglo-American liberalism. The Freiburg school’s key contribution, however, was to go beyond this observation and focus attention on capitalism’s structural form.

For Walter Eucken in particular, capitalism was not the haphazard assemblage of individuals envisioned by Smith. Rather, it was composed of two fundamentally incompatible structural orders that he termed the “transaction economy” and the “centrally administered economy.” Although these orders are incompatible in their essences, real economies necessarily combine elements of both, and that’s where the problems start. Especially when parliaments get involved, elements of the administrative order can be captured by the most powerful members of the transactional order, hence the fear of cartels and private power. The optimal policy, therefore, is to make this combination of orders work such that the latter (the state) enables and enhances the conditions of operation of the former (the market). As Eucken defined the role of the state in the economy: “First principle: the policy of the state should be focused on dissolving economic power groups or at limiting their functioning. [ … ] Second principle: The politico-economic activity of the state should focus on the regulation of the economy, not on the guidance of the economic process.” This was to be achieved, argued the Freiburgers, by paying attention to the “economic constitution,” which is, according to Franz Böhm, the “comprehensive decision (Gesantentscheidung) [of a society] concerning the nature (Art) and form of the process of socio-economic cooperation.” Or, in Eucken’s less turgid prose, as the “general political decision as to how the economic life of the nation is to be structured.”

As legal theorist David Gerber notes, this notion “turned the core idea of classical liberalism … on its head by arguing that the effectiveness of the economy depended on its relationship to the political and legal systems.” Although early ordoliberal work during the Nazi period gave primacy to a strong state as the promoter of such an order, this view changed over time—and circumstance—to the position that economic policy should not be dictated by a strong state, especially one that could be captured. Rather, the state needed to be strong enough only to provide an “order,” an Ordo, and a consequent Ordnungspolitik, an “order-based policy,” whereby the legal framework governing action both by firms and the state together forms the economic constitution critical, according to the Freiburgers, to any successful economy. Ordnungspolitik therefore restrains both the state that practices it, and the private sector that grows within it, through the indirect regulation of the economic constitution.

This economic constitution was not simply something that could be set down on paper, however. Ordoliberals argued that the correct economic constitution cannot simply be deduced from theory and imposed by the state. It must be actively supported by members of the community to which it applies, and crucially, its implementation must be based upon a reciprocal duty of those members to act in the terms laid out in the constitution. In short, everyone needs to follow the rules, and everyone doing so reconstitutes and legitimates those rules.

To make this happen, the appropriate state policy was not to set the conditions of investment or to manipulate the level of prices via monetary stimulus, as the Keynesians argued. Instead, given its concern with limiting private power, competition policy, supported by the monetary policy of a politically independent central bank, formed the institutional core of the economic constitution. A dedicated monopoly office would ensure that the economy as a whole conformed to the meta-rules of
competition, while an independent monetary authority would play the supporting role of keeping prices stable. Both institutions would be separate from and would not directly answer to the parliamentary state.

**Competition, Not Consumption, Leads to Growth**

By attacking concentration and cartels while keeping prices stable, ordoliberals hoped to generate growth by enhancing the competitiveness of German firms and the attractiveness of their products. The policy objective of these institutions was therefore the encouragement of “achievement competition” rather than “impediment competition,” whereby the quality of products manufactured would create the demand for them, in a modern supply-side restatement of Say’s law. Under such institutional conditions the benefits of rapid growth would flow to all members of society. As Christian Wartin put it, ordoliberals were of one mind that “unless a liberal constitutional state [was] prepared to see itself deteriorate into an interventionist state … the maintenance and enforcement of a competitive system must be regarded as one of its prime objectives.”

As we elaborate below, these new institutions and the underlying ideas that served as the blueprints for them were bolted, after a brief period of internal struggle among postwar Christian Democrats, to the existing Bismarkian patriarchal welfare state to form what Alfred Müller-Armack called “the social market economy,” a “system of legal rules which can satisfy the general feeling of justice,” which would tie citizens to the economic constitution as they realized its benefits. As Ralf Ptak observed, despite their deep misgivings about the welfare compensation, ordoliberals keenly appreciated that the “stability and security [of] the working class was prerequisite to securing the market economy.” As a consequence, although the ordoliberals really did not want the economic constitution to be tied to a welfare state, circumstances and politics dictated otherwise: the market economy had to become social.

**Building the Ordo**

That ordoliberal arguments would become the local economic instruction sheet for economic policy in postwar Germany was almost overdetermined. First of all, the German population was exhausted and hungry while the country’s capital stock was decimated. Fearing political instability, the postwar authorities needed growth, and like the population they governed, those authorities were suspicious of growth coming from “big-state” projects, whether from the left or the right. Second, the Freiburg school, which was not shy in hawking a growth project, emerged from the Nazi period unsullied and more or less intact. While some members were arrested and a few key players such as Wilhelm Röpke were driven into exile, the core of the school was in the right place at the right time, armed with what seemed to be, in the German context, new growth-friendly ideas. The ordoliberals also had powerful sponsors in the form of the leading newspaper of the day, *Franfurter Allgemeine Zeitung*, and the ear of the Allied occupation authorities, at least once the Allies moved out of the punitive phase of the occupation.

Third, Germany’s economic profile as a late developer has always been export-oriented manufacturing; so it was natural for Germany’s postwar economic elites to focus on the reconstruction of export capacities and the recovery of export markets as a way to achieve the rapid growth they sought. Ordoliberals may have sought to preserve small- and middle-sized firms and feared cartels, but they had no problem with large firms per se, especially those that were able to produce export-led growth. But export-led growth requires a strict policy of cost competitiveness, which in turn requires
wage control through the restriction of consumption and a strong anti-inflationary stance. This further strengthened the hand of the monetary authority over the fiscal authority, as controlling inflation became the monetary complement to ensuring competition.\textsuperscript{26}

Fourth, the postwar political party system was a mess, and the center parties, particularly the Christian Democratic Union (CDU) were looking for a new set of ideas that spoke to their (predominantly) Catholic members’ conceptions of their interests.\textsuperscript{27} With its appeal to community, its distrust of private as well as public power, and its somewhat reluctant—but necessary given the conditions of the times—acceptance of welfare state redistribution through the family, ordoliberalism found both a willing audience and a launch vehicle in the CDU.

As Gerber argues, however, nothing succeeds like success, so when Ludwig Erhard, ordoliberal fellow traveler and de facto German economics minister during the occupation, freed prices by abolishing rationing and price controls in 1948 without it, initially at least, throwing the economy off a cliff, ordoliberal ideas gained prestige.\textsuperscript{28} However, after the initial boom, the Korean crisis hit Germany hard, and the ordoliberals lacked a positive interventionist response. Concerned with rising unemployment, the Allies pressured the ordoliberals to consider active labor-market measures to deal with the rapidly rising numbers of people out of work. This allowed the Social Catholics within the Christian Democrats to push for a better integration of welfare policy and economic policy, which cemented the place of the welfare state in the ordo against ordoliberal impulses.\textsuperscript{29}

This fusion gave institutional form to Alfred Müller-Armack’s idea of the social market economy (\textit{die Sozial Marktwirtschaft}). Under this banner, the CDU won every national election until 1966—a period that is referred to now as the “German economic miracle” (\textit{das Wirtschaftswunder}), during which the purchasing power of wages increased 73 percent between 1950 and 1960. Meanwhile, inflation fell, increasing the real wage even further.\textsuperscript{30} Indeed, despite the resettlement of 12 million displaced persons and the division of the country, unemployment in the 1950s averaged 8 percent and prices remained stable.\textsuperscript{31}

Crowding out Keynes Locally

The success of the \textit{Socialmarktwirtschaft} and the ordoliberal ideas that underpinned it was so complete that, as Christopher Allen reports, “Keynesianism was rarely given serious consideration as [a policy] option” by German economists, who, if they discussed Keynesianism at all, viewed it as inherently inflationary.\textsuperscript{32} Consequently, when the German Social Democratic Party came to power in 1966 with a pro-Keynesian agenda in response to faltering growth rates, it found little receptivity to these ideas in either the bureaucracy or the academy. Locally, Keynes was “crowded out” in theory. Amplifying this exclusion, the monetary authority, “the fiercely independent Bundesbank … placed strict monetary limits on deficit financing,” thus locally crowding out Keynesianism in practice.\textsuperscript{33} This is hardly a surprise when one considers that the Freiburg ordoliberals had foreseen such a role for the monetary authority, arguing that “a strong central bank [would be] the guardian against any misuse of power by the political authorities.”\textsuperscript{34} In ordoliberal terms, spending equals misuse, and the central bank was specifically designed to prevent such misuse.

In sum, postwar Germany prospered with austerity-focused ideas of a particular type at its core. Germany both possesses and professes a liberalism that embraces the state and transforms it. In doing so, it does the same for austerity. The fact that ordoliberalism, ordnungspolitik, and the rest, are all about rules means precisely that good economic governance is not about spending. If the rules establish a framework within which prosperity is established through the enhancement of competition,
then the supply side of saving and investment, rather than the demand side and consumption, still rules the day. Ordoliberalism may have modernized liberalism, but its economics in many ways remain as classical as Smith and Hume.

In the context of a late-developing, export-led economy that needs to force savings to catch up the British, this makes perfect sense: *Erst Sparen—Dann Kaufen*. But just as we saw in chapter 3, it rather spectacularly ignores the fact that for someone to be running an export surplus, someone else must be running a deficit. We cannot all run surpluses and save. Someone has to spend so that there is demand for these exports. Thus, a fallacy of composition of a different type rears its head again; and this is where the transfer of these austerity-based principles into the EU’s constitutional framework and in Germany’s policy response to the crisis, really shows up. If Germany’s focus on rules, obligations, a strong monetary authority, a weak parliament, and no spending to compensate for busts sounds familiar, it should. It’s the basic design of the EU. Germany’s response to the crisis, and the crisis itself, both spring from the same ordoliberal instruction sheet.

**Ordoliberal Europe**

When the rest of Europe stagnated in the late 1970s, Germany suffered the least and recovered the quickest of all the major European states. Its ability to withstand the inflationary pressures of the period became the model for other European states: first, through the abortive currency pegs to the deutsche mark of the 1980s and 1990s; second, through the incorporation of ordoliberal principles into the ECB constitution and the EU Commission’s competition-focused policies; and third, through the rules-based approach to governing the Euro project. From the Maastricht convergence criteria to the Stability and Growth Pact to the proposed new fiscal treaty—it’s all about the economic constitution—the rules, the ordo.

For example, the centrality of competitiveness as the key to growth is a recurrent EU motif. Two decades of EC directives on increasing competition in every area, from telecommunications to power generation to collateralizing wholesale funding markets for banks, all bear the same ordoliberal imprint. Similarly, the consistent focus on the periphery states’ loss of competitiveness and the need for deep wage and cost reductions therein, while the role of surplus countries in generating the crisis is utterly ignored, speaks to a deeply ordoliberal understanding of economic management. Savers, after all, cannot be sinners. Similarly, the most recent German innovation of a constitutional debt brake (*Schuldenbremse*) for all EU countries regardless of their business cycles or structural positions, coupled with a new rules-based fiscal treaty as the solution to the crisis, is simply an ever-tighter ordo by another name.

If states have broken the rules, the only possible policy is a diet of strict austerity to bring them back into conformity with the rules, plus automatic sanctions for those who cannot stay within the rules. There are no fallacies of composition, only good and bad policies. And since states, from an ordoliberal viewpoint, cannot be relied upon to provide the necessary austerity because they are prone to capture, we must have rules and an independent monetary authority to ensure that states conform to the ordo imperative; hence, the ECB. Then, and only then, will growth return. In the case of Greece and Italy in 2011, if that meant deposing a few democratically elected governments, then so be it.

The most remarkable thing about this ordoliberalization of Europe is how it replicates the same error often attributed to the Anglo-American economies: the insistence that all developing states follow their liberal instruction sheets to get rich, the so-called Washington Consensus approach to development that we shall discuss shortly. The basic objection made by late-developing states, such as
the countries of East Asia, to the Washington Consensus/Anglo-American idea “liberalize and then
growth follows” was twofold. First, this understanding mistakes the outcomes of growth, stable public
finances, low inflation, cost competitiveness, and so on, for the causes of growth. Second, the liberal
path to growth only makes sense if you are an early developer, since you have no competitors—pace
the United Kingdom in the eighteenth century and the United States in the nineteenth century.37 Yet in
the contemporary world, development is almost always state led.

Germany was in many ways the first country to prove this very point during the catch-up with
Britain. But then, like the United States and the United Kingdom, Germany forgot her uniqueness, in
terms of both timing and context and in terms of how building the export-led ordo that made Germany
rich was only possible precisely because other countries were not doing the same at the same time.38
Now Germany and the EC want everyone else in Europe to be more German: another fallacy of
composition that cannot work. As Martin Wolf put it beautifully, “Is everybody supposed to run
current account surpluses? If so, with whom—Martians? And if everybody does indeed try to run a
savings surplus, what else can be the outcome but a permanent global depression?”39 Germany was
able to take the lead in Europe because German ideas have been at the heart of the EU and the euro
since its inception. This is also why the Germans were able so successfully to turn the debate about the
crisis their way—they were the only people who really believed what they were saying. Whereas the
Americans were Keynesians by default, the Germans were ordoliberals by design. In monetary matters
above all, credere (belief) matters.

In sum, Germany gave austerity a new lease on life through the social market economy and its
postwar economic miracle. Erst sparen, dann kaufen leaves no room for the profligate except
austerity, and it allows no room for compensation apart from policies that speed the adjustment of the
market. The imprint of these ideas on EU institutions is not in doubt. There is no place for Keynes and
compensation in an economic union in which competition produces growth through the production of
competitive products and the running of surpluses, not the shallow demand of the money press. In
such a world, the slump, not the boom, is the right time for austerity.

All of which brings us to the role played by ordoliberal’s cousins, the Austrian economists, in
pushing austerity arguments forward. If the influence of ordoliberalism has been felt primarily in
Europe, then the influence of Austrian ideas lies in the United States. Austrian ideas have long had an
American pied-à-terre, as we saw in Schumpeter’s diagnoses of the 1930s.40 They came back into
vogue in the current crisis because they seemed to have been onto something that few Keynesians
(except Hyman Minsky) had paid much attention to, and in doing so they gave us another set of
reasons to be austere.

**Austerity’s American Pied-à-Terre: The Austrian School**

In the late nineteenth century, Austrian economics emerged in the Austro-Hungarian Empire from the
debate over the role the state might play in fostering economic development following Germany’s
state-led growth spurt. The key figure here was Carl Menger, one of the first of the so-called
marginalist economists, who saw economic value as a question of subjective utility and relative
prices, rather than as a function of costs of production. More important for our purposes, he was also
dead against the state being involved in helping capitalism along the way. Megner started a
“methodological debate” (Methodenstreit) with members of Germany’s Historical school of
economics over these matters that led the Germans to label Menger and his followers “the Austrian
school.” An academic generation later, Menger’s students contested the increasing interventionism of
the liberal state from these particularly Austrian premises.

For these theorists—Ludwig Von Mises and Friedrich Hayek being the most prominent, along with Joseph Schumpeter as the Austrian émigré voice in the United States—the free market has a long-run evolutionary structure that government intervention can only harm. Siding firmly with the “can’t live without it” school, the Austrian school rejected the state as having any positive or necessary role in the economy. They also rejected the increasing mathematization of economics that was underway at that time. Seeing the economy as evolutionary, disequilibrial, and driven by entrepreneurs acting in uncertainty, they preferred historical analysis to differential calculus. Given these choices, the Austrians found themselves increasingly out of step with the tenor of the times.

For example, during the 1920s, Mises and Hayek became embroiled in the so-called socialist calculation debates of the period, seeking to prove the impossibility of central planning. Mises argued that planning was literally impossible, a line that was hard to defend as anything other than ideological. The more he stuck to his guns, the more he found himself ignored by other economists. Meanwhile Hayek, having received a second wind when the like-minded Lionel Robins got him a job at the London School of Economics in 1931, found himself in trouble the moment he set foot in Britain. As Joan Robinson recalled, Hayek gave a talk at Cambridge shortly after he arrived at which R. F. Kahn asked, “If I went out tomorrow and bought a new overcoat, that would increase unemployment?” “Yes,” said Hayek, “but … it would take a very long mathematical argument to explain why.” By 1944, Hayek found himself similarly ignored, in semiretirement, writing on the dangers of socialism in his epic The Road to Serfdom. Hayek’s earlier Prices and Production, his Meisterwerk on business cycle theory, like Schumpeter’s 1939 Business Cycles, arrived dead at the presses.

First ignored and then defeated in Europe, Austrian ideas survived in America, where their popularity has ebbed and flowed for nearly a century. Although battered and beaten-down by the Keynesian revolution after World War II, Austrian ideas never quite disappeared from the American scene. They staged something of a comeback in the 1970s when Hayek was awarded the Nobel Prize in economics and served as a popular justification for Reagan’s supply-side policies, but they disappeared again until the current crisis brought them back to the fore. Why this reappearance? The answer lies in what they said about banks.

The Austrian Guide to Boom and Bust

Despite Keynes’s General Theory being subtitled “of Employment, Interest and Money,” postwar economics never put all that much thought into money. There was a view that gained prominence in the 1970s—monetarism—that thought about money a great deal, and we will examine that view shortly for different purposes. But for most economists from the 1930s on, money was seen in pretty much the same way that Hume saw it 200 years before, as short-run stimulative, long-run neutral, and/or potentially inflationary. Money, it is sometimes said, “changes neither preferences nor possibilities.” Money in the form of credit, therefore, is simply one person’s nonspending transferred to another person to use for an interest payment plus the return of the principal. Put more simply, one person’s debt is another person’s income. It’s simply a redistribution of existing assets and nothing to get excited about. The credit system simply replicates the fundamentals upon which the economy is based.

This view made it perfectly possible for mainstream economists in the 2000s to talk about “the elimination of the business cycle” while living in a period of “Great Moderation,” where the volatility of the past had been tamed by good central bank policies. And then, of course, the world blew up,
right in the middle of this supposed Great Moderation, just as the Austrians would have predicted. And while everyone seemed to know that the explosion had something to do with asset bubbles and banks, at the start of the crisis few had a convincing story about how the banks had caused it. This is where the Austrians came back in. Their writings from the 1930s seemed to describe the 2008 financial crisis perfectly. Its aftermath, and what to do about it, was to prove another matter entirely.

**The Hayek/Mises Model of Credit Crunches and Collapses**

Writing in the 1920s, Hayek and Mises drew attention to the rather obvious fact that banks make money from the extension of credit. And while each bank may wish to be prudential, each has an incentive to expand credit beyond its base (at that time, gold) reserves to stay in business against more aggressive banks and/or capture market share. Moreover, banks are encouraged to do so by the presence of a central bank that backstops the financial system with liquidity. Both these forces produce an expansion of credit beyond what “real” savings would allow and lower the interest rate on loans.

Such an extension of credit signals to entrepreneurs that the real cost of capital has fallen, and that as a consequence, they can now undertake projects, financed through this cheap credit, that hitherto would not have been profitable. Even if entrepreneurs suspect that this is an artificial stimulus, no one likes to watch competitors take market share, so they take the money regardless. In the aggregate this leads to an expansion of borrowing and a weakening of the desire to save. Astute, thrifty, and prudent in free-market conditions, entrepreneurs become reckless, debt-jugging dupes once the banks start handing out oodles of cheap money.

Suitably incentivized, entrepreneurs hire more people and buy more materials, which pushes up prices and wages. This produces a classic short-run monetary stimulus effect that begins to show up in rising prices, particularly asset prices, which encourages still more borrowing. The underlying economy, however, has not changed. There is simply more money chasing fewer goods: an inflation. Realizing their error, banks now stand to make losses, so they do everything they can to not realize those losses. They extend more credit, lower interest rates further, and generally kick the can down the road.

This is, from an Austrian point of view, exactly the wrong thing to do since it pumps up the credit bubble still further while diverting capital away from what the market would have better allocated in the absence of all this cheap credit. This policy really gets inflation going, and as a result the real value of money falls; so all this malinvestment must generate an even greater return, or everyone’s balance sheet collapses. Knowing this, and in the context of an ever-increasing inflation, banks start to raise interest rates at the same time their ability to generate new credit shrinks. Meanwhile, demand for credit to keep the bubble inflated accelerates. Eventually, the public figures out that all this asset growth is really just a monetary inflation and not a rise in real asset values, and the bubble pops, the panic begins, assets are dumped, balance sheets implode, and the economy craters.

This is where austerity comes in. As Mises puts it, once the “flight into real values” begins, people realize that “the crisis and the ensuing period of depression are the culmination of the period of unjustified investment brought about by the extension of credit.” Therefore, the “economy must adapt itself to these losses [so] … the thing to do … is curtail consumption.” Savings that have been squandered need to be rebuilt, which means less consumption. Banks must realize their losses to begin the process of recovery, which means austerity. The last thing we should do is to bail out either banks or consumers. After all, what started because of an intervention into the market, the lowering of rates
via the expansion of credit beyond that which “real savings” would produce, cannot be dealt with by more of the same.

The (Supposed) Idiocy of Intervention

Indeed, the very worst thing that can happen is for the government to get involved. By flooding the market with liquidity, keeping the rate of interest low when credit is scarce, or attempting to stimulate the economy to smooth out the cycle, government intervention simply prolongs the recession. Moreover, intervention produces a further pathology that is perhaps even more dangerous: it creates, according to Mises, a capital strike among investors.

When there is a financial bust, there are (mainly) four ways to adjust: inflate, deflate, devalue, or default. Deflation, cutting wages and prices so that the economy can adjust to real values is, according to the Austrian school, the right thing to do, but governments don’t like this because it causes unemployment and instability. So, putting default to one side since that tends to create instability, too, governments prefer devaluation, if they have their own exchange rate, or inflation, or both, as the way to pass the costs on to creditors (the few) to pay for the mistakes of debtors (the many).

According to the Austrians, then, we should not be surprised to find lots of companies sitting on very large piles of cash in the middle of a recession. Per contra what stimulators would tell you about this behavior being a response to uncertainty about the future or a lack of demand, what’s really behind it is the perfectly rational belief that given half a chance the government will inflate or devalue its way out of trouble on the backs of the investor class. Companies may be sitting on piles of cash and not investing, but the recession is not, as Keynes would have you believe, the capitalists’ fault. Rather, investors are quite reasonably covering the risk of backdoor expropriation by the state through inflation or devaluation. The fear of the state taking away your property—the original liberal nightmare—rears its head once more. Instead, “public opinion is perfectly right to see the crisis … as a consequence of the policy of the banks.” Consequently, the sum of the Austrian view is that we should let the banks fail and then restart the system.

Later Austrian theorists added to this basic framework. Some, such as Gottfried Harberler, stressed the role of trade unions in setting wages, thereby forcing the central bank to increase credit through the commercial banking system to realize labor’s excessive wage demands. Murray Rothbard, in turn, stressed the role of central banks as the ultimate credit pump qua extortion racket played by the banking system on the public. But the basic model remains the same. It’s all about the banks producing cycles of boom and bust that are always made worse by the government getting involved either through central-bank-based monetary policy or through simulative fiscal policy. Austerity is the correct and only possible response to a slump. Everything else is folly.

America’s Austrian Accent: The Pros and Cons of Being Austrian

It is hardly surprising that these arguments resonated in America after the crisis. They have, after all, a submerged prior history in the United States stretching back to the 1920s via Schumpeter. Indeed, as a description of what went wrong in 2007–2008, these ideas seem to fit the facts rather well. Banks, the dangers of debt, excessive leverage, asset inflation, a collapse of savings: it’s all there. The “don’t bail them out” message taps into a strong current of populist American opinion. Meanwhile, the “don’t intervene/let it run its course” message found strong support in the right wing of the Republican Party and among elements of the financial community that were not too big to fail,
particularly hedge funds. Why, then, apart from few key high-profile figures such as Glenn Beck, Peter Schiff, Ron Paul, and (the younger) Alan Greenspan, is it difficult to find mainstream economists, even in America, who publicly accept the Austrian theory of the business cycle? To see why, we need to look at the assets and liabilities side of the Austrian explanatory balance sheet.

On the asset (theory) side, we find the action of central banks in producing asset bubbles with prolonged policies of too-cheap money and the epistemic hubris of managing the Great Moderation blowing up in the faces of the same central bankers who declared that they had tamed the cycle, which is not an unreasonable description of the 2000s. The broad sweep of an asset bubble’s inflation and deflation is well described by the basic Austrian model. The notion that debt is not simply redistributionary (my income is your debt) because leverage matters and that the payoff to debt financing is asymmetric, especially on the downside, is also a telling and important contribution. The problems start when we move to the liabilities (policy) side.

First, being the last redoubt of the “can’t live with it” liberals, Austrians bemoan austerity but see no alternative to it. “Do nothing” and let the economy “self-heal” are their main policy proposals. A version of this is currently being tried in the Eurozone, and as we saw there, the healing is not going so well. We should also remember that we have been here before. These same ideas were offered as explanations and implemented as policies in many countries in the 1920s and 1930s, and as we shall see in chapter 6, they didn’t work then either. As Keynes demonstrated, there is no reason for an economy to “naturally” return to a full-employment equilibrium after a shock. It can settle into a state far from full employment for a very long time. The Austrian explanation of sustained unemployment after a bust—the inability of the economy to self-heal as it should—is that trade unions are holding up the market-clearing wage. But in the United States, for example, where unions cover less than one in eight workers, such an explanation is simply not credible. Moreover, Germany and Sweden, countries with much higher unemployment rates through the business cycle, also have far higher unionization rates.

Second, if the only policy on offer is to get the government out of economic affairs completely, then its not clear how one does it short of engaging in a kind of “year zero” purge of the modern economy and polity. Similarly, the notion of relying on “real savings” rather than “artificial credit” would require the abolition of fractional reserve banking—where the bank lends out multiples of its reserves—and therefore an end to, for example, securitization, car loans, education loans, mortgages, and so on. It’s hard to see this as either welfare improving or politically sustainable in any meaningful sense.

Third, you don’t have to be a Keynesian to acknowledge that economies do not necessarily self-heal. One of America’s Great Depression-era monetary economists, Irving Fisher, analyzed how, much to his dismay, depressions do not in fact “right themselves” owing to a phenomenon called debt deflation. Simply put, as the economy deflates, debts increase as incomes shrink, making it harder to pay off debt the more the economy craters. This, in turn, causes consumption to shrink, which in the aggregate pulls the economy down further and makes the debt to be paid back all the greater. Fourth, just as it does not follow that governments should always intervene to stave off market adjustments, as the “Greenspan put” and Ireland’s bank rescue showed only too well, to argue that there should never be intervention presuming knowledge of the system—it will return to full employment if left alone—that Austrians themselves say is impossible to attain. The Austrian counterfactual, that in the absence of interventions market allocation will be optimal, can never be satisfied. After all, if entrepreneurs are duped by short-term interest-rate cuts, there is no reason to assume that their choices would necessarily be any better than those of the state doing the duping when it comes to choosing how to
allocate capital in the first instance.\textsuperscript{56}

Fifth, one doesn’t have to accept a John Galt anti-inflationary capital strike thesis to explain why companies are currently sitting on tons of cash. Simply put, it is irrational to invest during a recession—you don’t know if you will get your money back no matter how cheap the cash. Finally, asset inflation was as much a symptom of the crisis as it was a cause. The more fundamental causes, as argued in chapter 2, were the interaction of excessive balance-sheet leverage, the fragility of the shadow banking system (the repo markets), and the structure of complex derivatives, all of which are premier examples of financial entrepreneurship. Apparently, and per contra Schumpeter, not all entrepreneurship and innovation is good.

In sum, while the Austrian theory is very insightful in some areas, especially in covering the broad story of the credit cycle and the dangers of excessive debt, the Austrian policy proposal that follows from this analysis—“maximum austerity as quickly as possible”—makes little sense given what we know about how actual economies perform when they go through busts. Far from encouraging “self-healing,” nonintervention and noncompensation can produce the politics of permanent austerity, as Europe is finding out. Politically attractive to some, especially to antistatist conservatives, such ideas resonate in theory, but they detonate in practice.

By way of summing up so far, Germany provided a postwar home for austerity arguments in the form of ordoliberalism, the instruction sheet for how to run a late-developer, high-savings, high-technology, export-driven economy. It’s a great instruction sheet—so long as you are indeed the late-developing, high-savings, high-technology, and export-driven economy in question. If you are not, as the periphery of the Eurozone is finding out, then it’s a one-way ticket to permanent austerity. The Austrian school provided an American pied-à-terre to a set of related and even more austere liberal arguments. Whereas the ordoliberals transcended the “can’t live with it, can’t live without it” problem by turning the state into the framework for the economy, the Austrians invite us to abolish the state once and for all as the only way to save ourselves from boom and bust cycles.\textsuperscript{57}

Both ordoliberal and Austrian liberal ideas shot to prominence in the crisis, but the crisis itself did not produce these ideas as some kind of automatic, obvious, and uniquely appropriate response. The first part of chapter 3 noted the near-term politics behind this shift in ideas. What we will do next is examine the long-term enablers of these ideas that explain their current receptivity. Understanding this tranche of austerity’s intellectual history takes us on a tour from the general neoliberal turn in economics in the 1970s and 1980s, through the policies of the IMF in the 1990s, to the work of mainstream pro-austerity economists in the 2000s.

**Part Two: Austerity’s Enablers**

**Crowding out Keynes Globally: Monetarism, Public Choice, and the Dangers of Democracy**

Despite their finding German homes and American pied-à-terres, appreciating why these decidedly local ideas were able to spring to global prominence in the current crisis requires an engagement with what I term austerity’s enablers: broader ideological and institutional shifts that bit-by-bit brought austerity back to the status of economic common sense after it had been relegated so decisively to the status of old-time religion. We encountered some of these ideas in chapter 2 when we detailed the rise of ideas about efficient markets and of investors with rational expectations—and we noted how the crisis punctured belief in these ideas. But these ideas did not sit alone in the financial markets. They were part of a much broader intellectual shift in economics and economic policy worldwide that was part and parcel of the tearing up of the Keynesian instruction sheet in the 1970s. It is the rise of these
neoliberal ideas that enabled the return of austerity as the commonsense thing to do in a slump. Remove these ideas from the intellectual fossil record and it is impossible to jump from the battered and isolated state pro-austerity ideas found themselves in by the 1960s to their modern instantiations.58

Critical here were the ideas of so-called monetarist and public choice economists. What united these ideas and made them politically powerful was their joint production of the state as the inflationary pump rather than the economic shock absorber. By painting the state in this way, they made the state “doing more” a dangerous idea. In short, classical liberals produced austerity by default, Austrians and ordoliberal produced austerity by design, and latter-day neoliberals produced austerity by exclusion: by definition, any other policy would fail. Taken together, they made it possible for austerity to become, once again, last idea standing.

Neoliberalism: Milton’s Monetarism

Monetarism is a set of ideas developed in the 1960s and 1970s, most notably by Milton Friedman in the United States and by Patrick Minford in the United Kingdom.59 Monetarism’s basic claims are twofold, with the first clearing the ground for the second’s more substantive argument about the pathologies of the state. First, the Great Depression was caused by shortsighted Federal Reserve policy that led to a decline in the money supply. Contra Keynesianism, it was not caused by underconsumption or by a decline in the level of money income.60 This claim called into question the causal relationship between money and income seen by Keynesians. Second, and more important for enabling austerity arguments a generation later, is Freidman arguing that attempts by the government to stimulate the economy to full employment, which it would be tempted to do if it got that causal relationship backwards, can only show up as inflation.

As we saw in our discussion of the fall of the Keynesian instruction sheet in chapter 2, Friedman’s argument was that if the government expanded the money supply to increase employment, employers would initially expand output in response to rising prices. Unemployment would decline, which would in turn boost wages. So far, so Keynesian. This cannot last, however, because Friedman, and this is crucial, assumed that unemployment was voluntary and was not due to a deficiency of demand. People choose labor or leisure at the prevailing wage. There is no demand-deficient unemployment in Milton’s world. In other words, the 25 percent of Spaniards who are presently without work simply don’t (by Milton’s presumption) want to work at the prevailing wage and are on vacation.

Unemployment, then, only falls because of spending in the short term, as more workers are drawn back to work at the apparently higher wage, trading off leisure against labor. But because it is workers’ money wages that have increased, not their real wages (the money wage minus the effects of higher prices), nothing has really changed for them. Wages have gone up, and so have prices: it’s a wash. Realizing this, these newly employed workers, being voluntarily employed, either force up wages to compensate for the rise in prices, which their employers then pass off as price increases—inflation—or they withdraw their labor, bringing employment down to what Friedman called its “natural rate.” Regardless, the higher inflation generated by this process eats away at their standard of living. Once labor-market equilibrium is reestablished at this “natural rate” of unemployment, expectations will again adjust to the new, higher, underlying rate of inflation, and it can only continue to rise. With inflation rising and unemployment not improving, Keynesianism, according to monetarists, eventually eats itself.

Friedman’s monetarism pushed hard against one of the key ideas of the postwar economic instruction sheet—the Phillips curve—that we also discussed in chapter 2.61 Crucial was his idea that
there is a natural rate of unemployment, an evolutionary throwback to classical ideas about labor markets clearing at the equilibrium wage, with the amount of employment generated being a function of structural supply-side factors plus the degree of trade-union militancy. As Michael Bleaney once observed, accepting Milton’s monetarism ensures that “ideas concerning a lack of effective demand have disappeared out the window … we are back in a completely classical world where … full employment follows automatically.”

Indeed, monetarism was in many ways simply a restatement of the quantity theory of money that goes all the way back to David Hume. Its power lay in how it provided liberals with an alternative way of thinking about the macroeconomy to that offered by Keynes, one that put money front and center. In doing so, monetarist ideas not only reduced the appeal of the Keynesian instruction sheet, especially in the context of the inflationary 1970s, they helped enable austerity arguments some forty years later. By giving us a new set of reasons why state intervention to compensate economic downturns can only end up producing inflation, monetarism helped naturalize Austrian and ordoliberal ideas, pulling them off the fringe and into mainstream acceptance.

When combined with the ideas of rational expectations and efficient markets that we encountered in chapter 3, monetarism paved the way for the modern understanding of austerity by making markets always efficient and the state always pathological. But what really held the door ajar and allowed these ideas to come flooding back was a parallel set of arguments that sought to overturn, not only misguided state policies, but the role of the state in the economy itself. All of which brings us back to a more familiar “can’t live with it” form of liberalism.

**Neoliberalism: Democracy Is a Problem**

Public choice theory emerged at about the same time monetarism did as a full-blown critique of the state in the economy. Rather than simply reassert how the state would eat itself, such economists as George Stigler, William Niskanen, and James Buchanan brought the tools of microeconomics to bear on the analysis of politics and policy to show how the state would eat the economy too.

Their point of entry was to assume that agents inside the state behaved no differently from agents elsewhere: they maximized their incomes subject to their constraints. Rather than seeing politicians as neutrally steering the economy according to the vagaries of the business cycle with an eye to the public betterment, public choice theorists discerned a political business cycle, wherein state spending was matched to the electoral calendar to produce booms and slumps that were the cost of elected officials seeking to maximize votes. This argument combined with monetarism to produce a new—or neo—liberal interpretation of appropriate economic policy.

The logic was both simple and universal. Given Friedman’s notion of the natural unemployment rate, politicians cannot simply pick the point on the Phillips curve that suits their preferences for levels of employment and inflation and trade them off in a stable way. Rather, as detailed earlier, once the state intervenes to stop a slump, expectations adapt, and the economy shifts to a new, higher rate of inflation that leaves unemployment unchanged over the long run. So far, so Freidmanite. Now for the Virginian twist.

Unable to sustain this inflation politically, the government has to deflate to bring unemployment down to the natural rate. Unfortunately, this does not wring inflation out of the system since expectations have adapted to the new, higher rate of inflation. Meanwhile, unemployment has gone up, and as a new election approaches politicians must once again reflate to ensure their reelection. The result is a boom and bust cycle that produces ever-higher inflation. In other words, it is elections that
determine the content of economic policy making, and not the other way around.

Inflation is then the inevitable outcome of democratic governments trying to interfere in the economy. Just as market agents maximize income, so political actors maximize votes: inflation is the inevitable result. Unlike the invisible hand that promotes the public welfare by giving free reign to individuals’ income maximization, the visible hand that maximizes votes brings nothing but chaos to the social order and inflation to the economy. As public choice theorists James Buchanan and Richard Wagner argue, government-induced “inflation destroys expectations and creates uncertainty; it increases the sense of felt injustice and causes alienation. It prompts behavioral responses, which reflect a generalized shortening of time horizons. ‘Enjoy, enjoy!’ … becomes a rational response … where the plans made yesterday seem to have been made in folly.”

Similarly, Milton Friedman opined that because of government-induced inflation, “[p]rudent behavior becomes reckless and ‘reckless’ behavior becomes ‘prudent.’ The society is polarized; one group is set against another. Political unrest increases. The capacity of any government to govern is reduced at the same time that the pressure for strong action grows.” Given these pathologies that are endemic to democracy, what must be done to save the liberal economy from the destructive forces of democracy? Banning democracy would be effective but might be unpopular. A second-best solution would be to have an institution that would effectively override such inflationary decision making. Luckily, such an institution already existed thanks to those ordoliberals, or neoliberals would have had to invent one: the independent central bank.

Central Bank Independence Is the Solution

During the Keynesian era, central banks almost everywhere were dependent creatures. That is, central banks were the financing agent for the national treasury: they cut the checks that the politicians said needed to be cut. As noted earlier, the one exception was Germany’s Bundesbank with its singular goal of stabilizing the price level, which was only made possible by its unique late-developer profile and equally unique ordoliberal instruction sheet. Everywhere else, banks were politically dependent even if they were nominally independent, as in the United States Federal Reserve’s dual mandate to fight inflation and unemployment, and that, according to neoliberals, was exactly the problem.

The telling contribution here came from two economists associated with the Real Business Cycle school, Edward Prescott and Finn Kydland. They pointed out that even if we don’t assume that politicians are instrumentalist to the core, caring not a fig for the country as a whole, and assume instead the best of intentions, a “time inconsistency” problem sits at the heart of democratic decision making. Time inconsistency is familiar to any smoker who wants to quit: “really, just one more, and then I will stop.” Politicians are time inconsistent insofar as they may sincerely promise to, for example, tackle the debt or lower inflation, but when a shock happens to the economy and/or an election looms, other priorities get in the way, and they renege on their promises; hence, inflation. Politicians are also heavily incentivized to focus on short-term measures, for the same reasons.

But if politicians cannot, in the language that this literature spawned, “credibly commit” to a given policy, both voters and market agents will discount government policies and attempt to offset their effects, which will lead to greater economic instability and uncertainty. Kydland and Prescott argued that the key to solving this problem was for the central bank to be made independent from politicians and, in the manner of the Bundesbank, to be mandated to pay attention only to price stability. Critical here were a set of institutional reforms designed to shield the central bank from public scrutiny and central bankers from public recall or redress, while ensuring that these bankers are more conservative
than the median voter to further protect the institution from populist demands.

Such reforms would ensure that government attempts to spend against the cycle would not happen in the first instance because the politicians in question would know that the central bank has credibly committed to holding the line on prices by being both institutionally protected and politically conservative. Thus the bank can “credibly commit” in a way that the politicians cannot. As a consequence, policy making should be delegated away from democratically elected politicians to independent conservative central bankers who will dish out the bad medicine when required because their jobs do not depend upon pleasing constituents—except, perhaps, their constituents in the financial sector who benefit from ultralow inflation—but that’s another story.

Austerity and Neoliberalism: Opening up the Policy Space

The acceptance of these ideas by a generation of policy makers, politicians, and economists as the common sense of the day considerably narrowed the space for any type of “spend against the cycle” compensation arguments—Keynesian or otherwise—long before the current crisis. Conversely, these arguments widened the policy space for austerity’s comeback considerably. After all, why compensate when we know that compensation only causes inflation? Why expect a stimulus to work when we know that it only ever promotes inflation and when politicians only enact a stimulus to get reelected?

What would have once been, without these ideas, simply the old-fashioned musings of cynical policy makers and their ancient economic advisors was now given a firm, and very liberal, theoretical foundation. Their evidentiary basis, however, was another matter entirely. The fact that these theories rest upon incredibly narrow operational premises and have scant evidence going for them is beside the point. That they are highly effective policy rhetorics that only narrow the menu of choice for governments is what matters.

Nonetheless, these “neo” neoliberal ideas revolutionized economic policy making in the developed world in the 1970s and 1980s, so much so that by the 1990s central bank independence, for example, had spread like a rash over the face of the planet, most notably throughout all of Europe, with the drive to the euro and the founding of the ECB marking its high point. When the ECB was unleashed on Europe in 1999, it was arguably the most independent central bank around, charged with only one goal: fight inflation, even in the middle of a deflation, a task it has been succeeding in rather well up to this point.

Monetarism, as a specific policy of targeting the money supply to fight inflation, foundered on the rocks of defining what money in the modern world actually is back in the 1980s. But its legacy of assuming a natural rate of unemployment has been critical in sustaining arguments against spending and compensation. After all, why spend to get past the natural rate when that will only ever produce more inflation? If unemployment is “structural,” and not due to a lack of demand, then spending will not have any effect on it, so we should not try. The fact that the “natural rate” jumps around far too much across countries and time periods to be reduced to structural factors or unionization rates has done nothing to discredit it.

Similarly, the notion that unemployment is voluntary is, in the context of the current self-inflicted wound in Europe, downright offensive. Real workers must pay bills and feed families from jobs that have fixed hours and fixed wage rates. The idea that workers “trade off” labor against leisure by figuring out the real wage rate and then slacking off or going on an indefinite unpaid leave is the type of thinking that leads us to see the Great Depression as a giant, unexpected, and astonishingly long unpaid vacation for millions of people: original, yes; helpful, no.
Public choice theory, like any universal gizmo, has not only helped revolutionize the institutional relationship between voters, politicians, and bankers in democratic societies, it has become, as Daniel Dennett said about evolution in *Darwin’s Dangerous Idea*, the “universal acid” that eats away everything it touches by turning everything into a principal-agent/rent-seeking problem. Think that countries in a currency union might actually come to each other’s aid out of a sense of solidarity? Don’t be so naïve. Moral hazard is ever present. Worried that you can’t tell what the future may hold? Don’t worry. Properly defined rules will make the future conform to your preferred vision. Terrified that profligate governments will not reform their economies when you compensate for their unemployment through transfers? You are right. They will not do so, they will “hide and rent seek” off your taxpayers; so their governments should be replaced with ones that you can trust. Welcome to Europe.

The moral hazard logic embedded at the core of public choice arguments covers, and infects, all possible circumstances. Yet in doing so, it mistakes the mechanisms that generate trust—diffuse reciprocity, norms of mutual aid, and so on—for naïve weaknesses that can only be eliminated by more rules and stronger sanctions: exactly the things that eliminate the possibility of trust. While social capital does not trump moral hazard per se, when policy makers view all mutual interactions as agency problems, where one party will inevitably take advantage of another, the only solutions imaginable are the elimination of institutional ambiguity, the tightening of rules, and the writing of superficially complete contracts—which looks a lot like current Eurozone reforms. The problem is that what economists call moral hazard is what normal people call trust. You cannot eliminate the former without destroying the capacity for generating the latter. Without some degree of rule ambiguity and norms of reciprocity, trust cannot emerge. The EU’s political project was built on trust, not the elimination of moral hazard. That’s why it worked. Its monetary project is based on opposite principles. Yet at the end of the day, how can you run an economy, especially a pan-European monetary economy, without trust as its basis? While the German word for debt has the same root as the German word for guilt, *schuld*, the Italian word for belief forms the English root for the word credit, *credere*. At their base, money, trust, guilt, and faith are all norms, not rules. Smith’s self-interest and ordoliberal rules can only get us so far.

Seen from this vantage, democracy is similarly not an end in itself, since it is little more than an inflation-causing pathology from which only rules, not discretion, can save us. Replacing a government or two in the Eurozone is simply, then, what needs to be done. The question of the legitimacy of such policies or of how the presumed preference for low inflation over all other goals becomes the preference of all society, especially when those enforcing that preference as policy don’t want to ask the voters, remains conspicuous by its absence.

Together these arguments crowded out Keynesianism in the developed world and enabled the return of pro-austerity arguments during the crisis. For the developing world, however, a version of neoliberalism that put austerity front and center became *policy du jour* courtesy of a policy consensus born in Washington years before it was tried in the developed world. It was the Global South where the policies unleashed upon the periphery of Europe, and which stand ready to strip the American welfare state, were first road tested. Once again, their failure did nothing to eclipse their popularity.

**Austerity’s Foreign Road Test: Washington’s Consensus and the IMF’s Monetary Model**

The Washington Consensus was a list of ten “must do” policies authored by development economist John Williamson in 1989. The full list was fiscal discipline, reordering public expenditure priorities,
tax reform, liberalizing interest rates, (maintaining) a competitive exchange rate, liberalizing trade and foreign direct investment (FDI), privatization, and deregulation. They were intended to capture “the extent to which the old ideas of development economics … were being swept aside.”

Those old ideas, from the 1960s and 1970s, were the work of old-school Latin American developmental economists who championed industrial policy and other state-led industrialization projects. By the late 1980s, they were very much out of fashion, having foundered on the rocks of the Latin American debt crisis of the 1980s. Williamson’s new policy ideas were, in contrast, drawn from “ideas that had long been accepted as appropriate within the OECD.” As such, the failed old ideas that accepted a positive role for the state in economic development were juxtaposed with the new antistatist neoliberal ideas of the already successful, developed North.

Williamson has claimed, on repeated occasions, that he did not intend his list of policies to constitute “a general acceptance of neoliberalism.” But his list nonetheless captured the essential features of what we now call austerity policies rather well. Moreover, taking exchange rate and FDI policies off the list, it’s hard to see how this set of policies, drawn up in 1989 at the “end of history” moment, was reflective of the actual practices of OECD states in this period. For example, France, Italy, and all of Scandinavia, to name but a few OECD states, did not pursue such policies to any significant degree before 1999, let alone 1989. Outside the OECD the more successful developing states such as Korea, Taiwan, and latterly China, practiced these policies even less. Individual states may exhibit a few of these policies, with the United States and the United Kingdom once again at the forefront in generalizing their policies as universal, but the notion that they constituted an empirically settled consensus on “what the rich folks do” was taking it a bit far.

Regardless, those who were willing to take Williamson’s ideas whole cloth and road test them around the world were the Washington-based institutions of international development, specifically the IMF and the World Bank. Formulated for and in Latin America during a period of chronic inflation following the debt crisis of the prior decade, these ideas quickly became the instruction sheet applied to any developing or transitioning (from communism) economy in the 1990s.

**Reinventing the Bretton Woods Institutions**

These Bretton Woods institutions (so named because they were set up in the aftermath of the 1944 Bretton Woods conference that reshaped the world economy after World War II) were, by the early 1980s, having a tough time of it. The IMF, in particular, had lost its original role and was struggling to find a new mission. The IMF was originally designed to provide offsetting finance to states facing exchange-rate shocks under the fixed-exchange-rate system that governed the world’s money from the 1940s until the 1970s—the Bretton Woods system that pegged the dollar to gold and everyone else’s currency to the dollar. Once the United States shut down gold convertibility in 1971, Bretton Woods fell apart, and the world’s major currencies began to float against each other. The IMF, literally, had nothing to do.

But large bureaucratic entities do not cease to exist the moment their mission is either accomplished or disappears. As the March of Dimes shows us so well, they invent new missions. In the case of the IMF, they became the provider of “firm-surveillance” of member states’ policies to increase global transparency, at least for the developed world. In the case of the developing world, however, the IMF became the financial police force behind the implementation of what were termed “structural adjustment programs”: also known as the Washington Consensus checklist applied in practice.
As Dani Rodrik notes, IMF policy in this period, aided and abetted by the World Bank, devolved to a mantra of “stabilize, privative, and liberalize” as “codified in John Williamson’s well-known Washington Consensus.” The result was a series of one-size-fits-all policies that were applied from Azerbaijan to Zambia whose objective was to “minimize fiscal deficits, minimize inflation, minimize tariffs, maximize privatization, maximize liberalization of finance.” It was, in other words, “expansionary fiscal austerity” in a developmental form, and the results were, by and large, terrible.

As Rodrik demonstrates, a decade into these adjustments the majority of “adjusted” countries had not yet returned to where they started from in terms of lost GDP—lost through the implementation of these policies. Successes were few, far between, and subject to frequent reversals. Latin America’s economic record was actually much better during the 2000s, a period when the pace of reforms slowed down considerably, and in some countries halted or was even reversed. As a recent survey of the results of IMF and World Bank reforms in Latin America shows, after the crises of the 1990s, the region’s reform index was basically flat in the 2000s. What seemed to be generated instead of growth were large financial crises, as capital accounts were opened up and controls on inflows were abolished—a uniquely IMF addition to the Washington Consensus checklist—and banking systems were liberalized. For Latin America in particular, the 1990s compounded the losses of the debt crisis decade of the 1980s. Far from creating growth, these policies shrunk the economies that pursued them, just as we see happening in Europe today. In fact, it’s hardly a stretch to see EU policy in the European periphery as little more than a localized set of structural adjustment policies implemented with just as much success as one would expect given past results.

The IMF’s Hidden “Treasury View”

Interestingly, what made the IMF so receptive to these ideas, apart from the changing intellectual climate of economic concepts and the tenor of 1990s graduate training in economics, was the then forty-year-old monetary model that the IMF used to examine the effects of its policies, the so-called Polak model. When the IMF was formed in the late 1940s to help countries with balance-of-payments problems through short-term financing of their deficits, the IMF needed to figure out how changes in a country’s exports and imports, bank credit, and foreign reserves interact over time such that the offsetting financing given to states (IMF loans) would provide the maximum bang for the proverbial buck. The result was the Polak model, the underlying assumptions of which tended to the austere rather than the reflationary.

As the model’s author Jacques Polak put it, what the IMF sought to do was to distinguish between “credit to the private sector (usually to be encouraged) and credit to the government sector (usually to be discouraged)” because the “balance of payments problems that brought countries to seek the assistance of the IMF were typically due to bursts of excessive domestic expansion [that] could usually be cured by the introduction of financial restraint.” The reason for such an austere policy was that “excessive expansion” causes both the current account and fiscal deficits to rise, which will “crowd out investment by the private sector.”

In short, deep beneath the IMF’s Keynesian surface in the 1940s a set of classical liberal assumptions was built into a model of the behavior of states that would not have been out of place in the British Treasury of the 1920s. The Polak model, a mainstay of IMF practice, primed the IMF to accept the conclusions of the Washington Consensus long before Washington Consensus ideas became the austere instruction sheet of the 1990s. That the liberal contradictions at the heart of postwar Keynesianism came into their first flowering at the IMF was not surprising. After all, the top
management of this organization was from its inception dominated by people who hailed from central banks, treasuries, and ministries of finance—the institutions in which the “can’t live with it, don’t want to pay for it” form of liberalism was most likely to survive.\textsuperscript{93}

Given all this, you might think that the limited success of “austerity in the Global South” would encourage a rethink of these policies. In one quarter, it did. The IMF’s sister institution the World Bank produced a report in 2005 that pretty much acknowledged the near total failure of the Washington Consensus checklist of reforms.\textsuperscript{94} But the IMF, echoing the classical liberal tradition, produced an evaluation the same year that argued the opposite. Indeed, according to the IMF report, the only thing that failed was, as ever, countries’ implementation of the reforms, which left the content of the reforms both unquestioned and untouched.

What Karl Polanyi once said about the failed ideas of an earlier era also rings true in this instance: by the standards of the IMF, the Washington Consensus’ “spectacular failure … did not destroy its authority at all. Indeed, its partial eclipse may have even strengthened its hold since it enabled its defenders to argue that the incomplete application of its principles was the reason for every and any difficulty laid to its charge.”\textsuperscript{95} Once again, when it comes to austerity, mere facts seldom get in the way of a good ideology. And a good ideology, in the absence of supporting facts, can always supply a few good models to generate those facts when needed. All of which brings us finally to the folks Paul Krugman calls the modern “Austerians” and their theory of expansionary fiscal contraction, the zenith of modern austerity thinking. Setting Africa and Latin America back a decade by trying to cut your way to growth was just the overture. Now we get to the symphony.

\textbf{Part Three: Austerity Enabled}

\textbf{There Is a Free \textit{Pranzo} if You Skip Your \textit{Cena}: The Italian Origins of Expansionary Austerity}

One of the most famous lines attributed (incorrectly) to Milton Friedman is “there is no such thing as a free lunch.” In other words, growth is always costly in some respect, which is generally true. But an offshoot of the public choice literature developed in the late 1980s and early 1990s sought to indirectly challenge that truism by demonstrating that a free lunch of sorts is possible if the government forgoes dinner. That is, you can cut your way to growth while reducing your debt. At the same time, then, that the IMF was proving that such expansionary cuts do not actually work in practice by implementing Washington Consensus economics throughout the developing world, a whole new literature began to spring up proving that, despite such evidence, expansionary cuts do work, at least in theory, and at least in the developed (OECD) world.

The lineage of this new work goes further back and comes from another direction, however, beginning with the efforts of the midcentury Italian economist Luigi Einaudi. Einaudi was the founder of a school of public finance economics at the Bocconi University of Milan that produced an economics that was a hybrid of German ordoliberal ideas and what would later be called public choice economics.\textsuperscript{96} Einaudi was a contributor to \textit{The Economist} magazine during the 1920s, a prominent academic economist in his own right, the first postwar governor of the Bank of Italy, and president of the Italian Republic from 1948 to 1955. Einaudi’s economics are the last link in the fossil record of economic ideas that explain why we came to think, once again, that we can all cut our way to growth at the same time.\textsuperscript{97}

Einaudi sought to develop a “\textit{liberalismo economico}”—the economic order adequate to the liberal vision” that would augment man’s natural drive to work, save, and compete.\textsuperscript{98} State actions that produced inflation, especially misguided Keynesian efforts, blunted these natural drives and should be
avoided at all costs. Again, like the German ordoliberals, Einaudi wanted a strong state only to the extent that it expanded the boundaries of the market, facilitated competition by prohibiting monopolies, and created “the legal and political milieu in which men can organize, invent and produce.” In other words—he, too, wanted an ordo. Einaudi was, however, much more than ordoliberalism in Italy, sotto voce. He was also much more than an economic theorist. He was, given his postwar institutional positions, a powerful advocate for European unity, especially through the mechanisms of single markets and single currencies.

As far back as the 1940s Einaudi had argued, in definite ordoliberal terms, for a European monetary union. This future “European Federation,” as he called it, would be built around a large single market that would make it much more difficult for firms to form monopolies or create impediments to competition. He argued that this single market should have a single currency that should be policed by an independent central bank on the grounds that this would make fiscal activism, and hence inflation, impossible. As Einaudi put it somewhat awkwardly, “if the European Federation takes away the possibility to face public works by groaning the press of the banknotes from member states, and forces them to cover these expenditures with the taxes and with voluntary loans, it will have finished great work.” Just to make sure of this desired fiscal incapacity, Einaudi also argued for constitutional rules banning fiscal deficits, more than sixty years before Merkel argued for the same.

Einaudi’s intellectual legacy, and why he really matters to us today, lies not just in his ideas on Europe, even if they gave the drive toward European union an ordoliberal push from the Italian side of the border. Rather, Einaudi and his ideas matter because of the school of economics that he founded at the Bocconi University of Milan, which produced two generations of economists reared in these ordoliberal views. The modern argument for austerity was developed primarily by these second-generation Bocconi graduates, who went on to become some of the most influential members of the global economics profession, especially Alberto Alesina, Francesco Silvia Ardagna, Guido Tabellini, and Roberto Perotti. The importance of Alesina and his collaborators’ work in defining and defending the modern policy case for austerity cannot be overestimated. It is through their efforts that Einaudi’s legacy lives on in the form of an Italian ordoliberalism that, like Hume and Smith, has a deep distrust of the state and its management of debt as its core. It is this intergenerational legacy that has decisively shaped the final form of contemporary austerity arguments.

Democracy, It Turns Out, Produces Debt as well as Inflation

During the late 1980s and early 1990s the public choice literature coming out of Europe, particularly from Einaudi’s Bocconi School, began to focus on the role of the state in producing, and being constrained by, its budget deficits and debts. These early pieces were vital in opening the door for subsequent literature that would be used during the crisis to make the case for expansionary austerity.

The first significant paper in this line of work was Alberto Alesina and Guido Tabellini’s “A Positive Theory of Fiscal Deficits and Government Debt in a Democracy.” Anticipating what would later be known as the “starve the beast” theory of public spending, Alesina and Tabellini modeled the strategic use of debt by governments for partisan ends. Departing from earlier public choice accounts that sought to show how democracy produced inflation, their analysis attempted to show how “a deficit bias in democracies” occurs because of alternating partisan control of the government. As such, governments now stood accused of producing higher than necessary debt.

Alesina and Tabellini’s basic idea was that if competing parties agreed to the same levels, but different compositions, of public expenditure, then if the incumbent party is likely to lose the next
election, it should rationally create a deficit. This allows the incumbent party to provide more of its preferred public goods while it is still in charge, effectively leaving the bill, in the form of more debt, to the successor party. It also has the convenient effect of tying the next government’s hands. But the next time around the affected party will do the same thing, with the end result that the overall stock of debt balloons is due to this democratic alternation of parties.

A related paper by Torsten Persson and Lars E. O. Svensson took this analysis a stage further by asking a similar question, namely, “will the current government run fiscal deficits when it knows that its successor’s choice of public spending will be influenced by the level of public debt that the successor inherits?” The answer is, of course, yes—why wouldn’t they? Given politicians’ time-inconsistent preferences, “the (level of the) public debt is the state variable that gives the current government an instrument to control the future government.” The short version of this complementary story is that conservatives should collect less in taxes and leave more debt so that any liberal government coming to power will be constrained. The result is still a second-best level of expenditure from a conservative point of view, but it is at least better than what those spendthrift liberals would do left to their own devices.

These pieces were significant because they made the level of government debt an outcome of electoral competition, not the economic cycle. Once again, the liberal tradition in which the state cannot be trusted with the economy rears its head. Whether debt levels were actually driven by such mechanisms was an open question. As Persson and Svensson admitted, “Finding clear empirical evidence in support of this theory will … not be easy.” So, the question was left open as research shifted to a new terrain—away from governments producing “bads” such as inflation and debt—to producing “goods” such as growth, which is achieved by, given their penchant for creating inflation and debt, cutting the government.

**Cutting Your Way to Prosperity—Again**

The locus classicus for expansionary fiscal consolidation is Francesco Giavazzi and Marco Pagano’s “Can Severe Fiscal Contractions be Expansionary? Tales of Two Small European Countries.” The answer to that question is, once again, yes. This piece has an interesting ordoliberal slant to it insofar as it draws inspiration from an idea plucked from the German Council of Economic Advisors Report from the summer of 1981: cutting spending can increase growth by improving expectations. Giavazzi and Pagano picked up this idea and ran with it.

Giavazzi and Pagano built upon a piece by Hellwig and Neumann, who argued that Germany in the early 1980s demonstrated such an expectations effect. Specifically, if “the indirect effect … [on] expectations of the measures taken are understood to be part of a credible … program of consolidation, designed to permanently reduce the share of government in GDP … [and thus] taxation in the future,” then the shift in expectations will bring forth an expansion greater than the contraction caused by budget cuts. Inspired by this “German view,” Giavazzi and Pagano went looking for similar cases and found two: Denmark and Ireland. While most Western European countries went through a punishing recession in the early 1980s, Denmark and Ireland, a bit later in the decade, cut spending and their economies expanded, Ireland being “the most prominent example of an expansionary cut in public spending.”

Denmark expanded for four years after substantial budget cuts in 1982. In Ireland “a similar outcome occurred during the 1987–1989 stabilization.” Why, then, do these cases “so sharply contradict the Keynesian prediction about the effects of a fiscal contraction?” Giavazzi and Pagano
conjectured that “in both cases, cuts in spending and tax increases were accompanied by a shift in the balance of political power, and by complementary monetary and exchange rate policies; after an initial devaluation, both countries pegged ... to the German mark, inducing a sharp monetary deflation, and liberalized capital flows.”115

This did not, however, sound very expectations related. New policies and developments external to the budget brought about a major fall in interest rates that increased income (a wealth effect—less debt to pay back) more than the contraction in spending hurt the economy. To get over this problem, Giavazzi and Pagano teased out econometrically the part of the postcontraction boom that can’t be attributed to the wealth effect. They found that in Denmark, “the unexplained component of the boom is related to cuts in public spending ... as a signal of lower taxes further in the future.”116 In Ireland, this did not seem to occur because of the constrained state of credit markets—it was mainly a wealth effect. Nonetheless, Giavazzi and Pagano found it “tempting” (their word) to say that, “the German view” (the expectations channel) “may have something to say ... for the ... Irish stabilization.”117 This in turn allowed them to argue that “there are cases in which the German view has a serious claim to empirical relevance.”118 To be precise, that is one positive case, and one other that they were “tempted” to include as positive based on a large forecast error in their econometric estimate. It’s worth recalling that during this decade, over a dozen OECD countries cut spending and none of them grew as a result.

Amplifying Austerity: The Bocconi Boys on Spending and Taxes

Building upon this opening Alberto Alesina returned with an important paper written with Roberto Perotti in 1995 that sought to expand the set of positive fiscal adjustments well beyond Denmark and Ireland and to explain why the negative cases of cutting outweigh the positive cases.119 After all, unless this is cleared up, cutting might hurt more than it helps. This paper took the Giavazzi and Pagano’s framework and amplified its scope and claims dramatically.

Alesina and Perotti questioned which types of policies gave the best bang for the buck when budgetary consolidation is the only game in town: tax increases (revenue increases) or spending cuts (program reductions). They found that “successful adjustments (a minority of the total) rely mostly on cuts in transfer programs and in government wages and employment.”120 Examining twenty OECD countries over thirty-two years, they looked for “successful adjustments,” where a very tight fiscal stance (cuts) led to “the gross debt/GDP ratio” three years out being “at least five percentage points of GDP lower” than when the consolidation began.121 They found that of “14 successful adjustments and 38 unsuccessful ones ... in successful adjustments almost all the action comes from expenditure cuts.”122 Because of this, “any serious fiscal adjustment ... cannot avoid dealing with cuts in the welfare state.”123

However, politicians need not fear making these cuts because, according to these econometric results, states that cut “grow one percent faster than the G7 countries” while “business investment as a share of GDP rises by a full 1% point” and competitiveness improves.124 Tax increases, in comparison, cause the failing cases of adjustment. When done correctly, on the expenditure side “the good news is that major fiscal adjustments do not cause major recessions.”125 Moving beyond the cases of Denmark and Ireland, and dealing with the negative cases in a way that reinforced the message that cuts lead to growth, Alesina and his collaborators were laying the groundwork among neoliberal economists for expansionary austerity to be seen as “the new normal” rather than the policy exception.
Keynes, it seems, had it all backwards. Cuts produce growth and a reduction of debt. Spending produces inflation and more debt. David Ricardo would have been pleased. Liberalism hadn’t been quite so antistatist since the early nineteenth century. And there was more to come. If Giavazzi and Pagano gave us the original locus classicus of this literature, that locus was moved to a new location a decade later by Alesina and Silvia Ardanga in their 1998 paper “Tales of Fiscal Adjustment.”

**TINA Returns**

“Tales of Fiscal Adjustment” brings together the claims made in this body of research and distills them into a few simple policy lessons. As Alesina and Ardanga put it, “Three ingredients seem to be important for a successful, long-lasting expansionary fiscal adjustment. It must combine spending cuts in transfers, welfare programs and the government wage bill, some form of … wage moderation, and a devaluation immediately before the fiscal tightening.” Raising taxes in a recession, as noted already, is said to simply make things worse. As such, a new form of TINA returns—there is no alternative to cuts.

The same expectation-based mechanisms as before are on display in this later paper but are more fully specified. Thus, in the absence of any significant liquidity-constraint, “when spending cuts are perceived as permanent, consumers anticipate a reduction in the tax burden and a permanent increase in their lifetime disposable income.” This leads them to spend and invest more today because they perceive that “previously expected large tax increases will not be necessary in the future,” which is especially true at higher rates of taxation. When such policies are followed in periods of “fiscal stress,” the results are better because the signal that the cuts will be permanent is more credible. So, not only should we cut, we should cut when it hurts, in the slump, not the boom, and we should cut decisively.

This time, however, to make the set of cases bigger, what constitutes a significant expansionary adjustment is now defined as a 2 percent improvement in the cyclically adjusted primary balance over two years. This yields a universe of fifty-one cases, nineteen of which are successful, and twenty-three of which are expansionary. The results of the econometrics confirm these claims. You get more bang for the buck when you cut in a slump, almost all contractionary expansions are the result of expenditure cuts, and now “successful adjustments experience a ‘spectacular’ investment boom during and after” the cuts. Doing the opposite, running a loose (expansionary) fiscal policy, leads to the opposite results.

To hone in on the particulars of these successful cases and fine-tune the policy lessons, Alesina and Ardanga select ten cases of fiscal adjustment: Ireland (twice), Australia, Belgium, Denmark, Canada, Netherlands, Sweden, Greece, and Italy (twice, but one is discounted). All occur during the mid-1980s through the mid-1990s. The results are remarkable, in part for their modesty. Of the ten cases (a limited number drawn from a distinct period to keep the sample manageable) only “two cases appear unambiguously expansionary: Ireland 1987–9 and Australia.”

Denmark, per contra Giavazzi and Pagano, now appears to be “mixed.” Notably, “Canada, Netherlands, Sweden, Ireland and Greece show no sign of an expansionary fiscal advantage.” Belgium is “somewhat unclear,” while in Italy it was too soon to tell. In short, of the ten cases examined in detail, only two support the thesis advanced so powerfully on the basis of the earlier econometric tests: cuts lead to growth if and only if they are on the expenditure side.

To their credit, Alesina and Ardanga fully admit that the case for expectations having their purported powerful effect is “weak,” while acknowledging that devaluations, wage agreements, and
several factors other than expectations matter. Yet despite these acknowledged limitations, when the crisis hit, “Tales of Fiscal Adjustment” was seen by anti-Keynesians as the appropriate instruction sheet on how to stop the twelve-month Keynesians discussed in chapter 3 from dominating policy during the bust, and it worked. But what clinched the case in policy circles, especially in Europe, was an update to “Tales” by the same authors written in 2009, especially a version of it Alesina delivered to the ECOFIN (Economic and Financial Affairs Council of the European Council of Ministers) meeting in Madrid in April 2010. This was to be, as Bloomberg noted, “Alesina’s Hour.”

Nailing Keynes’s Coffin Shut

Alesina and Arganda’s “Large Changes in Fiscal Policy: Taxes versus Spending” updates and expands “Tales of Fiscal Adjustment.” As noted in the introduction to chapters 4, 5, and 6, Milton Friedman, always handy for a quote, once noted that the (real?) function of economists was “to develop alternatives to existing policies, to keep them alive and available until the politically impossible becomes politically inevitable,” which usually happens in moments of crisis. Alesina had been keeping these ideas alive for just such an occasion. Just as the Eurozone crisis was really beginning to heat up, “Large Changes” looked not only at consolidation and growth but also, given the shock the financial crisis had delivered to the real economy, at what policies best promote fiscal stimulus. You can guess the answer already, but the real focus of the paper remained the expansionary effect of cuts.

Alesina and Ardanga begin by noting that the ballooning of debts and deficits across the OECD is due in large part to the “bailout[s] of various types in the financial sector.” However, about this they “have nothing to say.” What they do have to say is that regardless of how we got into this mess, the only way out is through cutting the state. As before, they argue that “spending cuts are more effective than tax increases in stabilizing the debt and avoiding downturns.” And despite acknowledging in the prior paper that the evidence for such expectations-driven expansions was “weak,” they deploy this explanation here again in full force and with no caveats about its actual explanatory power.

Consumers with rational expectations are seen to calculate their lifetime consumption function based on the credibility of the signal to cut spending sent by the government, and they accurately incorporate these estimates into their private spending decisions. In this version of events, interest-rate changes that create wealth effects are now no longer exogenous to expectations, but are part of the same mechanism by which credible cutting leads to bond-yield-premium reductions, and hence cheaper loans, which consumers rationally anticipate as coming in the future, and so they spend now. Indeed, expectations now impact the labor market directly, as cuts in government employment lowers wages, which leads not to recession as the Keynesians warn, but to “higher profits, investment, and [greater] competitiveness.” Expectations are now everything. They dictate outcomes, and they are always improved when the government does less, even in a slump. They are the final nail in Keynes’s coffin because they make the most contractionary of circumstances expansionary. In such a world, the slump is the perfect place to cut while spending is always and everywhere the wrong policy.

To make this new case for expectations-driven expansions, Alesina and Ardanga examine twenty-one OECD countries from 1970 to 2007 and select 107 episodes of positive and negative adjustment to make their case. Twenty-six of those episodes qualify as expansionary fiscal adjustments, occurring across nine countries. That is, debts are lower three years out and growth is higher than the seventy-fifth percentile of the average of the set of the observations. This time around, as we saw in the...
section on the effects of expectations, the results of the econometrics again lack the caveats of their prior piece.

Cuts lead to expansion and “have far superior effects on growth than those based on increases in tax revenues.”145 This time around Alesina and Ardanga even smuggle a quasi-Laffer curve into the piece, whereby cutting spending (rather than taxes) leads to more tax revenues, whereas “they [taxes] go down quite significantly in expansionary adjustments.”146 Most significantly, successful adjustments see welfare transfers fall, while unsuccessful adjustments see them rise. As such, the welfare state has to go because “it is very difficult if not impossible to fix public finances when in trouble without solving the question of automatic increases in entitlements.”147 And in complete contrast to what Keynesians believe, government spending lowers growth, since “a one percentage point higher increase in the current spending to GDP ratio is associated with a 0.75 percentage point lower growth.”148

Eleven years later and the ambiguity, nuance, and qualification that characterized “Tales” has disappeared. Rather than two positive cases, we now have twenty-six “episodes.” Rather than “weak” expectations effects, everything is reduced to and works through expectations. And rather than these ideas just “lying around,” as Milton suggested, they were actively thrust into the middle of the European policy debate as ammunition for German policy makers and their allies at the ECB during their counterattack on those unexpectedly Keynesian Anglo-Americans, as we detailed in chapter 3.

One year later, in April 2010, Alesina presented a simplified version of this paper at the ECOFIN meeting in Madrid. He began by noting that, unlike previous high-debt occasions, such as the aftermath of World War II, growth is not going to make the Eurozone’s pile of debt disappear. Rather, there is no alternative (TINA) to fiscal adjustment. Happily, “many even sharp reductions of budget deficits have been accompanied and immediately followed by sustained growth rather than recessions even in the very short run,” so long as the policy has been credible, which means decisive and large.149 Once again, expectations of a better future create a better present while falling bond yields create more wealth, again due to expectations effects.150 In terms of actual policy, taxes should not be raised and entitlements should be cut.151 This much is drawn from the previous paper. Key here is what is added.

Drawing on separate work on the composition of governments and policy making, Alesina assures the assembled finance ministers that if they go in this direction and start to cut budgets in the middle of a recession, not only will it make things better, it will not cost them their jobs. In fact, the public will reward them for their boldness since cutting the welfare state is neither unfair nor avoidable. Cutting is fair since “the rhetoric about the immense social cost of fiscal adjustment is blown out of proportion and is often used strategically by certain groups, not necessarily the most disadvantaged, to protect themselves.”152 And it’s unavoidable because the welfare state and its transfers are too big not to touch and are precisely what need to be cut to make growth return and reduce the debt.153 Remember, increasing taxes or spending more has the opposite effect.

As Anis Chowdhury has shown, Alesina’s analysis was cited in the ECOFIN final communiqué and deployed in the rhetoric of Jean Claude Trichet, then president of the ECB; in the UK Treasury’s 2010 emergency budget; and in the discussions of the US Council of Economic Advisors in 2010. And, as noted in chapter 3, it was written more or less word for word into the June 2010 ECB Monthly Bulletin, which cited both of Alesina’s papers and drew directly on Giavazzi and Pagano and related works to make its case for cuts.154
**Welcome to Austerity: Kein Kaufen, Nur Sparen!**

This, then, is the essence of modern austerity thinking. This is how it emerged. These are the personalities and the politics involved in its production. These are its core claims. It has been astonishingly influential and serves as the contemporary instruction sheet for economic reform in the European Union, and regardless of Obama’s 2012 victory, we can most probably expect to see it deployed in the United States too. The only remaining question we need to ask is, does it work? The answer, as we shall see next, is certainly not in the big cases of the past in the 1920s and 1930s, not at all in Europe at the moment, and only very occasionally and under very specialized conditions elsewhere.

Crucially, those conditions have practically nothing to do with expectation mechanisms or cutting the welfare state. Deploying austerity in less than those ideal conditions has helped propel Spain and Greece to the brink of economic and political collapse and impoverished millions of people throughout the rest of Southern Europe. This is not “blown out of proportion rhetoric.” It is a fact. Austerity’s continuing application may well result in the eventual breakup of the Eurozone and have political repercussions that the weak institutions of the EU are unlikely to withstand. The cases cited as its successes, the justification for following this policy are, as we shall see, like positive cases of structural adjustment: few, far between, and quite possibly wrong.

Austerity works in the same way that Keynes maintained classical economics works, as a “limiting point of the possible positions of equilibrium.” That is, one special case out of billions of possible cases. He continued, “The characteristics of the special case assumed … happen not to be those of the economic society in which we actually live, with the result that its teaching is misleading and disastrous if we attempt to apply it to the facts of experience.” Once again, what we learned in the 1930s has been forgotten. That forgetting is perhaps the strongest reason why austerity remains such a dangerous idea. To see what we forgot, we now turn to austerity’s natural history.
AUSTERITY’S NATURAL HISTORY, 1914—2012

Introduction: History Lessons, the 1980s, and the REBLL Alliance

Now that we have examined austerity in theory, our purpose of this final chapter is to examine austerity in practice. But if austerity’s intellectual history has been relatively short—you can’t really argue all that much about state spending until states actually start spending in large amounts—its natural history has been even shorter. During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, economies went through boom and bust cycles and states, particularly those on the gold standard, did not try to compensate. Because those processes unfolded when classical liberal states were in charge, there was nothing to cut, and no democratic imperative to which policy makers had to respond. Laissez faire was the policy of the Belle Époque because La Belle, by and large, was not all that democratic. It’s not until the early twentieth century, as detailed in chapters 4 and 5, that we encounter states that are both big enough to cut, and democratic enough to cause problems for austerity policy.

We therefore survey austerity’s natural history along three avenues. First, we examine the cases that used to make us think austerity was a very dangerous idea: the United States, the United Kingdom, Sweden, Germany, Japan, and France on and off the gold standard during the 1920s and 1930s. These are the cases where austerity as policy reached its limits and either broke down or broke the society it was being imposed upon. The natural histories of these episodes demonstrate quite clearly that economies do not “self-heal” once “the bust” has run its course. Austerity was tried, and tried again—its application was not wanting—and it simply didn’t work. In fact, its repeated application made things worse, not better, and it was only when states stopped pursuing austerity that they began to recover. We examine why this was the case and spell out the lessons that period holds for austerity policy, especially in the Eurozone, today.

The second part of the chapter has two targets. The first section hones in on the positive cases highlighted by Alesina, Giavazzi, and others as examples of successful expansionary austerity because they form the countercase to the lessons learned from the 1930s: Denmark, Ireland, Australia and Sweden. I then juxtapose the experiences of these countries to the current state of the Eurozone to stress that even if these cases are granted positive status, which as we shall see is dubious at best, the conditions that made these cases possible are simply absent in Europe at the moment, especially the PIIGS. This makes the argument for expansionary austerity, at best, possible as a very special case, but wholly inappropriate as the general case.

The second and final section, to play-off Star Wars for a moment, analyzes the “new hope” for austerity champions: Romania, Estonia, Bulgaria, Latvia, and Lithuania (REBLL). The REBLL countries have been most recently held up by the IMF and the EU as proof that austerity is possible and that they can serve as a useful model for others—namely, Western and Southern Europe—to emulate. Actually, they prove neither point. The REBLL’s conditions of action and their unique economic and political structures make the lessons of these cases even less transportable to the rest of the world than those of Western Europe in the 1980s. The countries of the REBLL alliance have indeed managed, in some cases, to maintain their exchange rates through the crisis—by choosing to suffer massive deflation, migration, and unemployment—and they have indeed bounced back. But we
must ask if the candle was worth the game? The answer is no. Austerity’s natural history contains some positive cases to be sure, even if they are massively outnumbered by negative cases. They do not, however, contain many positive or transportable lessons, which makes them, to complete the Star Wars analogy, even more like the REBLL alliance: you can indeed, against all the odds, blow up the Debt Star—but only in very specific circumstances and only at enormous cost to those involved.

Part One: Why We Thought Austerity a Dangerous Idea

The Allure of Shiny Things: The Gold Standard and Austerity

Today, many seemingly sensible people on both sides of the Atlantic, but particularly in the United States, seem to think that the solution to any and all economic problems lies in returning to something called the gold standard. This is odd because apart from being a heavy, shiny rock, gold has no particular noteworthy features—besides being a major contributory cause of the two worst economic depressions in world history: the 1870s and the 1930s. I can only assume that the folks peddling the return of gold as a good idea are ignorant of the actual history of the gold standard. Working on that assumption, and to enable us to understand why austerity in the 1920s and 1930s lasted so long, did so much damage, and why its history matters for the Eurozone today, it is worth revisiting the workings of the gold standard.

The gold standard was built during the nineteenth century because of a problem endemic to international trade. Namely, how do you know that when you hand over your goods (an export) to someone far away, that the money in which they will pay you back (as payment for their import) is not just a pile of worthless paper—the so-called fiat money problem? The answer is, you don’t know, and so international trade was historically limited by the extent to which trust could be maintained, or hostages, literally, could be exchanged.

The gold standard solved this problem of trust by eliminating the need for it. The solution was to tie the notional value of different national currencies to gold at a fixed rate, gold being a conventional store of value that both is internationally exchangeable and cannot (easily) be altered by governments. X units of currency Y therefore could be exchanged everywhere for Z units of gold. And if all countries “pegged” their currencies to gold in this way, it facilitated trade by solving the fiat money/trust problem.

Since each country is pegged to gold at a fixed rate, when you earn foreign currency through trade, you can, in principle, take it back to the issuing country’s central bank and ask for the gold that backs it. Because the paper you now hold is convertible for gold at a fixed rate, the paper will be exactly equal in value to gold. So long as this promise of convertibility is maintained, you don’t have to worry about the value of the paper you are holding. If, however, a country on gold decides to run the printing presses to pay for imports in excess of their gold reserves, then that excess currency will show up in the countries exporting to these inflationistas.

No longer trusting the pegged rate, the receiving country could return these notes to the issuing country for exchange, where the repatriated currency would be in excess of the available gold. Their reserves, sometimes called their “gold cover,” would be insufficient to cope with demand. This would call everyone’s attention to the fact that the issuing country is inflating its currency—issuing more than can be backed by gold at the fixed rate. This would cause people to lose confidence in that currency and dump it en masse, ending convertibility, and wrecking the offending economy in the process. Being on gold therefore gave holders of a foreign currency a “credible” signal that the money was “sound,” so long as convertibility was maintained.
But that wasn’t the half of it. The gold standard also worked as a mechanism of adjustment for international trade by bringing states’ exports and imports into balance through the inflation and deflation of domestic prices and wages. For example, if a country on gold exported more than it imported, it would, in effect, be importing gold from the recipient countries. This would add to its own domestic money supply, enabling the issuance of more domestic currency. It would also raise wages and prices as the economy boomed but it would also make its exports less competitive and its imports cheaper. Over time, this country’s trade surplus would turn into a trade deficit, with more imports than exports. Gold would move out of the country to pay for these increased imports. Domestic prices and wages would fall as the money supply (tied to gold) shrank, but the country’s competitiveness would improve (cheaper exports), and the trade balance would right itself as exports picked up and imports fell.

With everyone on the gold standard being open to trade and financial flows, the promise of convertibility combined with the flexibility of prices and wages to act as the mechanism of adjustment to ensure that the global economy produced a balance between imports and exports in one country and a balance across the system of countries as a whole. This is how the gold standard created the conditions for the growth of trade across the world, free from government interference and the danger of inflation. It was self-regulating, automatic, and impersonal—which was precisely the problem the moment ordinary people got involved.

You don’t have to be a public choice theorist to see that you can only really run a system like this, where domestic wages and prices do most of the adjusting to external prices, if you are not a democracy. While widgets, potatoes, steel, and pneumatic pumps care not one jot about their supply price, labor most certainly does care, especially when that price (wages) goes down. By making the mechanism of adjustment the random inflation and deflation of prices and wages, a great deal of uncertainty, and unemployment, was created in these economies. It also created conditions where the domestic monetary authorities, to maintain that all important gold cover, would pursue austerity policies such as cutting spending and raising interest rates to shrink deficits, keep gold at home, and defend the currency. It was hardly surprising, then, that it was under the gold standard that labor across the world, both industrial and agricultural, started to join together in unions, political parties, and social movements to demand protection from the vagaries of the market and the policies of their own governments.\(^7\)

Making this worse apart from the effect of austerity policies, the global supply of gold puts a ceiling on growth. If trade demand increases faster than the money supply, and the money supply is limited by the gold supply, interest rates will rise and the economy will slump in response. The gold standard had, then, an inbuilt contractionary bias. It could solve the problem of inflation, but only at the price of creating deflation. Deflation is a particularly pernicious problem because in a deflation everyone’s first best guess about what to do to protect themselves—for example, workers taking a pay cut to price themselves into a job—has the aggregate effect of cutting consumption, which shrinks the economy and makes everyone’s unemployment all the more likely. States with large trade or budget deficits going into a recession fare especially badly in such situations because it becomes almost impossible to grow out of the problem as recession and deflation compound each other. Taking on more loans and more debt to gain temporary relief will not help in the long run because you cannot grow out of it.

**Two Lessons from the Gold Standard for the Eurozone**

If you think this sounds a lot like the Eurozone at the moment, you would not be wrong. Swap the
“convertibility into gold” for “the integrity of the euro,” and it’s the same system. The basic problem of running a gold standard and the Eurozone are one and the same. As was noted in chapter 5, there are (mainly) four ways to get out of a financial crisis—inflate, deflate, devalue, and default. In both the gold standard and the Eurozone, states can neither inflate nor devalue because the system in both cases was designed to remove exactly these options on the grounds that you can’t trust politicians with the printing press. That leaves default—which you want to avoid—and deflation (austerity) as the only remaining way to adjust in both cases.

Being on the gold standard promised creditors that the convertibility of the currency would be maintained via austerity: wages would downwardly adjust to the prices set by the international economy. Unfortunately, once politicians had to answer through the ballot box to the mass publics that bear the costs of this adjustment, the credibility of the claim that “no amount of austerity was too much” became less believable, and less supportable, over time. As Barry Eichengreen put it, once democracy became the norm in the 1920s “when employment and balance of payments goals clashed, it was no longer clear which would dominate.”

By the time the euro arrived, democracy plus fifty years of the welfare state as a shock absorber had become even more of a constraint on such policies. Yet the euro demands deflation and austerity today, as it remains the Eurozone’s primary mechanism of adjustment. There may be no convertibility into gold under the euro, but the credibility of the claim to be able to pay back government debt performs the same function, providing an external constraint to policy as gold did eighty years ago. Indeed, the euro arguably provides even more of a constraint than the gold standard in one respect. Whereas states on gold can always “get off gold”—there is no need to print a new currency when doing so—the “once and for all bargain” that was the euro made states dump their old currency for good. There is nothing to go back to, which adds an extra layer of bondage to what is effectively a gold standard without gold.

There are then two key lessons for the Eurozone from the gold standard era. Repeated attempts to get back on gold and stay on it in round after round of austerity in the 1920s made the already unbearable simply impossible, and the system fell apart in the early 1930s. States that stayed on gold and kept trying to cut their way to growth after 1930 fared far worse than those that abandoned it and reflated internally. The first lesson of austerity from the 1920s and 1930s follows: austerity simply doesn’t work, no matter how many times you do it. Recognizing this leads us to the gold standard’s second lesson for the Eurozone: you can’t run a gold standard in a democracy. Eventually, it will fall apart because there are only so many rounds of austerity people will vote for before the system breaks down.

These are the two key lessons that the Eurozone forgot in the crisis. It’s also what it needs to re-learn if it hopes to survive. To see why this is so, we investigate the dysfunctions of the gold standard as a system in the 1920s and 1930s, and then drop down to the level of individual states to examine how six countries adapted to, or broke free from, its binds and constraints.

**Austerity and the Global Economy in the 1920s and 1930s**

The United States emerged from World War I stronger than ever. The main combatants—France, Germany, and Britain—returned much weaker. The European states sought a return to the gold standard as a way to restore the prosperity of the old era. There were just two issues about how to do this. First was whether to reestablish parity at pre-war levels, which would require significant austerity to get domestic prices down to where they needed to be, or to aim for new lower parities that
would better reflect the actual conditions of these war-battered economies. The second issue was
intimately related: how to cope with demands from these newly democratized populations for
compensatory policies that would make this adjustment all the more difficult. These countries, and
several more, opted for the hard road, and it would take years of grinding austerity to get them back on
gold. Germany returned to gold in 1924, Britain in 1925, and France in 1926. Once they got there, as
we shall see, things only got worse.

Compounding these difficulties was the issue of war debts and reparations. France and the United
Kingdom owed hundreds of millions of dollars to the United States. Germany was ordered to pay the
Allied powers billions of Goldmarks in reparations under the notorious Treaty of Versailles. The
problem was that Germany didn’t want to pay; the Americans and the French wanted the Germans to
pay; and the British sat in the middle realizing that asking the Germans to pay so much was
impossible but lacked the power to do anything about it.\textsuperscript{12}

Luckily, since the US economy was doing rather well in the immediate postwar period, a solution
of sorts presented itself. The United States had capital to export and it did exactly that, sending gold
and short-term capital (dollar loans) to Europe, betting on a rapid German recovery. So long as US
capital flowed to Europe, Germany could grow (or at least borrow) enough to pay its debts to France
and the United Kingdom, which in turn used the same money to pay back its debts to the United
States, so long as the United States sent it back to Germany to keep the whole system of payments
going. As Fred Block put it with justified irony, “The American contribution to … the problem was to
lend Germany huge sums of capital, which were then used to finance reparations payments.”\textsuperscript{13} If you
think this sounds a little like continually giving the European periphery loans that those countries can
never hope to pay back because of their already high debt burdens, again, you would not be completely
wrong.

The whole system stayed afloat, after the German hyperinflation of 1923, for about four years, until
United States capital exports slowed down as a result of the Wall Street boom of 1928 and the
subsequent crash of 1929.\textsuperscript{14} Alarmed by the booming stock market, the US Federal Reserve raised
interest rates in 1928 to cool domestic demand. This had the effect of reversing the flow of capital to
Europe as US capital came home to take advantage of these higher interest rates, which unexpectedly
further stoked the stock market boom.\textsuperscript{15} After all, why put your money in Germany when you can
make 15 percent buying shares in an investment trust and 7 percent in a bank deposit in the USA? The
resulting capital flight placed enormous pressure on the German economy, which responded with
ever-stricter austerity policies, especially, as we shall see, under Chancellor Brüning in 1930–1931.
Deprived of external liquidity—all the money had gone back to the United States—bank runs in
Austria and Germany were met with ever-tighter austerity policies in exchange for more loans (that
failed to materialize) to stave off the inevitable default. Eventually, and tragically, as loans dried up
tariffs rose, currencies were devalued, and the postwar recession became the Great Depression.

Beyond this overview of why austerity failed on a macro level, what is of most interest to us here is
how different countries’ austerity policies fared on a micro level during this crisis. The critical point
to note is that while there are a few positive instances of austerity leading to expansion among the
legion of failures in this period, just as there were in the 1980s and 1990s, these episodes took place
just after World War I, when the states in question, Germany and the United States foremost among
them, were off the gold standard. As such, they could adjust their domestic costs by letting their
exchange rate slide rather than through the forced internal deflation of domestic wages and prices.
They were also implementing austerity at the height of the postwar boom.\textsuperscript{16}

Once gold was restored, the game changed and the application of any and all austerity policies
simply made things worse—in some cases, as we shall see, with deadly results. The parallel to the Eurozone as a gold standard without gold (you can’t devalue, inflate, or default there either) is both obvious and vitally important. That is, if none of these countries managed to make austerity work when they were on the classical gold standard and were far more authoritarian, why would we expect anything different to occur today in the Eurozone—or even America—when they are far more democratic?

**Austerity as Policy in the USA: 1921–1937**

Rather than a slump after World War I, the United States experienced a boom as pent-up demand and massively expanded money supplies erupted from within war-shocked economies around the world. The boom was, however, short-lived, and in the continental European economies it was accompanied by significant inflation and, in some cases, a hard landing. No slump followed in the United States, however, for an unexpected reason—floating exchange rates in Europe (most countries were off gold) allowed countries to deflate externally instead of through domestic prices—and so recovery followed rapid disinflation. The Roaring Twenties began with a bump in Europe but not the United States, precisely because the Americans were not on gold.

The early warning lights for the United States were blinking, however, in the form of falling agricultural prices and an increasingly volatile banking sector. Unemployment slowly rose throughout the 1920s, making its reduction a political priority for both the Harding and Hoover administrations. As noted in chapter 4, Hoover, first as secretary of commerce under Harding and then as president, sought both limited public works and voluntary cooperative solutions to the unemployment problem. Neither policy had much impact on the recessions of 1924 and 1926. Indeed, given that the federal expenditures in 1929 were only “about 2.5 percent of gross national product” this was hardly surprising. Such policies also seemed increasingly redundant by 1929. Because of the stock-market boom, unemployment had fallen to a postwar low.

Even though the state had limited its ambitions to balancing the budget and ensuring convertibility, because of the unexpected bursting of the stock market bubble, Hoover spent $1.5 billion on public works when he became president in 1929. By 1931, overall federal spending was up by a third from its 1929 level. Given how small state expenditures remained relative to GDP, however, the now-accelerating decline in private spending meant that tax “receipts dwindled by 50 percent and expenditure rose by almost 60 percent.” At this juncture Hoover saw austerity as the only way, and the right way, to restore “business confidence” and balance the budget.

Hoover’s contractionary policies were given a further negative boost by Britain’s decision to abandon the gold standard in 1931. Confidence in the dollar fell as investors thought that the United States would follow Britain off gold. Capital began to flow out of the United States, interest rates rose, and bank failures soared. It was in these circumstances that Hoover authorized a tax increase, thereby producing a massive recession in the name of maintaining “sound finance.” In December 1931, Hoover raised taxes by $900 million to eliminate the deficit. As Hoover put it in classic austerity-speak, “We cannot squander ourselves into prosperity.” The price of this parsimony was to throw the US economy into depression. By 1932 unemployment had reached 23 percent of the labor force, up from 8 percent in 1930.

The long and winding reflationary road that the Roosevelt administration took through the depression years, from the quasi-cartel arrangements of the National Industrial Recovery Act and the Agricultural Adjustment Act through the Social Security Act and the Wagner Act’s focus on
maintaining consumption, is not of direct interest here. Rather, we need only note two things. First, when the United States abandoned the gold standard in 1933 it created immediate room via devaluation for the reflation of the economy. Given the relatively large size of the US domestic economy, increasing domestic demand was bound to have a significant effect. Second, as a consequence, the net effect of Roosevelt’s policies was to increase government spending and debt while bringing unemployment down to 17 percent by 1936. No good deed goes unpunished, of course, and this turnaround in the economy by late 1936 created demands for a return to balanced budgets, sound finance, and America’s second round of austerity in 1937.

Since recovery seemed under way, the lip service that Roosevelt had been paying to the notion of balancing the budget became a policy issue, and after the 1936 election his treasury secretary Henry Morgenthau sought a return to orthodoxy. This led to a round of monetary tightening, which came on the heels of a fiscal contraction that was a result of new social security taxes kicking in. This increased unemployment, causing a short but sharp recession in 1937 and into 1938. This recession, a perfect natural experiment in austerity policy since the contraction was deliberate, expenditure focused, and happened in an upswing, failed miserably and shifted the balance of power from budget balancers to advocates of spending.

By October 1937, austerity as a way forward was finally and firmly repudiated in one of Roosevelt’s radio fireside chats. Blaming the depression on the failure of purchasing power, Roosevelt advocated a new round of expenditures totaling $3.5 billion, concluding, “Let us unanimously recognize … that the federal debt, whether it be twenty-five billions or forty billions can only be paid if the nation obtains a vastly increased citizen income.”

America did not recover fully until massive wartime spending reduced unemployment to 1.2 percent in 1944. For our purposes here, we need only note that the US economy got worse each time austerity was applied—first in 1931 and again in 1937.

Defending Sterling and the Treasury View: British Austerity 1921–1939

Britain, as noted in chapter 4, returned to the gold standard in 1925 after five years of austerity policies designed to wring inflation out of the system. The objective was to deflate prices to their pre-war levels, restore the pre-war parity of Sterling, and to act once again as the anchor of the gold standard system. Britain was, however, much diminished, financially speaking, so trying to restore pre-war parity was always going to be painful. It was, nonetheless, from the point of view of the Treasury and the City of London at least, essential.

As the lynchpin of the gold standard and the largest foreign investor of the nineteenth century, Britain had major offshore liabilities in the form of foreign holdings of sterling-denominated assets. Returning to gold at a lower than pre-war parity would quite literally devalue those assets. This would have led to a serious run on the pound as investors tried to dump sterling en masse, just as the gold standard intended, which would have resulted in massive losses for the City. So when Churchill put Britain back on gold in 1925, the domestic economy was quite deliberately going to be squeezed so that the value of sterling and, not coincidentally, the profits of finance, would be maintained.

Britain stayed on the gold standard thereafter, pursuing, as we saw previously, austere policies under the watchful eyes of the Treasury, which refused virtually all efforts and initiatives to reflate the economy. Unemployment rose from 10.4 percent in 1929 to 22.1 percent in early 1932 as a result of the combined effect of the Treasury’s austerity policies and the contractionary effect of being on gold, which demanded, of course, ever-more austerity.

What kept Britain afloat at this juncture, financially speaking, were precisely those “invisible”
earnings on the capital account from sterling assets abroad that made up for the curtailment of exports and the reduction in domestic consumption wrought by austerity. The choice to save sterling was, then, not simply the City against everyone else. Banking was making a buck because sterling was not devalued, and that was (almost) balancing the books. Unfortunately, the sudden stop in capital flows from the United States in 1929 and the deleterious effects this had on Germany, Austria, and the other central European countries brought this happy state of affairs to an end. Britain now needed to import capital to cover its deficit, which was hard to do since it was all flowing to the United States instead.

Britain’s aggressive use of interest rates to compete with the United States for capital, with unemployment at 22 percent nationally, coming on the heels of a general strike in 1926 and much social agitation thereafter, was no easy option. Indeed, sustaining such high levels of unemployment had boosted unemployment transfers and worsened the deficit. This made any effort by the British state to borrow its way out of trouble ever more treacherous since doing so required further rounds of austerity policies to reduce the deficits that prior rounds of austerity had caused, so that Britain could be eligible for more loans to reduce the deficit. By 1931, Britain’s austerity policies had become self-defeating.

The minority Labour government, in charge since 1929, was devoid of alternative economic ideas and went along with austerity policies sufficient to worsen the economy but insufficient to right the deficit. When the Labour government fell over how deep to cut, it was replaced by the National (coalition) Government. It enacted sufficient spending cuts and tax increases to convince J. P. Morgan and Company to lend Britain $200 million. But the loan was too little and too late to make a difference. With official reserves almost depleted (no gold cover) and unemployment at record levels after a decade of austerity policies, this final round of austerity forced Britain off the gold standard in September 1931.

Although recovery in some parts of the economy was swift due to the effects of the resulting devaluation, with national unemployment falling to 15.5 percent by 1935, outside London the recovery was much weaker and unemployment remained much higher, while “real output in 1938 was barely above the level in 1918.” Despite the austerity, and just as we see in the Eurozone today, Britain’s debt increased rather than decreased throughout this period. Debt went from 170 percent of GDP in 1930 to 190 percent of GDP in 1933. The currency depreciation that getting off gold facilitated helped restore exports, but with the Treasury view of the economy still dominant, Britain continued to stagnate with endemic high unemployment until rearmament, the crudest form of stimulus, created the conditions for recovery. Inflation, the great fear of the rentier class, never appeared. Never once did austerity help.

**Abandoning Austerity: Swedish Lessons 1921–1938**

The early postwar period was a difficult time for small export-dependent countries such as Sweden. As Erik Lundberg notes, “The strong deflation, the big decline in production (25 percent in the volume of industrial output), and the tremendous rise in unemployment were generally considered to be the natural and unavoidable consequences of the post-war boom of 1918–20.” Nothing was done to cushion these blows and austerity was allowed to run its course. Real wages fell by 30 to 35 percent from fall 1920 to summer 1922, and contrary to liberal expectations, unemployment got worse rather than better. Like the British Labour party, the governing Swedish Social Democrats (SAP), lacking any other ideas about what to do, saw no alternative but to continue with austerity, accepting the recommendations of leading Swedish economists such as Gustav Cassel, who argued that “deflation,
Persisting with austerity, Sweden returned to the gold standard in 1924, a year ahead of the British, despite the further deflationary effect it had on the economy. GDP fell by approximately one-third and unemployment rose by one-third as a result. Being back on gold combined with an almost continuous contractionary fiscal stance in the latter half of the 1920s to produce unemployment of the order of 12 percent by the late 1920s, notwithstanding an export boom. Despite (or perhaps because of) this huge deflation, industrial unrest spiked, with five million working days lost in 1928 alone. When the combined forces of American capital flight, the central European liquidity crunch, and the British leaving the gold standard hit the Swedish economy in 1931, unemployment rose to nearly 25 percent in 1932. Austerity had helped Sweden produce an export surplus in the 1920s at the price of 12 percent unemployment. By the 1930s continuing austerity had produced the greatest slump in Swedish history and doubled that unemployment rate. What changed at this juncture was the instruction sheet, which began to evolve from the mid-1920s onward, from austerity and gold toward a more expansionary fiscal policy and a more accommodating monetary policy.

Reelected in 1932, the SAP eschewed austerity this time around in favor of policies that would give “the state … a totally different role than it had before in order to stabilize employment on a high level.” The new SAP government proposed ninety-three million Swedish crowns in spending on public works. Crucially, however, rather than focus exclusively on policies that benefit labor alone, the government took the stability of the price level as the coequal policy goal alongside full employment, all the while resisting trade protectionism despite the collapse of the gold standard.

In 1933, the government resolved to ensure that business got on board by giving them a commitment to balance budgets over the whole cycle rather than over a given financial year. By 1936, this commitment spawned an economic commission that advocated the creation of a budget-balancing fund that would use accumulated surpluses to reduce government deficits. Countercyclical fiscal policy had arrived. Meanwhile taxation was structured in such a way that it stimulated investment. These reforms were in turn coupled to a policy of centralizing labor market institutions and promoting the increasing concentration of business to ensure trust and cooperation over wages among labor market partners.

Taken together, these initiatives facilitated an expansionary policy that worked through the supply side of the economy as well as the demand side, while taking the price-stability concerns of business seriously. As Swedish economist Rudolph Meidner said of economic policy in this period, the objective was to “maintain the market economy, to counter short-sighted fluctuations through anti-cyclical policies, and to neutralize its negative effects through fiscal policies. The rallying cry was full employment, economic growth, [a] fair division of national income, and social security.”

The surprising thing was that it worked. Farmers, business, and labor all came together with the state in an encompassing coalition that allowed the costs and benefits of adjustments to be equally shared. Swedish austerity ended when it came off gold and actively changed its mind about how to run an economy. When Germany, Sweden’s major trading partner, did the same and began to grow rapidly after adopting a very different kind of expansionary policy after 1933, external demand really picked up and austerity in Sweden disappeared for the next fifty years.

Austerity as Policy and Party Ideology: Germany 1923–1933

The hyperinflation that still scars the contemporary German psyche so deeply was not, as noted in
chapter 3, promoted by some kind of misguided Keynesian stimulus. Rather, it was the German government’s deliberate policy, designed to make the payment of reparations, especially after the French occupation of the Ruhr, all but impossible. In that regard, it was quite successful. Knowing that the reward for putting their fiscal house in order would be giving the French even more money meant that Germany decided to pull the fiscal house down. As Albrecht Ritschl put it succinctly, “Inflation proved to be a formidable weapon against reparations creditors, at least in the short run. It helped insulate Germany from the international slump of 1920/21, improving her export position and fueling internal demand. … It also exploited Germany’s remaining foreign creditors, largely neutral countries, by depreciating the paper mark reserves they had accumulated during the stabilization period. … Above all, it paralyzed the financial system that would have been needed to organize an orderly transfer of reparations.”

The domestic consequences of this policy, the mechanisms through which resistance became hyperinflation, were that the exchange rate plummeted and producers began to calculate “prices with reference to the exchange rate … [from which] it was a short step to transacting in foreign currency” and de facto abandoning the mark. In such an environment, where holders of marks are effectively dumping the currency, the deficit worsens. This requires the central bank to either raise interest rates to attract capital or to monetize the problem, that is, run the printing presses. Given that the inflationary genie was being deliberately pulled out of the bottle, monetization won. Passive resistance plus devaluation plus deficit monetization equals hyperinflation. It certainly wasn’t about providing a compensatory fiscal stimulus. Let’s put that notion to rest.

Moreover, while the hyperinflations are seen these days as an uncontrollable phenomenon, this one at least was not only deliberately provoked, it ended rather quickly with the introduction of the rentenmark, which was tied to, of all things, real estate assets. The new stable reichsmark succeeded it within a year. The next four years saw the German economy perform rather well, so long as US capital flows kept flowing. When those flows turned off in 1929, the German government abandoned the countercyclical policies it had pioneered in the 1920s, especially when its unemployment insurance scheme generated a large deficit, and reached for the austerity levers. The Reichsbank raised interest rates to encourage capital inflows, but the flows failed to arrive given the general shortage of liquidity in Europe following the Fed’s interest rate hike. The only thing that happened was that the economy tanked further. Official reserves fell precipitously, and so did the gold cover.

In politics, the Social Democratic Party (SPD) abandoned the governing coalition that had been in power since 1928, and in response Center Party leader Heinrich Brüning was appointed chancellor in March 1930. Lacking parliamentary support, Brüning implemented austerity policies by decree to right the financial ship, which in the main took the form of extremely large budget cuts. Despite being out of the coalition, Brüning’s policies undermined support for the Social Democrats still further since they saw no alternative to austerity and continued to passively support them. The National Socialists unsurprisingly picked up support in the 1930 election on the back of this cross-party austerity policy, winning 18.3 percent of the vote and becoming the second-largest party in the process. They were, after all, the only party actively arguing against austerity. Indeed, perhaps the oddest thing about the entire German experience with austerity in the 1930s was how it was ruthlessly implemented by the left and so quickly abandoned by the right.

As Sheri Berman brilliantly illuminates, the German Social Democrats of this period (the SPD) were intellectually Marxist but programmatically Ricardian: classical liberals in socialist clothing. Marx’s economics were, apart from his view of the rate of profit and the possibility of a general failure of demand, as much Ricardo’s as they were his own, especially as they were interpreted by the
leading “theologians” of the German Social Democrats. Upon such a view, when the economy was in a
slump, there was literally nothing to be done except let the system melt down until socialism
magically appeared.

In fact, for the SPD, good economic policy meant being more orthodox than the liberals they
argued against. As SPD member and one time vice president of the Reichstag Wilhelm Dittmann put it
in a speech to the SPD faithful, “We want the current situation [the crisis] to develop further, and can
only follow in the general direction that these tendencies show us.” In response to this structuralist
fatalism, the German trade unions began to agitate for an alternative “full-fledged Keynesian type
assault on the depression” in direct opposition to SPD policies. This reflationary policy took form
under the aegis of the so-called WTB plan (named after the formulators’ initials), which the unions
pressed hard upon the SPD and the government. Brüning ignored the plan and pressed on with
austerity. But the SPD hierarchy set out to destroy it since it offended their faith.

The SPD’s main economic theorist Rudolph Hilferding argued that not only was the WTB plan un-
Marxist, it “threatened the very foundations of our program.” As Berman put it, the SPD, as good
Marxists, still saw letting the business cycle run its course as the only possible policy. Like the
Austrians that they opposed in every other way, the SPD thought that intervention would simply delay
the inevitable and make matters even worse. This was hard-core austerity thinking, except it came
from the heart of the putatively democratic left. As Union leader Fritz Naphtali, who sided against the
WTB plan, argued, “The crisis, with all of its changes and shifts of purchasing power, is a means of
correction which must necessarily be accepted.”

The Nazis, unburdened by such structuralist nonsense, were able to take these ideas and make them
their own. The centerpiece of their July 1932 election propaganda, the Wirtschaftliches
Sofortprogramm (the immediate economic program) laid out an alternative to austerity that looked an
awful lot like the WTB plan. The pamphlet’s first three points could not have been more anti-
austerity: first, “unemployment causes poverty, employment creates prosperity”; second, “capital does
not create jobs, jobs create capital”; and third, “unemployment benefits burden the economy but job
creation simulates the economy.” Also, the program argued, Germany should get off the gold
standard as quickly as possible. The July 1932 elections saw the SPD vote collapse; the Nazis received
37.3 percent of the vote. That they polled lower in the subsequent November elections proved
irrelevant. The Nazis still came to power through the ballot box. In 1933, they took 43.9 percent of the
total vote.

In 1932, unemployment accounted for 30 percent of the workforce. By 1936, full employment was
restored. However, because of the Nazis’ repression of labor, real wages did not increase, and unlike
Sweden, practically all the improvement was due to the fiscal stimulus of armaments. As Adam Tooze
has shown, the much-touted work-creation programs of the Nazis were a propaganda sideshow. What
really made the economy boom was the drive toward total war. As Keynes noted with regret in 1940,
“It is, it seems, politically impossible for a capitalist democracy to organize expenditure on the scale
necessary to make the grand experiment which would prove my case—except in war conditions.”
Nonetheless, once the Nazis ended austerity and abandoned gold (even if they did this more through
exchange controls than through devaluation), growth returned. That this turn against austerity took a
particularly murderous direction in Germany does not invalidate the basic point that austerity didn’t
work. In fact, the point that really needs to be recognized is that repeated rounds of austerity policy,
plus the ideological intransigence of the Social Democrats, helped to bring Hitler to power far more
than any memory of inflation a decade earlier.
By 1933 the lesson should have been clear. You can’t run a gold standard in a democracy. Eventually people will vote against it. They did so in Sweden and they did so in Germany. Austerity gave interwar Europe both social democracy and genocidal fascism. Yet, like the gift that keeps on giving, in Asia austerity was about to bequeath us a new and virulent form of imperialism.


It took Japan thirteen years to get back on gold after abandoning it in 1917, but it wasn’t for want of trying. If there were an award for the country that tried hardest to be austere, Japan would win it at a canter. Japan emerged from World War I on the side of the Allies with almost no wartime damage (save for some losses in Siberia in 1918). Underneath the façade, however, lay a fragile banking system and a great deal of pent-up inflation. Being off the gold standard allowed a devaluation of the exchange rate, but being heavily import dependent meant that a policy of devaluation could only go so far without stoking inflation through imports. As such, austerity in the form of high interest rates was applied more thoroughly than in our other cases, turning the postwar rally in securities and commodities markets into the Black Monday bust of March 1920. After Black Monday economic growth vanished as deflation took hold and successive rounds of austerity made it worse. As Yuji Kuronuma calculated, “the real rate of economic growth was −2.7% in 1922, −4.6% in 1923 and −2.9% in 1925.”

Despite being in a near permanent slump, Japanese banking elites and the Bank of Japan sought a swift return to the gold standard. But arrayed against them were a variety of domestically focused farming, labor, and business interests. This necessitated extensive public debates in the academy, policy circles, and the mass media over what was called “the ‘kin kaikin’ [repeal of the gold embargo] controversy.” Complicating this picture, the two dominant political parties, the Seiyukai and the Kenseikai, both wanted to go back on gold, but disagreed about the conditions under which that should happen.

In 1928, financial elites and those sections of the government pressing for an immediate return to gold enlisted the help of the major newspapers of the day to convince the public to return to gold. Typical was a series of editorials in Osaka Mainichi from the summer of 1928 through the spring of 1929. For example, when France went back on gold in June 1928, Osaka Mainichi argued that “France realized the repeal of the gold embargo: Japan should Shame Itself.” The same editorial asked rhetorically, “Why shouldn’t we repent ourselves of being left behind if we think our nation is a civilized and first-rate one?” In July 1928 the public was told that to rejoin gold “people must endure a pain of surgical operation … Shrink first in order to extend.” Later that summer, an editorial noted that although a return to gold would be painful “it is a hopeful pain. Eventually it would restore us.”

Having prepared the austere ground in this way, the final push to get Japan back on gold came from Junnosuke Inoue, the finance minister of the new Hamaguchi cabinet that was formed in 1929. Inoue was tasked with conducting a propaganda campaign that would clinch the case for gold. Thirteen million pamphlets, dozens of radio broadcasts, and many more newspaper editorials were unleashed on the public. And it worked. As Koichi Hamada and Ashai Noguchi report, “The motto ‘repeal the gold embargo’ became fashionable.” Inoue himself authored several short books on the subject, each of which was a triumph of austerity thinking. As Inoue put it, “We cannot avoid fiscal tightening and liquidation at least once in the process,” and so “the surest way is to go straight towards the repeal of
the gold embargo ... since we cannot avoid some pain ... and sacrifice anyway." Inoue traveled the length and breadth of the country arguing his case, asking the people to be prepared for the tightening of the already austere economic environment.

Inoue got his wish and Japan rejoined the gold standard in January 1930, right at the point that the rest of the world’s economy was contracting. The result was the Showa Depression, the greatest peacetime collapse in economic activity in Japan’s history. Japan’s growth rate fell to –9.7 percent in 1930 and –9.5 percent in 1931, while the Yen rose approximately 7 percent against the dollar. Demand in the United States and elsewhere for Japanese manufactures fell as the Yen appreciation and the general collapse strangled trade. Average Japanese household income fell like a stone from ¥1,326 in 1929 to ¥650 in 1931. You might think that such a performance might signal a rethink of policy—but Japanese financial elites were having none of it.

The state had kept public spending in check throughout the 1920s, rising from only ¥1.2 to ¥1.4 billion over the course of the decade. The folks taking the brunt of this shrinkage in real terms were the military, who saw their spending cut from 47.8 percent to 28.4 percent of the budget over the same period. Amplifying Inoue’s austerity crusade, his party’s 1930 election slogan was “economy, disarmament, purification of politics, reform of China policy and removal of the gold embargo.”

The military were none too pleased. Inoue pressed on regardless. Interest rates were raised “into the teeth of the depression” and government spending was cut by almost twenty percent from an already low level. By the time the London Naval Treaty, which condemned the Japanese navy to permanent inferiority status, was ratified in October 1930, the military had had enough. Prime Minister Hamaguchi was shot by a supporter of the military in November 1930 and died of his wounds the following year. Unperturbed, the finance ministry pressed on. In early 1931 they tried to cut another ¥28 million from the army and navy budgets. In October 1931 a plot by the army to overthrow the government was uncovered. The two facts were related. Civil-military tensions reached a head. The government blinked first and resigned in December 1931.

The new government couldn’t have been more different. The opposition Seiyukai party, now in power, appointed Takahashi Korekiyo as finance minister. Takahashi left the gold standard as quickly as possible and then cut the discount rate on commercial bills (the de facto lowest interest rate) from 6.57 percent in early 1932 to 3.65 percent in July 1934. He drastically increased the money supply and instituted capital controls to stop its flight. He instructed the Bank of Japan to underwrite long-term government bond issues. Government spending increased by an initial 34 percent, and by the end of 1932 it totaled an extra 10 percent of GDP. Prices rose, debt burdens fell, and the Japanese economy rocketed out of the depression, growing 4 percent a year in real terms each year between 1932 and 1936. When one considers that the rest of the world was deflating at that moment, and one also remembers that Japan was, and still is, an export led and import dependent economy, the result was all the more remarkable.

Inoue, however, was still campaigning for a return to the gold standard when he was assassinated in 1932. Later that year, a leading bank director and Takahashi’s prime minister were also assassinated. Austerity was racking up quite a body count. A decade of austerity had convinced the Japanese military that they were “at war with the entire civilian political elite.” Even Takahashi, the architect of recovery, was first excluded from cabinet by the military when he began to argue that since the economy had recovered (by late 1934), it was time cool the spending and worry about inflation. Two years later, Takahashi was murdered, along with several other political figures, in another abortive coup in February 1936. His replacement at the finance ministry was a cipher for the military who
turned on the money pumps full bore. When war was finally declared on China in 1937, finance in Japan, along with any financial prudence, died.

Austerity not only didn’t work in Japan. It created the worst depression in Japanese history, provoked an assassination campaign against bankers, and empowered “the wonderful folks that brought you Pearl Harbor.” Now, if you think this enough to demonstrate why austerity is a dangerous idea, just wait until you see what happened in France around the same time.

**Defending the Franc—But Not France: French Austerity Policies 1919–1939**

Despite being on the victorious side in the First World War, France, among all the Allied powers, suffered the most wartime destruction of persons, property, and wealth. So much so that getting the Germans to pay for all the damage constituted a significant part of forward budgetary planning. That the Germans did not want to pay and, after the hyperinflation, basically didn’t pay, was to prove a significant problem for the French economy going forward.

The boom-slump-stabilization pattern that characterized the world economy in the early 1920s hit France in a peculiar way. By relying on German reparations to supply a large portion of their budget, when payments were not forthcoming, the resulting budget deficits had to be met with higher interest rates to attract capital. In such a situation a reasonable policy would have been to raise taxes, which is precisely where democracy and taxes came together to produce inflation.

France was a deeply divided society in which the political right sought to raise excise and consumption taxes on everyone else, while the political left wanted to tax only the right’s income and wealth. Protecting the right, whenever it looked like the left might win an election, the Bank of France refused to roll over Treasury bills, that is, the short term debt instruments funding the government, thereby “forcing the authorities to print money.” By 1924, after several rounds of stoking inflation this way, the right came to power and as expected raised taxes on the left’s constituents. The left won the next election that same year but was unable to shift the burden back. As a result, deficits ballooned. Eventually, the left government resigned and in 1926 a rightist government under Raymond Poincaré raised enough taxes to close the shortfall. In reply to this balancing of the budget and reduction in inflation, investors bought francs. This enabled France to go back on the gold standard in 1926 since their reserves were rebuilt. Between 1926 and 1930 the economy stabilized and gold in-flows increased, augmented by high interest rates, such that the newspaper *Le Figaro* proclaimed France should “rejoice in our timid yet prosperous economy as opposed to the presumptuousness and decadent economy of the Anglo-Saxon races.”

Such hubristic nationalist nonsense was of course the perfect moment for the combined effects of US-bound capital flight, the Wall Street Crash, and the central European liquidity crunch to slam into the French economy at great speed. The result was that gross national product fell 7 percent and industrial production fell 13 percent by 1932. The desire to stay on gold when everyone else was leaving meant that France could only deflate as everyone else reflated.

What saved France to some extent was that the depression fell mainly on capital expenditures and investment rather than consumption. But even in France, there was only so much deflation a democracy could take. Reflation was needed, but reflating on the gold standard was simply going to produce capital flight, especially if the monetary authority decided not to play ball. For reflation to work, you needed supportive policies by the Bank of France, which was exactly what the Bank of France was not about to supply.
As Jonathan Kirshner has detailed, the Bank of France was a powerful and thoroughly undemocratic institution that confused its own interests with the national interest. Although it was the fiscal agent for the French Treasury, it was also a private institution with 40,000 shareholders whose 200 largest shareholders, often called “the 200 families,” determined both personnel and policy. They paid the governor’s (large) salary in return for the usual diet of gold, cuts, and budget balance, all of which benefited the rentier class at the expense of everyone else. With the political right already on board, the de facto policy of the Bank of France was to paralyze the political left. Continual austerity was the result.

From 1932 to 1936 government spending was cut by 20 percent, industrial production fell nearly a quarter, the real exchange rate rose, and the money supply collapsed. Any attempt to compensate led to capital flight, which the Bank actively supported as a way of disciplining the government. The Bank planted stories in the press discrediting fiscal experiments elsewhere, insisted on budget cuts as the only way forward, and generally vetoed any policies that the democratically elected government promoted that did not meet with its approval.

A critical instance of this was the Flandin government’s experiment with reflation in 1934–1935 when France was still on gold. The Bank of France vetoed these policies even though Flandin was a conservative. They made no effort to stop the outflow of gold his meager spending promoted, which eventually resulted in Flandin’s resignation. Pierre Laval, whose policy of “super-deflation” followed Flandin, produced no less than 549 decrees, most of which were cuts to the budget. The economy plummeted further despite the Bank of France increasingly underwriting short-term debt instruments to buy Laval breathing space, something they never did for the left.

The situation only came to a head when the public began to riot. Laval was forced out in January 1936 and a left-wing cross-party alliance called the Popular Front took over. Austerity had been tried, had failed, was tried again in Laval’s superdeflation, and it had failed again. The Popular Front wanted to follow countries that were breaking with orthodoxy. The problem was of course the Bank of France. The Popular Front increased wages, reduced working time, and reformed the structure of the Bank of France so that the Regents did not control the governing council. This was all very laudable, but it simply led to another round of capital flight, interest-rate increases, and more deflation. Relflationary policy, in the absence of effective capital controls, means that capital flight wins, especially when it is aided and abetted by the central bank. When the leader of the popular front Léon Blum suggested capital controls to make reflation and greater spending possible, he was forced out by the increasing capital flight that the Bank of France once again did nothing to forestall.

Even when France eventually abandoned gold in September 1936, little improved. To mix metaphors, while devaluation can create room to move, spending must pick up the slack. So when the monetary authority acts as a de facto veto on all policies except austerity, devaluation simply increases the import bill and deepens the slump. Most states in this period that left gold behind rebounded through devaluation plus spending, even if it was through rearmament. Yet the Bank of France continually vetoed budget increases that would have allowed the French military to modernize, and even mobilize, to meet the German threat. As a result, French defense spending between 1934 and 1938 was one-tenth that of Germany. French central bankers chafed at the already “ruinous level of military spending” and called for defense cuts as late as 1940. Even the suggestion of preemptive mobilization promoted capital flight, which the Bank of France, once again, did nothing to halt. As one scholar put it tellingly, by 1936 Hitler knew one thing. The franc would be defended at all costs. As for France, that was another matter entirely.
Austerity’s Dangerous Lessons

The interwar period taught us some valuable lessons about why austerity does not work and why its application is a dangerous idea. Building an entire international monetary order with an inherent deflationary bias that can’t work in a democracy is bad idea, number one. Number two, Einstein was right. If doing the same thing over and over again while expecting different results is the definition of madness, then repeated rounds of austerity in country after country was madness. No good came of it. Apart from a few short-term expansions in the early 1920s when countries were not on gold, not only did the application of austerity not work, it made the depression deeper, longer, and, arguably, laid the foundations for the war that would engulf the world in the 1940s.

The United States’ “liquidationist” doctrine continued after the Wall Street crash, turning a series of bank failures and a relatively minor budget deficit into a full-blown financial crisis and depression that abated only when austerity was ended. The British heroically restored their pre-war parity and almost instantly generated a million unemployed and a slump that persisted until the end of the 1930s. The Swedes initially, and quite classically, cut to make things better, but then began to experiment with reflationalionary policies earlier, and to a more significant degree than anyone else, except the Japanese. Germany’s hyperinflation in 1923 had little to do with the austerity policies that followed or their ultimate outcome: the rise of genocidal fascism. Rather, as capital flight hit Germany in the late 1920s, austerity was applied to keep the country on gold, which had the effect of throwing the economy off the proverbial cliff. The majority party in the Reichstag, the Social Democrats, was, perversely, even more orthodox than its liberal opponents. The result was a cross-party austerity that held the doors of power open, and the Nazis walked right through them.

Japan underwent several rounds of deliberate deflation to get back on gold that proved utterly futile. In the process they annoyed their own military so much that it began to assassinate key members of the financial elite and forced a reflation of the economy far greater than the Swedes or the Germans ever managed. Finally, France remained on the gold standard longer than anyone else and ended up, arguably, suffering the most. They ceased to exist as an independent nation. French financial elites were so afraid of inflation, and were so determined to maintain the value of the franc, that they paralyzed the French military’s ability to mobilize against Hitler. Austerity didn’t just fail—it helped blow up the world. That’s the definition of a very dangerous idea.

So why did we forget these lessons? As we saw in chapter 5, thirty years of neoliberal ideas chipping away at our perceptions of the 1930s was certainly a part of it. This new economic instruction sheet not only denied such an interpretation of possible events. As we saw previously, it even proposed that the opposite was true—that austerity leads to growth, and that the slump, not the boom, is the time to cut. But were they right? We now return to the cases of expansionary austerity examined earlier to see if they really do force us to change our minds about austerity. From there we turn to some REBLLs and their recent assault on the Debt Star.

Part Two: The New Cases for Austerity: Expansionary Fiscal Contraction in the 1980s Meets the REBLL Alliance

Revisiting (and Revising) Expansionary Austerity

Just to refresh our memories about why austerity is good, despite all of the above, the key findings of the literature on expansionary fiscal contractions were as follows. The original Giavazzi and Pagano paper from 1990 highlighted Denmark’s expansionary contraction in the period 1982–1986, claiming a political regime shift to the right, plus devaluation, plus a peg to the deutsche mark promoted
growth. They were also “tempted” to say that the same applied to Ireland. Five years later Alesina and Perotti found fourteen successful adjustments in twenty countries over thirty-two years, with positive shifts in investors’ expectations, cuts on the expenditure side, and devaluations doing the work. These cases were more thoroughly examined in their article “Tales of Fiscal Adjustment,” in which the twenty-three positive episodes discerned in the data were narrowed down to ten case studies, of which, the authors concluded, “two cases appear unambiguously expansionary: Ireland 1987–9 and Australia.”

Denmark, Giavazzi and Pagano’s best case now appeared to be a “mixed” result. Alesina and Ardagna’s main point was that “regardless of the initial level of debt, a large fiscal adjustment that is expenditure based and accompanied by wage moderation and devaluation is expansionary.” The 2009 update of this paper found nine examples of expansionary fiscal adjustments, and in every case “successful fiscal adjustments are completely based upon spending cuts accompanied by modest tax cuts.” The key channel for expansionary austerity to work, across all the cases, is the rational expectations of consumers.

Throughout this body of work Ireland’s adjustment in the late-1980s is repeatedly cited as the best example of this thesis, with Australia, and then less frequently Denmark and Sweden playing supporting roles. These are the cases that are supposed to show us that the lessons drawn from the 1920s and 1930s are no longer applicable. They set out to demonstrate that the slump is the right time to cut, that we should cut on the spending side, and decisively. Because the state can positively effect expectations of future income by decisively cutting, austerity can be expansionary. If these cases do in fact make good on these claims, then perhaps we have sound reason to forget the lessons of the prior period. So, do they live up to their billing as “proving” the case for austerity?

The answer is no, but to get there you have to work for it. This literature is extremely uneven and highly technical. Different scholars use measures and statistical tests; debates over the relevant merits of each metric and measure occupy more journal space than the actual cases themselves; and widely divergent interpretations of the same cases characterize the literature. Nonetheless, the broad contours of the debate seem to be that the case studies don’t hold water on the microlevel once country experts get their hands on them, while on the macrolevel, the case for expansionary fiscal consolidation has been increasingly challenged—by scholars from inside the academy, from inside the IMF, and even from within the Bocconi school itself. To get a handle on this plethora of literature, we focus on primary and secondary work on the most common case studies in the literature and the most recent large-n (statistical) studies.

Expectations, Expansion, and Austerity in the 1980s Cases

We begin with Denmark, Giavazzi and Pagano’s best case, but one that Alesina and Ardagna chose to label as “mixed.” Alesina and Ardagna note that the size of the adjustment in Denmark was large, around 10 percent of GDP, and was “divided about equally between spending cuts and tax increases.” They argue that centralized wage-bargaining institutions held the line on wage growth while the currency was pegged rather than devalued. This led to a disinflation rather than a devaluation, which nonetheless led to falling unit labor costs. Alesina and Ardagna do note, however, that after the initial successful consolidation, growth fell dramatically in 1988–1989 while unemployment rose, the main cause of which was the end of centralized wage bargaining—thus for them the case is “mixed.” Similarly, Roberto Perotti, in a separate piece, notes that after the successful consolidation, “growth ground to a halt and consumption declined for three years.”

Ulf Bergman and Martin Hutchinson’s reevaluation of the Danish consolidation of 1982–1986 broadly supports Alesina and Ardagna’s interpretation, but these authors more forcefully stress the
expectations channel as the primary mechanism that explains positive adjustment. Their study of Denmark also notes the large turnaround in the budget and the strong growth exhibited from 1984–1986. They do not, however, acknowledge the very large slump the economy fell into immediately after the consolidation. Given this, the ability to lend credence to the expectations story must be tempered. If expectations were altered when a major “regime shift” was signaled in 1982–1986, as these authors maintain, why then did those same expectations end up producing a slump in 1988? To explain this slump and keep the expectations channel as the main avenue for adjustment would mean either that the regime shift was not credible after all, which would make it hard to explain the original expansion via expectations, or the authors would have to explain why consumers and investors’ expectations changed due to some exogenous factor that overpowered them, which they do not. Much remains unclear, and so the case for the expectations channel, what Paul Krugman calls “the confidence fairy,” is weakened despite this attempt to demonstrate its importance. In fact, later work by the IMF does not see Denmark as an example of “fiscal consolidation motivated by a desire to reduce the budget deficit” because the economy was overheating when the consolidation was undertaken. That is, the cuts were taken in a boom, not a slump.

The one country that routinely appears in the list of positive cases of expansionary austerity is Ireland in the late 1980s. Going back to the discussion in “Tales,” Alesina and Ardanga narrate Ireland’s experience from 1987–1989 as follows. When Irish debt to GDP reached 116 percent in 1986, a right-wing government came to power that cut transfers, the government wage bill, and taxes. Devaluation and negotiated wage moderation reduced unit labor costs by 12 to 15 percent. Growth rates and foreign investment both soared.

Key to all this, as before, was the large expenditure-based cut plus wage moderation and devaluation.

Stephen Kinsella offers a rather different version of events in his recent study of Ireland’s twin experiments with austerity: in the late 1980s and today in the aftermath of the banking crisis of 2008. Kinsella emphasizes that Ireland did have an expansion following a consolidation, as the literature claims, but notes that correlation is not causation in this case. Instead, he notes another correlation; that Ireland’s consolidation “coincided with a period of growth in the international economy, with the presence of fiscal transfers from the European Union, the opening up of the single market and a well-timed devaluation in August 1986.” An earlier paper by John Considine and James Duffy makes a similar point, namely, that it’s the boom in British imports—the so-called Lawson boom—that combined with the 1986 devaluation to make the difference. This is backed up by a piece by Roberto Perotti, who argues that in the Irish case “the concomitant depreciation of Sterling and the expansion in the UK … boosted Irish exports.”

Kinsella also notes that the adjustment was considerably eased by an income tax amnesty that raised the equivalent of 2 percent of GDP. The part that stands out in Kinsella’s account is, however, something completely absent in other retellings of these events. That is, “the average industrial wage rose by over 14 percent in the period 1986–1989 [which] boosted government revenue and increased … private consumption.” As Kinsella concludes, this makes the whole Irish experience look more like a “proto-Keynesian story, where a laggard country converges rapidly to OECD averages” during a global upswing, than any case of contraction altering the long-term tax-and-spend expectations of Irish consumers. Once again, the much-lauded expectations channel of adjustment, the main claim to fame for the expansionary austerity school, is at best overpowered by other factors, if not wholly absent, in the Irish case. Meanwhile, what’s really doing the work, pay increases and global upswings, are similarly absent in the standard expectations model. It is almost as
if we were talking about two quite different Irelands.

If Denmark and Ireland don’t really make the case for expansionary austerity and the all-important expectations effect, what about the Australian case? Actually, Australia problematizes the case for expectations-augmented austerity still further. John Quiggin has examined Alesina and Ardagna’s “Tale” of Australian adjustment and declared it to be little more than “shoddy scholarship” that gets basic facts about the case entirely wrong. On Quiggin’s account, and contrary to Alesina and Ardagna’s telling of the tale, neither cuts in unemployment benefits nor capital taxes actually occurred in the Australian case, so their effect in altering expectations must be declared null and void. After all, if they didn’t happen they can’t have an effect. Similarly, the role accorded to wage bargaining by Alesina and Ardagna was, by Quiggin’s estimation “absolutely opposite to the story told here,” which actually featured “a major expansion in the role of government” rather than any contraction. Most interestingly in this case, Alesina and Ardagna do to Australia what Bergman and Hutchinson do to Denmark—they omit the fact that “almost immediately after their story ends, Australia entered the worst recession in its postwar history.” Given Quiggin’s demolition of the Australian case, we are forced to conclude that yet another often-cited positive case of expansionary austerity seems to collapse the moment any weight of historical evidence is placed upon it. Most significantly, the expectations mechanism, the key claim in all the literature, is again nowhere to be seen in the final analysis.

Finally, Sweden occasionally pops up as an example of expansionary contraction, and a 1995 paper by Giavazzi and Pagano sets up Sweden in 1990–1994 as the showcase for the role of expectations, so it’s worth dwelling a little on this case. Giavazzi and Pagano examine a period of economic stress for Sweden where, against most of this literature, the budget expanded rather than contracted, and consumption stayed flat rather than expanded. Why then examine this countercase? The point is to show the reciprocal of the normal expansionary austerity claim and strengthen it by doing so. That is, tax cuts in a slump can work through the expectations channel to signal to consumers that bad times are ahead—the reason they got the tax cut—and so they should not increase consumption despite the increase in available cash and the ongoing slump.

It is the same expectations mechanism, but this time rational consumers are seeing through the bad policies of a spendthrift government rather than reacting positively to the cuts of a credibly austere one. The case potentially strengthens the claims for the expectations effect by extending its empirical reach. Not only do cuts in spending lead to expansions in consumption (positive expectations), expansions of spending can lead to cuts in consumption (bad expectations).

Giavazzi and Pagano begin by noting that Swedish debt grew from 24.9 percent of GDP in 1990 to 67.8 percent in 1994. Acknowledging that Sweden went through a steep recession at this time, they nonetheless press the claim that “over half of the budgetary deterioration cannot be attributed to the recession.” Explaining this variance are “discretionary policy actions” such as tax cuts and bank bailouts that depressed private consumption by signaling bad times ahead. Specifically, what drove this drop in consumption in this period, despite a compensatory stimulus in the form of a tax cut, was a “fear of a sovereign default by the Swedish government [that increased] significantly by the end of 1992.”

The author’s evidence for this claim is a spread between a Swedish thirty-year bond and a World Bank issued note of the same currency and duration that rose “100 basis points in 1993,” plus a series of OECD simulations that suggested Swedish debt might not be stabilized until 1999. Because of the immanent fear of default that this generated, Swedish consumption fell 13 percentage points
between 1989 and 1994 “as public debt started to sky-rocket.” These terrifying developments, working through their rational expectations, would have “led Swedish consumers to reduce their estimate of permanent disposable income … their consumption … and their estimates of the future earnings of productive assets.”

“This downward revision in permanent disposable income may [then] have been triggered by the government’s fiscal laxitude … which … has led Sweden to accumulate public debt at a breakneck rate.”

To recap Giavazzi and Pagano’s main claims, the Swedish government ran up public debt to 67.8 percent of GDP during a massive recession, but most of it was its own choice. This was enough to create a bond spread of 1 percent (100 basis points = 1 percent = nothing to get worried about) over an equivalent World Bank note issue. This supposedly upset Swedish consumers (who apparently spend their time watching bond spreads) so much that despite being in the middle of a recession, rational expectations and Ricardian equivalence kicked in through the expectations channel to make sure that when free money from the state arrived in the form of a tax cut, it had no effect on consumption. Consumers rationally discounted the stimulus as a sign of terrible times ahead and offset the expansion via their longsighted expectations.

Anyone who knows the political economy of Sweden, especially in this period, would note a rather large omission from this paper’s version of events—the triple meltdown of real estate markets, stock markets, and the exchange rate that happened to Sweden between 1989 and 1993. Sweden had just popped a bubble in its real estate and stock markets that developed after deregulatory moves by the government in 1987 massively expanded the supply of private credit, but you would never know that from this paper. As Peter Englund tells it, in 1989 alone “the construction and real estate stock price index fell by 25 percent … [and] by the end of 1990 the real estate index had fallen 52 percent.” On top of this massive deflation, which had huge knock-on effects in the labor market, Sweden was hit by the deflationary effects of a currency crisis in the ERM mechanism that combined with the real estate bust to reduce GDP growth by −5.1 percent between 1991 and 1993. Then, and only then, did interest rates really skyrocket.

No one cared one jot about the national debt at this point. In such a situation, however, consumers who have taken on a fair amount of debt in the expectation of capital gains in stocks and real estate, and who suddenly find themselves underwater, might not spend all that much—even if they receive a tax cut. To explain this, there is no need to invoke the specter of Swedish consumers watching unlikely bond spreads while fretting about the national debt of one of the most solvent countries in the world. This is hyperbolic neoliberal fantasy looking for a set of supporting econometrics. Simply paying back debt when the economy is tanking, a classic “Balance Sheet Recession” a la Richard Koo, would suffice to explain what’s going on. That consumption didn’t rise is not a surprise unless you frame the problem in this absurdly counterintuitive way. That it stayed constant is the evidence for a common or garden stimulus effect—it didn’t fall despite the bust. It should have fallen further, but didn’t, because the tax cuts worked.

In sum, none of the commonly referred to cases in this literature support the contentions made about them, especially the role of expectations in producing expansions by cutting. This is perhaps why later work in this tradition has by and large eschewed case studies and gone back to large-scale statistical analyses. But even here, the results have proven controversial if not damning for the expansionary austerity case. Specifically, recent work has, to a very large extent, gone against the findings of the 2009 Alesina and Ardagna paper that proved so influential in the crisis, “Large Changes in Fiscal Policy.” Given this, it is perhaps no longer appropriate to talk of this moment being “Alesina’s hour,” especially at, of all places, the IMF.
Debunking the “Austerity Myth”

Alesina and Ardagna’s 2009 paper has been dissected, augmented, tested, refuted, and generally hauled over the coals. The main results of these exercises further weaken the case for expansionary austerity. Arjun Jayadev and Mike Konczal undertook the first major critical examination of the 2009 paper’s data and key claims. They note several oddities in the paper. First, that of the twenty-six expansionary episodes identified in the data “in virtually none did the country … reduce the deficit when the economy was in a slump and … increase growth rates while reducing the debt-to-GDP ratio.” This is especially odd when compared to another finding, namely, that across these episodes “examples of successful consolidation were, on average, growing steadily the year before the year of adjustment.” In other words, and per contra one of the main claims made in the literature, it turns out that no state that tried this actually tried it during a slump.

Following on from this piece, the team of researchers at the IMF that put together the *World Economic Outlook* set out to test the entire notion of expansionary austerity from the ground up using new measures and new data. Their main findings strongly contradicted those of the expansionary austerity camp. Specifically, they found that the main concept used to assess whether a contraction was expansionary or not—the cyclically adjusted budget surplus—biased the original analyses to find positive cases and discount negative ones. When an alternative measure was employed to test for expansionary contractions they found that fiscal contractions were indeed contractions. There was no offsetting gain. There may be gains to be made later in reducing debt from lower interest payments, but that is an entirely different, and altogether more orthodox, claim.

Furthermore, and especially relevant to the situation of the Eurozone and the United States today, they find that while it is true that cuts in spending contract the economy less than tax increases, this occurs not because of expectations but because of the ability of the central bank to offset the contraction with an interest-rate cut. Given that interest rates are at or are near zero, no such effect will be forthcoming at the moment—there is only hurt to look forward to from such policies. Finally, even a devaluation, which is always an important component of expansionary adjustments, will not suffice to promote growth. “Because not all countries can increase net exports at the same time, this finding implies that fiscal contraction is likely to be more painful when many countries adjust at the same time.”

Echoing the earlier study by Jayadev and Konczal, after US Republicans picked up on Alesina’s work, the US Congressional Research Service (CRS) did its own study of expansionary austerity, adjudicating between the IMF’s and Alesina and Ardagna’s versions of events. The CRS also found that “successful fiscal adjustments … occurred when the economy was at or near potential output.” As such, the applicability of this policy to economies that are nowhere near potential output is questionable at best.

By the middle of 2011, empirical and theoretical support for expansionary austerity was slipping away. Even current members of the Bocconi School began to defect. Especially significant here was a piece by Roberto Perotti. Although he is critical of the new methodology employed by the IMF to question the case for expansionary austerity, Perotti nonetheless argues that almost all the time cutting your way to growth doesn’t work, at least in the short run.

Perotti concentrates on something that Alesina’s work has actually always admitted, but perhaps never stressed sufficiently, namely, that it is the overall policy mix that matters. Wage bargaining institutions, the ability to devalue, export-led growth from demand generated elsewhere—these things
matter a great deal. In fact, they matter much more than expectations. They also happen to be found in large welfare states like Sweden and Denmark and precious few other places. But if this is so, then there is nothing new or surprising to note. Contractionary policies cause fiscal contractions unless they are supported by external demand, devaluations, and cooperative domestic labor organizations, and even then, it’s best to go into the consolidation from a position of high growth. Not only does Perotti’s paper “cast[s] doubt on the confidence explanation,” it observes tellingly that at the moment “an export boom is also obviously not available to the world as a whole” to support such policies. In the context of a Europe where austerity was being tried, tested, and tried again without positive gain, even members of the Bocconi School were finding it hard to defend the indefensible.

Two IMF papers that appeared in July 2011 and July 2012 effectively brought Alesina’s hour to a close. The first paper by Jamie Guajardo et al. built upon the IMF paper from October 2010 that employed different methods and data, and again, they find similar disconfirming results. Confirming earlier work, they report that while it is true that raising taxes hurts more than cutting spending, this has nothing to do with expectations and everything to do with accommodative monetary policy. Moreover, finding contractionary effects from contractions are the unsurprising norm. Basing their work upon a wider set of simulations, they are bolder in their conclusion, however, noting that their “estimation results … provide little support for the expansionary austerity hypothesis.”

It is the July 2012 paper that really kicks the argument into touch, however. Nicoletta Battini et al.’s “Successful Austerity in the United States, Europe and Japan”—an examination of the big cases that matter—pretty much pulls any remaining theoretical and empirical supports out from under the expansionary austerity case. Taking aim straight at the confidence channel, they argue that “while it is plausible to conjecture that confidence effects have been at play in our sample of consolidations, during downturns they do not seem to have ever been strong enough to make the consolidations expansionary.” They then, one by one, point by point, directly refute virtually all the core claims of the expansionary austerity thesis.

They argue, inter alia, that consolidating in a downturn is twice as risky as doing it in an upturn; that smooth and gradual consolidations always work better than strong and abrupt ones; that frontloaded contractions are more contractionary and worsen the debt-to-GDP load, and that cutting taxes is less contractionary than cutting transfers, especially when it’s done gradually. The conclusion of the paper is especially damning and is therefore worth quoting at length.

[W]ithdrawing fiscal stimuli too quickly in economies where output is already contracting can prolong their recessions without generating the expected fiscal saving. This is particularly true if the consolidation is centered around cuts to public expenditure … and if the size of the consolidation is large. … From a policy perspective this is especially relevant for periods of positive, though low growth … frontloading consolidations during a recession seems to aggravate the costs of fiscal adjustment … [and] greatly delay the reduction in the debt-to-GDP ratio—which, in turn, can exacerbate market sentiment in a sovereign at times of low confidence, defying fiscal austerity efforts altogether. Again this is even truer in the case of consolidations based prominently on cuts to public spending.

If you are thinking of the effect of repeated rounds of austerity in the Eurozone, you would not be wrong here either. Indeed, the IMF’s October 2012 World Economic Outlook concluded that the negative fiscal multipliers in the Eurozone had been massively underestimated such that the effect of cuts was amplified through the economy by as much as one-and-a-half times. This might go some
way toward explaining quite why Southern Europe’s expansionary consolidations have been anything but expansionary. Alesina’s hour ended the moment the IMF remembered that austerity, when applied to real economies and the lives of real people, is still a very dangerous idea.

But even if the IMF has lost faith in austerity, it does not mean that its champions will not try to find other examples where it has supposedly worked. Too many reputations and too much sunk political capital are at stake for mere facts to get in the way of this ideology. It is in this regard that we turn to the new hope for austerity champions—the REBLL alliance of Romania, Estonia, Bulgaria, Latvia, and Lithuania. These countries have supposedly demonstrated, in the real world, never mind in the econometric world, that austerity works. As such, the Greeks, the Spanish, and everyone else simply aren’t trying hard enough. But is this really case? What can we really learn from the efforts of the REBLLs? And why did they decide to go for austerity in such a gung-ho manner in the first place? Turning our attention to that question in particular leads to a very different view of the REBLLs and their austerity policies, as well as their potential role-model qualities.

The REBLL Alliance and the Debt Star: Adventures in the Science Fiction of Austerity

A July 9, 2012, cartoon in The Economist shows two men on a beach. One is a blond, beaming, Baltic man flexing his biceps. Crouched next to him, under a sign that says “South,” is a swarthy, mean-looking man holding a beggar’s cup. It’s not a ridiculous picture of how policy elites in Europe and elsewhere saw the morality tale playing out between the Baltic countries and Southern Europe in the summer of 2012: guts versus surrender, work versus sloth, real austerity versus fake austerity.

Beginning in 2008 Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania voluntarily embraced an extraordinarily deep fiscal adjustment, keeping their currencies pegged to the euro while internal prices and wages collapsed. Romania and Bulgaria joined them in this exercise in 2009. By 2011, they had all returned to growth levels higher than the rest of Europe, especially Southern Europe (see figure 6.1). Maybe austerity did work after all? Again, if a picture paints a thousand words, this one takes your breath away.

Starved for good news on the austerity front, the troika of the IMF, ECB, and EC responded to the Latvian government’s call to join them in a celebration of the success of Baltic States. After the party in Riga, an ECB board member read straight from the expansionary austerity script:
Undertaking the necessary austerity measures at an early stage ... allowed the Baltics to benefit from positive confidence effects ... allowed Latvia to return to the financial markets well ahead of schedule ... allowed growth to bounce back after exceptionally severe output contractions. ... The concept of “expansionary contraction” has been used and criticized in the ongoing debate about growth and austerity. The Baltic experience provides an indication that this need not be an oxymoron: even if fiscal consolidation weighs on the growth prospects in the short term, it has sizeable positive effects in the medium to long term.\textsuperscript{152}

Praise came from other prominent sources. For IMF director general Christine Lagarde, Latvia was an “inspiration” for Southern Europe.\textsuperscript{153} Olivier Blanchard, IMF chief economist and austerity skeptic, noted that the Latvians “can take pain.”\textsuperscript{154} Even Hillary Clinton praised Latvia, saying that austerity will ensure a “stable, prosperous future.”\textsuperscript{155} But, the Latvians were not alone. The Romanians and the Bulgarians received praise from the austerity camp later that summer, thus joining the Baltic States’ austerity alliance.\textsuperscript{156}

Despite these states constituting an astonishing example of massive fiscal retrenchment and demonstrating a robust bounce back in growth, the REBLLs do not in fact provide much evidence for the expansionary austerity thesis. To see why, we need to understand that the economies the REBLLs built for themselves after communism were accidents waiting to happen. This is why they had to be so austere in the first place—the accident happened and it cost them a fortune. It’s an accident we have already seen in this book: yet another banking crisis that ended up on states’ balance sheets. No one does this sort of thing for fun—not even Balto-libertarians. We need to understand why the REBLLs were compelled to undertake such extreme measures before we can understand why their experiences prove neither the expansionary austerity thesis nor provide much in the way of portable and practical lessons for the rest of the world.

\textbf{The REBLL Growth Model}

By the eve of the 2008 crisis, the REBLLs had developed a unique growth model based on massive foreign investment, even more massive foreign borrowing, and economic institutions that could only be described as open to money coming in and people going out. The problem with this growth model was that it was extremely vulnerable to external shocks due to its high degree of dependence on transnational capital flows, its tendency to develop large current account deficits, and its chronically weak export performance.

They ended up this way because the post-communist period of the 1990s was one of extensive deindustrialization in the REBLLs. This prompted the migration of between 10 percent and 30 percent of the most active part of their labor force to Western Europe. These losses compounded an already weak capacity to develop infrastructure, which in turn led to the concentration of investment in real estate and finance rather than manufacturing. As a consequence, exports were never a strong foreign currency earner, which meant a shortage of foreign exchange to cover imports.\textsuperscript{157} This led to increasing dependence on foreign capital inflows and remittances from all that expatriate labor to provide for the financing of these large deficits. Yet despite such problems these economies grew rapidly because by the 2000s there was plenty of credit at the local bank to finance consumption.
There was just one problem—the local banks were not local—and neither was their financing.

Encouraged by the prospect of EU membership for the REBLLs, which made these countries appear to be undervalued assets that would appreciate simply by adopting the euro, Austrian, French, German, Swedish, and even Greek banks went on a shopping spree to buy Eastern European banks in the early 2000s. REBLL banking sectors became between 80 percent and nearly 100 percent foreign owned in short order. These banks made little contribution to industrial investment, in part because there wasn’t much industry in some of those states in which one could invest, so they provided instead plenty of consumer credit to cash-strapped REBLL citizens and real estate speculators. Given the spread between the home banks’ funding costs and the rates they could loan at locally, this was a good deal for all concerned. This also encouraged local actors to load up on foreign currency loans, thereby building time bombs into their balance sheets set to explode the minute exchange rates moved against them.

This transnational credit pump created a phenomenal construction bubble that made the Spanish and Irish property experiences look tame by comparison. Spain and Ireland managed a paltry 6 and 8 percent annual growth in construction expenditures, respectively, in the 2000s. Romania was the laggard with 11 percent yearly increases. Bulgaria busted the curve with a near 20-percent-a-year increase. Therefore, while REBLL states busily cut their debt even before the crisis, their citizens and firms increased it exponentially in the form of nonproductive assets, on the back of weak exports and current account deficits, using foreign sourced cheap credit. All that was needed to make this whole system explode was a detonator—and the foreign banks provided that too.

Yet Another Banking Crisis

The 2008 crisis hit the REBLLs as a combination of a current account crisis—exports slumped as financing for imports dried up and deficits, already large, exploded—and the bursting of real estate bubbles once the foreign banks that owned their financial sectors tried to cover their losses in the credit crunch. As we discussed back in chapter 2, when a bank makes a loss in one part of its portfolio, it looks to liquidate assets elsewhere in the portfolio to cover those losses. The REBLLs were the very definition of “elsewhere in the portfolio.” Worried about the solvency of their home-base operations in the aftermath of the Lehman crisis, the parent banks of these REBLL banks let it be known to the REBLL governments that they were considering pulling out of their countries to supply much-needed liquidity to their core (home) operations. Given the extremely open and market-friendly economic institutions of the REBLLs, these states had no way to keep capital at home. As such, they rather suddenly discovered that the Western banks didn’t just own their banks—they owned their money supplies too. Fear set in, the money started to flow out, demand abroad constricted, their construction bubbles popped, and the REBLL economies collapsed (table 6.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Change in GDP</th>
<th>Change in Consumption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>−6</td>
<td>−10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>−14</td>
<td>−15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>−5.5</td>
<td>−7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>−7</td>
<td>−22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>−14</td>
<td>1–17.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurostat

At this point, the EU and the IMF intervened and orchestrated a massive bailout of the Central and
Eastern European financial systems—in other words, of the Western banks’ wholly owned foreign subsidiaries—just at the point when current accounts in these states were exploding. In Vienna in 2009, and long before any Greek or Irish bailout, an agreement was signed between the Western banks, the troika (EU-IMF-EC), and Romania, Hungary, and Latvia that committed Western European banks to keeping their funds in their Eastern European banks if these governments committed to austerity to stabilize local banks’ balance sheets. The Vienna agreement prevented the liquidity crunch from spreading to the rest of the REBLLs, so long as the same balance-sheet guarantee (austerity) was applied elsewhere—and it was. Once again, it was all about saving the banks, and the bill for doing so, in the form of austerity, high interest rates, unemployment, and the rest, was dumped once again on the public-sector balance sheet of the states concerned. As early as 2009, then, while the United States and Western Europe were rediscovering Keynes, the REBLLs were enforcing local austerity packages to save core EU country banks. If you think that you have heard this story already, it’s because you have. It’s an earlier form of what is going on in the Eurozone with the periphery states’ sovereign debt and the core banks’ exposures.

Given this bust and deflationary bailout, the size of consolidation following the collapse was massive: 17 percent of GDP in Latvia, 13 percent in Lithuania, and 9 percent in Estonia, with half of it enforced in the first year, and most of it, per Alesina’s recommendations, on the expenditure side. Double-digit public-sector wage cuts became the norm across the REBLLs despite the IMF’s then managing director Dominique Strauss Kahn protesting that, at least in the case of Romania, the government should have taxed the wealthy instead. Expenditure cuts of such magnitude wreaked havoc in health, education, and social protection. Taxes were increased, but only on regressive value added taxes (VAT) and labor taxes. Massive tax evasion predictably followed, which simply worsened the overall fiscal situation.

Let’s stop for a moment and take this in. A set of patently unsustainable and unstable economies financed by foreign credit bubbles blew up, quite predictably, the minute there was a shock to these economies. These countries are now supposed to be the role models for the rest of the world to follow? Spain is in bad shape, certainly, but is it really supposed to hollow out its economy entirely and live off more foreign borrowed money? Is Italy supposed to abandon its competitive export sector and sell off its banks? That would be what “following the example of the REBLLs” actually means. In fact, these so-called “models” are little more than the worst features of Ireland, Spain, and Greece combined, with no compensatory airbags, a sideline in divide-and-rule ethnic politics, and a libertarian instruction sheet. The REBLLs may have bounced back, but why would anyone want to copy policies that led to such an unstable and inequitable growth model in the first place? What lessons, then, are we to take from the REBLL alliance if becoming more like them is surely not one of them?

Life Lessons from the REBLL Alliance

First, to the question, do the REBLL cases actually prove that expansionary austerity works? The answer is most certainly no. While it is almost true that austerity eventually, and after huge welfare losses, put the REBLLs on an upward growth trajectory—almost true because Latvia started growing again when austerity ended in 2010—it is also clear that austerity after the crash did nothing to prevent the deepening of the economic crisis that necessitated it. Nor did the bounce back in growth have anything to do with the positive shock to expectations so central to the expansionary austerity claim. Take Latvia, for example, since it hosted the party celebrating its success. Close to 4 percent of Latvians left the country between 2008 and 2011. In 2009, 79 percent of Latvians surveyed
classified the economic situation in their country as “bad.” By 2011, when the Latvian growth rate was the highest in the EU, 91 percent of Latvians surveyed perceived the economic situation to be “bad,” and 58 percent said the worst was yet to come. The best we can say in this supposed best case is that, while expectations may follow growth with a lag, they certainly do not drive it.

Second, the much-lauded catch-up is limited, fragile, and likely to be reversed. None of the REBLLs will have closed by 2013 the output gap that they opened up in 2009. Even after several more years of high growth, the REBLL states, especially the Baltic States, will remain years away from recovering the loss of output that austerity engendered. They are still poorer than they started despite all their efforts. Even at the rather optimistic growth rates estimated by the IMF, it will take Latvia until 2015 to get back to precrisis output levels. In fact, according to the EC, REBLL growth is likely to be too sluggish over the next several years to sustain the recovery. According to EC estimates, the REBLLs will see their growth rates fall after 2012 to a much more modest 2 percent a year. These levels will still likely be higher than in the core Eurozone countries, but the task facing the REBLLs is much harder given the scale of their losses and the unresolved fragility of their growth models.

Given this, the REBLL bounce back is simply not big enough to reverse the huge rise in unemployment in these countries any time soon. Again, taking austerity poster child Latvia as our example, IMF projections have Latvian unemployment remaining in double-digit territory until 2017, and that’s with rosy growth forecasts. This is no different from the situation in the PIIGS. If we add those who work part time or gave up searching for work, we get peak unemployment/underemployment of 30 percent in 2010 and 21 percent in the third quarter of 2011. If we add emigration to the figure, we end up with an unemployment/underemployment rate of 29 percent at the peak of the Latvian recovery.

Third, austerity did not work the way it was supposed to in two critical areas: on private-sector wages and on government debts and deficits. Private-sector wage cuts did not happen on the scale needed to allow the increase in cost competitiveness that the deflation engineered to be effective. Unit labor costs were downwardly sticky during austerity programs despite massive public-sector cuts. This means only wage increases in Western Europe would make REBLL relative wages fall to more competitive levels, and that is hardly likely to happen in Western Europe in the middle of an austerity-induced double-dip recession. Similarly, REBLL austerity packages did not cut budget deficits as abruptly as the theory said they should. Latvia, Lithuania, and Romania ran much higher budget deficits at the peak of their austerity programs in 2009–2010 than did either Greece or Spain.

Austerity is also supposed to reduce debt. In fact, that’s the whole point of it. Yet it didn’t do it in the REBLLs and it didn’t do it in the PIIGS. While all of the REBLLs had extremely low levels of debt—below 20 percent of GDP—going into the crisis, and had the advantage post-Vienna agreement of a sovereign bond market structure populated by patient (local or troika-tied foreign) investors who relieved bond market pressures, today they all have, with the exception of Estonia, more debt now than when they started, in some cases dramatically so. By comparison, imagine what would have happened if already high Greek or Italian debt levels were multiplied by four, as was Latvia’s debt when it rocketed from 10.7 percent of GDP in 2007 to 42 percent in 2012. Indeed, the REBLLs will be saddled with much higher debt levels for a long time because of their austerity. Far from blowing up the Debt Star, they have built themselves a bigger one. The candle in all of this, once again, is simply not worth the game.

Fourth, and most critical in terms of exporting this “success” elsewhere, the external demand that
caused the REBLLs to bounce back cannot be used to bring back the PIIGS or anyone else. While Bulgaria and Romania have relied on domestic demand and linkages to the German auto sector as the main driver of the economy, exports make about half of the Baltic States’ GDP. Since it is precisely domestic demand that suffers the most when austerity is implemented, this leaves exports as the main engine of growth. While all the REBLLs, but especially the Baltic States, have seen significant increases in exports, this provides little hope for anyone else since the REBLLs’ main trading partners are countries that have by and large avoided recession since 2008, such as Germany, or recovered very quickly, such as Sweden, Finland, and Russia. Finnish growth isn’t going to do much for Italy and Spain.

The Baltic States are a quick commute away from the economies of Scandinavia, to whom they offer wage arbitrage and a deregulated, culturally proximate, low-tax business environment. Spain can’t do that. It’s too far away and, crucially, it’s too big to replicate the same trick. While Romania and Bulgaria are medium-sized, middle-income states, the Baltic states are tiny. The average Baltic state is about the same size as a New York City outer borough. They can survive in the cracks of the world economy in a way that large economies cannot. Can you imagine what would happen to political stability if 4 percent of Southern Europe’s labor market left their respective countries in a three-year period? Where would they all go to find work? Lithuania?

Finally, the politics of austerity that made cuts of this magnitude possible in the REBLLs cannot be replicated in the Southern periphery, nor should we wish that it could be. A rather divisive ethnic politics was the card played by the REBLL governments in some of the Baltic States to isolate and marginalize opposition to austerity. Where that card was not played, in Romania and Bulgaria, citizen protest was strong enough to slow down the austerity drive, and most recently, defeat it at the ballot box in Romania in December 2012. Again, to take the example of Latvia, the biggest political party opposed to austerity was the party associated with ethnic Russians, which made the divide-and-conquer politics needed to isolate them, given Latvia’s history with Russia, much easier. Playing nationalism to force budget cuts is not a policy that ends well, as we know from the experience of the 1930s. Perhaps then, once again, those old lessons from the 1930s stand up to scrutiny much better than the new lessons we are encouraged to learn from the REBLLs.

In sum, the REBLL alliance does not prove the case for expansionary austerity any more than interwar Japan proves the case for sensible Keynesianism. The political and economic structures of these states are neither transportable nor stable. Their policies prove nothing about expectations or the sustainability of consolidations. Their recoveries and economies are inherently fragile and are based upon sources of demand that cannot be replicated elsewhere. They are in more debt than when they started. Far from being a model, they are a reminder of the futility and costs of austerity.

When world leaders keen to legitimize the damage that they have already done to the lives of millions of their fellow citizens reach for examples such as these to vindicate their actions, applauding these countries for creating misery, it shows us one thing above all. Austerity remains an ideology immune to facts and basic empirical refutation. This is why it remains, despite any and all evidence we can muster against it, a very dangerous idea.
Part Three

CONCLUSION
A Conjecture in Lieu of a Conclusion

This book has examined the case for austerity as both a sensible economic policy and as a coherent set of economic ideas, and it has found austerity to be lacking in both respects. Austerity doesn’t work. Period. Insofar as the fossil record contains a few cases of what look like “expansionary fiscal consolidations,” as we saw in chapter 6, these cases are either driven by factors other than what the austerity proponents maintain, or those proponents simply get the case wrong. Expectations leading to confidence fairies really are a fairy story. The few positive cases we can find are easily explained by currency devaluations and accommodative pacts with trade unions. In general, the deployment of austerity as economic policy has been as effective in us bringing peace, prosperity, and crucially, a sustained reduction of debt, as the Mongol Golden Horde was in furthering the development of Olympic dressage. It has instead brought us class politics, riots, political instability, more rather than less debt, assassinations, and war. It has never once “done what it says on the tin.”

As a set of ideas, what begins as an absence in the history of liberal economic thought becomes a schizophrenia over the role of the state in the economy—the “can’t live with it, can’t live without it, don’t want to pay for it problem”—which in turn becomes a neuralgia regarding the state in general. Expelled from the corpus of reasonable ideas after the Great Depression, austerity waited for its chance, was enabled by other supporting intellectual developments during its long hibernation in the institutions of Germany and in the minds of Austrian and Italian economists in the United States, and reappeared full-blown in the 1990s and 2000s.

Austerity has been applied with exceptional vigor during the ongoing European financial crisis, and it has produced exactly the same failures one would expect if its previous intellectual and natural histories had been investigated. The costs of this epistemic arrogance and ideological insistence have been, and continue to be, horrendous. If European economic policy makers, like medical doctors, had to swear “to do no harm,” they would all be banned from “practicing” economics. If austerity becomes the policy mantra of the United States anytime soon, despite all the evidence to date, we can expect it to be equally destructive there, too, and remember, we Americans are more heavily armed.

But the desire to apply austerity is not just ideological, although it is that. There are also good material reasons for the continuing application of austerity, especially in Europe—that is, clearing space on the balance sheet of sovereigns in case one of the region’s too big to bail banks goes bust. What began as a banking crisis in the United States continues as one in Europe. The euro has turbocharged this problem by effectively turning the twenty-first-century European economy into a classical gold standard. The results are once more predictably awful. How did we get into this mess again?

In one sense—and leaving behind the Mother of All Moral Hazard Trades that was the generator of the European side of the crisis—the trigger for all of this was a classic case of good intentions gone bad. While the US financial system was, as we saw in chapter 2, an accident waiting to happen, what
brought us down the particular path we find ourselves stuck on now was the decision to bail out the banks, starting with the US TARP program, in 2008.

I gave an analogy for why governments, especially the US government, did this earlier in the book: 150-odd million workers, 72 percent living paycheck to paycheck, 70 million handguns, no cash in the ATMs. It still focuses the mind. Personally, back in 2008 I thought bailing out the banks was the right thing to do. I thought “there was no alternative.” But as with all TINA logics, there are always alternatives. When we consider now the costs of this decision, I am no longer so sure it was the right thing to do.

To the immediate costs of the crisis discussed in chapter 2 one must add the devastation and waste caused by years of austerity policies that have cost far more than any simple bank run, no matter how big. Perhaps we should have let the banks fail. Yes, systemic risk says otherwise. But if the alternative produces nothing but a decade or more of austerity, then we really need to rethink whether the costs of systemic risk going bad are any worse than the austerity we have already, and continue to, put ourselves through.

Bailing led to debt. Debt led to crisis. Crisis led to austerity. Perhaps we could have avoided this sequence—as this book has shown, there were moments of choice. There was nothing inevitable about austerity—even if its root cause is a too big to bail banking system stuck inside a modern gold standard/monetary doomsday device that seems to have limited the options to “add central bank liquidity, squeeze the budget, and pray.” But could we have done otherwise? I want to use the rest of this chapter to explore whether, like austerity itself, the game of bailing has been worth the candle of keeping the banks alive.

Part of what follows is a conjecture—the business model of investment banking may be dying. If so, all the money we spent and have lost in recession was wasted on a system that may be in terminal decline anyway. Another part is a new tale of fiscal adjustment in two small countries: Iceland and Ireland. One let its banks fail and is now doing really quite well, especially when compared to Eurozone Europe. The other bailed them out and has condemned itself to a generation of misery because of it.

The final part of this concluding chapter turns to the question of how this all ends. The discussion of the cases of austerity from the 1920s, especially the French case, shows us that austerity is generated in part by the inability of societies, as Barry Eichengreen first proposed, to agree on an equitable distribution of the tax burden. There is a strong parallel to be drawn between France in the 1920s and the condition of the crisis-shocked countries today. The alternative to cut is to tax. Given this, there are two other ways out of the crisis in addition to the usual choices of inflation, devaluation, endless austerity (deflation), and default. The financial community will welcome neither of these two options, but it is not as if the other options on the table are great for them either. Those alternative choices are, first, what is known as financial repression, and second, a renewed effort to seriously collect taxes on a global scale. These efforts to get us out of this mess may not be popular, but one, or both, is coming.

The End of Banking

The story of the crisis reconstructed in chapters 2 and 3 can, and perhaps should, be seen in a bigger context. At the end of the Bretton Woods era, when the United States finally went off gold in 1971, states around the world had to adjust to what Eric Helleiner has called “the reemergence of global finance.” Floating exchange rates, deregulation, disintermediation, and the rest, which made finance
the most profitable sector of the American and British economies by the 2000s, was the new order of things. But what was it all really based upon? After all, finance is most properly thought of as a part of the information system of the economy: linking borrowers and lenders while sitting in the middle collecting a fee. It’s not an industry in the traditional sense, and it certainly should not have been producing 40 percent of corporate profits in the United States on the eve of the crisis—so why was it able to do just that?

Global finance made so much hay, not through efficient markets but by riding up and down three interlinked giant global asset bubbles using huge amounts of leverage. The first bubble began in US equities in 1987 and ran, with a dip in the dot-com era, until 2007. It was the longest equity bull market in history, and it spread out from the United States to boost stock markets all over the world. The smart cash that was being made in those equity markets looked around for a hedge and found real estate, which began its own global bubble phase in 1997 and ran until the crisis hit in 2006. The final bubble occurred in commodities, which rose sharply in 2005 and 2006, long before anyone had heard the words “quantitative easing,” and which burst quickly since these were comparatively tiny markets, too small to sustain such volumes of liquidity all hunting either safety or yield. The popping of these interlinked bubbles combined with losses in the subprime sector of the mortgage derivatives market to trigger the current crisis. A picture again is useful. In figure 7.1 we see these three asset bubbles (Dow Jones Stocks, S&P’s Case-Schiller Index of Housing, and gold/oil prices) scaled against time.

We can clearly see the bust beginning in housing in 2006 hitting stocks and then commodities. What we see since then are stocks rising due to central bank liquidity programs providing asset insurance for purchases of underwater equities. Commodities have also rallied as investors increasingly piled into them in an effort to find positive yield in a zero interest-rate environment. Real estate has yet to recover.

Now, take away liquidity support and the hunt for yield and there’s a problem going forward. You can only generate bubbles of this magnitude if there are assets that are either undervalued, or are at least perceived to be undervalued, and that can serve as fuel for the bubble. US equities had been flat for a generation back in the early 1980s. US housing was cheap and patterns of demand were changing. Commodities used to be a niche market. Finance changed all that, pumping and dumping these asset classes and taking profits along the way for twenty-five years. It was a great run while it lasted, but now, after the bust, could it be over?
Sovereigns are stretched, and eventually liquidity support and zero rates will come to an end on what will be a much weaker underlying economy. Equities will decline in value, commodities too, as global demand weakens, and housing, outside a few markets, is not going to be increasing in value at 7 to 10 percent a year anytime soon. But deprived of fuel for the asset cycle, all those wonderful paper assets that can be based off these booms—commodity ETFs, interest rate swaps, CDOs and CDSs—to name but a few—will cease to be the great money machine that they have been to date. Having pumped and dumped every asset class on the planet, finance may have exhausted its own growth model. The banks’ business model for the past twenty-five years may be dying. If so, saving it in the bust is merely, and most expensively, prolonging the agony. Anticipating John Quiggin’s *Zombie Economics*, we may have endured austerity to bring back the nearly dead.

Is there any evidence for this bold conjecture? A bit. Banks everywhere are delevering, which will reduce lending, hitting growth and thus the volume of business that they conduct. Bank equity prices and market capitalization have fallen drastically over the past two years. Revenues by asset class are falling. Underwriting has shrunk and trading is not what it used to be. Fixed costs are increasing while bonuses are shrinking and the sector as a whole is getting smaller. Meanwhile, what growth there is seems to be on the retail rather than the investment banking side. But retail depends more directly on the real economy, which is shrinking because of austerity. In sum, we may have impoverished a few million people to save an industry of dubious social utility that is now on its last legs. This is a discomfiting thought that strongly suggests that we really should not have bailed them after all. And there’s another reason for thinking this way, independent of this: it’s called Dublin.

### Tales of Fiscal Adjustment Redux: Ireland, Iceland, and the Alternatives to Austerity

The joke doing the rounds at the beginning of the crisis, before Ireland blew up, was, what’s the difference between Iceland and Ireland? The answer was, one letter and six months. The joke, it turned out, was a prophecy. Ireland was discussed in [chapter 3](#), and it was noted then that between 1994 and 2007 Irish GDP grew much more rapidly than in the 1980s and 1990s. During this boom period, when cheap money was abundant in global markets, Ireland’s banking sector also grew rapidly, and on the back of the credit bubble grew a housing bubble. When the bubble popped in 2008, the Irish government issued a blanket guarantee to its banks and soon after gave five and a half billion euros to three banks: Anglo Irish bank, Allied Irish Bank, and Bank of Ireland. Unfortunately, since the assets of these banks were little more than dead real-estate loans, this was just throwing good money after bad. It kept the banks going, however, until January 2009 anyway, when Anglo-Irish was nationalized—at the same time that 2 billion euros in savings were chopped off the public budget. Realizing that such ad hoc measures were not enough to stop the complete collapse of the economy, the government set up a bad bank, the National Asset Management Agency (NAMA), to take the toxic assets off the banks’ books.

The end result of all this activity was a full guarantee of the assets of the entire banking system: a total bailout. NAMA bought the assets at above book value with taxpayer money, sold shares of NAMA back to the banks, and they, in turn, used these shares as collateral to get liquidity from the ECB. In short, creative accounting and a helpful government enabled the banks to walk away scot-free from the carnage they had caused. Ireland was now shut out of international markets and placed at the mercy of the IMF-ECB-EC troika. Since then, over 70 billion euros have been injected into its banking
system—divided by a population of some 4.5 million. Some 47 billion euros disappeared into Anglo-Irish alone, never to be seen again. The “assets” the taxpayer purchased via NAMA are not coming back anytime soon. The cost of bailing out the banks amounts to 45 percent of GDP, and that figure does not include the cost of the NAMA program, which is over 70 billion euros. Under the troika Ireland has endured round after round of austerity. Because of this Ireland is often held up as a role model for austerity, implying that things are getting better and that austerity is working. As ex-ECB head Jean Claude Trichet put it in 2010, “Greece has a role model and that role model is Ireland.” But if one looks at the economic consequences of the bust and the bailout, it’s hard to see the recovery.

The salaries of public-sector workers have been cut by close to 20 percent while regressive taxes and user fees have been increased. Welfare and social spending have been sharply reduced. In 2007, GDP contracted by −2.97 percent, by −6.99 percent in 2008, and −0.43 percent in 2010. Low growth returned in 2011, but at the very moderate level of 0.71 percent. Even this moderate growth, however, is suspect.

Low corporate tax rates made Ireland a popular site for multinational corporations to establish headquarters and declare their profits, which played an important role in the country’s boom. Google, Apple, Microsoft, and Facebook have set up headquarters in Ireland, but most of them have very few employees in the country. These firms pay a corporate tax rate of 12.5 percent in Ireland, which is just over a third of the 35 percent they would pay in the United States. Because of this dynamic, Irish GDP is inflated by global firms booking huge revenues through Ireland for tax purposes. When one looks at Irish GNP, which takes out such revenues, growth declined by 2.5 percent in 2011.

This anomaly also explains the high rate of exports from Ireland, which went from 80 percent of GDP in 2007 to 101 percent of GDP in 2010, which is also held up as evidence of the boom after the bust. The revenue of multinationals operating out of Ireland is booked as an export of Irish services—even if there is no real economic activity going on. Given this, exports of services have grown five times faster than the export of goods.

However, as Martin Malone of Mint Partners put it bluntly, “The entire increase from 2007–2012 in Ireland’s service exports is almost complete fluff … they are overstated by Euro 30 billion, which as a measure versus GNP comes to almost 25 percent of the total.” This overstatement of export-led recovery explains why unemployment has risen steadily, from 4.5 percent in 2007 to 14.8 percent by in mid-2012, even as emigration has risen notably, from 46,300 in 2007 to 80,600 in 2011 despite this supposed boom. Irish debt to GDP was 32 percent in 2007. Today it stands at 108.2 percent after three years of austerity. Indeed, if the cost of NAMA is added to the national accounts, its Ireland’s debt-to-GDP-ratio would rival that of Greece. Ireland bailed its banks, and then bailed on an export-led recovery without a devaluation that was based upon phantom exports that create very few jobs and that are only made possible by tax dodging. Apparently this is Greece’s role model.

Dublin is not a happy place to be these days, nor is it likely to be for the next several years. The Irish government, which has implemented 24 billion euros in cuts since 2008, plans another 8.3 billion in taxes and another 3.5 billion in cuts for 2013. Bailing banks and busting the state’s balance sheet is an expensive business, even with real export-led growth. Continuing austerity will, as usual, only make things worse.

Iceland, in many ways, was Ireland on crack. Its bank assets to GDP ratio in 2007 was nearly 1000
percent. So when Iceland got into trouble, it was going to be the mother of all banking crises. But there was one important difference. Where Ireland followed the mantra of austerity, slashed spending, and bailed its banks, Iceland let its banks go bankrupt, devalued its currency, put up capital controls, and bolstered welfare measures. A comparison of the two is as close to a natural experiment of the effects of austerity and bailouts as you are likely to find.

Iceland’s transformation from a protectionist social democracy to a laissez faire center of international finance was fast and furious. By 2007, average yearly incomes had soared to the equivalent of almost USD 70,000. The value of the stocks of the fifteen firms listed on the Icelandic Stock Exchange increased sevenfold between 2002 and 2007, and the local real estate market more than doubled in value. The three Icelandic banks—Glitnir, Landsbanki, and Kaupthing—and behind this bubble. Their financial structure made Anglo-Irish look like a paragon of good management. Between 2004 and 2008, lending increased on average by nearly 50 percent a year. The banks self-funded on the basis of these loans and then invested heavily in their own stocks. When cross-financing between these three banks is added to the picture, self-investment was 70 percent of these banks’ capital base. If you are thinking of the great investment trusts from the era of the Wall Street Crash of 1929, you are not far off. On the back of this credit pump, private consumption increased and the Icelandic currency rapidly appreciated. By 2005, Iceland had become the most privately indebted country in the world.

By 2006, Iceland had begun to raise eyebrows abroad. In February of that year Fitch Ratings issued a report stating that the Icelandic credit boom was a matter of concern, accurately predicting that even a slight global downturn would put the Icelandic banks underwater. More seriously, the Icelandic banks were running out of liquidity. They began swapping their debt securities among themselves and then using them as collateral to borrow from the central bank. By the end of 2008, the central bank had lent the banks ISK 500 billion.

By 2008, the Icelandic central bank found itself running out of liquidity when Glitnir, which had been struggling to refinance itself since the beginning of the year, found it couldn’t access funding markets. The central bank offered it a loan equivalent to 25 percent of its reserves in exchange for 75 percent ownership, a de facto nationalization, which rather shocked the markets into action. The fallout from Glitnir immediately hit the other banks’ funding sources such that private interbank credit was shut off as depositors withdrew their money. Meanwhile, the central bank was in no position to continue to act as a lender of last resort having already given away huge chunks of its reserves.

Iceland had crossed the Rubicon without realizing it. It was now in no position to bail out its banks even if it wanted to, and it wasn’t in the euro so the ECB had no obligation to help. On October 6, 2009, the government passed emergency legislation that gave them the power to overtake troubled financial institutions, bypassing the central bank. Any plans the central bank harbored to bail the banks were now dead. The banks were to be allowed to go bankrupt and be taken into receivership. Their debts were not socialized; instead bondholders and foreign creditors bore the brunt of adjustment. The IMF was called in.

Significantly, the road ahead was not austerity. The immediate focus of the IMF program was to prevent the exchange rate from deteriorating to the point where it would cause hyperinflation in such a heavily import dependent economy. Breaking with IMF orthodoxy, capital controls were introduced, locking investors in. Three new banks were set up to take over the management of domestic accounts and performing assets. Nonperforming assets were left in the old, bankrupt banks. Creditors were free
to claim those assets, but not the assets transferred to the new banks. In other words, the government decided to let institutional creditors shoulder the cost of the collapse rather than the taxpayers.

Allowing the banks to fail meant that they were less of a financial drain on the state. Their recapitalization cost close to 20 percent of Iceland’s GDP—a massive sum for such a small country, but an awful lot less than the still-growing Irish bailout via NAMA. Iceland’s debt-to-GDP ratio in 2012 stood at 99 percent, a figure that would have been much higher had the banks been bailed out. Instead of austerity, the government pursued an expansionary policy behind these capital controls for the first year, followed by an evenly distributed fiscal consolidation. Everyone tightened their belts as the cuts were accompanied by a shift to a more progressive tax code that included substantial tax hikes for top earners and measures to help low- and middle-income families.

In terms of growth Iceland has fared better than anyone would have dared hope. The IMF projected a contraction of 10 percent in 2009 that turned out to be 6.5 percent. Apparently—note to John Cochrane—fiscal multipliers do exist after all. In 2010, the economy contracted by 3.5 percent, and in 2011 growth returned at 3 percent, based in part upon real exports of goods and services. Growth at a similar rate has continued into 2012, placing Iceland near the top of OECD growth performance. With higher marginal rates of taxation, returning growth, capital control, and equal fiscal tightening, Iceland is on target to eliminate its budget deficit in 2014 and have a budget surplus of 5 percent in 2016.

Unlike Ireland, employment growth in Iceland has been strong. Unemployment increased drastically after the crisis, going from a pre-crisis low of just over 2 percent to a high of 9 percent in 2009. Even at its height, however, unemployment in Iceland was lower than the European average and well below the levels of other crisis-ridden countries. Unemployment stands at just under 6 percent in October 2012. To put that into perspective, only Norway, Switzerland, Austria, the Netherlands, and Germany—none of which experienced a serious crisis—boast lower rates of unemployment.

Finally, consider this bonus to the Icelandic experience of not bailing their banks. After initially falling quite rapidly, real wages have been rising at a brisk pace. This has helped reverse the trend of growing inequality witnessed between 1995 and 2007, when the after-tax Gini coefficient rose from 0.21 to 0.43, mostly because of the high incomes of top earners—a phenomenon seen in all highly financialized societies. By 2010, when capital income had collapsed and the tax code was reformed, the Gini coefficient was pushed back down to 0.245.

Can we generalize from Iceland to elsewhere? After all, we previously argued that we should not generalize from the REBLLs to the much larger states of Southern Europe. So what’s different here? Although Iceland is the definition of tiny, what matters in this case is not the size of the country, or its population, but the size of the banks relative to the size of the economy, its bank-assets-to-GDP ratio. In Iceland, that ratio was nearly ten to one at the time of the bust. In the United States that ratio was just over one to one. Iceland had ten times the bust of the United States’ worst-case-ever scenario, and it not only survived, it prospered.

Iceland not only survived letting its banks go bust, it became a healthier and more equal society in doing so. Although Ireland is a small country, and Iceland is literally the size of a city, and a small one at that, perhaps there are still, in the comparison of these states, two key lessons for the natural history of austerity. First, when you do the exact opposite of the austerity playbook, you not only survive, you prosper. Second, above all, don’t bail your banks.
Taxing Times Ahead

So if Iceland gives us a positive lesson, where do we go from here? As it’s usually set up, the options going forward in highly indebted societies are limited and uniformly bad: inflation (bad for capital and creditors), deflation (bad for workers and debtors), devaluation (bad for workers in the longer term and impossible in the euro), and default (everyone loses.) Debt forgiveness is a particular form default, which Iceland made a part of its strategy for cleaning up its mortgage market. The United States could really do with some of that, but unless you let the banks fail, creditors will always resist forgiveness. So, what does that leave us with? More austerity in the short to medium term to be sure. But the lessons of the 1920s suggest that this will come to an end by prompting one of the other options: devaluation, inflation, or default. Is there a more stable alternative future path? Yes, there are two, and neither is great, but they are, as Churchill said about democracy, the worst options except for the alternatives.

The first path is usually known by the pejorative sobriquet of financial repression. Carmen Reinhart and M. Belen Sbrancia recently discussed this possible path. They concluded, by examining episodes of past high indebtedness, that states restructure their financial systems in periods of crisis in such a way as to allow them to create “captive audiences.” Banks, pension funds, and other long-term debt holders are “encouraged” through capital controls, interest-rate ceilings, and other devices to hold a large amount of government bonds. The government then pays a low nominal interest rate on the bond while running a near-balanced budget with a positive but small rate of inflation. This creates an effective negative real interest rate on the bond such that the value of the debt shrinks over time.

Financial repression is basically a tax on captive bondholders and it works best when you have banks over a proverbial barrel—such as when they are losing money and are dependent upon state funding, just like today. Policies such as this “played an instrumental role in reducing or liquidating the massive stocks of debt accumulated during world war two.” Reinhart and Sbrancia find that the “liquidation tax” generated from financial repression amounted to, in the cases of the United States and United Kingdom after World War II, the equivalent of 3 to 4 percent of GDP a year. Raising such funds would facilitate a significant debt reduction over time, and it would obviate the need for a corresponding period of extended austerity—austerity that wouldn’t work anyway since it would cause the debt to get bigger, not smaller.

So we are talking taxes, which no one likes. But since I found out that in 2010 I paid more taxes than the General Electric Corporation—really, I did, and so did you—I’m willing to give financial repression a chance. Yes, it will greatly limit my opportunities to buy and trade exotic derivatives and engage in international financial arbitrage games, but you know what? I’m willing to give it up. After thirty years of all the gains and all the tax cuts going to the people who brought us the bubble, payback is coming. Not because of Occupy Wall Street and not because of my personal preferences, but because it’s so much easier and more effective to do than it is to enforce self-defeating austerity that it’s bound to happen.

Speaking of taxes, it’s not just going to be sophisticated quasi-hidden liquidation and/or so-called Tobin taxes on financial transactions that are levied, either. Personal taxes have room to grow, too—especially in the United States. A recent analysis from the Congressional Research Service, which gives us an idea of what Congress might be thinking, noted that top marginal rate of income tax in the United States in the 1940s an 1950s, the heyday of US power, “was typically above 90%” while “the top capital gains tax was 25%.” Meanwhile “the share of income accruing to the top 0.1% of US
families increased from 4.2% in 1945 to 12.3% in 2007.” This is an interesting juxtaposition of observations, to say the least. The justification for such reductions and gains is, of course, the supply side argument that more cash at the top leads to more investment and growth. Interestingly, the report concludes that “the result of the analysis suggests that changes over the past 65 years in the top marginal tax rate and the top capital gains tax do not appear correlated with economic growth.” But they do appear to be “associated with the increasing concentration of income.” Given that the US federal state spends 25 percent of GDP while only raising 18 percent, a cynic might conclude that the fact that all this income is concentrated in so few hands might make it a good target to reduce that budget deficit.

Pushing us further in this direction, several very serious and very mainstream economists are beginning to say things that a few years ago would have been heard only in the drunken bar huddling of disgruntled lefties. For example, tax economists on both sides of the Atlantic are beginning to argue that higher taxes on top earners can pay for debt reduction. Apparently, there is no need for austerity, after all. And since the upper-income brackets benefited the most from the last three decades of tax cuts, it would seem only too fair to increase the tax burden on them just a little. President Bush’s former economic advisor Glenn Hubbard thinks that raising top taxes will never raise enough revenue to make a dent in the debt. Moreover, 2012 presidential candidate Mitt Romney found such redistribution to be “un-American,” showing an astonishing ignorance of the policies of Dwight Eisenhower (Republican). But there is plenty of room to tax at the top because of the bailouts. It’s the gift that keeps on giving. After the 1929 crash income inequality and financial-sector pay declined sharply relative to ordinary earnings, but this time they did not, so taxing now is simply taking the bailout back to the taxpayer. This idea does not just resonate with progressive circles in the United States.

A team of German economists recently calculated that a one-time capital levy of 10 percent on personal net wealth exceeding Euro 250,000 per taxpayer could raise revenue by 9 percent of GDP. This tax would fall on the wealthiest 8 percent of Germans, which as a group owns close to two-thirds of national wealth. At Euro 500,000 (2.3 percent of taxpayers) and Euro 1 million (0.6 percent of taxpayers), the levy would still raise the equivalent of 6.8 percent and 5.6 percent of GDP. Being one-time levies because of the “debt emergency,” even if you factor in “expectations effects,” such policies should not lead to dramatic changes in investment behavior or capital flight provided that the state credibly commits to keeping them as a one-off tax. And just as in the United States, the space for more taxation in Europe at the top end of the distribution seems to be quite ample, as top marginal incomes are estimated to be no less than 20 percentage points below those that would maximize tax revenue to the government.

Peter Diamond of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Emanuel Saez of the University of California, Berkeley, go further, arguing that taxing the top 1 percent at over 80 percent would raise, not lower, revenue. They argue explicitly that “very high earners should be subject to high and rising marginal tax rates.” According to their calculations, raising the average income tax for the top income percentile to 43.5 percent from 22.4 percent, the level of 2007, would raise revenue by 3 percent of GDP, which is enough to close the US structural deficit while still leaving very high earners with more after-tax income than they would have had under Nixon.

Finally, there are pots of gold offshore too. With all that money going to the top of the income distribution over the past thirty years an entire industry sprang up to hide it. Unfortunately, they hid it in plain sight in a handful of tax havens such as the Cayman Islands and Switzerland. If big, powerful
states want to go after it, they know exactly where to look, which is what they have been doing of late.\textsuperscript{50} Indeed, a new study by James Henry of the Tax Justice Network estimates that there is as much as 32 trillion dollars, which is over twice the entire US national debt, hidden away offshore not paying taxes, which makes for a very tempting target indeed.\textsuperscript{51}

Think about this for a moment. Austerity has been tried and will keep being tried, at least in the Eurozone, until it’s either abandoned or voted out. It doesn’t work. In fact, as we have repeatedly seen, it makes the debt bigger and not smaller. So the debt is there and it needs to be paid off, or forgiven. Given that forgiveness outside the confessional is unlikely, and the other options, inflation and default, are even worse, it is pretty much inevitable that over the next few years financial repression and higher taxes on top earners will become a part of the landscape. The ongoing (at time of writing) negotiations over increasing taxes as part of the resolution of the 2013 US fiscal cliff debacle is simply the beginning. This is how we are going to deal with our debts—through taxes and not through austerity. Not because austerity is unfair, which it is, not because there are more debtors than creditors, which there are, and not because democracy has an inflationary bias, which it doesn’t, but because austerity simply doesn’t work.
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Three recent books have done a great job of showing us how the ideas that constitute modern finance, its theoretical structure, were a huge part of what went wrong. Justin Fox’s *The Myth of the Rational Market* (2009), John Cassidy’s *How Markets Fail* (2009), and John Quiggin’s *Zombie Economics* (2010) lay out in great detail how the economic theory of the past thirty years was constructed, what it presumed about the world, and why those ideas failed in the 2007–2008 crisis. In what follows, I draw on their work and on my own prior work on the subject. What I stress here, and add to their discussion, is the role that economic theory plays in providing stability, and promoting instability, in the financial system.
29. As the old joke has it, an economist is someone who sees something happen in the world and then asks if it’s true in theory.
This was epitomized in the following quip attributed to Keynes. When a reporter asked, “If businessmen are as stupid as you think, how come they make a profit?” Keynes replied, “Easy. They compete against other businessmen.”
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33. Hence the still-manic finger-pointing at Fannie and Freddie, despite their ability to generate a global crisis being zero. There’s only one Fannie and Freddie, and yet we have multiple states in crisis.
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44. Ibid.
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64. Ibid., 21.
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70. Another excellent overview is provided by Philip R. Lane, “The European Sovereign Debt Crisis,” Journal of Economic Perspectives 26, 3 (Summer 2012): 49–68.
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